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Volume II

Part I

Chronological Sviromary of Principal Events

22nd November, 1%1: Appreciation by C.-in-C. Par East

24th November, 1941: "Norgroup" reforms at Kuala Lumpur

29th November, 1941: Seay/ard reconnai ances startss

1st December, 194'!: No»2 Degree of Headiness ordered

2nd December, 1941: Eastern PLeet arrives at Singapore

Initial Reconnaissance Plan implemented

Authority received to order "Matador”

4th December, 1941:

5th December, 1941:

6th December, 1941:

6th December, 1941:

Japanese invasion fleet sifted

No,1 Degree of Readiness ordered

ELrst aircraft casualty7th December, 1941:

8th December, 1941:

8th December, 1941:

Enemy Landings at Kota Bahru and Singora

Singapore has its first air raid

8th December, 1941: Enemy attacks on Northern airfields

Nos, 21 and 27 Squadrons evacuate Sungei Patani8th December, 1941:

8th December, 1941: No. 1 Squadron evacuates Kota Bahru

No, 62 Squadron evacuates Alor Star'

Singora is bombed by Nos, • 34 and 62 Squadrons

9th December, 1941:

9th December, 1941:

Aircraft withdrawn from Kuantan9th December, 1941:

Prince of Wales and Repulse sunk10th December, 1941:

First ni^t attack by R.A. P,11th December, 1941:

Penang raided1941:11th December,

Denial of the Borneo oil wells11th December, 1941:
I

Battle of Jitra12th December, 1941:

Japanese fleet sailing towards Borneo,13th December, 1941:

No,453 Squadron move to Ipoh to defend Penang13th December, 1941:

Battle of Gurun14th December, 1941:

No, 60 Sqiiadron personnel return to Burma14th December, 1941:

Evacuation of Butterworth15th December, 1941:

"Norgroup" moves back to Ipoh15th December, 1941:

R, A, P, Mission to Sumatra airfields16th December, 1941:

16th Decenher, 1941:
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16/I7th DGcembor,

18th December, 194'!:

18th December, 194-1:

iivacuation. of Penang

Inter-Allied Conference at Singapore

Evacuation of Kuantan

No, 453 Squadron falls back to Kula Lumpur
and No, 1 Squadron is withdrawn to Singapore

19th December, 1941:

"Norgroup" disbanded20th December, 1941:

2l/23rd December, 1941: Pinal air operations over Kola Lunpur

Army crosses River Perak

No,62 Squadron takes over No,60 Squadron aircraft

23rd December, 1941:

23rd December, 1941:

23rd December, 1941: Blenheim reinforcements arrive from Middle East

24th December, 1941: Dutch aircraft withdravm from Sinkawang

24th December, 1941: Air Sea Rescue service starts to operate

25th December, 1941:

26th December, 1941:

Hong Kong surrenders

Kuchiiig occupied by Japanese

27th December, 1941: 100 enemy aircraft on Stmgei Patani

27th December, 1941: Air Marshal Sir Robert Brooke-Popham replaced
by Lt, General Sir Henry Pownall

29th December, 1941 Pinal, appreciation by C,-in-C, Ihr East

30th December, 1941 Ni^it raids on Singapore re-commence

No, 62 Squadron moves to Kluang

Proposal to establish a Bomber Group at Palembang

Army withdraws from Kan:par

Kuantan occupied by Japanese

30th December, 1941

30th December, 1941

2nd January, 1942:

2nd January, 1942;

2nd January, 1942: Batu Pahat put- into use

3rd January, 1942: Pirst re-inforcement convoy arrives

No,153 M,U. to move to Java

I

4th January, 1942:

5th Januaiy, 1942:

6th January, 1942:

8/12th Janviary, 1942:

10/11th January, 1942:

Battle of the Slim River

No,62 Squadron returns to Tengah

Series of Long distance bombing operations

Kuala Limqjur and Port Swettenham airfields
demolished

12th Janxoary, 1942 Daily East Coast reconnaissance started

12th January, 1942 Dayli^t raids on Singapore begin

Second -Convoy arrives - -with 51 Hurricanes13th January, 1942

14th January, 1942 Army crosses into Northern Johore

15th January, 1942 South-West Pacific Command formed under
General Sir Archibald Wavell
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15th January, 1942:

l6/26th January, 1942;

17th January, 1942;

I8th January, 1942:

19th January, 1942:

19/21 st Januiary, 1942:

20th January, 1942:

21st January, 1942;

22nd January, 1942:

22nd January, 1942:

22nd Jantiary, 1942:

3atu Pahat demolished

Close air support on 7fest Coast

Dutch fighters revert to N.E.I, control

No,225 (b) Group forms at Palembang

Urst Hudson III reinforcements reach Singapore

Purther long distance bomber raids

Hie Hurricanes go into action

No,151 M,U, to move to Java

Third reinforcement-

Kahang demolished

Ground parties of Nos, 1, 8, and 54 Squadrons
arrive in Sumatra

convoy arrives

25rd January, 1942: Blenheims of Nos, 84 and 211 Squadrons begin to
arrive at Palembang I

Nos. 34, 27 and 62 Squadrons land at Palembang I23/24th January, 1942:

23rd January, 1942:

24th January, 1942:

26th January, 1942:

26th January, 1942:

27/28th January, 1942:

28th January, 1942:

28/30th January, 1942:

29th January, 1942:

29th January, 1942:

30th January, 1942:

30th January, 1942:

31st January, 1942:

31st January, 1942:

31st January, 1942:

31st January, 1942:

28th January to
12 th Pebruary, 1942

I

Kluang demolished

Pourth reinforcement convoy arrives

Site for rear Headquarters found at Palembang

Enemy landings at E^au

48 Hurricanes fly-off H.M.S. Indomitable

No. 258 (p) Squadron l.ands at Seletor

No,232 (p) Squadron arrives at Palembang I

Nos. 1 and 8 Squadrons -transfer to Sumatra

Pifth reinforcement convoy docks

No.21 Squadron ground personnel go to Sumatra

Decision to form No, 226 (p) Group

No,205 Squadron flies to Batavia

Nos, 36 and 100 Squadrons transfer to Kamajoran

Wirraway Blight goes to Kenayaru

All troops are withdrawn on to the Island

Constant raids on Malaya by bombers of No, 225
Group nov/ based in Sumatra

All Buffaloes of Nos, 2i^.3 and 488 Squadrons
absorbed by No. 453 Squadron

No, 258 Squadron moves to Palembang I

Heavy air raids on Singapore Docks

1st February, 1942;

1st February, 1942;

3/4th February, 1942:
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4th February, 1942: Airfields come uMer artillery fire - all aircraft
concentrated on Kallang

5 th February, 1942 No, 232 Squadron arrives at Singapore

5th February, 1942 No, 455 Sqiiadron evacuates to Sumatra

5th February, 1942 Abdair directs A.H.Q, to remain at Singapore.

Last convoy get in to Singapore5th February, 1942:

6/7th February, 1942:

6th February, 1942:

8th February, 1942:

Heavy enemy air attacks on Palembang I

Invasion convoy located in Anarabas

Japanese land on the Island

9th February, 1942 Final operations by No, 232 Squadron

10th February, 1942 All aircraft withdravm. from the Island

10th February, 1942 Senior R.A. F. officers leave for Suiatra

11th February, 1942 Operations Room destroyed

A,H,Q, moves nearer to Fort Canning

The A.0.0. leaves Singapore by launch

Singapore siorrenders

12th Febrimry, 1942

13th February, 1942

15th Febniary, 192<^
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SECEET

PAEO? I (Continued)

Chronologioal Summary of Frinoipaq Events

10 February I942 ;
11 February 1942 s

14 February 1942 :
15 February I942 {

16 February 1942 5
25 February 1942 :

Last ReA.F, airoraft leave Singapore for Sumatra,
Air Vioe-Marshal P,C, Maltby becomes A.0,0,, R.A,F,
Far East,

Japanese paratroop landings at Palembang, Sumatra,
Surrender of Singapore,
Japanese convoy and barges in Palembang River.
Evacuation of Sumatra,
ABMCOM and ABDAIR disbanded,
control Allied forces in Java

Two Japanese convoys approaching Java,

Naval battle of Java Seao
Japanese establish beach-heads in Java,
Hostilities cease.

Instrument of Surrender signed.

E,A,F, attacks on

Dutch High Command

26 February 1942 :
27 and

28 February 1942 ;
1 March

8 March

12 March

1942 s
1942 :
1942 s

PART II

Chronological Summary of Principal Events

15 February I941
21 April
1 September 1941

I3 October 1941
November 1941

7 December 1941
8 December 1941
10 December 1941
11 December 1941
13 December 1941
15 December 1941

1941
No.60(b) Squadron R,A.F, arrives in Rangoon,
Foimation of 221 Group R.A.F, in Burma.
Anerican Volunteer Group arrive in Rangoon,
67(F) Squadron a complete Unit in Rangoon,
Twelve Blenheims of 60 (b) Squadron move to Malaya,
Japanese reconnaissance aircraft over Tenasserim.
Burma at War,

Victoria Point evacuated.

First Japanese air attack on Tavoy,
Japanese bombers over Rangoon, Mergui bombed.
Defence of Burma transfezred to India from F,E,
Conmando

First R.A.F. attack on Japanese airfield in
Thailand,

Heavy air raid on Rangoon,
Second bomb raid on Rangoon,
A.V.M, D,F. Stevenson arrives as AoO.C, Burma,
5j000 Japanese troops in Tenasserim,
Mergui and Tavoy in enemy hands,
Japanese enter Mouilmein,
Martaban occupied by Japanese,
Army retreat behind Bilin river.

R,A,F, Blenlieims destroy Japanese road transport.
Army defeated at Sittang river.

:

s

21 December 1941

23 December

25 December

1 January
11 January
19 January
30 January
11 February
15 February
21 February
23 February
24 and

25 February

1941

1941
1942
1942
1942
1942
1942
1942
1942

1942

1942 Intense air fighting over Rangoonj Japanese
defeated.

General Alexander becomes G.O.C, Burma.

Pall of Rangoon.
Burwing R,A,P, formed at Magwe,
Akwing formed at Akyab,
Wo,221 Group reformed in Calcutta,
Heavy R.A.P, attack on Japanese airfields at
Rangoon,
Jape.nese air attack on Magwe.
RoA,Pe destroyed and evacuation of Magwe,
Akwing move to Chittagong,
No,224 Group formed in Calcutta,
Japanese attack Ceylon,

19425 March
8 March

8 March

12 March

12 March

21 March

:

1942:

1942

1942 t

1942:

1942

21 March

22 March

27 iVlarch

1 April
5 April

1942 :

1942
1942
1942

1942
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Chronologioal Siimmary of Frinoipal Events (Contd,)

14 April 1942 : Attack by Hudsons on Japanese flying boats at Port
Blair,

15 April 1942 : Xenangyaung oil weLLls destroyed*
18 April 1942 : Attack by Hudsons on Japanese flying boats at Port

Blair,

Bengal Command formed in Calcutta,
Japanese occupy Lashio,
End of First Bvirma Campaign,

20 April
30 April
20 May

1942 :
1942 :
1942 :
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PART I

THE CAI.TAIGKS IN i^IA'^,_BORN:ro NETHERIAKDS EAST INDIES

THE UST VISEIvS OP PaiCE

IIJ50/52:
"Par East

Ei;.orgcrioy:
Enos, d/d
21 & 25 Nov. A1.

Upon realizing that v;ar vdth Japan v/as almost a certainty
in the very near future tho C-in-C., in a signal to the Chiefs
of Staff once again urged the necessity for operation MJ>.T^'iD0R
to forestall tho Japanese in the Singora area; ho also asked
if il.N.G. could define in advance the circumstances under ■which
the operation could he authorized hy himself.
C.C.S., representing Govorranent policy, would not he committed
in advance to automatic reaction to ony particular situation.
They could only advise the C-in-C to make all the necessary
preparations so that he might act immediately - hut he could
not order any move into Siam v/ithout sanction from H.M.G.,
which, it \7Q.a estimated vrould reach him vdthin hours of the
receipt of a report of Japanese movements.

But the

Mean-while, the

Brooke-Popham
Despatch par-a 50

A.H.B.
IIM/A19/3A
"O.H.B.
Appendices
A.K.Q.P.E
1941" Appendix
'P' d/d
22 Nov. 41.

•»

C-in-C, on 22nd November 1941 issued an Appreciation to the
G.O.C. Malaya and A.O.C. Far East,
aircraft in Southern Indo-China he stated, was an indication
that a.ction vroiild he directed from this area against Siam,
rather than from Northern Indo-China against the Burma Eoadj
and because the Japanese realized the naval situation
likely to change, there v/as every possibility she v/ould
attempt a sudden coup against the airfields in the Northern
area or even against Singapore itself,
circumstances he expected MilTliDOR v/ould have to he carried
out.

The location of bomber

V7as

Under these

Accordingly the A.O.C, was directed to move the
necessary Squadrons to the Northern Stations, such require
ments taiang precedence over those for the International Air
Force. The "Second Degree of Readiness" (O
fo.rce however, and in order to

was not put int

A.H.B. File
IIJ50/3
"G.H.Q.
Instructions

o
conserve ai.rcraft, routine

reconnaissances were not ordered for the South China Sea,
Nevertheless A.H.Q. were warned that the pleui might soon be
required, whilst naval and land forces in the Singapore area
were to be ready to counter a raid on the Island.

to A.O.C.
Enc. d/d
1 9 June 41.

Ibid Appendix
’E' d/d

A.H.Q. then i ued the first Operation Order of the
campaign, detailing the movements of the four Squadrons
supporting Illrd Indian Corps, 'v/ho 'were to advance into Southern
Eifjn I'inen MiiT.JDOR was ordered (2), The R.A.P. units were put
at 72 hours notice and would be under the control of

.  223 Group ("Norgroup") v;hich was to reform

S3

No

Nov. 41 and
i..Ii.B.
IIM/AI9/1:
•to ■p n C

Far East
1933 to 1941":
Entry d/d
21 Nov. 41.

(0 Degrees of Readiness - The Command was al’ways kept one
of the Degrees of Readiness described below:

No. 3 Degree: The Normal ■war state.
No. 2 Degree: The international sitxiation deteriora

ting, utmost -vigilanGe necessary;
Command to be in position to operate at
short notice.

No. 1 Degree: Gommeand to be ready for immediate
opera-bions, and all Units to be
prepai-ed for sudden enemy attack
delivered v/ithout prior warning.

(2) No. 62 fB) Sqdn. at Alor Star ) To remain at these
No, 27 (NT) Sqdn. at Sungei Patani) Stations until

further orders

No, 34 (B) Sqdn, from Tengah to ALor Star - to be ready
to move at 24 hrs. notice.

No. 21 (F) Sqdn, (R,A.A.F.) from Sembawang to Sungei
Patani - to arrive 25 Nov, 41,
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with its Headquarters at Kuala Lunq^ur on 24 November 1941 ^
The move of No. 21 (P) Squadron to Sxmgei Patani relieved the
small detacliment of Wo. 243 (P) Squadron at Alor Star of their
duties of intercepting foreigci aircraft infringing Malayan
territory, in consequence the section of Buffaloes moved to
Kota Bahru on 26 November 1941 •

initial seaward reconnaissance plan being put into action,
No. 8 (G-.'R.) Squadron ( RoAoJj.e Pe) was put at short notice to
move to Kuontan whilst arrangements were made for No. 60 (B)
Squadron at the Armament Training Camp to move to Butterworth
and so free Kuantan for the arrival of No, 8 (C.R.) Squadron,

In anticipation of the

DSD (M.R.S.)
2012 - Enc, 11a

d/d 4 Feb, 46
"Report by 0,C.
21 Sqdn."

IIJ50/4 "Ops.
Room Narrative

R.H.Q.P.E." ,
Entry d/d
1 Dec. 41, On 28 November 1941 A.H.Q, were informed that a report

had reached G.H,A. from Saigon concerning the intention of

the Japanese to land troops in South Siam on 1 December 1941,
Although the report wan not altogether reliable, G.H.Q, were

aware of the adequate forces in Southern Indo-China, therefore
an air reconnaissance was ordered to obtain information of the

approach of any convoy from Saigon, Landings were expected
between Singora and Painni or at NaJca.wn, between 0500 and 1200

hours 30 November and 1 December 1941, A striking forcevrould
not be ordered to attack even if such a convoy were found, and
aircraft might not be risked in bad wea.ther. Consequently,
on 29 November 1941, thi-ee Hudsons of No, 1 (G,R.) Squa.dron
made daily reconnaissances from Kota Baliru, but nothing was

sighted. Notice for Operation I\£i’i.TiJ)0R was reduced from 72
to 1 2 hours and Norgroup informed accordingly.

A.H.B.

IIM/A19/3A
"O.R.B.

Appendices
A,a.Q,P.E.";
Appendices "I"
cSb "J" Nov. 41.

At this stage the C-in-C, convinced of the psychological
value of an offensive in the opening sta.ges of the war, once
more signalled to the Chiefs of Staff the need for operation
MTjJ)0R to be ordered in time. He pointed out that enemy
troops could start disembarking at Singora. within 33 hours of
leaving Saigon, v/hioh period was shorter than the 36 hours
grace required for deliberations at Government level. In

the opinion of the Chiefs of Staif, this latest situation
envisa.ged by the C-in-0 was one in which the use of operation
MilTiiDOE would certainly provoke war with Japan  - and the

poliG3'- in this respect was still to a.void war as long as
possible. Consequently they would only re-affirm their most

recent decision - no offensive action vithout prior authority
from H.M.G.

A,H.B.Pile

IIJ50/32 "Par
East Emergency"
Encs. d/d
27 Nov. 41
29 Nov. 41.'

Ibid, Enos, d/d
30 Nov. 41
2 Dec. 41.

But the situation with rega.rd to Japan was fast
deteriorating so that the Governor Straits Settlements was

advised by the Colonial Office to review all measures to be

taken in the event of the institution of the precautionary
stages. It was also anticipated that the "general warning"
and "war inevitable" telegrams, because of the rapidly
developing situation, might not reach the Governor in sufficient
time to allow him to a.ct, therefore he was to consider taking
the necessary mea.sures in advance. The Governor's response,
on the advice of C-in~C and G.O.C, was to mobilize the

Volunteer Forces on 1 December 41 ; Borneo and Sarawak also

reviewed their ov/n preca.utionary mea.sures. Also on this day
G.H.Q. ordered No, 2 Degree of Readiness to be brought into
force.

The specieJ air reconnaissance from Kota. Bahru, was
superseded on 3 December 1941 by the full reconnaissance plan;
this was ordered by G.H.Q. and was the plan originally formu

lated after the A.D.B. Conference, known as FLENjlPS.
area allotted to the R.A.P. wa.s; Kota Bahru - Southern tip

The

A.H.B. Pile !

IIJ50/4 "Ops
Room Narrative

- A.H.Q. P.E."
Entries d/d
2 Dec. & i

3 Dec. 41.

(1 ) For the initicA formation of No. 223 Group, see also in
Section: "Co-operation with other Services" (Chq?. 1)
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of Indo-China Great Nat\mas - Kuantan.

this plan into the Gulf of Siam was precluded through lack
of aircraft.

I'in extension of

Dutch flying boats arrived at Seletar to
Maithy Despatch
para 148.

carry out their part of the reconnaissance covering the
area Kuantan - Great Natunas - Kuching, whilst the Hudsons
of No. 8 (G.E.) Squadron commenced to move to Kuantan from

^  Both the G.R. Squadrons - No. 1 at Kota BahruSemibawang.

and No. 8 at Kuantan were then ordered to carry out the
initial reconnaissance plan commencing on 4 Decanber 194i«

Subsequently the aircraft of No. 1 (G.R.) Squadron at
Kota Bahru were unable to carry out their first reconnaissance

Room Narrative - sorties because of bad weather and similar conditions

prevailed the next day, but No. 8 (G.R,) Squadron, Kuantan,
were able to operate, in anti-submarine patrol by three
Vildebeeste from Seletar was maintained ahead of H.M,S,

Repulse which was sailing at slow speed for the first 48 hours
on a visit to Port Darwin, Australia, (This patrol,
supplemented by a Singapore of No, 205 (P»B.) Squadron
in operation until 7 December, when H.M.S, Repulse had
returned to Singapore after recall).

A.H.B, File

IIJ50/4 "Ops.

A.H.Q.P.E."
Entries d/d
4 Dec. 41

5 Dec. 41 •

Maltby Despatch
para, 149

was

Brooke-Popham
Despatch para 51
(C.O.S.F.E.
No, 50 d/d
5 December 41 )

On 5 December 1941 there came the long-awaited signal
from the War Cabinet giving the C-in-C authority to order
MATADOR, Over a period of twelve months this project had
been urged by G.H.Q. and on every occasion the Government
had declined to vest the initiative in the Far East

authorities. But because of the assurance of American armed

support the whole situation was changed. Now, at the
eleventh hour, the C-in-C could order MATADOR without
reference to London in either of two contingencies; if a

Japanese expedition was advancing with the apparent intention

of landing on the Kra Isthmus, or if any other part of Siam

was violated. Only a few days previously the well-established
policy had been re-affirmed - Japan must not be provoked, and
in view of this the C-in-C considered it his duty to be

scrupulously careful in his interpretation of the final signal#

"Enemy Publi
cation No. 278'

by Allied
Translator and

Interpreter
Section S.W.

Pacific area,

d/d 8 Oct. 42:
Page 5

The Approach of the Japanese Fleet

As part of the plan to strike simiiltaneously in Malaya,
Hong Kong and Pearl Harbour, the Japanese invasion fleet was

on the move in the opening stages of the "Greater East Asia

War". The lamashita Group (25th Army plus part of 15th Army)
was sailing in convoy, escorted by naval \mits. After moving
southwards from Saigon and Camranh, (the Indo-China bases) it
rounded Cape Cambodia on the morning of 6 Dec. 1941.

(1) The move was carried out in stages! Four a/c on 5 Pec
three a/c on 4 Dec.,four a/o on 5 Dec,, two a/c on 6 Deo.
The ground party also moved by boat on 6 Dec.
Note; Except where otherwise stated all times used in the

ensuing narrative are LOCAL TIME. To convert the L.T.
of various theatres to GEIEENWICH MEM TIME the following

table may be consulted;
(a) FAST on G.M.T.
8 hours : Hong Kong, Philippines, North Borneo.

:  Singapore, JavaV
: French Indo China, Siam, South Sumatra.
: Burma, North Sumatra,
:  India, Ceylon#

(b) SLOW on G#M.T#
8 ho\irs ; Washington.

; Pearl Harbour (Hawaii),
(c) Japanese time was l-g" hours fast on British Local
Time. e.g. 2030 hrs. British L#T. = 2200 Japanese L.T.

•»

7

?

10I
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So far the ships had been undetected, but on that day the

adverse weather (which had hitherto restricted the Initial
Reconnaissance Plan to the aircraft at Kuanton) lifted and so
allowed the plan to be fully inplemented; No. 1 (G.R.)
Squadron flew three Hudsons from Kota Bahru, whilst No. 8
(G.R.) Squadron operated two aircraft. It was a Hudson of

No. 1 (GoR.) Squadron which made the first sighting at
1212 hours j the group consisted of a Japanese Cmiiser toother
with a merchant vessel, a minelayer and a minesweeper, about

30 miles south of Pu3.au Obi (an island off the southernmost
tip of French Indo-Gbina), sailing in a^North-Westerly
direction. Shortlj'- afterwands, at 1246 hotirs the same Hudson
operating some 300 miles from its base sighted a larger force
of merchant vessels escorted by warships; v"' ' and-14 minutes
later another Hudson reported a further convoy.(2)
fleets were heading West
East of Cambodia.(3)
single-float seaplane so it was assumed the Japanese knew they
had been intercepted.

As a result of these sightings "No, 1 Degree of Readiness"
.  was ordered at 1517 hours, Kota Bahru was required to shadow

,  the convoys with two Hudsons, and Seletar instructed to send a
Catalina of No. 205 (F.B.) Squadron to the anticipated position .
of the two main convoys (08° 05' N - 104° 25' E) to continue
the shadowing during the night. Seletar also had to sendxilne
Vildebeestes of No. 36 (T.B.) Squadron to Kota Bahru to stand
by as a striking force,

Norgroup was warned by A.H.Q. not to implement MVT/DOR
without definite orders, and at the same time No. 62 (b)
Squadron at Alor Star ¥/as transferred to A.H.Q, control,
order to carry out a photographic reconnaisssjice of the Jap
convoys a Buffalo was' to be sent from Kallang to Kota Bahru,
but when it was discovered the aircraft v;as not fitted with

long range tanks a Beaufort of No, 100 (T.B.) Squadron (at
Seletar) was prepared for the task. All bomber aircraft were
required to arm and units warned that unidentified aircraft

6  would be engaged by A.A, fire, although G.H.Q. ordered no

offensive action was to be taken by our own fighters. Nine

Vildebeestes ¥vere ordered to move from Seletsr'; these took

off at 1800 hrs, but two retiurned owing to engine trouble,

ibfter flying for nearly 400 miles through bad weather and in

darkness, the remaining seven aircraft arrived Kota Bahru at

2245 hours. During the night they were armed with torpedoes.
(^+) By 1830 hours the Catalina of No, 205 (F,B,  ) Squadron
was airborne with instructions to proceed to the calculated
position of the main Japanese convoys, but in the meantime the
relieving Hudson from Kota Bahru had failed to make contact

with the convoys during the evening search,
at 2230 hours, when vreather was bad - it v/as raining with

Both

at a position about 80 miles South-
One of the Hudsons was chased by a

In

This had finished

IU50/4 "Ops
Room Narra,tive -

A.H.Q.F.E."
Entries d/d
fa Dec, 41»

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2014: Eno. 10A

d/d 21 June
Report by O.C,
No. 1 (G.R.)
Sqdn.

D.S ,D. (M.R,S. )
2024 Enc, 5a

d/d 8 Jan.. 46
"Report by
O.C. Seletax"

and

IIJ50/4 :Entries
d/d 6 Dec. 41.

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2014: Eno, 8a

d/d 5 Jan. 2f6.
"Report by P.L.
Allainsonex No. 3

Sqdn."

Form 540
R.A.F. Selector

Entries in

Oct. Nov. 41.

(1 ) Second sighting: one battleship, five cruisers, seven

destroyers, twenty-five merchant vessels,
(2) Third sighting: two cruisers, ten destroyers, twenty-one
merchant vessels.

(3) Some doubt is cast on the fact that two main convoys were

O.C. No. 1 Squadron, in his very detailed report
concluded that both aircraft had sighted the same convoy.
Times of sightings also conflict although the differences are
small.

(4) This arming proceediire was made possible by the earlier
transference-of 50 per cent of the torpedoes from SELETiiH.
Between 20 Oct 41 and 25 Nov 41, 35 torpedoes were flown in

to KOTA Bi'iHRU and 34 in to KU/iNTilN by Vildebeestes.

sighted.

DS 76267/1(12)
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cloud at sea level,

lost to their x^ursuers, hut Kota Bahru had reason to believe

that the convoys in actual fact were one hour ahead of the

reported positions,
a search should he made in the Gulf of Siam at first light
next morning, for which purpose three aircraft were in readi
ness.

The enemy convoys at this stage were

It v/as also suggested by Kota Bahru th

This opinion wals endorsed by the C-in-C, who, in

at

consultation, with Admirals Layton and Pallister
(Sir Tom Phillip's Chief of Staff) concluded that the main
convoys would not continue due West but’would turn North-West

and follow the small convoy into the Gulf of Siam,
the West coast of French Indc-China wa.s the good anchorage of

Ko-Kong .which might be the next stage towards a landing in Siam.

Meanwhile, O.C. Selet.ar had requested that the Catalina on

shadowing duties should be relieved by another flying boat.

This was agreed by A.H.Q. and, at 0200 hours 7 December 19M
the second Catalina left Seletor with orders to take over the

shadowing from the first Catalina,
this aircraft had not made contact with the enemy, then the

relieving flying boat was to continue Northwards to search the
Cambodia coast.

Base at 0800 hours, whilst the second was Imown to have flown
towards the Indo*Ohina coastline.

Here, off

It was arranged that if

The first Catalina eventually returned to

The assumptions that the enemy fleets had entered the Gulf
of Siam were indeed correct,

landing in Ban.gkok and for this purpose were steaming North

wards along the Cambodia coast. But at this stage they had
air cover. From distant bases in Southern Indo-China this

would have been difi

distances involved,
use of an air base specially constructed in a space of two ^
weeks on the island of Phu Kok (off the West coast of Cambodia).
By this means
convoys were .

and Kato forces, led to the convoy positions by reconnaissance
This cover eventually extended as fk* 1/fest as Singora,

The Japanese liad staged a feigned

'ici^t, if not impossible by reason of the
C'' ) but the problem had been solved by the

;, and commencing 7 December 1 9A1 , the Japanese
given fighter protection by squadrons of the Aoki

aircraft.

Enemy Publi
cation No. 278

pages 10, 11

A.H.B. File:

IIJ 50A Entry
d/d 7 Dec. A1 .

At first light 7 December 1 94-1 » the Initial Reconnaissance
Flan was continued in respect to No. 8 (G.R.) Squadron in case
another convoy was on the way from Indo-China.

cancelled for No. 1 (G.R.) Squadron in favour of the special
This hov/ever.

was

sweep into the Gulf of Siam in search of the elusive convoys.
Kota Bahru, however, was in difficulty; not only was the

weather bad, bub the airfield was becoming congested with

aircraft. A»H».Q. thereupon gave permission for Gong Kedah to

be used, and it was to this airfield that O.C. Kota Bahru

eventually moved the striking force of No. 36 (T.B.) Squadron's
detachment of seven Vildebeestes, v/hich had arrived late the

previous evening. Despite the bad weather the patrol of tliree
'Hudsons took off from Kota Bahru at 0645 hours, but no contact

was made with the convoys, in fact tvro of the Hudsons were

forced to return to base within the hour. The second Catalina

of No. 205 (F.B.) Squadron fared differently; at O83O hours
the flying-boat had acknowledged instructions by radio from
Seletar that she was to keep 10 miles from the Cambodia coast

- no doubt these orders were meant to emphasize the original

briefing - but from that moment there was unbroken silence.
The rest of the story may be derived from the Japanese nanrative.

Their convoys vrere sailing Northwards along the Cambodia coast

with a fighter escort provided by the Takeda Force, when they

IIJ53/8
"Japanese Air
Operations in
Malaya" pp. 33,
37

Enemy Publi
cation No. 278

page 1 2.

(1) The distance from Saigon to Singora is appriteimately
500 miles; and from Phu Kok to Singora, 300 miles.
Brigade was responsible for the air protection at the Convoy
whilst the J.N.A.F. flew anti-submarine patrols.

12th Air

DS 76267/1(13)
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were sighted "by the Catalina from a position a few miles North
west of Pulau Panjang. Without apparently sending  a sighting
report the Catalina dived to attack the Japanese fighters who
promptly engaged it with at least four aircraft. The Catalina

with its crew of eight esq^loded in mid-air so.ending the first
air. combat of the Malayan Campaign,

Pile IU50/1O
"Operational
Returns" Entry
d/d 7 Dec. 2f1 •

At 1010 hours the C-in-C visited the Combined Army/Air
Operations Room and expressed himself satisfied with the situa-

tion; B.O.A.C. aircraft were to be routed through Bangkok until
the last possible moment, but he was considering the question
of allowing our aircraft to fire upon aircraft not established
as friendly. At 1135 hours on 7 December Kota Bahru was

instructed to send the P.R. Beaufort to Ko Kong, the anchorage
■  • off the Cambodia coast to which it was considered the Japanese

fleet was sailing, but because of bad v/eather, it returned
without completing the task. During the afternoon of
7 December aircraft from Kota Bahru and Kuantan had been
operating in the Gulf of Siam. The No. 1 (G.R.) Squadron
Hudson reported a 6OOO - 8000 ton vessel heading West, whilst
the No. 8 (G.R.) Squadron aircraft , had sighted an armed merchant
raider of 3OOO tons moving south with men in khaici uniforms on
her decks. Although the weather was bad with heavy, low
clouds over the sea, two Hudsons continued the reconnaissance
in the evening with a diverging search in. the area North of
Kota Baliru, until at 1 750 hours a cruiser in company td.th a
merchant vessel was sighted 112 miles North of Kota Bahru;
No, 1 Squadron Hudson then came imder fire,
another report was made of contact with four warships 60 miles

This information reached the

th

An hour later

North of Patani moving South.

I  .

e

C-in-C about 2100 hours,

sightings he had considered he vrould not be justified in.-,,
ordering MATADOR under the existing circumstances, and
especially in view of the sudden change of policy by H.M.G,
But now, with these final sightings-his ultimate decision, with
the concurrence of C-in-C Eastern Fleet, v/as not to order
MATADOR after all.

Even at the time of the first.enemy

He considered that because the reconnais

Brooke-Popham
Despatch para.
100 and

Appendices "Q"
& "R"

sance conditions had been bad there was no real certainty ttie
ships were an expedition; and furthermore, if the expedition
were- indeed aimed at Singora then it could reach this area
before the British forces could arrive. M/iTADOR, he states
in his explanatory signal, "v/-as designed only to forestaJ.1 a
Japanese expedition". Also he had to bear in mind the fact
that if the conclusions drawn from the recoxmaissance had

proved incorrect the disadvantage of being the first to bre;nk
Thai neutrality would have been incurred - an action which it

seemed the Japanese, by their movements, were endeavouring to

provoke. These views were further strengthened by a, telegram
from the British Minister in Bangkok to the Foreign Office which
in strong terms asked that British troops should not be the
first to violate Siam, ivlthough practically every Siamese was
behind Britain in her opposition to Japan, irreparable harm
would be done if the British v/ere the first to violate their

territory.

Orders Were then issued for B.O.A.C, aircraft to

discontinue their use of the East Coast route tlnrough Bangkok -
in future the West Coast only should be used. Such was the

position in the late evening (2300 hours) in the Far East
Command. The R.A.F. were standing by to engage the enemy,
even though the intentions of the approaching convoys were not

finally apparent. Although indefinite sightings had been made

that same evening, contact with the ma.in forces had been lost.

In actual fact the Japanese were fast approaching their objec
tives. After sailing well into the Gulf of Siam to simulate

a landing in Bangkok, the convoys turned south in the final

stage of their approach to the shores of Malaya, The main

force was heading towards a landing in the Singora - Patani area,

Enemy Publi
cation No, 278

page 15
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whilst a smaller convoy was approaching Kota Bahru. At

this station, the furthest north in the chain of airfields,
the weather continued to favour the Japanese. Rain and low

cloud extended up to 100 miles out to sea restricting the
airfield* s serviceahility to urgent operations.  A small
force of ten Hudsons of Wo. 1 (0,R..) Squadron was at readiness,
of which five were already armed. Two Buffaloes of No. 2A3
(P) Squadron were also standing-hy, whilst at Gong Kedah,
imder the control of 0.0. Kota Bahru, were the seven
Vildebeestes of Wo. 36 (T.B.) Squadron.("I ) To discover if
any Japanese ships had actually made a landing in south-east
Siam it was the intention of A.H.Q. to send at first light on
the 8th December a beach patrol from Kota Bahru to the Lakon
Roads, and at' the same time it Y/as proposed that the
Reconnaissaaice Plan from Kuantan should be discontinued.

Evidently the A.O.C. considered there was then little chance

of a. landing in the lower stretches of the East Coa.st»
opinion was not entirely shared by the Wavy, who in response
to the A.O.C’s plan, had asked for a further diverging seanch

from Kuantan at first light. But aJLl evidence had pointed to
the existence of the convoys in the Gulf of Siam, and it was

logical to assume they were making for the only deep-water
port in that region - Singora; in fact for over a year the

primpjry strategical consideration had been to forestall the

enemy in that area. But it was destined the Hudsons from

Kota Bahru were never to follov;-up their earlier success in

seaward reconnaissance by flying Northwards in the coming
daYvn.; the Japanese themselves were to supply the ansY/er.
Once more a Y;ell-timed feint was to distract the attention of

the British for at the very moment the reconnaissance to the

LaRon Roads was being ordered (OO3O lirs.) a Japanese force of
tlriree to five ships was standing off the Kota. Bahru beaches.

Japan was about to strike, and in striking draw the fire from

her main forces a.t Singora,

This

IIJ50A
Entry d/d
8 Dec. 41,

0rdnr_qf the Day

Brooke-Popham
Despatch
para 99
Appendix "P"

During the progress of the Campaign many public anhounce-
The first of these - the "Order of thements were to be made.

Day" - was jointly prepared as far back as May 1941 by the
Commander-in-Chief Ear East and the Commander-in-Chief China

The reason for its early drafting was that by suchStation,

means it could reach Birrma and Hong Kong in time to be trans

lated into the different languages and so be ready for issue

on the first day of the war. It is quoted in full:

Japan’s action today gives the signal for the Empire
Naval, Army and Air Forces and those of their Allies, to go
into action with a common aim and common ideals.

I

We have had plenty of warning and our
¥e,do not forget at this

'We are ready,
preparations are made and tested,
moment the years of patience and forbearance in which we have

borne, Ydth dignity end discipline, the petty insults and
insolences inflicted on us by the Japanese in the Par East.

(1) Wo. 1 (G.R.) Squadron also had three U/S Hudsons at Kota
Bahru, together Ydth one aircraft undergoing l80-hoinr injection
at Sembawang.
Note: Details of the Japanese Air Forces may be found at

Appendix I. These include: Organization of the Army
and Naval Air Forces; Tactics - level, glide and dive
bombing; fighter; attacks on airfields and shipping;
Order of Battle of J.A.A.P. in Malaya; Performance
and characteristics of aii'craft; Strength and losses.

■  DS 76267/1(15)
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We know that those things were only done "because Japan thought
she could take advantage of our supposed weakness# Now, when
Japan herself has decided to put the matter to a sterner test,
she will find out that she has made a grevious mistake#

*We are confident. Out defences are strong end our
weapons efficient. Whatever our race, and whether we are now

in our native land or have come thousands of miles, we have one
aim and one only. It is to defend these shores, to destroy
such of our enemies as may set foot on our soil, and then,
finally, to cripple the power of the enemy to endanger our

ideals, our possessions and our peace#

'What of the enemy?
years "by the exha,usting claims of her wanton onslaught on
China.

We see "before us & Japan drain

We see a Japan whose trade and industry have "been

edS^r

so

dislocated "by these years of reckless adventure that, in a

mood of desperation, her Government has flung her into war

under the delusion that, "by sta"b"bing a friendly nation in the

"back, she can gain her end.
has happened since that nation tried a similar base action#

Let her look at Italy and what

'Let us all remember that we here in the Par East form

part of the great campaign for the preservation in the world of
truth and justice and freedom; confidence, resolution,
enterprise and devotion to the cause must and vn.!! inspire
every one of us in the fighting services, v/hile from the

civilian population, Malay, Chinese, Indian or Burmese, we

expect that patience, endurance and serenity which is the

great virtue of the East and which will go far to assist the

fighting men to gain final and complete victory#

In drafting this Order, the C-in-C had to bear in mind the

need for a universal appeal to men of varying races and

religions, and subsequently he had reason to believe the Order
had had such desired effect#

Malaya reports that most of the people in Singapore agreed
the Order was a good statement,
he writes, ’and gave vent to the confidence which they felt'#

t

THE TLvIES War Correspondent in

I

'It expressed their feelings

"Malayan Post
script" by
Ian Morrison

page 50#

The Services, however, were not so complacent, if the
reactions of the officers of R.A.P# Seletar may be considered

representative of the Par East Command. The Senior Operations
Officer at that Station recounts how some fifty officers were

gathered in the Mess to hear the Order, where-upon they dis
missed the matter from their minds in the knowledge that the

assurances were worthless,

speech had never been made' declares this officer#

On the opening day of hostilities, the C-in-C#, Par East,
was also to receive a message of encouragement;

particular signal acknowledged the limitations in the Par East#
It was from the Chief of Air Staff and read:

'It would have been better if this

but this

D.S.D.(M,R#S#)
2014 "Bomber

Ops" Enc# 1 7a
d/d 10 Peb. 46

IU50/18/7
"Defence Schemes

etc#" Enc#

d/d 8 Dec# 41.

'Our thoughts are*with you at this fateful time and
I send to all the air forces under your command the best

wishes of us all#

equipment v/hich necessity has set to your resources but
we are confident nevertheless, that your squadrons by
their skill, gallantry and determination will overcome all
handicaps and win endurimg fame for themselves and their
service’ •

We know the limits in numbers and in

This message was promulgated throughout the Pai' East
Command#
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Invasion in the North

Enemy Publi

cation No. 278,
page 6.

The Japanese describe their main landing operation in
Siam as 'the bloodless landing at Singora'.
might have been for the British forces were still in their
defensive positions on the Malayan side of the Border.
Apparently the initial landings were made at 0330 hrs.
8 December and the first objective was the British Consulate
which was taken by surprise,
however, at the Singora Police Station, which was soon overcome.
These landings had air cover and in fact the aircraft were
able to land unchallenged at Singora.

And well it

There was some token resistanceIIJ 53/8
page 38

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2024 "Reports
on R.A.P. Stns

Enc, 6a d/d
28 Nov. 45

D.S.D.(M,R.S.)
2014 "Bomber

Operations"
Enc. 1Oa d/d
21 Jan. 46

A.H.B. File~^
IIJ50/4 "Ops
Room Narrative'

Entries d/d
8_D^. 41
Brooke-Popham
Despatch,
paras 100,
101.

Meanwhile the Takumi Co-operating Force had proceeded
Southwcards for their attack on Kota Bahru which v/as planned to
divert attention from the main landings. They were sailing
into clear weather, for at OO3O hours 8 December the beach
defences at Kota Bahi’u reported to A.H.Q. that they had sighted
three ships lying off-shore. The enemy had arrived. Thirty
minutes later O.C. No. 1 (G-.R.) Squadron telephoned A.H.Q.
Singapore v/ith the news of shell-fire being heard - from which
side it was unknovai - and the fact that the Kota Bahru air

craft were on the ground awaiting orders. V/ithin seven
minutes A.H.Q, ordered off a Hudson to make a quick recon

naissance to clarify the position, for offensive action
could not be taken at this juncture because until the
Japanese had committed some definite act of hostility against

the United States, the Dutch or oixrselves permission had not

been given to attack a Japanese exx^edition at sea.v"! J,
But the Hudson did not talce off, for at 0115 hours landing
craft were seen approaching the beaches and the local Brigadier
was asking the R.A.P, for an lorgently needed bombing attack.
Five minutes later the A.O.G, instructed the Hudsons of No. 1

(C.R.) Squadron to take off immediately with parachute flares
for full offensive action (five aircraft were already bombed-
up, each Tri.th four 250 lb bombs, and the other four then

proceeded to arm). Because of the low cloud base pilots
were briefed to make Individual low-level attacks on the

landing barges and transports.

Maltby
Despatch
paras, 170,
171, 172, 174,
673.

d.s.d.Cm.r.s.)
2014 Enc. 13a

"Report on
R.A.A.P.

Operations"

By this time A.H.Q, had issued orders for all available
squadrons to concentrc.te on the Kota Bahru area to repulse

Nos. 8 (G-.R.) Squadron and No. 60 (b)the landings.
Squadron, both at Kuontan were ordered to take off at first

light to atto.ck trsxrisports tind landing craft off Kota Bahru,
and at the same time instructions were given for the section

of No. 243 (f) Squadron Buffaloes to be used,
the now derelict operation J4\T.i\D0R were to be employed in

this new defensive role: No. 62 (b) Squadron o.t Alor Star

ordered to stand-by to deliver a liigh-level bombing
attack, and No. 27 (N.F. ) Squadron was to attack from Sungei
Pateni, Since 22 November 41, No. 34 (b) Squadron at Tengah
had been at short notice to move to iilor Star to participate
in MilTADOR; they were now required to bomb-up with

Units from

was

(1 ) The attack on Pearl Harbour is often quoted as 0800 hrs,
Bahru landings (0115

should have had
Such is

in comp<arison with the Kota/ Dec. 41 ;
hrs 8 Dec.) it would appeon that G.H.Q.P.E,
adequate warning of the Japanese attack in Hawaii,
not t’ne case, however, because these times are Local Time,
If converted to G-.M.T. it v/ill be seen that the Pearl Harbour

attack actually took place 45 minutes after the invasion at
Kota. Bahru, viz:

Kota Bahru: 0115 hrs 8 Dec, 41 minus 7i hrs - 1 /45 jpjs
7_Dec. G..M.T.

0800 hrs 8 Dec. 41 plus l6| hrs - i85P_l:rs
7 Dec. _G.M.T.

Pearl Harbour:
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500 lb S.A.P. for a possible objective at Kuantan, but within

the space of two hours their target was changed to a bombing
attack at first light on transports at Kemasin (10 miles South
of Kota Bahru); after the attack the squadron was to land at
Butterworth to re-fuel and re-arm. Another squadron from the
Island was to be moved to the north-east; this was Wo. 100

(T.B.) Squadron, Seletar, which, at first light was to fly to
Kuantan and there await orders, (an hour later their mission
was altered to a dusk attack).
Squadron, No. 36, was already at Gong Kedah with orders to

carry out a toi’pedo attack at davm. on the enemy shipping.
Finally, the lone Beaufort at Kota Bahru had instructions to

take-off at first light for a photographic and beach recon

naissance up to the Lalcon, Roo.ds.

The other Torpedo-Bomber

All available aircraft had now been committed against the

Kota Bahru attack; in fact the only aircraft not Involved
No. 205 (F.B.) Squadron, Seletar; Wo. 21 (p) Squadron -

the remnant of the MTADOR force - at Sungei Patani, and the

three fighter squadrons defending Singapore Island - Nos. 21+3>
488 and 453* At this stage of the invasion it was not
realized tha.t the main landings were taking plane in the very
area which had long been anticipated - Singora - Patani.
Contact with these main forces had been lost on 6 December,
indeed they were not sighted a.gain imtil the P.E. Beaufort \
arrived over Singora. By that time it wa.s too late to divert

to a fresh target what, was virtually the whole of Malaya* s air
striking force. The Japanese had achieved a ma.jor tactical

surprise at the outset, and they were to retain the initiative

throughout the seventy days of the Campaign.

The Air Forces go into Action

were

D.S.D.(M.R.S. )
2014 Enc. 10a

d/d 21 Jan. i+6,
"Report by
O.C. Wo. 1

Sqdn. "

Briefed for low-level attacks on the invasion fleet, the

first Hudson of No. 1 (G.R.) Squadron R.A.A.P. took off at 0208
hrs 8 December from the rain-soaked and virtually unserviceable
air strip at Kota Bahru. It was followed at intervals of

approximately two minutes by six other Hudsons. The aircrews
of this squadron during the two previous days had been engaged
in long and arduous reconnaissance flights, and their efforts
to locate the invasion fleet in difficult weather conditions
had met with a. measure of success. That the Japanese had

eluded them in their northwards feint must have rtuikled in the

minds of those crews as they headed for the invasion beaches,
and there can be no doubt of their determination to strike hard

And strike hard they did*. They attacked theat the enemy,

A.H.B. Pile

IIJ50/4
Entries d/d
4 Dec. 41 •

Maltby Despatch
paras: . 175 to
180

four merchant vessels lying about 2 miles off-shore and despite
the heavy and accurate A/A fire scored hits on the transports

And if these vessels werewith bombs and machine-gun bursts,
not located in the darkness then attacks would be made on the

supporting warships (three cruisers and three destroyers)
By the time the 8th sortie had taken-

som

15 miles out' to sea.

e

off, troop-carrying barges were approaching the shore and
attention was directed upon them ■with very satisfactory results.
But a cruiser had put in to the landing , area and was putting
up an effective covering fire for the transports. .Two Hudsons
were shot down and the crews lost, whilst several other aircraft
were badly damaged by shrapnel.
S.A.P. bombs were having their effect:

vessel of some 10,000 tons received a direct hit with two
bombs which set it on fire; subsequently the ship blew up.
Two other merchant vessels were severely damaged whilst at
least twenty-four landing barges were reckoned to have been
sunk or capsized. At a conservative estimate about three
thousand Japanese soldiers lost their lives. By 0500 hrs
that morning seventeen sorties had been flown when the O.G.
No. 1 Squadron decided to cease flying for rn hour in order
to re-arm and take stock of the situation.

Yet the 250 lb G.P. and
the largest transport.

a
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D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2024 "Report
on R.A.P.

Stations"

Enc. 6a d/d
28 Nov. 45.

In the meantime, at 0300 hours, the section of two
Buffaloes of No. 243 (f) Squadron had been sent off to deal
with barges moving up the Penkalen Chepal River adjacent to
the airfield,

one of the Buffaloes v/as v/ritten-off when it overshot on

landing and crashed into a Hudson undergoing a tail-wheel
repair, thereby reducing the fighter strength to one
solitary Buffalo,

Unfortunately, upon returning to the airfield

Enemy Publi
cation No. 278;
page 7

The Japanese likened the initial action off Kota
Bahru to an earlier sacrificial battle above Port Arthur, in
the Russo-Japanese Wai’, Their ships, ’clearly illuminated
by the moonlight’ were effectively bombed by ten aircraft
and eventually a transport v/as hit and caught fire. This
bombing, together with the fire from shore batteries resulted

in considerable loss of life, 3'-et the Japenese did succeed in
getting ashore despite the .superiority in numbers of the

defenders. With the beachJiead firmly established by the early
ifteming, the invasion fleet drew off and put to sea, but a

Hudson of No. 1 (G.R.) Squadron which had left Kota Baliru at
0600 hrs. located the fleet of tvio cruisers, four destroyers
and two merchant vessels 30 miles N.N.E. of the beachliead,
sailing at high speed in a northerly direction and covered by
nine enemy aircraft. The Hudson then returned to base, but

before landing managed to strafe enemy barges off the landing
beaches. No. 1 (G.R.) Squadron made a further nine sorties
against similar targets as well as troop concentrations on the
banks of the local river.

When the Hudsons of No. 8 (G.R.) Squadron(twelve Hudson
II) and No. 60 (b) Squadron’s eight Blenheims arrived at the
beachhead from Kuantan the only target was the still burning
transport - the remainder of the ships had hurriedly departed
some two hours earlier. They could only attack the remnants

of the landing craft but as these were being effectively
dealt with by No, 1 (G.R,) Squadron, an attempt was made by
Kota Bahru to direct them to chase the retreating convoy.

The signal was received by only one Plight of No,  8 (G.R.)
Squadron whose ensuing attempt to locate the convoy was

prevented by a heavy storm. Whilst attacking the already
sinking transport one of the No. 8 (G.R.) Squadron Hudsons
sustained severe damage and had to crash-land at Kota Bahru,

Another Hudson v/as damaged whilst attacking an armoured power
boat and returned to Singapore to crash at Seletar, But

an enemy fighter was claimed to have been shot down; it is

evident that the Japanese by that time were providing air cover

over the beachhead, for Hudsons of No. 1 (G.R.) Squadron had
an inconclusive brush wi.th a Japanese Navy Zero,
was also reported missing from this action ("I /,

A Blenheim

D,S.D,(M.R.S.)
2014 Enc 13a,
"Report on
R.A. A.P .

Operations"

IIJ50/30/4
Enc. d/d
22 Dec, 41

IIJ54/5/4
Enc 240

No, 36 (T.B.) Squadron at Gong Kedah at O3OO hrs were
ordered by 0,0. Kota Bahru to deliver a torpedo attack at dawn

on the invasion fleet, dropping their torpedoes on an approach
from the seaward side. Whether these orders were properly

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2014 Enc 8a d/d
5 Jan 46 "Report
on No.36 Sqn"
and D.S.D.(M.R.S)
2024 Eno 6a d/d
28 Nov. 45.

received over the open telephone is not known, for the Squadron
Oommander was subsequently killed in a flying accident, but
the fact remains that the seven Vildebeestes took off at about

Two aircraft lost the main.0627 hours into bad weather,
formation and proceeded on their own whilst the other five

Vildebeestes led by their Commanding Officer failed to sight
the convoy in the heavy rain until it had reached  a position
some 10 miles to the North, At 0730 hours one of the

(1) On 22 Dec 41 it was confirmed that tanks intended for the
Kota Bahru landing were sunk with the shipping destroyed by
air action.
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Japanese cruisers received a torpedo attack from these aircraft.

But only four torpedoes were dropped and owing to the
unfavourable conditions the attack could not be synchronized

and no hits were registered; The Vildebeestes all returned to
Kota Bahru.

D.S.D.(M.E.S.)
2014 Enc. 21a

"Report on
No. 34 Sqdn",

The other three Squadrons vmich took-off a.t dawn for
Kota Bahru all arrived over the beaches only to find them

empty of shipping,
Tengah at 0634 hrs,
nine aircraft took-off for three Blenheims had been damaged

by bomb splinters dirring the first air raid on the Island (u.
The 500 lb G.P. bombs could only be used aga.inst the barges,
and although in addition to this attack on a secondary target,
the beaches were machine-gunned, the raid was considered
unsuccessful, especially as three aircraft were lost and four

severely damaged. One Blenheim crash-landed aiter an engage
ment with two Japanese Zeros, another was forced down at

Maching; and whilst the squadron was returning to Butterworth
to refuel, the Zeros made an interception v/ith the result that
a further Blenheim crash-landed. ■ One enemy fighter was claimed

in this engagement.

No. 27 (N.P.) Squadron (twelve Blenheim l) at Simgei Patani
fared no better in their mission to Kota Bahru - all that

remained as a target were the landing craft, and when the

squadron returned it was to find that in their absence the
airfield had been extensively bombed.

The story of No, 62 (b) Squadron's raid is somewhat
different to the other Units. The whole of the squadron -

eleven Blenheims - took off from Alor Star at 0655 hours on

8 December with orders to carry out a high-level bombing attack

on the invasion fleet at Kota Bahru. Arriving there some 50

minutes later there was no sign of enemy activity, so in an

endeavour to locate the Japanese the squadron flew south-east

to the vicinity of the Perhentian Islands. There was still no

enemy, but mth orders to ' seek-out and destroy', the formation
leader turned on to a reciprocal course, and off Patani found

a Japanese fleet of some fifteen to twenty ships. Landing
barges were carrying troops to the shore when the attack with
500 lb bombs v/as made from 8000 feet. The-results, however,
were unobserved because of low stratus cloud, and although
there was some fighter
squadron returned to Alor Star without loss of a single air
craft.

The No, 34 (b) Squadron Blenheims left
Twelve crews had been briefed, but only

and anti-aircraft opposition the

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2012 Enc, 7a

d/d 23 Jan. 46
"Report on
No. 27 Sqdn".

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2014 Enos. 3a

and 11a d/d
1 Peb. 46,
"Report on 62
Sqdn",

II 353/8
pp. 41, 42.

D.S.D.(M.R.S.) The only Unit of the hurriedly impressed defending force

not to go into action that day was No, 100 (T,B.) Squadron at
Seletar. Nine Vildebeestes of this Squadron together with

two aircraft of No. 36 (T.B,) Squadron left at 0913 hrs, for
Kuantan where they were to aw-ait further orders,
of No, 100 Sqdn. subsequently returned to Seletar with engine
trouble,

with torpedoes, and although in the early afternoon two air
craft were ordered to reinforce Kota Batiru, they were recalled

to Kuantan by W/T because it was reported the enemy had. by that
time taken Kota Bahru airfield.

One aircraft

On arrival at Kuantan the Vildebeestes were loaded

2014 Enc, 5a d/d
19 Dec. 42

"Report on
No, 100 Sqdn",

(l^ See also in Section:
(2) Probably fighters of 11th Regiment which were patrolling
above the Patani beachhead. This Unit had relieved 22nd Air

Plotilla v/hich had given earlier cover.

Pirst Bombs on Singapore',
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Lastly the Beaufort which had left Kota Bahru at first
light for a photographic reconnaissance of the LaJcon Roads
returned at 0915 hrs. It had been attacked at Singora by
six enemy fighters and was so badly damaged that it scarcely
managed to get back to base (where it bumed-out after landing).
But the pilot had accomplished his task; photographs had been
taken at Patani of six transports unloading troops, covered by
two destroyers. These photographs were developed at Kota
Bahru and at 1530 hrs. flown back to Singapore by the only
serviceable Buffalo,

The evidence obtained by the Beaufort clearly established
the fact that the bulk of the Japanese forces had landed intact'
in South-East Siam. The landing at Kota Bahru had indeed
been a diversion and although in some respects a costly one
to the enemy, it had achieved its purpose in concentrating the
greater part of ovir air forces in the defence of Kota Bo.hnu,
The actual munber of R.A.P, aircraft lost in this initial

engagement had not been ion duly high, but even so, out of a
total of eighty-seven aircraft deployed to the invasion area
at lea.st nine had been lost or written-off and many severely
damaged,v1 ), The next move would be to strike at the enemy
on their easily won airfields in the Eingora-Patani area.
But - was the R.A.P. in sufficient strength at their northern

battle stations?(2) And, what is more important, could they
attack before the enemy followed up his initial successes?

First Bombs on Singapore

In the early hours of the first morning of the war in the

Far East, the great city of Singapore, clearly outlined in the
moonlight, was oblivious of the tumult at its northern outpost.
It slept quietly on; but at Sime Road, in the Combined
Operations Room a different scene prevailed. All attention
was concentrated upon Kota Bahru and the ’green-line’ telephone
to that Station was continuously engaged in the direction of

operations which at the time were progressing quite satisfac

torily, The realization that the long-expected hostilities
had at last commenced must have been upper-most in everyone's
mind when, at 0330 hours an unusual telephone message came in
from the Fighter Operations Room at Kallang - ’Two unidenti
fied aircraft -— coming in towards Mersing’,'
station there was plotting the approaching tracks 40 miles out
to the north-east at 10,000 feet. Quick checks were made;

none of our aircraft were flying that night but the fighters
were armed and standing-by whilst action was to be taken to
warn the civil authorities. Seven minutes later (at 0342
hours) the aircraft tracks turned ominously southwards and
began to converge on the coast, only 40 miles from Singapore,
(3) By this time the enemy crews must have seen the not far-
distant lights of Singapore; at 0403 hrs. they were only. 14
miles away from the target when the formation divided at a

height between 14>000 and 17,000 feet. R.A.P. fighters were

ordered to await complete first light, but the A.A.guns were

The radar

IIJ 50/4
Entries d/d
8 Dec. 41.

Brooke-Popham
Despatch
para. 101

Haltby Despatch
para. 181

IIJ 53/8
pp. 35, 41.

For Summary of losses see Appendix IV, page 3«
The disposition of Units in the Far East Command at

8 Dec 41 may readily be seen on the Map at Appendix II.
should be read in conjunction with Appendix I, Vol.I.
(3) The size of the enemy force has been assessed as up to
seventeen Type $6 aircraft v/hich had flown from bases inscuthem
Indo-China.

This

These were Units of the 22nd Air Flotilla.

/
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under orders to open fire.^"^^.
0408 hours, and these may well have been the ones which fell

in the very heart of the city: on Raffles. Square, the famous
shopping centre, and in Battery Road, as well as in the

vicinity of the General Hospital and the Singapore Prison.
An attack was .also made on the easterri part of the Harbour,
possibly in mistake for P^allang airfield.
Settlements in his signal to the Colonial Office nuimbered the

casualties at sixty-one killed and one b.undred and thirty-three
injured; they svere ail Asiatic, the majority being Chinese.

The first bombs were heard at

The Governor Staaaits

D,S.D,(M.R.S.)
2012 Enc. 8A

d/d 28 Jan. 46.

IIJ-50/17/8
Enc. d/d
8 Dec. 41.

On the north side of the Island two airfields were dainaged.
Three salvoes of bombs fell on Seletar from nine aircraft at

0415 hours, demolishing a sanitary annexe and cookhouse, whilst

other domestic biiildings were damaged as well as  a T/a,ter main*
three men were killed,

itself of which six did not explode,
dropped on the domestic area vri.thout damage, but there were

twenty-two craters in the airfield and three Blenlioims of

No. 34(b) Squadron (waiting to take-off for action against
the invasion fleet at Kota Bahru) were struck by bomb ibagmenti

Eleven bombs fell on the airfie].d

At Tengah bombs were

At 0440 hours the 'all clear' was sounded: the raid had

lasted a little over half-an-hour, and during that time, at the
cost of possibl27 one aircraj't the Japanese had inflicted slight
damage to military targets, although a sharp but salutary 

*

lesson had been brought home to the civilian.community.

This first raid was not serious when compared with the
weight of attacks, which after a lull of some three weeks, were
to be directed upon the city. Even so it had a two-fold
significance. It was an earnest of Japan's initiative and
faith in the use of air bombing, and at the same time it so
revealed the indifferent attitude (in varying degrees) of both
the Service authorities and the Civil Administration that

attempts to allocate the blame for the initial collapse of the
A.R.P. measures heare continued ever since. The most obvious

fault of the whole raid, and one to which everyone could point,
was the failure to extinguish the lights of the city. Through
out the raid all the street lights were burning and in fact
were not extinguished \mtil after the raid. According to an
eye-witness 'the city's lights were blazing as if nothing
untoward was happening' •

'In 70 Days

by E.ivi.G-lover
page 77.

In all probability the lights made very little difference
to the, effectiveness of the raid. The opinion of the C-in-'^
is that the coast line and most of Singapore must have shown up
very clearly in the bright full moon. Nevertheless someone

was at fault in not putting the A.R.P. services into action.
The black-out of Singspore was the ultimate responsibility of -
the Governor, so that iii the end the A.O.C. had to telephone
Sir Shenton Thomas personally in order to have the alstm sounded
and, eventually, the street lights extinguished. The Director
of A.R.P. claims that the military authorities had always
promised 48 hours notice of the necessity to impose black-out
regialations. When the situation had begun to deteriorate he
had pressed for the black-out to be introduced, but the Colonial
Secretary had refused to allow this measure because le-aacuraace

had been given of the 48 hours notice. Even so, the Director
'took the precaution of having the Control Room manned'.

Colonial Office

letter 14742/47
d/d 19 June 47.

(l) The only night-fighters ready to take-off were three
Buffaloes of No. 453 (P) Squadron, Sembawong, yet despite
repeated requests to A.H.Q. and Fighters Ops by the Squadron
Commander these aircraft were held on the ground and so missed
'a perfect night-fighter target’, because, the O.C. goes on,
'the raid had to be left to the anti-aircraft guns'.
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let when the raid began he was in bed in his home at Katong
and it was not until he received the Governor's telephone
message that he gave the necessary orders for the alarm to be
sounded,

is therefore that they were taken by surprise because the
Service authorities had failed to give the civil defence
organisation any adequate warning.

When the enemy r<aid was approaching Singapore the
Commander of No. 224 Fighter Group telephoned the C-in-C to
warn him, and at tPie s.'ime time he wo.z extremely concerned that
no reply could be obtained from A.R.P, Headquarters,
he complained that the A.EoP. authorities had always refused
to provide a liaison officer in the Fighter Operations Room,
therefore, on the night of the raid, there was no channel
available tlirough this medium.

The main excuse given by the Civil Administration

Later

Letter d/d
18 Nov. 46 from

Brooke-Popham
to A,M,(D,S,D.)

D,S,D,(M.R.S.)
2012 Enc. 1 3a

d/d 13 Aug, 42.

V/hilst no attempt may be made to allocate the blame for
the ApRuPs failure, nevertheless it is possible to underline
some of the shortcomings of both the Service and Civilian
tauthoritiesc Quite ajiart from the
of the civil population towards war

that the Administration itself considered war mlikely and,
should it come, then it r^as the sole concern of the military.
If such were not the case, then surely, when the armed forces
stood-to' at the 2nd and 1st Degrees of Readiness (on 1st and

6th Dec. respectively) an equivalent gesture on the part of
the Civil Defence should have been deemed necessary?
again, if the head of the A.R.P, chose to sleep at his home
during a critical period, then should jiot authority to sound
the alarm have been delegated to one of Control Room staff?
But whatever the issue the fact remains that such mistakes

were speedily put aright after the raid,
appeared at the Fighter Operations Room and full co-operation
was established.

rather apathetic attitude

/ it might well seem

f

And

A liaison officer

A complete black-out was rigidly enforced
and stops were tajcen to provide adequate shelters against
future raids.

On the part of the Services it might fairly be asked
whether a true spirit of co-operation existed between them and
the Civil authorities,

interpretation of the movements of the Japanese convoys on

6th December it might not have been practicable to give the
agreed 48 hours warning, but on the other hand it would seem
that when the invasion actually commenced at Kota Bahru no

attempt was made to advise the Governor; and 3 hours were to

elapse between that time and the first news of the approaching
bombers,

of the R,AoF» to have made certain at the outset that the

AoR.i'o services were at a state of readiness?

Because of the difficulty in the

Would it not Viave been to the interest and security

But possibly
A.H.Q, was too pre-occupied in its long-distance conduct of

the war; and perhaps the R,A,P, did not expect night attacks
from such distant bases. This may well have been the case*

Night flying organisation was in a very backward state (^)
and at lea.st one Station Commander (OoC, Kallang) had been
directed by A.H.Q, that night fighting would not be undertaken
in the event of war. Indeed, on this Station No, 488 (P)

D,S,D,(M.R,S.)
2012 Encs, 5a

d/d 10 Jan. 46
and 3a d/d
30 Dec. 45^ Squadron had orJ.y one operationally trained flight at the out

break of war, w'hilst in the other squadron. No, 243, very little
elementai’y night flying had been done by the pilots. When the
latter Squadron* s Commanding officer (newly arrived from a
Fighter Squadron in U.K,) raised the question of night
with A,H»Q, he was told that it was unnecessary owing to the

1) See also in Section: 'The Civilian and Service Communities'
2) See also in the Section: 'The Work of Air Headquarters,

Par East Command' •
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distance from Japanese "bases (O. As already recoimted, the
only Unit standing-"by with night fighters was No, 453 (iO
Squadron at Sem"bav/ang and in any case they were not allowed to
take-off.

Such were the effects of the first air attack on Singapore:
it had touched all sections of the conimunity. The Chinese,
hitherto detached and remote from contact with the long v/ar in
their homeland now saw at first hand the terri"ble and devasta

ting power of air "bom'bing. As did the European population.
The iruined "buildings wb-ich had stood almost a.s long as the
city itself were ample proof that the night's work had been no

more practice raid (as many had at first thought) but the
attack of a rutliless enemy who not only was capable of waging
an orthodox invasion in the far’-off State of Kelantan but v;as

ready to shatter and destroy the tranquillity of the easy
existence which they had alv/-ays regarded as their right, /uid
to the defence services, both military and civilian, had come

the realization of many deficiencies as well as the disturbing
knowledge tha.t the 'Fortress' was no longer impregnable -

stratetic air povrar had instantly found the weakness#

Air Attack from Siam

There crui be no doubt concerning enemy plans for the
opening stages of hostilities - powerful a.ir forces were given
the predaninant role and then fully exploited,
have been the elimination of all a.ir opposition arid so %vell-
timed were their initial blows that after the first day the
Royal Air Force virtually ceased to exist as a mearis of defence.

Their aim must

Brooke-Popham
Despatch
para 105^

Maltby Des~
■patch paras
■i82 to 185

Although the long-range bombing of the early morning did
comparatively little domage as far as the Island airfields were
concerned, a fan more serious blow was to be delivered in the
North by the enemy's tactical air forces. Whilst the greater
part of the R,A,P, in Ma.laya were re-fuelling end re-arming
after their defensive action at Kota Bahru the Japanese air
force had been fan from idle. The G-in-C afterwards considsred
the size of the enemy force as two hundred and fifty to three
hundred aircraft plus two aircraft carriers (2),
day's effort was reckoned to be in the region of one hundred
and fifty aircraft of which one hundred were probably fighters;
these were established on Singora and Patani airfields, 'which',
he signalled to the Chiefs of Staff, 'were probably stocked
with fuel aiid ammunition in advance by arrangement with the
Thais' (Siamese), Again the Japanese Y/ere ready to seize the
initiative, this time by striking at the grounded E.A.P, on the
Northern airfields. Their objective was to be two-fold;
firstly to destroy aircraft on the ground, and next to put the
airfields and buildings temporarily out of action in order to
deny them to such aircraft as were already airborne or had
escaped the ground attacks. By this means the R.A.P, woifld
be incapable of retaliation, and the airfields, once they had
been captured by the enemy ground forces, wouild soon be made
serviceable for the su-bsequent operations of their own aircraft.

The first

A.H.B,
IIJ50/18/7

■ Defence
Schemes' Enc,
d/d 14 Dec. 41 •

U,S, Strategic
Bombing
Survey.
Interrogation

at Japanese
Officials'
Volume II,
pp. 333» 335,

I

(1 ) After the ra.id, this office
flame trap designed for his Buffaloes, and during the ensuing
two weeks, not onlj’’ commenced night train'ing, but had two

On the third week the squadron was
therefore somewhat surprised to be ordered by A.H.Q, to start
night flying training,
(2) Enemy sources quote these figures as;-

Soigon area: Naval Air Forces -132 aircraft.
I\xray Air Forces - 200 aircraft.

on his own initiative had a>

aircraft at 'readiness'.
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IIJ50/4 Entries
a/i 8 Dec. 41

Commencing at 0700 hrs» 8th December the Japanese air
force began to attack the seven main airfields in Northern
Malaya. Naval 97's first bombed Machiang and Cong Kedah, (1)
whilst the civil airfield at Penang was shot-u.p by nine

fighters; but little damage was inflicted for these airfields
were empty at the time. The Vildebeestes of No. 3^ (T.B.)
Squadron y/ero av/ay from Gong Kedah in search of the invasion

fleet, whilst Machnng and Penang were amongst the many vacant
•  stations.

IIJ53/8
PP. 35, 38.

.y

d.s.d.(m.r.s.)
2014 Enc. 10a

d/d 5 Dec, 45
p. 10,

The next attack was on Kota Ba,hru, but significantly the

Japanese carefully avoided damaging the siurface of this field.

No bombs were dropped; instead eight separate fighter attacks

took place commencing a.t ai:iproximately 0900 hours and conti

nued throughout the day.
and nine aircraft v/hich were Navy Zeros and Army 97's, and
attacks were carried out with what one R.A.A.P, eye-witness
describes as 'reckless abandon’.

'The formations varied between five

The fighters, skilfully
handled dived from 5000 to 7000 feet down to tree-top level

firing until all ammunition ha.d been expended,
attacks were directed upon A/A posts, but later were changed
to strikes against personnel and aircraft, and during the

last strafe at 1700 hrs. two Hudsons were badly damaged.

The early

The position at Sungei Patani wa.s far more serious how-

On this airfield it will be remembered, two fighter
No, 21 (p) Squadron R.A.A.P. and

ever,

squadrons yyere stationed:
No, 27 (N.P.) Squadron, Prom their reports it may be
gathered that the Australians yrere not favourably impressed
by the conditions which prevailed on this station,
absence of accommodation for the maintenance of aircraft;

the impossibility to disperse aircraft because of the
■boggy condition of the airfield; and the ’apathetic attitude
of the Station Goirmiender' were amongst the several complaints.
Whether this attitude was Justified is impossible to decide,
but it must be borne in miixd that No. 21 (P)
recently exclriajiged the comparative luxury of a permanent
airfield at Sembawang for the rigours of a battle station and
in consequence their Judgment may have been biased by the
discomforts which were bound to be part of such an exchange,

. But whatever these shortcomings may have been the fact remains
the.t at dawn on 8th December No, 21 (p) Squadron had mustered
twelve serviceable Buffeloes, but possibly because of their
lack of experience in the basic principles of dispersal, these
o-ircraft wore positioned in a straight line nep.r the stand-by
hut. The other unit. No. 27 (P) Squadron, was a.way on its
mission at Kota Bahru at this Juncture.

The

Squadron had only

D.S.D.(M.RoS.,)
2012 Enc. 10a

D.S.D.(M,R.S.)
2014 Enc. 1 3a

IIJ50/4 Entries
d/d 8 Dec, 41
D,S.D,(M.R.S,)
2024 Enc# 2a
d/d 31 Dec. 45

The crews of No. 21 (P) Squadron were stnnding-by in the
briefing room when, shortly after 0700 hours a message was
received from the Station Operations Room of two enemy aircraft
approaching from the West;
by for further instructions,
moved to the stpn.d-by hut and their adrcraft were warming up,
when, at 0730 hours a fonaation of bombers was sighted almost
overhead, heading in a south-easterly direction at 11,000

Bombs bcgati to fall on both the No. 27 Squadron side
(P) Squadron

section was ordered to strnd-
Pour pilots (two sections) then

one

feet,

of the airfield and upon the aircrad’t of No. 21

The Japanese(1) These were fighters of 59th Regiment,
state those two airfields were attacked between O63O and 0730
hrs. by 11 fighters and 28 light bombers of 59th, 75th, and
90th Regiments. 23 T3p>e 99 bombers of 75th Regiment also
bombed Gong Kedah.
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whose crews and ground personnel had hy then taken cover#

Two of the stand-hy aircraft, however, without instructions
from the Operations Room, immediately took-off and subsequently
followed the enemy towards Singora, but failed to intercept.
The damage from this raid was considerable. Incendiary and
H.E. bombs had fallen on Station Headquarters and  a petrol
dimip whilst fragments had struck seven Buffaloes, setting fire
to four of them; five men had been killed. ,

When the second raid took place at 1100 hours. No. 2?
(N.F,) Squadron must have been back on the airfield,
the same tactics were used by the enemy bombers, estimated as
being up to thirty in number. Damage was inflicted on

barracks and the airfield itself v/hilst a large petrol instal
lation was destroyed. Eight more men had died, and when the
smoke cleared from the airfield only four aircraft of each
Squadron were found to be serviceable.

Again

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
216l Enc. Aa
d/d l6 Jan. A6.

At this stage, having suffered so much damage, it was
decided to evacuate No. 21 (P) Squadron (0 to Butterworth with
their few remaining aircraft, leaving a rear party at Sungei
Patani to effect possible repairs to some of the damaged

was the intention to return to this airfield
as soon as it had been m0.de serviceable,

preparations a request was received for 11th Division for a
reconnaissance of the Singora district,
sortie'and discovered some forty ships in the harbour and motor
transport on the move to Alor Star; the pilot was lucky to be
able to return for he had been attacked by five Zeros which
broke-off the attack only when all their ammunition had been
expended.

Buffaloes.

During these

A Buffalo made this

D.S.D.(M,R.S.).
202A Enc. 8a

d/d 25 Peb. 46.

Meanwhile Butterworth had not fared too well. This

station, which was to bear the brunt of the hurriedly organized
moves of three squadrons, was on a Care and Maintenance basis

and commanded by a junior Accountant Officer awaiting posting;
the remaining twelve Australian officers (A & S.D.) ha.d no
more than five months service apiece. It was in to this some-
v/h'at inadequate organization that A.H.Q. decided to divert the
Blenheims of No. 34 (b) Squadron a.fter their bombing raid at
Kota Bahru. And to aggravate matters there were no re-fuaLlers-
three days previously A.H.Q. had sent them to Gtong Kedah.
Three tankers were hurriedly obtained from Sungei Patani and at
1015 hrs. when the Blenheims began to arrive it had to be

explained to their Squadron Commander that although the require
ment for 500 lb bombs could be met there was no gear to hoist
them into the aircraft’. (in the end 250 lb bombs were man
handled into the racks). But their troubles were only just
starting. The tankers from Sungei Patani contained 90 octane
petrol and the Blenheim IV’s needed 100 octane, yet despite the
dire emergency this slightly lower grade petrol was not accept
able, so that later, petrol in drums had to be brought from the

reserve and hand-p\miped into the aircraft. Simultaneously
with the arrival of the second flight of four Blenheims (seven
a.ircraft survived the action at Kota Bahru) came fifteen enemy
fighters in a well-timed strike on the airfield against which
the Lewis and tommy guns comprising the ground defences were
quite inadequate. The last Blenheim to land had its under

carriage shot away and subsequently crash-landed, and of the
six already on the groimid one was- completely bumed-out and
three others badly damaged - No. 34 (b) Squadron were reduced
to two operational aircraft in the first day’s operations.(2),

(1 ) No. 21 (p) Squadron evacuated Sungei Patani without orders
from ’Norgroup’ whose commander had no loiowledge of the move.
(2) See also in Section: ’The Air Forces go into Action’.
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But more difficulties were in store for the harassed
personnel of Butterworth when the remnants of Nos. 21 and 27
Squadrons "began to limp in from Sungei Patani during the late
afternoon. The Station Ooramander reported eight Buffaloes
of No. 21 (p) Squadron and seven Blenheim Is of No. 27 (N.P.)
Squadron had arrived in varying stages of unservicea"bility,
but at the end of the day, after another low-flying attack
in the afternoon, these two squadrons could only muster an
operational state of three Buffaloes and three Blenheims.

That night the Australians had no intention of sleeping in the
target area of the airfield; they found accommodation some
2 miles distant on the sea-shore, and although the Station
Commander protested that by so doing they would deprive them
selves of the fanilities for servicing and repairing the air
craft next morning, he wa.s evidently over-ruled by the more
senior Squadron Commandei’,

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
201A Enc. 3a-

d/d 20 Dec. A5.

The same tactics were used by the enemy at Alor Star.
No. 62 (b) Squadron, after its bombing attack on the shipping
at Patani had returned to base without loss of any of its
eleven Blenheims; but such good fortune was not to continue.

Re-fuelling and re-arming was in progress, when at 10A5 hrs,
twenty-seven enemy aircraft made a bombing attack from 13,000
feet with 150 lb H.E. bombs and incendiaries. Pour of the

Blenheims were destroyed and five damaged, whilst some
buildings and a large petrol dump were set on fire,
other stations, the casualties were small, amounting to seven
men killed; also the anti-aircraft defence of A x  3 inch guns
was quite ineffective against the high-flying aircraft.

Like the

A.K.B. Pile

IIJ50/A Entries
d/d 8 Dec. A1 •

Of all the Northern stations to be attacked the R.A.P.

at Kota Bahru probably suffered the vrorst, for in addition to

the fighter attacks which continued throughout the day it was
evident that the enemy were bent upon capturing this airfield

intact.. Despite all efforts of the Army beach defences the

Japanese had not only succeeded in getting ashore but had

infiltrated in some depth tov/ards the airfield. The Brigade
Commander himself was conducting 'mopping-up' operations at

0758 hours against the two enemy con^janies which were between
Padang Sabak and the airfield, but beyond this fact the.,
progress of events was somewhat confused, At mid-day the 8th

Brigade reported to A.H.Q. that limited air support had been

obtained against a vessel unloading further troops and stores
at Padang Sabak; yet the four Hudsons of No. 1 (C.R.) .
Squadron which had carried out this task failed to discover

any such vessel and in consequence the Squadron Commander

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
201 A.

d/d 21 Jan. A6.
Enc. 10a

considered these sorties were a waste of effort at a time

ose inwhen the aircraft might have served a better
attacking the fast-retreating invasion fleet
sortie was made at 1530 hours to destroy the railway bridge
spanning the Goluk River (this railway was the only line
between Singora and Kota Bahru) but although four bombs were
dropped in a low-level attack there was no apparent damage.
The Station Commander at Kota Bahru and the Brigadier were in

complete agreem.ent about the seriousness of the local situa
tion, and at 1600 lirs. when the Station Commander reported to
A.H.Q, that the airfield was being attacked by ground forces,
the A.O.C. ordered the aircraft to evacuate to Kuantan,

Xif. A definite

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
202A. Enc. 6a
d/d 28 Nov. A5.

The Brigade Conmander was subsequently informed of this

decision (2). At this stage, a report (which eventually

(1)3 "Vildebeestes of No, 36 (T.B.) Squadron also took part
in this operation.
(2) O.C. Kota Bailru (W.C. Noble) states in his report that
during later conversation with the Brigade Commander (B&:igadier
Key) when they were both P.0."W's, he gathered that the Brigadier
considered the decision to evacuate was right, but he should
have been consulted first.
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proved to be false) of the enemy reaching the eastern peri
meter of the airfield caused the Station Commander to go
forward to investigate; and it must have been during his

absence that a message was received at 1625 hrs. by the
Station Adjutant from A.H.Q. giving instructions for the air
field to be demolished after the aircraft had left.

Unfortunately the destruction commenced forthwith and when
the Station Commander returned from the airfield he was to

find the Operations Room ablaze and with it the operational
records and diary. When the evacuation order was received
by Wo. 1 (C.E.) Squadron that unit was well-prepared for such
an eventiiality. Several months previously a Movement Order
had been prepared in great detail to enable the Squadron to
operate at an advanced base for six weeks. The Order could

also be adapted to a mthdrawal, consequently the whole
Squadron was able to prepare for evacuation in the space of
only one hour. Each aircraft was to carry ten personnel as
well as boxes of spares, and whilst these were being mustered
Station and Squadron Stores were fired and the four unservice
able Hudsons destroyed. Shortly after 1700 hours the five
aircraft capable of being flown were sent off to Kuantan.
The two Hudsons each requiring only a wheel were not destroyed
’however, neither was the crashed Hudson of No. 8 (C.R.)
Squadron, for all attempts at repair or destnjiction were

prevented by attack from the air or by fire from snipers.
The road party moved off for Krai by motor transport at
18A5 hrs., whilst the Station Commander left about
later. No personnel were lost in this evacuation 15 ̂minutes

A report from Kuantan that same evening (l91Q hours)
shows how five Hudsons of No, 1.(G,R.) Squadron and seven
Vildebeestes of No. 36 (T.B.) Squadron were flown in from Kota
Bahru, thereby raising the Torpedo-Bomber strength at Kuantan
to seventeen Vildebeestes. The signal also advised A.H.Q.
that one of the last officers to leave by air from Kota Bahru
had seen the enemy advancing on the north-east comer of the

airfield, and furthermore this officer thought there was little,
chance of the runways•being effectively demolished,
opinion is to some extent borne out by the Japanese account of
the capture of the airfield,
established a reconnaissance was made with a view to a night
attack on the airfield.

Such an

After the beach-head had been

When the attack was joined, their

Enemy Publi
cation No. 278,
page 8,

IIJ5if/24/7
Enc, d/d
20 Peb. 48

account continues, the demolitions began with a 'thundering
roar', but the retreat commenced before the task could be

properly accomplished (2),

(1 ) Although the personnel of A.H.Q. and No. 1 (G.R.) Squadron
evacuated at this time there must have been someone at Kotn

Bahru on the following day, for at I810 hours 9 Dec a
Blenheim landed at Alor Star from Kota Bahru. It belonged
to No. 6,2 (b) Sqdn. and in all probability was one of the
Blenheims detached to No. 4 A.A.C.U. (See Appendix IV, page 1 .)

2) Quite possibly this was the explosion of the petrol
installation or the bomb store,

not have time to destroy these vital stores (they got away
quite rapidly in a matter of 2^ hours from the time of
receiving the order) consequently the demolition was left to
the resourcefulness of a Battery of Royal irtillery.

Apparently the E.A.E. did
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The final reports on aircraft losses began to come in to
A.H.Q. during that evening. Operations had exacted a heaVy
toll, and even the darlcness was to claim one more victim - a

Vildebeeste of No. 100 (T.B.) Squadron which crashed on landing
at Kuantan ("I /. The fortvmes of war for the Kota Bahru
invasion have already been examined;
but proportionately, the Japanese
v^ere nothing short of disastrous

at

(2)

those losses were high,
tacks on the airfieldst

. Every Station visited
by the enemy bombers and fighters suffered very heavy losses.
Kuantan was the exception: perhaps because of its comparative
remoteness it T/as not attacked, and so lived to fight at
least until the next day. The total nvimber of operational
aircraft in Northern Malaya on 8th December 19M was one
hundred and ten. At the end of that momentous 24- hours only
fifty were fit for operations. The remaining sixty had
either been lost, destroyed by the enemy or ourselves, or
seriously damaged. The R.A.P. in the North had been reduced

in the space of one day by nearly 55 per cent I The
remaining units were on Singapore Island and comprised: Nos.
205 (E.E.), 24-3 (eOj 4-88 (P), 4-53 (p) Squadrons and No. 4
A.A.C.U., together with the balance of Nos. 36 and 100 (T.B.),
and No. 34 (b) Squadrons. The Malayan Volunteer Air Force
were not yet in action because of the preponderance of enemy
fighters.

IIJ53/8
page 39

A.H.B. Pile

IIJ50/22/10
"Re-inforce-

ments" Enc.

d/d 8 Dec. 41 •

The C-in-C realizing the outcome of the battle in the
north v/ould be governed largely by the number of available
aircraft signalled that afternoon to the Chiefs of Staff.

His urgent requirement was for the early despatch of a
maximijm of re-inforcements. He particularly wanted two

squadrons of long-range bombers and two squadrons of night-
fighters,

'the situation would be very difficult'. Perhaps the fast-
moving events of the m.oming had clouded the issue; in any
case at that time the full tally of losses could not have been

reo-lized in Singapore. Japan was not to achieve air
superiority in the near future - rather she had grasped it
that very day.

Should Ja.p£in gain air superiority* , he urged

Simmary

Prompted by the realization of almost certain v;ar, the

C-in-G.Far East once again urged the need for operation
MATADOR to forestall the Japanese; and as before, his
proposals were not supported by H.M. Government, Thereupon
he made an appreciation on 22nd November 1941 for the

Commanders' guiidance, in which, anticipating the operation
would eventually be sanctioned, he required the redisposition
of the IvIiVT-ADOR squadrons.
Lumpur on 24th November 1 941 in. order to control these four

I
Norgroup' was reformed at Kuala

(1 ) A comprehensive aircraft state does not appear to exist
therefore an analysis has been compiled from those records
T/hich have survived. This summary of losses for 8 Dec. 41

be foimd in Appendix IV, page 3»
The pattern of the Japanese attacks on airfields is

7th Air Brigade, operating

may

revealed in enemy documents,
from airfields in Southern Indo-China and using a total of

eighteen. Types I and ninety-seven fighters together with

seventy-five Types 97B and 99B bombers, attacked in two waves'.
The first was from 0630 to 0730 hrs, and the second IO4O to
1110 Yxrs. Raids were made on Sungei Patani, Alor Star, Kuala
Ketil, Butterworth, and Penang,
aircraft were claimed as destroyed, whilst the Japanese admit
of three seriously dsunaged.

Twenty-three grounded R.A.P*
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V

Units of Trhich Nos. 62 and 27 'wfere already at Alor Star and
Smgei Patani respectively, N6. 21 was to move to Sungei
Patani, and Wo. 3'4- to remain at Tengah under 2A hours notice
to transfer to Alor Star,

to operate from Kota Ba’nru and Kuantan in order to carry out
the initial reconnaissance plan.

Nos. 1 and 8 were to he prepared

Reports of a pirn for invasion commencing 1st December
led to special air reconnaissances being flovm by Ho. 1' Squadron

The C-in-'C P.Efrom Kota Bahru, but no sightings were made, • >

still convinced of the need for the initial offensive,
reminded the Chiefs of Staff that adequate warning must be

given for MTADOR - yet to avoid any provocation which might
result in war the G.O.S. continued to reserve the authority
to initio.te MTiDOR Nevertheless the fast deteriorating
situation dicta.ted the adoption of *No. 2 Degree Readiness
on 1 st December and on the sojtio day the Governor mobilized
the Volvinteers.

Three da.Ys later the full seaward reconnaissance plan was

brought into force and commenced by No. 1 Squadron from Kota
Bahru together mth Wo, 8 Squadron, now moved to Kuantan, and

Dutch flying boats at Seletar. The long delayed authority
giving the C-in-G P.Eo permission to stage MTADOR on his own
initiative came on 5th December,

On the following day the Japanese invasion fleet rounded
Gape Cambodia into the Gulf of Siam v/here improved weather

disclosed their presence to searching Hudsons of No, 1 Squadron*
As a result, 'No. 1 Degree Readiness' was ordered and a Catalina

sent to take over the sho.dow:Lng during the night, A striking
force of Wo. 36 Squadron moved to Kota Bahru and  a long-range
Beaufort prepared for a photographic reconnaissance of the

ships. Meanivhile, relieving Hudsons, because of bad weather,
failed to maintain contact mth the Japanese. Both Kota Bahru

and G.H.Q, liad reason to suspect the fleet had turned North-

West into the Gulf of Siam, in a stage of an approach on Siam,
This supposition proved correct - the. Japanese, with air cover

were indeed sailing northwards.

Sea.ward reconnaissance was intensified on 7th December,
No. 8 Sqiiadi'on continued vrith the set plan, and from Kota Bahru
the Hud.sons, restricted by bad weather, searched in a more

northerly direction, but without success. Neither had the

flying boab of No. 205 Squadron made contact during the night;
the relief Catalina did so but at the cost of being shot down

by enemy fighters. Both Hudson squadrons operated during
the afternoon, and a.ltViough the convoys were not sighted,
individual vessels were located and indeed, one aircraft came

under fire. The C-in-C E.E. now had to consider the question
of setting off IvliTADOR: bearing in mind the sudden change of
policy by K.H, Government, and appreciating the somevirhat
indefinite sightings of the afternoon, he decided not to order

this operation. In his estimation it was too late, for were

an expedition aimed against Singora then it could arrive there

before the British. Furthermore, if the search reports had
been mistaken, MTi^DOR would do nothing but vio.late the

neutrality of a co;mtry which, according to the resident
British Minister, would support the British in their cpposition
to Japan,

Whilst the Far East Command stood-by during the night of

7th December, the Japanese expedition had turned southwards;
the larger body headed towards the Singora-Patani area whilst

a smaller force m.oved down upon Kota Bahru in order to divert

attention from the main landings to the northward,
anticipation of war the C-in-CF.E, had long since prepared an

In
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Order of the Day, which, in the event, was to he received
with mixed feelings.

The diversionary'' enemy force arrived off Kota Bahru at
No offensive could he taken until0030 hrs. 8th December,

the Japanese themselves committed a hostile act and this took

place at 0115 hrs when landing craft began to approach the
beaches,

the offensive, and at the same time A.H.Q. issued instructions
for all available Squadrons (Nos. 62, 27, 34-, 100, 8, and 60)
to augnent the defences c.t the beachhead. Thus all squadrons
in Malaya, with the exemption of Nos. 205, 243, 488, 453 and
21, were concentrated upon the secondary target, whilst at
Singora (the long anticipated invasion port) the Japanese
landed their main forces unmolested.

No. 1 Squadron 'was then ordered to take-off for

Seven Hudsons individually attacked the transports and

supporting warships. Later, troop-carrying barges were
strafed, but enemy covering fire destroyed two aircraft. A
total of seventeen sorties was flov/n during which one large

vessel waS' sunk, two severely damaged and at least twenty-
A detachment of two Buffaloes offour barges destroyed.

No. 243 Squadron also participated in this successful action.
Having established a beachhead the transports ■withdrew north
wards leaving the barges to be attacked by_further sorties of
No. 1 Squadron, aided by.the reinforcing aircraft of No. 8,
60, 34, and 27 Squadrons. An attempt was made to divert
these latter Units to the pursuit of the retreating ships, but ^
without marked success.

No. 62 Squadron did in fact fly northwards to bomb shipping
off Patani. No. 110 Squadron did not arrive at Kuantm until
the late morning and in consequence were not involved in the

the other torpedo-bomber "unit - No. 36 - temporarily

Solely upon their own initiative

defence;
operating from the -uncongested airfield at Gong Kedah,
followed the north-going transports but, due to unfavourable
conditions, delivered an ineffectual torpedo attack. During
this time a Beaufort carried out a photographic reconnaissance
and established the faot of a main Japanese landing at Patani.
Because of enemy action it crashed on return to Kota Bahru

to nine of thebringing the total losses in aircraft up
eighty-seven deployed in the North-East.

Almost simultaneously with these landings the enemy
staged a long-distance air attack upon Singapore Island.^
The raid, of seventeen aircraft, divided into two formations
at 14,000 and 17,000 feet, whilst the meagre force of night-
fighters was held on the ground in order to give full scope
(sic) to the A.A. guns. Bombs fell at 0408 hrs. in the city
and on the harbour, killing sixty one and injur:mg^one
h'undred and thirty three; Seletar and Tengah airfields were

Althoughalso attacked but writh little resulting damage,

V

not of a serious nature this raid did much to reveal the lack
of co-ordination between the Services and the Civil Adminis
tration as well as certain inadequacies in the defence. The
fact of the city lights continuing to bum throughout the raid ,
may have had little effect upon the accuracy of the bombing
by full'moonlight, but it certainly emphasized the need to
perfect A.R.P. measures. And on the part of the R.A.P. this
unexpected attack found a vreak spot - the almost complete lack
of night-fighters

On the morning of 8th December, following the defensive
action at Kota Bahru, the air forces in the North were

their battle stations, when the Japanese,
but this

now
refuelling on
established on Singora and Patani, struck again -

Using a force of approximately one
hundred and fifty aircraft the enemy la-unched attacks upon
the empty airfields of Machang, Gong Kedah and Penang.

time from the air.
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Then, throughout the day they strafed Kota Bahru and hadly
damaged two Hudsons. Sungei Patani, on which were stationed
Nos. 21 and 27 Squadrons v/as bomhed so effectively that each
Unit was reduced to four aircraft,

the scone of the greatest chaos for it v/as to this
maintenance' station that tliroe Squadrons unexpectedly moved.
Upon No. 34 Squadron being diverted there after its action at
Kota Bharu, difficulties in refuelling and rearming were
aggravated by low-flying enemy fighters and soon only two
Blenheims survived. Then Nos.

Butterworth was perhaps
'care and

21 and 27 Squadrons began to
straggle in after the retreat from Sungei Patani, and following
another enemy a.ttack their already depleted strength was down
to three Buffaloes and three Blenheims. No. 62 Squadron, so
far unscathed, was bombed whilst grounded at Alor Star and
nine of their eleven Blenheims put out of action.

Besides the air attacks at Kota Bahru the

making progress from the beachhead;
enemy were

our air support was very
limited, and when at 1600 hrs. the airfield itself came under
fire, the Station Commander Y/as authorized to withdraw to
Kuantan. Preparations had been made for such a move by No. 1
Squadron, consequently the remaining Hudsons were flown off
with little difficulty, and the roa.d party evacuated to the
railhead. On the Station itself some of the demolitions e

premature whilst other installations fell into enemy hands.
By' evening a total of five Hudsons and seven Vildebeestes had
flown into Kuantan.

wer

When the final reports were evaluated by A.H.Q. at the end
of the first day's fighting it was seen that of the
hundred and ten aircraft which had stood-to in Northern Malaya
only fifty were fit for operations, a startling fact which must
have prompted the C-in-C P.E. to urgently cable the Chiefs of
Staff for maximum reinforcements.

one
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EARLY ?/ITHDRA¥ALS

The march of events in Northern Malaya during the second
and third days of the campaign were of necessity mainly
centred upon 'Norgroup".
trol of two of the Group's units for the anti-invasion phase
at Kota Bahru, but vath the disorganisation resulting from

the enemy air attacks on the forward airfields, these Uro

Squadrons were perforce to revert to Nor,group control.

A.H.Q, Singapore has re-assumed con-

Hoadquarters Norgroup was at Kuala Lumpur in a school,
portion of vAxlch v/as occupied by H,Q. Illrd Indian

'Hiroughout the first day of operations no reports
received at this li.Q. from either ALor 3t.ar or Sungei _

Patani as communications by 7//
failed, therefore, as a result of urgent representations to
A.H.Q. at 1900 lirs. 8th December, O.G. Norgroup v/as given per
mission to move forward to the pre-arranged advanced head

quarters of Illrd Indian Corps at Bukit Mertajam, which was
situated within 10 miles of Lutterworth. At the same time

advised that the Buffaloes on this airfield were

the major

Corps
were

and land-line had apparentlyj-n

±9

A.H.Q. were

II J50/4.
'A.H.Q. Ops.
Room Narrative'

Entries d/d 9
and 10 Dec. 41.

D.S.D# M.H.S.

2024

on Norgroup".
Encs. 2A d/d
31 Dec, 45 4A
d/d 7 Jan. 46.

Report

operationally unfit ovdng to lack of gun firing solenoids.
The move was coir^iletod during the night and by O915 hrs.

the follovdng day the advanced headquarters of Norgroup v/as

established and the 0.0. preparing to visit his three Stations.
But the A,0. C., realizing the function of Norgroup could not

long be sustained, gave orders for the airfields to the south
to be made useable for modern aircraft. Approaches v/ero to

be cleared, boundary drains filled and arrangements made for

the rapid provisioning of bombs, petrol and oil in the event
of operations. Meanvhile Butterv/orth v/as becoming the focus

point of R.A. E. operations. As already recounted, the rem
nants of Nos. 21 and 2? (P) Squadrons from Sungei Patani,
together with a proportion of No. 34, (b) Squadron had arrived
there during the previous evening. They were soon to be

joined by No, 62 (b) Squadron; sometime before 0835 hrs.
9th December, six Blenheims of this Unit flew in from Alor
Stai'. Evidently the ground crews of the squadron had done

much to repair the damage of the previous morning's raid.
No. 27 (NP) Squadron had also striven to repair its aircraft -
four Blenheims were serviceable (one more than the previous
evening), and in fact tv/o aircraft had already carried out a
patrol at 12,000 feet over the airfield. The same may not
be said about No. 21 (P) Squadron - their operational state

However, this mi^t well
have been due to the failure of the gun solenoids,
efforts were being made to repair this deficiency:
of O.C. Norgroup's call to A.H.Q. a P.R. Buffalo at Kallang,
previously detailed for a reconnaissance of Singora at first
li^t 9th December was first to land at Butterworth with a

supply of new solenoids, afterwards flying northv/ards for the
reconnaissance.

on

had been reduced to tv/o Buffaloes.
But

as a res\jlt

realizing theOn the morning of 9th December, A.H.Q
offensive capabilities of the Japanese fighters, planned
raids to destroy these aircraft on Singora airfield.

• >

two

(1) The Officer Gommaiding Norgroup v/as Wing Commander
R. G. Forbes appointed in the absence of the Commander desig
nate, Group Captain A. G. Bishop, vdxo was away in South China.
W,C. Forbes had previously been O.G. .Uor Star,

(2) The enemy filters coiold also be used as cover for tne
bombers which mi^t attack "Prince of Y/ales" and "Repulse"

Loss of EASTERN FLEET •').(But see also
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The R;A, F. bombers were a much depleted force, nevertheless it

was decided to use them for dayli^t bombing with  a fighter
escort. At 0939 hrs, Tengah was instructed to muster six

Blenheims; three aircraft of No, 3A- (B) Squadron (of which
there were still fourteen at Tengah) were to bomb-up with
500 lb, G.P,, whilst No. 60 (b) Squadron, freshly evacuated
from Kuantan, had to provide the other three Blenheims armed
with 250 lb. bombs. The formation was to take-off between
1100 and 1200 hrs. and fly up the west coast to Butterworth
where the fighter escort, if available, would be picked up..
From there they were to fly out to sea; then, approaching
from the West a landfall was to be made on the island of
Terutau, From there onwards the aircraft would cut across

the Isthmus to deliver their attack between I500 and I6OO hrs.
Re-arming was to be carried out at Butterworth in order for

the aircraft to be available at first-li^t on the follov'ri.ng
day. At the same time Norgroup was ordered to mount a raid

from Butterworth on the Singora target with a maximum force

of Blenheims, and if the raid was successful, to strike again,

Hie reports on these two raids are somevhat confused and

to some extent contradictory, but one fact clearly emerges,
which is that no adequate filter cover was provided. The
severely depleted fighters at Butterworth were fully engaged
v/ith .standing patrols over the airfield and tactical reconnais
sances for Illrd Corps, In fact, in respect to the latter

commitment two Buffaloes of No, 21 (p) Squadron made a parti
cularly useful reconnaissance of the Singora area at 08if5 hrs,
when they reported twelve to fifteen light tanks at Ban Sadao.
These requirements together with what would appear to be the
un-co-ordinated control of the fij^ters, deprived the Blenheims
of what little cover might havq been available.

D.S.D.(M.R. S.)
202h
Enc, 8A dated

25 Fab, h6.

D.S.D.(M.R. S.)
2012

Enc, 10A

The raid staged from Tengaii took-off at 12;^.5 hrs. The

fourteen Blenheim TVs of No, 31). (b) Squadron and the four
Blenheim Is of No, 60 (b) Squadron together with the aircrews
had been pooled, consequently the formation consisted of six
Blenheims of No, 34 (b), throe of which were crewed by No, 60
(b) Squadron personnel, 'When the formation passed over
Butterworth two Blenlieim filters were seen to take-off, but
after a short time they broke away. Hie approach to the
target was as briefed and on the bombing run heavy A/A fire was
met in addition to at least thirty to forty enemy fighters.
Despite violent evasive action the bombs fell amongst a group
of fighters near the runway, 'What little cloud cover existed
was used in the get-away, but with such unequal odds it is not
surprising that three aircraft (two crews of No, 60 (b)
Squadron Jind one of No, 34 (b) Squadron) were shot down; the
Japanese claimed four Blenheims. The three surviving aircraft
of this disastrous raid returned to Butterworth and landed.

Extracts from

London Gasette

d/d 21 June 46
and letter

from widow of

S. L, Scarf d/d
24 June 47,

The second raid was never launched; the mixed force of
Nos, 62 and 34 (B) Squadrons was about to take-off from
Butterworth when the enemy made a combined bombing and low-
level attack. All aircraft were damaged or destroyed with
the exception of one Blenheim of No, 62 (b) Squadron cap
tained by Squadron Loader A. S. K. Scarf vhich hj^
borne a few seconds before the attack started, (v
abandoning #iat was intended to have been a formation sortie
this officer flew on to Singora, Opposition over the target
was severe and included attacks by a considerable number of

become air

Instead o

-

f

(1) S/Ldr, Scarf, at the time of his death was serving as a
Flight Lieutenant, but in actual fact he was a Squadron Leader
(tonporary) for promotion was to bo Gazetted on i6th Deo, 41
with retrospective effect from 1st Dec, 41,
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fighters, yot despite this the bombing attack was coii^leted.
Unfortunately, during this ongagemont S/Ldr. Scarf was mortally
wounded; a running fight continued until the Malayan border
was reached and although a dotormined effort was made to
regain base, he was unable to accomplish this object omng to
his wounds, A force-landing was made at 7mak Bukit (near
Alor Star) without causing injiory to either of his two N.C.O.
aircrew but S/Ldr. Scarf v/as admitted into the General
Hospitali'lh The circumstancos of this epic flight vrere made
all the more tragic by the very fact that his wife
in this hospital,

became necessary she immediately volunteered to give a blood
transfusion,

prepare for the operation her husband suddenly died,
subsequently awarded the Victoria Cross.

was a nurse

She was on duty at the time and -when it

But her offer vra.s in vain: as she was about to
He wasII J53/8

page 40

Later that evening, at 1745 trs, the ill-fated station
at Butterworth suffered yet another low-flying attack;
according to the Norgroup Commander 'aircraft were being
picked off one by one on the ground', The four remaining
Buffaloes of No, 21 (p) Squadron, without waiting for orders,
v/ent up to engage the enemy;
sortie for vdthout loss to the enemy two Buffaloes were shot
down(2;.

it was, however, an ineffectual

Maltby Despatch
para. 196.

As a result of the day's operations against Singora A.H.Q.
decided that daylight bombing should ceaso imtil such time as
fighter escorts could be provided,
have been almost involuntary - four Squadrons, Nos, 34, 62, 21
and 27 had by this time virtually ceased to exist.'

But such a decision must

II J50/4
Entries dated

8 Dec, 41

It will now be necessary to retiirn to the somewhat uneasy
atmosphere which prevailed at the East Coast Station of
Kuantan. On the evening of 8th December the Station Commander,
extremely concerned with the nev/s brought in from Kot
by the personnel of Nos. 1 (GR) and 36 (TB) Squadrons(3),
requested permission of A.H.Q. to commence the ovacxiation of
ground personnel by sea,
time, A.H.Q

ahru

Although this v/as refused at the
possibly having in mind the dangerous congestion

of aircraft at Kuantan, signalled at 2127 hrs, instructions for
the evacuation at first light 9th December o
except the Hudsons and twelve Vildebeestes(A-

to ge six Vildebeestes (of No, 36 (TB) Squadron) with
torpedoes, vrhilst Tengaii was to receive the No.  4 A.A.C.U.
detadmnent (Sharks), together mth the Blenheims of No. 60 (b)
Squadron. These aircraft duly arrived back at Singapore
Island by O9OO lirs, that day.

• >

all aircraft

To Seletar
were

II J5O/4
Entries dated

9 Dec. 41,

Througliout the day Kuantan was kept alert by a series of
false reports of enemy shipping v/hich were to be  a feature of
the evacuation. At 0155 hours tvra Vildoboestes were airborne

(1) Anak Bukit was the location of the Satellite planned for
j\lor Star,

(2) A total of ninety-three aircraft of the 7th Air Brigade -
seventeen Typo 1 fighters and seventy-six heavy bombers. Type
97B, 99B, - left li’ench Indo-China to attack the Ked£di airfields.
Bad weather diverted the majority to Victoria Point but the
64th Regiment got tlirough to Singora from whence they attacked
Buttervrorth (probably the 1745 hrs. raid). A total of six
Blenheims and five grounded aircraft was claimed as destroyed.
Ttie raid connected with the Scarf incident was probably
delivered by two Regiments of the 12th Air Brigade, which
claimed sixteen destroyed,
(3) See^also in Section 'Air Attack Prom Siam',
(4) A miscalculation on the part of A.H.Q,; only eleven
Vildebeestes wo\ild be left at Kuantan at this stage.
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on ail extended sea reconnaissance; the pilot of the No, 100

(TB) Squadron aircraft, whose search had been slightly-
restricted by bad weather, Y/as positive there were no surface
craft within his search area,

gave a negative rex->ort. . ITaen again at 0738 hours three

Hudsons of No, 8 (GR) Squadron v/ere sent up as the result of
a report from the G, 0.0. to search for ships in the vicinity
of the Porhentian Islands: in this instance a convoy of one

battleship, two cruisers, seven destroyers and three trans

ports was seen a feir miles North-East of Kota Bahru,
another search vras made at 1350 hours by three No. 100 (TB)
Squadron Vildobeestos armed with torpedoes - but the ship,
reported 60 miles off the coast, vfas not found,
hours tho Captain of a No. 8 (GR) Squadron Hudson reported a
merchant vossol of 3>000 ton in the vicinity of Tenggol steam

ing south; off Mcrchong ho also sav/ ten barges,
of this apparently reliable sighting throe Blenheims of No. 34
(b) Squadron were despatched from Tengaii, yet nothing v/as
sighted except a few houses burning near the to-wn itself.

Likewise the 3>000 ton merchant vessel failed to materialize -

in an extensive search aided by good vis'ibility six torpedo-
carrying Vildebecstes of No, 100 (TB) Squadron were unable to
locate it,’

The other Vildebeeste also

Yet

At 1530

As a result

II M/E.100/1
O.R.B.

No,100 Sqdn.

II J53/8
pages 35, 41

Mean’vdiile, at 122'5 hours a bombing raid v/as plotted on

its way to Kuantan and -within a few minutes the Station was

subjected to its first experience of hi^-level bombing(l),
followed by lov/-level machine gunning. Runways were damaged

'  but st-ill useable whilst a teirporary bomb dump and power house
wore blo-wn up; the main Stores was also hit. The dispersed
aircraft had suffered to some extent: recorded casualties

were one Vildebeeste of No, 100 (TB) Squadi'on and one Hudson of
No. 1 (GR) Squadron destroyed; -three Hudsons of No, 8 (GR)
Squadron destroyed and others damaged. At the Station
Commander's suggestion the A. 0.C, agreed that all serviceable

aircraft sho-uld be flov/n back to Singapore although Kuantan was

only to be demolished if in danger of actually falling into

enemy hands. In consequence the Squadrons flew out their air

craft: four Hudsons of No. 1 (GR) Squadron, together with
seven Hudsons of No. 8 (GR) Squadron landed at Sembawang; and
SGVon Vildeboestes of No, 100 (TB) Squadron returned to Seletar.
Unfortunately the ovacuiation of the {around personnel was by no

.  means so. well organized. Ydiilst the Squadron Commander of

-  No, 8 (GR) Squadron was preparing the move of his aircraft a
that all personnel were to evacuate the Station

So -without waiting for further orders the
majority of tho personnel of Nos. 8, 60, i6 and 100 Squadrons
moved off in some twenty trucks -without their officers. They
wore eventually met by the gro-und personnel of No. 1  (GR)
Squadron. This party had set off from Kota Bahru on the pre
vious evening(3) and upon arrival at Kuala Lipis by rail at
0800 hrs. 9th December the Officer Commanding had telephoned
A. II.Q. from whom he received instructions to detach a party of
sixty airmen and proceed to Kuantan by road from Jerantut,
This party, led by its C.O., was within 20 miles of Kuantan

v/hen they met the personnel, of . the fo-ur Squadrons hurrying in
•the opposite direction. As there appear'd to be no-one in

charge, and upon learning for the first time of the evacuation

of Kuantan, the No. 1 (GR) Squadron O.C. re-organized the convoy
and moved tho whole party, now numbering four hundred and sixty
six airmen, ba.ck to Jerantut where they v/ere entrained.

rumour sp:
forthvdth

D.S.D. (M.R.S.
(M.R.S.)
2014

Enc. 13A, ,
page 26 and
Enc, 10A,
page 14t

(l) This was carried out by Type 69 bombers of 22nd Air
Hotiila. Ten aircraft v/ere claimed as destroyed.
(2) This incident bears marked resemblance to the premature
destruction of Station Headquarters, Kota Bahru.
(3) See also in Section 'Air Attack from Siam',
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station Headquarters personnel were sent to Kuala Luji^ur whilst

Squadron airmen continued back to Singapore, By accomplishing
this somewhat difficult task this officer had transformed a

disorganized retreat into an orderly withdrawal.

At this Juncture- it will be necessary to briefly appre-
In this area was

Porcival

Despatch paras:
133, 134, 14b.

ciate Army activities in Northern Ivlalaya,
disposed the Ulrd Indian Corps commanded by Lt, Gen.
Sir L. M. HoathCl),
Coast sector and one of its Brigades - the 8th Indian -

tliroughout the f'irst day’
defence of Kota Bahru(2),
field throughout the night the Japanese put in a determined
attack at dawn 9th December forcing the Brigade to mthdraw to

After this new line had been stabilized the 4/9
Hyderabad Regiment, vdiich had arrived during the afternoon from
the Command Reserve, took up a position 12 miles South of

When on 10th December -units -were re-organized the

iho 9th Indian Division was in the East

s operations was engaged in the
After hea-vy fighting on the air-

the South,

Kota Bahru,

casualties did not prove so heavy as at first reported, never

theless, with the potential threat to communications should

fresh landings be made on the East Coast, the Brigade Commander
on 11th December withdrew his forces from Gong Kedah and

Machang to a rearguard position South of the latter airfield.

With the cancellation of operation Matador the tactical
plan for 11th Division was to meet the main Japanese advance
in a defensive position at Jitra, some eighteen miles South of
the frontier, Ibllowing -the initial violation of Siamese
neutrality by Japan, sanction was given by the C,-in-C, for

Consequently mobile coveringthe land forces to enter Siam,

Ibid paras;
128, 129, 130,
1A3, m, 145.

11350/19/6
Enc, dated

8 Dec. 41 forces were ordered to movo forward along the Singora and

This sudden change-over to the defensiveKroh-Patani roads,

not only had. a considerable psychological effect upon the

troops but necessitated a rapid re-disposition of preparations.

The colujnn operating on the Kroh-Patani, road was known

'lirohcol' and consisted of 3/l6 Punjab and the 5/l4 Punjab
Regiments together -with a mo-untain battery and ancillary

At 1330 hours 8th December it was ordered to occupy
a position some 35 fo 40 miles inside Siam knov/n as the

'■Ledge'. When, at I5OO hrs, the leading elements crossed the
i’rontier, instead of being met by passively neutral natives
they were engaged and held-up by a con-p>aratively small force
of less than one hundred and fifty armed Police. It v/as not
until the follov/ing afternoon that opposition ceased, but the
delay had enabled the Japanese to reach the 'Ledge' first so
that "vdien 'Krohcol' duly arrived at first light 11th December
a battle developed, the issue of Virhich was decided in lavour
of the Japanese by the surprise appearance of tanks. After
repeated enemy attacks our casualties had risen above t-vro
hundred and permission was given to vdthdraw back to Kroh for
a final staid.

as

units.

(1) Subordinate form.ations within Illrd Corps comprised:
a) Linos of CoHimunication A-ea
b) Penang Portress

9tli Indim Divialon(„2_;^ Infantry Brigades0

(d) 11th Indian Division (6th
15th Indian Infantry Brigades
28th

(e) Federated Malay States Volunteer Force
Note: Numerical strengths are sho-wn 'a-t Appendix III
(2) See also in Section 'Air Attack from Siam'
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Ibid paras,
131, 137 to

On the North Kedali front other forces were on the move*
Two con^anies of l/8 Punjab Regiment together with some anti
tank' guns crossed into Siam at 1730 hours on 3th December to

delay the enemy advance from Singora, At the same time an
armoured train moved into Siam from Padang Besar to which it
returned after destroying a large bridge at Klong Gnea. The
road column, meanvi4aile, had made contact vdth an enemy mecha
nised unit at Ban Sadao, but although two tanks v/ere knocked

out, the Japanese ini'antry, by an enveloping movement caused
the Indian troops to fall back, Ihis action, however,
together with the' demolition of two bridges so delayed the
enemy that it was not until the early morning of 10th December
that contact was made again - this time at Changl-un, South of
the frontier, IMs position was held by l/k Punjab Regiment
•vdiilst a battalion of 2/l Gurldia Regiment took over the out
post'at Asi.m, about 10 miles 'further south. An early attack
was repulsed at Ghangl\.m on 11th December but at midday the
enemy made a serious penetration. Covering troops, ■with
drawing dovm the railway to Kodiaiig and carrying ou-fc demoli
tions on the way were ordered to reinforce As-un to ingpose
further delays, MearMiile the column retreating from
Ghanglun Tfas about to enter Asun when s'uddenly their rearguard
was attacked by twelve medium tanks, followed by infantry.
Hea'vy casualties -were suffered by the Indian troops, the
majority of whom had never before seen a tank. Another
attack followed at I83O hours vJiich broke into the outpost
and inflicted over five hundred casualties, Misfort'une also
overtook the troops falling back from Kodiang, this tiine not
in the form of axi enemy engagement, but a premature demolition
which caused the loss of. all the transport, guns and carriers
of the covering and outpost troops. Such incidents as these
were to have a profound effect upon the coming Battle of Jitra,

1if2,

II J50/19/6
Enc, dated
11 Dec. 2f1.

On the evening of 11th December the Commander-in-Ghief,
in a report signalled to the War Office, estimated the minim'um
scale of attack by enemy land forces was tvro or three di'vd-
sicns, sigpported by an air force of two hundred to three
h'undred aircraft. Naval units included one battleship,
cruisers, seventeen destroyers and one' aircraft carrier,
ho expected these forces would expand to the region of
divisions and three hundred aircraft,
report contained the optimistic note which characterized the
majority of his pronouncements - 'Japan cannot stand a long
v/ar' read the opening words of the signal, 'Ha%dng begun the
w^ she must be expected to try to end it as quickly as pos
sible ,., ' The events of the first three days of the cam
paign in all certainty were endorsing the bitter truth of this
latter sentence.' The R.A.F. were virtually beaten; the Army
was falling back on all fronts, whilst the Par Eastern Eleet,
prime defender of Malaya had been sink before it could take

offensive^1},

seven

And
seven

Nevertheless his

the

The Retreat Commences

II J50A With no hope of re-equipping the decimated Squadrons of
Northern Malaya in the near future A.Ii.Q. decided on
10th December to mthdraw the remnants of the flying Units
from Butter-worth. At 1200 hours on the pre-vlous day Alor St

■  Entries d/d
10 Dec, 41.

D.S.D.(M.R. S.)
2014 Enc. 3A

dated 20 Dec. 45.
also 2024
Enos, 4A & 8A

ar
had anticipated evacuation, and follovdng a request to A.H,Q,
for guidance the demolitions began at 13Zf.O hours lOth December;
that same afternoon their convoys began to arrive at
Butterworth, The two survi-ving Blenlieims of No, 62 (b)
Squadron, which had been operating from this Station, were

(1) See also in Section 'Doss of the Eastern ELeet
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then floTwn out to Singapore, but because O.C. Norgroup con

sidered it advisable to keep the Unit together vath a view to

subsequent re-equipment, the Squadron personnel, after a night
halt at Butterworth, were sent down to Taiping on the morning
of 11th December,

Ihe personnel of No, 21 (P) Squadron, vrho had moved over
night to Ipoh by rail, were followed by their four Buffaloes

on the morxiing of iOth Decomber,
suffering from trouble with the gun solenoids,
by no means conclusive but both O.C. Norgroup and O.C,
Butterv/orth independently rejjorted upon the h^urried natuire of

the move viiioh, besides allovdng secret and confidential
papers to be left behind, resulted in unserviceable aircraft

being abandoned at Sungei Patani and Butterworth.
latter Statioii tvrcs Buffaloes declared unserviceable by the

Sqijadron were subsequently found to be easily and speedily
repairable vAion a Mobile Salvage Section of No, 81 R, and S.U.
arrived on the scene.

Little record exists of the ultimate movoraonts of the

other two Squadrons at Butterworth except that on the morning
of 10th Decombor those aircraft capable of flying were sent

back to Singapore, together vdth the spare airscrews,
Y/ay the sole Blenheim I of No, 27 (I'l.P.) Squadron and three
Blenheim IVs of No, 34 (b) Squadron returned to the Island.

Tiiese aircraft were S’*'ill
Evidence is

On the

In this

lliilst the aircraft flew out so the A. A, guns made their

Prom 11th Division had been

these were sited and moved into position
MeanYvhile the

someYhat belated appearancel

sent eight Bofors;
during the early morning of 10th December,
destruction of those airfields no longer required by the

Authority -vvas given at 1010 hoursR. A.i'. Y/as put in hand,
for the demolition of Penang; this action was commenced at

1220 hours, and a little later (as already mentioned) the
denial of Alor Star started,

parations to be made for the demolition of Sungei Patani and

the evacuation of all unnecessary personnel,
ments Y/ere made for the airfields at Kuala Ketil and Lubii;'Kiap),
althougli because of lack of suitable eorplosives it was exptx'ted
that bombs v/ould have to be used,

were to become virtually impossible because as a res\ILt of the
destruction of Alor Stai* (in the rear of the ground forces) the
sight of firos and sounds of explosions had so demoralized our

forward troops that G-,0

future buildings iwere to be broken up rather than fired, and
petrol was to run to Y/aste.

O.G, Norgroup then ordered pre-

Similar arrange-

These demolitions, hovrever

11th Division had ordered that in

DSD.(M.R. S.)
2024
Enc. 2A dated

31 Dec. 45.

,

Although on the West Coast of Malaya the Y/eight of the

main Japanese advance vra.s the deciding factor in the conduct

of R. A. P. Yvithdrawals, on the other side of the peninsula, at
Kuantan, a paradoxical situation existed. Immediately
folloY/ing the first air attack on that Station on 9th.D2ce.ffiber, .

A.H.Q. had agreed to all serviceable aircraft being evacuated,
consequently a total of thirteen aircraft flew back to

SingaqDcre, Yet within the hour Kuantan Yra.s advised that three

Blenheims from Singapore were to be based on the Station to

carry out a daYvn reconnaissance,' 'Erree Blenheim IVs of No, 3^
(B) 3q.uadron, Tengah, Y/ere due to arrive at Kuantan 1750 hours
under orders to carry out a search at first liglit of an area

extending 50 miles to the North and South of Singora; any
enemy vessels vYere to be reported, after which the Plight was
to return to Kuantan.

Quite apart from this apparent contradiction in tactics
Kuantan was indeed the scene of very great activity during the
night of 9th December, At 2200 hours a report, originating
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d.s.d.(m,e. s. )
201lf
Enc, 8A dated

5 Jan, k-6,
Enc, 10A dated

21 Jan, 1+6,

II J50A
Entries d/d
9, 10 Dec. 41.

from the Army, was received at A.H, Q,: another enemy landing
was taking place at Beserah,
at Kioantan was "dead" - a fact which tended to confirm the

The telephone to the E, A.F,

landing report, consecjaently, immediate ai’rangcments were put
in hand for an air striking force to take-off from Seletar

'Qao C,-in-C,, aware of the position, concur-an d Semb avfang,
rod with the action being taken by AoH.Q, there-upon six

Vildebeestes of No. % (T.B.) Squadron and a mixed force of
tvro Hudsons of No, 6 (G. R.) Squadion together mth one Hud.son
of No, 1 (g.R, ) Squadron vrere briefed for a niglat attack.
Many delays were ejiperienced on both Stations in riiounting this
operation - heavy rain and armament difficulties were the main

factors, consequently the Operations Room Controller had to

make fhequent changes in the departure times in order to avoid
Ydien at 0205 hoursthe risk of collision over the target,

the Vildebeestcs finally started to become airborne from

Soletar another and more tragic incident occurred.
Squadron Coraraander (S, L. Witney) on take-off collided with a
taxying aircraft j the bombs came off his aircraft and exploded
killing the vliole crew and injuring the pilot of the othtr air-

Tlio four

The

craft to such mi extent that he subsequently died,
remaining aircraft, tmaware of the accident continued to take
off and set course for Beserah. After further delays the
tliree Hudsons got av/ay 'from Sembawang at 0407 liours,
these enforced hold-ups enabled tlie majority of the enemy
forces to get away from Beserah in the interim may perhaps never
be knownj the fact remains that vvhen the Vildebeestas arrived

on the scene there were only three small ships to be seen,
■vdiich vrere dive-bombed -with uncertain results,
arrived later, at 0530 hours, £ind did not locate any shipping
despite a thorough and extensive search in the area - their
only positive report was that Kuantan was still burning,
aircraft duly returned to their bases after what migjit well
be described as an unsatisfactory operation, especially in
view of the fact that no aotvial enemy landings were made, '
Furthermore, this incident was to have a very significant effect. •
on the movements of H.M. S. Prince of VAeles and Repulse,

Yliether

The Hudsons

All

The position at Kuantan on the 10th December must have
been fairly stable for the Station Commander was able to advise
the A, 0, G. that although there was no W/T, and the power ho'.
had been hit, one grass runv/ay was still serviceable and there
v/as adequate petrol, together with, thirty torpedoes,
O.C. was instructed to remain at Kuantan mth the three other
officers and twelve airm.en until further order'-'
however, the Japanese did in fact land on the North-East coast
of Besut, and the British Adviser, Trengganu, mad.e a request
to the Governor, Straits Settlom.ents for a fishing boat to
evacuate British women.

,’se

The

On this day,

Because he considered they could
escape inland, as well as realising the need to
craft for operations, the Governor did not press this point
with A,H,Q. who endorsed his decision in view of the shortage
of Gatalinas,

corserve ,r-

Percival

Despatch, paras,
161 to ^6l+

VJiilst the air forces were engaged in witheravd.ng from
the Northern airfields, the Army, despite initial offensive
actions was retreating on all fronts before the rapidly
advancing enemy.
8th Brigade should remain in Keltmtan or bo withdrawn to figlit
elsewiaere. After approval by tho C.-in-C,, on 12th December,
1941, the latter co-urse was adopted mainly because the thra
airfields would no longer bo required for the use of the
R.A.P.(1); also the main threat was developing on the West
Coast 'filers our forces were inadequate.

A decision had to be made as to whether the

e

Furthermore, the

II J50/3
;5nc, 1A dated
12 Dec. 41

(l) Kota Baiiru, Machang and Gong Kedah,
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precaxious communications in the East might well result in
the loss of the Brigade if it remained, ' "
active as soon as the mthdrawal commenced but they
successfully held by the 2/l0 Baluch Regiment so that by
l6th December, after practically all stores had been removed,
the evacuation of rail began from Kuala Ivrai.
pleted by i9th December when the railway bridges were des
troyed; the Brigade was then concentrated in the Kuala Lipis/
Jerantut area by 22nd December after suffering fairly heavy,
but not excessive losses.

The enemy becaune
were

This was com-

During the same day as the Kelantan withdrawal the 3/16
Punjab Regiment, after repulsing an attack on the "Krohcol”
force were compelled, by reason of an outflanking movement, to
vdthdraw to Kroh after suffering heavy casualties. The other
Regiment of the colur.m - Punjabs - y/ere also forced to
move back to the same position. At midnight, on 12th December
the Illrd Indian Corps assvimed direct command of "Krohcol"
from the 11th Division Commander,
ceased to be an independent force when it v/as taken over by
the Commander 12th Infantry Brigade who moved it to the Baling
area some nine miles West of Kroh(l). 'Tliis withdraw.al left
uncovered the road to Grik, and thence to Ipoh;
tlireat a company of 2nd Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders,
together
Grik(2}.

Two days later "Krohcol"

to meet this

with a detachment of armoured cars, was ordered to

Percival

Despatch
paras, I65
to 173.

On the Kedah front the enemy, after breaking through the
outpost positions, repeated their tactics on the main defences
at Jitra shortly after midnight 11th December,
was held by the 1f)th Brigade
on the left.

This position
on the right and the 6th Brigade

TVra attacks astride the main road were repiILsed
by battalions of the Ipth Brigade - the 2/9 Jats and the 1st
Leicesters, but at 0800 hours 12th December, a determined

position, leaving the
Thereupon the 11th Division Com

mander asked to be al].ov/ed to fall back to Gurun, some thirty
miles to the South; the G.0.0. refused permission for such
an early v/ithdrawal. Counter-attacks were then put in by the
1/8 Punjab Regiment, but in the afternoon an attack was made
against the 2/2 GurMia Rifles on the riglit. This advance,
together with the srielling of the road South of Jitra prompted
the Divisional Commander once again to ask permission to with-
dravr.

I'rontal assault captured the Jats
Loicesters on the flank.

This time his request was granted, difficiolties

of the withdravyal, vdiich commenced at 2100 hours.
The '

were aggra
vated by darkness, and the confused state -of the units as well
as the broken communications. Some got away without incident,
others made their v/ay across country, but many were left
behind, By the follovdng day the 15th Brigade had been
reduced to bOO; the 6th Brigade v/ere seriously depleted,
vddlst of the 28th Brigade the 2/I Gurkha Rifles had been
almost wiped cut.

v;-t;re lost, vriiich could not be replaced from the reserves in
Malcya,

Several guns and a large number of vehicles

The G. C considered that the battle, fought against not
more than one enemy division, was 'half lost before it began',
mainly because of the irreplaceable loss of tvro battalions
the previous day, together with the lowering of morale caused b'y

on

(1) The 12th Brigade, which was the Malaya Command Reserve,
12th December had been placed at the disposal of Illrd Corps
for employment on the West Coast.

(2) These armoured cars, two in number, were manned by
personnel of No, 62 (b) Squadron which, at this time,
reforming at Taiping.

was

on
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On the part of thethe sudden change-over to the defensive,
Japanese this early victory against a main position, the
location of which they had never anticipated ’strengthened
their belief in victory and implanted a strong confidence in

their tropical canpaign'.

Enemy Publica
tion No. 278,
pages 18 to 20

It has been shovm how in the first fev/ days of the

Campaign the relentless drive of the Japanese invaders was met
with resolute determination on the part of the air forces des

pite the GOirparatively fevr aircraft at their disposal,
when this meagre strength was further reduced by v/ell-timed
attacks upon the forward airfields, the war vras then brought
home in no uncertain fashion to both flying and ground per

sonnel alike, sheltering as best they vrare able on the inade

quately defended airfields,
the tendency for morale to deteriorate rapidly, which led in

turn to the premature evacuation of the airfields. Kota Bahru

was perhaps the exception: the withdrawal of No.  1 (O, B.)
Squadron was both orderly and well-conducted, although it is

impossible not to discern evidence of panic in the hurried
destruction of Station H.Q. buildings.

But

There can be no doubt conoe-min^

Air Vice Marshal Sir Paul Maltby, in his Report, advances
well-founded roasons for this wddespread aaid untimely defec

tion. Constant attacks upon scantily defended airfields

Maltby, paras,
183, 222

' without the means of retaliation; pernicious riomours of

disaster in the land fighting, together with the opportuneness
of the air attack.s all combined, he states, in demoralizing
the air force personnel(

So grave were the accusations against the foiward units,
and in particular the 'RJiA.'F. Squadrons that later the A. O.G.

was to convene a Court of Inquiry to review the circunstances.
This wras presided over by Group Captain McCauley R.A. A.E. wrho
vfas Officer Commanding R. A.A. P. Station, Sombav/aiag,
was taken under diff*icul.t conditions; owing to the posting
to the Netherlands East Indies of O.C. 'Korgroup' no satis

factory conclusion was reached over the events on the West
Coast,

January 1942;
the full proceedings of the Inquiry vrore sent to H.Q. R. A.P.

Batavia in Pcbruary of that year.
Captain McCauley no copies are now in existence, but it is

thought by this officer that althougli the Court did not arrive

at any final, conclusion in regard to Sungei Patani and
Butterworth, it was considered that whilst the evacuation of

Kota Bahru v/as unobjectionable the withdrawal of personnel
from Kuantaai 'was not controlled as it should have been'.

Evidence

Oily an interim report could be made to A.V.Q. in
but in the case of the East Coast evacuations

As far as Icnovm. to Group

D.S.D, (M.R. S. )

Enc, 13

It is significant to observe, however, that prior to
this Inquiry, the C.-in-C, on 21th December, 1941? had thought
it necessary to address, throu;^ the A. 0
Unito(2).

a letter to all

In this he deplored the disorganised evacuations

Private papers
held by A.V.M.
Sir Robert

Brooke-Popham of the airfields; and whilst recognising the cases of gallan
try arfiongst all ranl-cs he pointed to instances '-vdiere airfields

appear to have been abandoned in a state approaching panic,
stores uvhich uvill assist the eneny have been left behind

and a general state of chaos has been evident'.

• • •

He then uwent

(l) Although there existed strong grounds for suspecting a leaJc- ■
age of information concerning Squadron movements, together with

the spreading of alarmist rumours, the case was never
definitely proved,
(2) It is not certain whether this order was in fact promul
gated for the notice of all Units,
the conviotions of the C,-in-G, on this distressing subject.

Nevertheless it expressed
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on to outline the duty of Commanders tovrards their subordi
nates and the need to deny aircraft and equipment to the
before thinking of their ov/n safety,
pertinent remark was that ',

whilst still out of range of enemy forces',’

Loss of the Eastern Fleet

en

His concluding and
airfields have been usually vacat

emy

ed

Somewhere to northward of the Anamba Islands a submarine
was on patrol in the South China Sea.

9th December - the war had hardly begun for the crew when
into their restricted vision came two ships-of-the-line with
attendant destroyers.
Repulse were speeding tov/ards the invasion beachheads,
it was to be their last cruise for the unseen watcher was a
Japanese Submarine,

It was the

H.M. ships Prince of Yfales and
But

IIj/18/8
' Admiralty
Battle

Summary'
•No.

paras, 2, 3

It is not unlikely this very submarine was one of the
pack knovm by the Admiralty to bo in the vicinity of Singapore
and v/hich had been the cause of their suggestion, wirelessed
to the Commandcr-in-Chief, Eastern Fleet, on 3rd December, 

'

request United States aid in the loan of a destroyer scrceh
Tlio despatch of a Fleet to the Far East had always been
governed by a policy which fluctuated with the over changing
political and strategical situations,
question was reviewed by the Joint Planning Committee and it
wa.s proposed to assemble in the Indian Ocean

v/hosc eventual station would be Singapore(2),

f?)

In August 1941> the

a large fleet
But such a

.

plan could not take effect until March 19^2 therefore as an

interim measure it was proposed to send three capi1;;al ships
to Trincomali. Ilovravcr, the ste;idily worsening political
situation dictated the'iiranediate despatch of a force and on
20th October, 4I the decision v/as taken to so
Wales to join the RepyiLse in the Indian 0cean(3},
this was an unb,alanced force for no aircraft carrier was

available, but it was held to be justified by the urgency of
the situation.

Prince of

Admittedl

The presence of this ''fleet in being', it

C.B.018-151B
Oct. 1941
Particulars

of War

Vessels'

I

y

v/as hoped, would deter the Japanese from entering the war, or
at least, if war did break out, they might be reluctant to
send their fore southwards,

two ships to the Far East the containing pov/er of the strong
United States Fleet based on Hawaii was taken into full
consideration.

Furthermore, in moving theseos

H.M.S. Prince of Yfelcs (Captain J. C. Leach) wearing the
flag of Acting Admiral Sir Tom Phillips(4), C,-in-C, designate
Eastern licet, arrived at Colombo 28th November after leaving
the United Kingdom 25th October. She v/as joined there by
H.M.S. Repulse (Captain 'if. C. Tennant), and thereafter the

(1) The C.-in-C, E.F. did in fact discuss this matter with the
Commander U.S. Asiatic Fleet (Admiral Hart) who subsequently
moved four destroyers into Malayan waters,
arrive Singapore p.m. 9th December.
(2) Seven capital ships, one aircraft carrier, ten cruisers
and twenty-four destroyers.
(3) Prince of Wales

35,000 ton, 28.5 knots.
Armament:- 10 x 14 in

6 X 2-pounder multiple pom pom.

They were due to

1b X 5.25 High Angle• >

Repulse

32,000 ton, 28.75 knots,
/irmamont:- 6 x 15 in

2 X 2-pounder multiple pom pom
4 X.5 in., 8 Oerlikon

(4) Rear Admiral Sir Tom Phi 13-ips had pr-ovi-riiisly hacn
Vice Chief of Kavol .Staff,

9 X 4 in 10x4 in* High• > • >  Angl.e
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ships awaited the ;arrival of the anti-submarine screen -

four destroyers: Electra-j Express, Encounter and Jupiter,
whilst the Admiral, in a Catalina of No, 205 (p. B.JSquadron
flew direct from Koggala to make a ni^.t landing at Singapore.
His reason .for' getting to Singapore on 29th November was to
co-ordinate plans vdth the Dominion, Allied, and American
Admirals. The Naval Squadron reached Singapore on

Form 540
R.A-.P.

Seletar

2nd December but there was no opportunity for full consulta
tion .mth the 0.-in-C, Far East partly because
Admiral Phillips was engaged in taking over from Vice
Admiral Sir Geoffrey Layton and partly by reason of his
visit to Manila, Prior to leaving for the Pliilippines the

Brooke-Popham
Despatch
para, 107

C,-in-C. E. P. ordered the Repulse with destroyers Vampire
and Tenedos to prepare for a short visit to Darwin, a move
originally suggested by the Mmiralty to disconcert the
Japanes,e and to increase ’the security of the ships,
panied by two staff officers he then left Seletar in a

Catalina of No, 205 (P.B.) Squadron at 0700 hours
4th December, and having alighted en route at Labuan, arrived
Manila 1955 hours the next day.

Accom-II J53/4
'No, 205

Squadron
Diary'

IIJ50/4
Entry d/d
5 Dec, 41.

IIM/E100/1
' Form 540

No,100 Sqdn,

Meanwhile the RepiiLse accompanied by the two destroyers
sailed for Australia on 5th December escorted by tlifee
Vildebeestes of No, 56 (T.B.) Squadron as an anti-submarine
patrol.' She was recalled, hovrevor, as soon as the air

reconnaissance of 6th December reported the approach of the
invasion convoys. Air escort vras resumed at O915 hours
7th December, this time by two aircraft of No, 100 (T.B.)
Squadron, These Vildebeestes were d'uly relieved by a
further pair and the. patrol was augmented with a Singapore III
of Nc, 205 (P.B.) SquadronCI
Johore Shoal Buoy 1430 hours. By this time the C,-in-C,
E. P. had also been urgently recalled and his departure from
Manila was perforce so hurried that one of the navigators
was left behind; The Catalina, without recognition signals
made an all night return trip and touched down at .Seletar
.1055 hours 7th December,

1
Repulse finally anchored at/ 4

IIK/18/8
para, 8

In conference the follov/ing morning the Admi.ral outlined
to his Chief of Staff (Rear. Admiral Palliser), together with
the Captain of the PLeet. (Acting Captain Bell) and the
Commanding Officers Prince of Wales and Repulse his plans
for a naval offensive. Japanese units in the Gulf of Siam
were assessed as one battleship, seven cruisers and twenty
destroyers, but little was known of the eneiny air forces.
Admiral Phillips considered that ’givpn fighter support and
surprise ' the two ships stood a good chance of '-smashing the
Japanese forces landing at Singora and Kota Bahru':
fore proposed to attack shortly after first light
10th December - a decision ■unanimously supported by those
present. es'pecially when it wa-s agreed the Navy could not
remain inactive -whilst the Tirmy and the R, A. P. were sorely
beset. ^

he there

Tlie question of filter protection had already been

-

(1) The two Singapore III Plying Boats allotted to the Royal
New Zealand Air- Force eventually left Seletar O703 hours.
13th December on the first stage.of their ferry. By
29th December the two aircraft had arrived safely in
Ner/- Zealand,
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discussed with the A.O. C., Far East from whom the Mmiral

had required;-

(a) Reconnaissance 100 miles to the north of the Force
from daylight 9th December;

(b) Reconnaissance to Singora and beyond, 10 miles from
the coast, starting first light 10th December; and

(c) Fighter protection off Singora at daylij^t
10th December,

IIJ50/17/6
'Prince of

■\7ales' and

'Repulse'
Enc. X 3114
d/d 12 Dec. 41.

Brooke-Popham
Despatch, para.
108.

gave tentative replies that they could supply theThe A.O.C
first rcquiremont, hoped to be able to provide the second,
but could not give the third,
the imtter should be thorouj^y investigated and definite
replies given to the naval Chief of Staff, W3.s not sailing
with the Fleet,
Singora from first liglit on the Wednesday v/as occasioned by
the uncertainty of the future circumstances at Kuantan from
which airfield the search aircraft would operate,
task - fighter protection, could not be provided mainly
because the northern airfields v/ere by this time untenable or
had been damaged thus making it obligatory for the Buffaloes
to operate from more remote bases,
ditions their endurance mijglit possibly have allo-'/ved a very
limited patrol over Singora but it would have fallen far short
of appreciable fighter cover,
the A, 0. 0

Staff his earlier and tentative replies.

• >

Thereupon it was decided that

The doubt concerning the reconnaissance to

line third

Under these latter con-

On the evening 8th December
in such terms, confirmed to the naval Chief of• >

It v/ould be no exaggeration to state that the R.A.F.
endeavoured to the utmost to ensure the safety of the Fleet
and in fact exceeded in most instances the already agreed, oom-

requested the Commanding General, Manilamitments.

(General MaoArthur) to malce available the maximum long range
air forces to deal with airfields( 1 )■ in southern Indo-China from

G.H.Q • t

II K/18/8
Appendix 'D

which it vras believed the Japanese could send a minimum of
one hundred bombers to attack the Fleet (but confined to one
sortie in the day), G.H.Q. plans are clearly revealed in an
appreciation by the senior R.A.F. staff officeri^). This

IIJ50/39/16
'Organisation

officer assessed the R.A.P. strength in the North as twelve
Blenlisims, v/ith tv/elve Vildebeestes at Kuantan and six to
eight filters in the Butterworth area.
Squadron was available from Singapore, he considered; this
vras No. 453 which had already been nominated as Fleet Defence
Squadron(3),
reconnaissance effort based on Kuantan to locate enemy surface
forces, in conjunction vrith a striking force of Vildebeestes

A complete Buffaio

Group Captain Darvall went on to recommend a

and

Requirements

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2012

Encs, 8a, 5a.

(1) No record can be found in the U.3.A.F. historical files or
in the ULS. Historical Recor-ds Branch of such an attack by
rVaerican Air Units on encmy-occupicd airfield
(2) Group Captain Darvall; the appreciation is uudated but it
can be deduced as written diuring the afternoon 8th December.
His calculations are very sinilar to the retrospective assess
ment at Appendix "B" Part II viaich shows the air strength in
the North on the evening 8th December as - Bombers: twelve
Blenheiras, Figlrters; tliroe Blenheims, four Buffaloes,
Torpedo-Bombers at Kuantan: sixteen Vildebeestc
(3) The Squadron Commander had arranged R/T communication
between Prince of Wales and the Squadron, and was prepared,
given the use of KLuang, ■ Kuantan and Kota Bahru to keep a
small patrol over the Fleet within 80 miles of the coast to a
point 80 miles north "of Kota Bahru.
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atid Hudsons standing by.
tinned shoiiLd be employed on the niglit of 9th December and

first light of 10th to attack the fighter airfields at

Singora and Fatanl from which the enemy fi^iters would be'

endeavouring to give cover to their bombers attacking the
Fleet,

bombers, the appreciation con-

Furthermore, it vra.s proposed a mao?;iraum number of

fighters in the North should be operated from Butterv/orth to
give, figliter cover for the ships as far north as Singcra.
To implement this it would be necessary for one figjiter
squadron to move from Singapore to Butte:rworth the sam.e after

noon and every effort made to provide the strongest anti
aircraft defences for that airfield! O,

It may be of interest now, to examine and to summarize
the extent to -vAiich A.E.Q,, was able to implement these pro-

Lluch of the story has already been related! 2;.
11th Division did in fact send eight Bofors to Butterworth oh
the morning 10th December but the fiiditer concentration v^hich

these guns 7/ere to protect no longer existed - even at that
moment the remnants 7/ere moving southwards: the last four

Buffaloes of ho. 21 (f) Squadron on their way to Ipoh whilst
the single fighter Blenheim of No. 27 (n. P.) Squadron was
frying back to Singapore. The Dutch Fighter Squadron (nine
Buffaloes) did not arrive at Kallang until 9th December where
the effective figtitor defence consisted of Orly tv/o Squadrons -
Nos, 453 and 243 (No, 488 Squadron at this time was not opera
tionally trained).

posals. The

The bombers carried out the task to the very best of
v/e have already seen how, on 9th December sixtheir ability;

Blenheims from Tengah lost half their number in attacking
Singora, -whilst the second raid, staged from Butterv/orth, was
dramatically reduced to the token of one aircraft v/hose

tain gained the Victoria Cross in a valiant attempt to strike
the enemy.

cap-

'The three Dutch reinforcing Squadrons (twenty-two
Glen Martins) v/ere unable to help for they only arrived at
Sembawang on the day of the Singora raid (9th December).
Then the decision by A, H,Q. not to use unescorted Blenheims
for further daylight raids had to be equally applied to the
Dutch, hence they could not be used on the following day.
And as far as night flying v/as concerned, the crews v/ere uin-
trained, consequently one Squadron of eight Glen Martins
returned to Batavia for the nece
their arrival.

7/as

ary training on the day afterss

Neither was it possible for the seav/ai'd striking force to
stand by at Kuantan for the airfield had been evacuated
9th December although the Hudsons and Vildebeestes remal,ned to
operate \mtil the very last moment. Even sc, these Squadrons
continued to stand-by after their reixirn to Singapore and did
indeed operate as a strilzLng force in the Kuantan area during
the night 9th-10th Decenber,

on

Tile reconnai ance effort v/as more effective: .
orders were given to Seletar and Kuantan for searches
9th December by a Catalina and Vildebeestes respectively,
whilst on 10th Deoenber a flight of Blenheims were to operate
specially from Kuantan.

France of feles and Sepulse together with the destro^’-ers
Eleqtoa, Express, Vampire and Tenedos (the latter two ships
replacing Jupiter and Encounter undergoing repairs) left the

C
kjo

appropri.ate
on

IIK/18/8
Para, 9*

(l) In this respect discussions with the G, 0,C,, were already
in hand to move the A. A. Regiment, 11th Division to
Butterworth,

(2) See 'Early 'Withdrawals arb. 'The Retreat Commences',
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Naval Base at 1735 hours Sth Deco-aber.
- was at the maxim.'um strength for the

cruisers on the station v/ere fully engaged on escort duties
and the fê er was not due in until two days later. Course
was set to pass eastwards of the Anambas, At 01?5 hours
9th Deceanber the first important signal was received from the
naval Chief of Staff. Ihis had res\jlted from the A. 0 C
deliberations and confimed that R.A.P. reconnaissance to the
depth of 100 miles north-v/esWard of the Borce would be pro
vided by a Catalina from 0800 hours onwards 9th Deceroberj
also, it was 'hoped that a dawn reconnaissance of the coast
near Singora can be carried out on \7ednesday 10th December*'
and finally, ' figiiter protection on 10th December will not'
repeat not be possible'.'’). Ihe Admiral was advised at the
same time of large enemy bomber forces in Southern Indo-China
together v/'ith the request made to General MacArthur to sub
ject them to long range bomber attack,
evacuated, the signal continued, and other northern airfields
seemed to be in danger of falling. Despite the absence of
figiiter support Admral Hiillips decided to carry on, urdess
he was spotted by enemy aircraft; accordingly, at C4OO hours
the Force altered course to northward leaving the Anambas to
port. It v^as then his intention to detach the destroyers,
vi^nerable to air attack, at midnight 9th December and make a
higii speed descent upon Singora with the two heavy ships,
relying on speed and surprise to avoid damage. Japanese air
craft would not be carrying anti-ship bombs and torpedoes, it
was anticipated, and the only opposition during the retire
ment vrould be from the hastily organised long range bombers i'
Indo-Ghina, Such was the plan - but it was soon to be
spoiled for at 0620 hours the Vampire's look-out men momen
tarily spotted an aircraft. Lotit clouds and heavy rain,
hciTever, provided suitable conditions for evasion, therefore
the Force held course. The Catalina of No. 205 (F.B.)
Squadron vras also operating in this v/eather in accordance with
the pre-arranged reconnaissance plan. Hie flying boat had
left Seletar at O651 hours that morning but only one motor
vessel was sighted throughout the long day's patrol, although
at 1737 hours a supposedly hostile aircraft was encomitered
and an attack .expected. The Catalina eventually returned to
base at 2137 hours -without further incident. But other air
searches were carried out, vliich even if they vrere not
specific-ally ordered for Force Z did much to contribute
indirectly towards the reconnaissance effort,
recounted two Vildebeestos left Kuantan at 0155 hours
extended search in the Gulf of Siam; the prevailing bad
weather restricted their efforts; however. Then later,
tliree Hudsons of No, 8 (g.R, ) Squadrons sifted  a force of
naval vessels and merchant ships off Kota Bahruv^},
sighting was indeed passed to Force 'Z' in a signal.

This Fleet — to be
known as Force 'Z-'

3

Kota Bahru had been

in

As already
i  on an

This

Ibid

Appendix 'D'

c.32519/46
'Report on
loss of

'Prince of

Wales ' and

'■Repulse'
Encs, 7b, 17a

IIJ53/4
'No. 205
Squadron
Diary''

(1) Ihe latter part of this signfil, by the omission of the
vrords "off Singora at dayli^jiat" differed from the final

given by the A.O,C. to the naval Chief of Staff (which
were to the effect that fighter protection off Singora at day
light 10th December could not be provided), Althou^ such
conditions were inferred in the light of the C,-in-C, E.F, 's
original request it is conceivable - even though it cannot be
proved - that this abbreviated message may have led
Admiral Phillips to believe fighter cover would not be pos
sible anyv/here or at atiy time throughout 10th Decamber.
Possibly this may be the reason why he never ad-vised Singapore
of his movements, and in consequence the filter Squadron
standing by for Fleet protection remained at Sembawang until
it T/as too late,
(2) See 'Early Withdrawals

answers

for a more detailed account.
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originated at 1917 hrs* by the naval Chief of Staff but some

delay must have occurred for the enemy ships were first seen
between 1030 and 1100 hours and not, as Admiral Palliser
stated, at I63O hrsi

The Japanese knev/, from air photographs taken on
8th December, that the two capital ships were in Singapore#
But once they had sailed it fell to an enemy submarine to make

the first sighting dui’ing' the afternoon 9th December in a

position ayjproximately 105'’S.
received at the 22nd Air Flotilla Headqua.rters until two hours

later(l)•

The message was not

The Genzan Group at this time v/as loading bombs
United States

Strategic
Bombing Survey:
"Interrogations

of Japanese
Officials

Vol. II

PP. 333, 334

II

for an attack on Singapore Harbour but on receipt of this

di'amatic nev/s the Nav;;/ 96's were rearmed as quickly as possible
with torpedoes and at dusk the aircraft v;ere ready for a night
operation,
expected the Fleet was about
Battleships Haruna and Kongo
with the British Force.

The situation was especially urgent for it was
o attack the invasion transports

Although the Group was airborne that

,
v/ere also ordered to make contact(2I

night they failed to locate H.M. Ships ov/ing to bad weather

conditions, and so returned to base at midnight.

II J. 50/17/6
Eno. M.I.10

d/d 5 Mar. 46

C.B.I8I5
April, 1943

'Particulars of

Foreign
Yfar Vessels*.

Prior to this search, however, the weather had cleared
connaissanceand between I7OO and I83O hrs. ’three enemy naval rei

aircraft' were sighted from the Prince of Y<ales(3).
this account the C-in-G. E.F. decided the risk of attacking
Singora was no longer justified because all hope of surprise
had been lost and in consequence a heavy scale air attack had

to be anticipated,
return to Singapore on account of her low endurance when at
2015 hrs. the remainder of Force * Z* altered course for the
return, to base,

situation was completely altered by a signal from the naval

Chief of Staff which reported an enemy landing at Kuantan.
Admiral Philipps decided to investigate especially in view of

the fact that the Japanese v/ould hardly expect the Force (which
they had last seen heading northwards) to be so far to the south

On

The Tenedos had already been ordered to

But shortly afterwards, at 2335 hrs. the

(1) The 22nd Air Flotilla comprised the following naval air
forces

■ Air Group Flights Aircraft I.E. I.R. Location

36lUkkaido

Ishihara

Talcai

'Nell*

(Type 96)
Genzan 12 Sadgon

Makino(recco)

36J/Iihoro 'Nell'

(Type 96)
20 miles norlh

of Saigon

Takahashi

Tal-reda

Ohira

Shipai

12

26t On same air

field as

Mihoro Group

Nabeta Betty'
(Type 1)

9Kanoya

a) Attached to the Flotilla were 18+6 fighters,
b) The Kanoya Group were short of ten aircraft based

ia and takinff yjart in the Philippines campaign.
(2) Haruna and Kongo were sister ships with a speed of 27 knots
and armament comprising: 8 x 14.2 in., I4 x 5*9 in. and 8x5 in.
high angle guns,
(3) The identity of these aircraft is at once put in doubt by
Japanese account which states that 'bad weather' on 9th December,
prevented any form of air search.

Notes:

Pi
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by daylight;

distance from the enemy airfields in Indo-China, was close
to the return track.

0052 hrs. 10th December, and the ships made ready for action.
The R.A.F. were already engaged in this operation and an
account has been given of the bombing missions of the
Vildebeestes and Hudsons to Beserah(l),
movement of Force

submarine which had disclosed their position during the night.
Nine reconnaissance aircraft of the liakino Flight, armed with . .
4  kg, bombs took off at O6OO hrs, on a Sector search and
about an hour later a striking force of thirty-four bombers
and fifty torpedo-bombers from all three Groups was ordered
to the estimated position of the Fleet.

furthermore Kuantan, besides being a great

Course was altered, therefore, at

But the southerly
Z* had been seen - and again by an enemy

IIK/18/B
para. 10

Prince of Wales and Repulse with the three destroyers
v/ere some 60 miles I5NE of Kuantan at dawn and rapidly closing
the shore when, at O63O hrs. an unidentified aircraft was seen
from Repulse(2). But long before the warships were approaching
the coast, the R.A.F,; without definite knowledge of this
major alteration in plan, was carrying out the pre-arranged
dawn reconnaissance of Singora(3), This important task had
been given to No. 34 (B) Squadron, Tengah where the orders,
were received I5IO hrs., 9th December.
were to carry out a reconnaissance 50 miles to the northward
and southward of Singora at a distance 10 miles from the
coast.

Three Blenheim IVs

The search was to commence at its most southerly

II J.50/17/6
Enc.

wx 3530

d/d 14 Dec. 41

II J.50/4
Entries d/d
9 Dec. 41

Warning was given of
any warships or

Of the three

point first light the following day.
enemy fighters on Patani and Singora;
vessels within the area were to be reported,
aircraft, crewed by N.0.0. pilots, which left Tengah for their
temporary base at Kuantan, only two arrived on the evening
9th December;(4) the third was lost in a heavy storm and
force-landed in the darkness on a beach I5 miles south of
Mersing,

024(-8 hrs. next morning the poor weather conditions forced
them to carry out the reconnaissance independently.
N,C.O's did a really good job of work on that fateful morning,
and although their reports did little more than confirm the
sightings of the previous days they carried out the search in
a most conscientious manner,

concentration of six vessels lying some 20 miles north of
Patani, and to the north-east of Singora a 10,000 ton ship
was on the move - this he machine-gunned until driven off by
heavy fire. Another merchantman was seen close in to the
shore, whilst near the further-most limits of the search
area a cruiser was moving at very slow speed. Other than
this no more shipping was to be seen; Kota Bahru seemed to
be quiet. These sightings were mainly confirmed by the
second Blenheim whose wireless, because of a broken aerial,
had become unserviceable only I5 minutes after take-off.
This pilot sav/ what he thought to be an aircraft carrier

¥/hen the remaining two aircraft were airborne at

These

The leading aircraft noted a

or

1) See ^The Retreat Commences'.
2) The Captain of Repulse refers to this as an enemy

reconnaissance aircraft' but it is more likely to have been
one of the three Hudsons from Sembawang which were in the
area at that time,

(3) G.H.Q. had reason to suspect the cruise had been altered
because of a signal from Tenedos. Before being detached
from Force 'Z' the destroyer had been given a signal by the
C-in-G. E.F. for transmission at 0800 hrs., 10th December.
This was to the effect that the Fleet would pass through a
point some 30 miles S.S.E. of the Anambas at O9OO hrs.
11th December, and as many destroyers as possible were to
meet the Force. G.H.Q. inferred that the ships had not
proceeded as far north as Singora even though there was
positive information.

(4) See also 'The Retreat Commences',

no
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Engine troublebattleship but the sighting was open to doubt,
prevented oompletion of the northerly section of the area,
As the leading aircraft passed over Kuantan on its return

flight at 0930 hrs, everything appeared quiet, although uribe-
knovm to the pilot Force •Z’ had been in the area for some

appreciable time.

The Fleet had been rapidly approaching the'shore at
25 knots when, at 0730 hrs. Prince of Yfales catapulted one of
her Iffalrus amphibians to reconnoitre; later the Express which
had moved inshore for the same purpose reported a state of

'complete peace' at 0845 hrs.
wards and out to sea again in order to examine a tug and some

barges which had been sighted earlier during the run-in.
About this time the Repulse's first Walrus was despatched for

anti-submarine patrol, and shortly after 1000 hrs, reports
received from Tenedos then being bombed I40 miles to the

Events began to move fast: Prince of Wales

Course was then shaped north-

an

were

south-east,

II K/18/B
para. 10

sighted a shadowing aircraft at 1020 hrs. and 'first degree
readiness' was assumed (but still no signal to base for air

protection). Soon afterwards Bepulse had a radar plot of
aircraft bearing 220°. This was in fact the enemy striking
force v/hich had flown down the 105th meridian until, _ arriving
within sight of Singapore, it had turned on to a reciprocal.
Near the Anambas the Mikkaido Plight (nine aircraft) attacked
what was thought to be a minelayer thus expending the single
500 kg. bomb carried by each aircraft (th 'minelayer' was in
all probability the Tenedos). The main body of the striking
force continued northwards and at 1100 hrs, sighted their^
target in the approximate position 4°N, 104°E, heading I6O .

Action commenced at III3 hrs, when all ships opened fire;
5 minutes later the first attack was delivered against the

Eepulse by eight aircraft of the Shipai Plight, The Naval
96's flew in line abreast and simxxLtaneously each dropped one

All were near250 kg. bomb from approximately 10,000 feet,
misses except one bomb, which, striking the port hangar
started a fire in the catapult deck - in order to avoid a

petrol fire action was taken to get the remaining 7/alrus over
the side. The first torpedo attack took place at 1144 hrs.

The Ishihara Plight of eight torpedo-bombers made 'a well

executed attack unperturbed by our gunfire* against the port
side of the Prince of Wales,

(the Japanese claimed four hits) and as a result her speed
dropped to 15 knots, the steering gear disabled and all but
one of her 5.25 inch A.A. guns put out of action,
claimed two enemy aircraft shot down.
avoid this particular drop, but at 1156 hrs. eight aircraft of
the Takai Plight launched their torpedoes against her port
beam - these were successfully 'combed' although the enemy
claimed five hits and admitted one aircraft lost,
later the same formation which had already bombed her came in

again at hi^ level to drop their remaining bombs  - all were
The two ships by this time had drawn apart, so that

the Captain of the Repulse was unaware what signals had been
made by the flag ship; therefore, on his own initiative he-
mads an emergency signals to base at 1150 hrs. — 'enemy aircraft
bombing'.

She was struck by two torpedoes

She

Repulse had turned to

Two minutes

misses.

inII J.50/4 r The first positive news of Force 'Z' came at II30 hrs,
Entries d/d / the form of a report to A.H.Q. from the pilot of the V/'alrus
10 Dec. 41 which, having been launched from the Prince of Wales some

30 miles north of Kuantan, started a coastal search at 0?W brs;
this had extended down to Mersing, Hardly had this report

M  been considered when, at 1219 hrs. the A.O.G, received the

I  startling message (originating from Repulse) that the ship was
I  under attack sixty miles east of K;-uantan. Fighter Operations

,J were instructed to take immediate action and by 1225 hrs. the

• >

il

(■
/
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eleven Buffaloes of No. 1+55 (?) Squadron had taken-off from
Sembawang.

Even whilst the fighters were flying to the scene of
action, the t\7o ships were receiving the final attacks.
1222 hrs. eight aircraft of the Takahashi Plight approached
the Repulse in tvro formations; she was able to 'comb’ the
first drop of torpedoes, but in doing so her port beam was
open to the other section which turned in to launch an attack
against which no avoiding action was possible - the ship vms
hit by one torpedo (the enemy claimed four rather uncertain
strikes),
several directions

At

Then fresh waves of torpedo bombers came in from
- twenty of the Kanoya Group were engaged

two of which were claimed by the ships' A.A. fire (corroborated
by the Japanese). The first torpedo jammed the steering and
although speed was maintained, three more hits abreast of the
superstructure brought the order to abandon ship. She
rolled over and sank at 1233 hrs,
Vai^jure
the Japanese.

Destroyers (Electra' and
rescued 796 of her complement of I3O9, unimpeded by

I

Simultaneously with this attack the other 6 aircraft of
the Group v/ere torpedoing the Prince of Vfales. Incapable of
taking avoiding action she Y/as hit twice at 1223 hrs. and
I2 minutes later a further pair of torpedoes struck. The
ship could claim only one Japanese aircraft shot dovm.
the final attack came at 1244 hrs. the ship was heading north:
nine Takeda Plight aircraft claimed two hits from their
14 X 500 kg. bombs - the ship recorded only one.  A signal
was made at 1250 hrs. for the assistance of tugs from
Singapore; but it was too late - after Express had disembarked
wounded the ship turned turtle and sank at 1320 hrs.

The Squadron Commander of No. 453 (p) Squadron
(pit. Lt. Vigors), after a flight of 55 minutes reached the
scene just in time to see tliis tragic event. No enemy air—
craft were siglited but the arrival of the Buffaloes was noted

by a Japanese reconnaissance aircraft v/hich had purposely
remained until both ships had gone dovm; thus was cancelled
further operations by six or seven bombers which had returned
to base to reload for another attack(l). The three
destroyers continued unmolested to pick up survivors:
the crew of 1612 were saved but neither Admiral Phillips
Captain Leach were amongst them(2).

When

1285 of
nor

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2012

Enc. 8a

c.32519/46
Enc. 1k

Nearly an hour after the first news of Repulse the
A.O.G. was requested at 1312 hrs. by the naval Chief of Staff
to provide fighter cover. No. 243 (?) Squadron had already
been standing by for 1? minutes at Kallang, but even so,
when Pightcr Operations was required to maintain this cover
doubt was expressed if the ship coiad be found and even then
the standing patrol would-have -to be restricted to two air— ‘

craft, and at the same time the defence of the Island, of
necessity v/ould devolve upon the Dutch Pighter Squadron(3),
Apart from this request on anti-submarine patrol for the
Repulse was required at 1335 hrs. the C-in-G. Par East endorsed
the instructions to Seletar to provide a Catalina and a
Singapore III for the task. These two fl3d.ng boats must have

(1) In all probability these were aircraft of the Mikkaido
Plight which had.bombed Tenedos and then returned to Saigon
for re-arming.
(2) Vice Admiral Layton was ordered to re-hoist his flag as
C.-in-G. Eastern Fleet as soon as the loss of Admiral Phillips
was recieved in the Admiralty.
(3) To such straits were the defenders reduced; No. 488 (p)
Squadron, it will be recalled, was not operationally trained
at this stage.
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taken off some time prior to the return of No. 453 (f)
Squadron (v/hich was before 1450 hrs.),
landed at Sembawang, but the Squadron Commander put down at

Kluang, possibly because he had remained above the rescuing
destroyers for an hour. The two flying boats found no trace
of the ships, of course, but they did sight a Yfalrus, at

1645 hrs., down on the water through lack of petrol, near
This was the amphibian sent off from the

Ten of the Squadron

the Sedili River.

Repulse v/ith the intention of retrieval at 1215 hrs.
finally towed in to Singapore by H.M.S. Scorpion.was

It

By this time the first destroyer carrying survivors was

its way back,..and as the result of her signal requesting
air cover until dusk fighter aircraft were sent off. This

duty was carried out mainly by No. 243 (f) Squadron, from
Kallang (who had already been patrolling the scene of action
after the ships had sunk), but with some help from No. 453 (f)
Squadron. Cover by sections of two Exiffaloes at  a time
continued until after dusk.

on

Thus ended one of the greatest disasters ever suffered
by the Royal Navy - indeed it might well be considered the
greatest defeat in the histoz-y of that Sei-vice when account
is taken of the cost. On the third day of hostilities two

ships-of-the-line had been sunk, with the attendant loss of
life, by the (R.A.F.) equivalent of eight Squadrons of^aircraft,
operating more than 500 miles from their bases(l). With the
exception of one bombing zrun by eight aircraft of the Ohira
Plight whose bombs, because of a premature drop missed the

target by 3000 yards, all attacks were brilliantly executed.
Captain Tennant himself describes them as 'being magnificently
carried out and pressed well home', That the Japanese v/ere

well practised in this type of air warfare is shown by the
statement of the Gensan Group Commander who described the Unit

manned by competent and exi:)erienced pilots trained in day
and nj.ght bombing and torpedo attacks against shipping' , to
gether with the fact that the Japanese continued to have con
fidence in this particular airo. This perhaps is disclosed by
a comparison of the tactics used in December, 1941 arwi those
of the succeeding two years, from which it may be deduced that

the enemy's conception of attacks against shipping changed
but little(2).

as

The full reasons for the loss of the great vessels were

not knovm at the time but nevertheless the news came as a

terrible shock to all sections of the conanunity in Malaya when
the information was broadcast the same evening by the chaizroan

of the newly appointed War Council(3). He pointed out that
the sinkings must not lead to d&spondency but to  a deterrai.na-
tion to avenge their loss,
to minimiae the inevitable results of the catastrophe.
Thereafter the enemy had undisputed command of the sea: the

entire littoral of Malaya - and indeed Singapore Island

Such brave words could do little
II J.50/19/6
Enos. WX2949
and

WX3205 d/d
12 Deo. 41

(1) The Japanese admitted the destruction of three Torpedo-
Bombers in the action and a further two force-landed in

southern Indo-China.

aircraft vrere shot down*.
For details of this comparison see Appendix 1, para. 6.
The formation of the War Council took place 10th December,

It compi'ised: Mr. Duff Cooper (Chaizmaan), Governor of

Our claim *believed that about eight

1941.

Malaya, C-in-C., Far East, G-in-C., Eastern Fleet, G.O.C. Malaya,
A.O.C Far East.

The Commanders remained responsible to the Chiefs of Staff

in London as the War Govincil was fundamentally a consultative
and co-ordinating body.

• t
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was now open to seaborne invasion. This was boiand to effect

the strategical dispositions of the land forces many of which,
it will be seen later, were perforce retained to guard Johore

and Singapore instead of moving to the aid of their already
hard pressed comrades in the Worth. Furthermore, the
position of these same land forces was to be further aggravated
by lack of air support; the diminished strength of the air
forces had to be conserved to ward off enemy seaborne expedi
tions and to convoy desperately needed reinforcements - duties
which normally would have been discharged by the Fleet new

destroyed before it had chance to strike a blow.

N

Simamary

Events of the next few days were to centre around
•Worgroup', therefore in order to exercise fuller control the

Group moved forward, on the evening of 8th December, from
Kuala Lumpur to an advanced Headquarters at Bukit Ifertajam.
Next morning the already overcroYfded Butterworth received what

was left of the No. 62 Sq-uadron Blenheims. At this juncture
A.H.Q. planned two raids to destroy the enemy fighters which
were a menace both to the northern air forces and the newly
arrived Eastern Fleet. One raid was mounted from Tengah at

1245 hrs. 9th December, with six Blenehims of No, 34 Squadron,
partly crewed by No. 60 Squadron (newly evacuated from
Kuantan). The fighter cover from Butterworth was not avail
able, consequently the unescorted bombers faced by heavy A.A.
fire and enemy fighters were reduced by 50 cent. The
second raid was never launched: before the mixed force of

No, 34 and 62 Squadron could take-off from Butterworth it vfas

attacked by enemy aircraft. Only one Blenheim was airborne,
Y/hose captain pressed on to bomb- Singora; on his return

flight he was mortally grounded by enemy fighters and crash
landed.

Meanwhile Kuantan, alarmed by the overnight news of the

successful landings was considering evacuation. A.H.Q. agreed
only to the extent of ordering away the detachments of No, 3^
Squadron and No. 4 A.A.C.U. together with No. 60 Squadron,
but the Hudsons - Nos. 1 and 8 Squadrons - and the No. 100

Squadron Vildebeestes were to remain as a striking force.
Some of these aircraft carried out seaward reconnaissances

throughout the morning of 9th December, mainly, it would seem,
in search of non-existent ships,

came at midday;
destroyed five aircraft, Yvhereupon the A.O.C. agreed to the

remaining eleven Hudsons and seven Vildebeestes being flown

to Singapore, In comparison the evacuation of the ground
crews was a disorganized affair, a sei±)lance of order being
enforced only v/hen they had met the party moving back from
Kota Bahru.

The first bombing raid
besides damaging Station buildiiigs, it

On all fronts the Army was faring no better than the
Defence of Northern Malaya had been entrusted

In the East, at Kota Bahru,

air forces.

to Illrd Indian Corps.

8th Indian Brigade (9th Division) was forced to writhdraw early
on 9th December to a position south of lachang and Gong Kedah.
With the cancellation of MA.TAD0R 11th Division had to revert

Small forces were then

On the Kroh-Patani road
to a defensive on the Jitra position,
moved forward across the Border,

the coliamn aiming to occupy the ‘Ledge* position was delayed
for sufficient time by Siamese police to allow the Japanese to
arrive first,

contact Y/ith the enemy, but was then forced to withdraw.
Again at Chaglim and Asun the enemy success continued during
10th and 11th December, and it Y;as at this juncture that their
mediYun tanks made a surprise - and effective - appearance.

The other column on 'the Singora road made
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On 10th December, decided to withdraw from
Butterworth, through which No. 62 Squadron moved on their way
to Taiping. No. 21 Squadron had evacuated by rail to Ipoh,
whilst the few remaining Blenheims of Nos, 21 and 34 Squadrons

ck to Singapore. Demolitions now commenced starting
;3gEa^and Alor Star, but subsequently destruction by

flew

with

fire had to be discontinued owing to its adverse effect upon
Army morale.

Meanwhile, on the previous night (9th December) Kuantan
had seen much activity; a Japanese landing was reported with

the result that an air striking force was despatched from

Singapore,
came to grief in the night take-off; in addition  a small
mixed force of Hudsons left from Sembawang.

the operations were very unsatisfactory for no enemy forces
were identified,

tively peaceful existence and efforts were concentrated upon
salvage of equipment.

Higher on the East coast the 8th Brigade was withdrawn
from the State of Kelantan partly because the main threat was

developing on the other coast against intidequate forces.
After the failure of ̂ Krohcol’, command was assumed by
12th Infantry Brigade and reinforcements had to be moved to

cover the now exposed G-rik road,
main Jitra position at midnight 11th December;
6th Brigades failed to hold them, whereupon 11th Division
commenced a difficult withdrawal to G-urun,

Of the six Vildebeestes of No, 36 Squadron two

In all cases

Thereafter Kuantan reverted to a compara-

The enemy attacked the
15th and

Within these first few days the initially high state of

morale of the air forces began to deteriorate. Air superior
ity allowed the enemy to make practically unopposed attacks
on the northern airfields which led to their premature evacua
tion. This unfortunate state of affairs was accentuated on

the West Coast and was the subject of a Court of Inquiry.

On 2nd December, H.M. Ships Prince of Wales and Repulse
accompanied by four destroyers had arrived at Singapore as an
interim measure until the despatch of a larger fleet,
security pxirposes Repulse then left for Australia, but the

sighting of the Japanese convoys on 6th December, led to her
recall and a decision by the C.-in-C. Eastern Fleet for

offensive naval action at Singora.
requested aind as a result reconnaissances promised, but the

Fleet had.put to sea bex'ore A.H.^. was able to confirm that

no fighter cover could be made available,
give all possible air support, nevertheless, and A.H.Q.
implemented these proposals to the extent of mounting two

bombing raids on Singora together with seav/ard reconnaissances
on both 9th and 10th December,
available in any case because at the time fighter strength in

the north had almost been wiped out, and with the forward,
airfields untenable the two effective Units on Sinapore Island

(Nos. 453 and 2A3 Squadrons) were outranged,
spotted on 9th December first by a submarine and then by air
craft so that a decision v/as made to abandon the operadion.

An ememy torpedo-bomber unit made an imsuccessful attempt to

locate the Fleet during the night, but the ships had altered

course towards Kuantan in order to investigate the report of
an enemy landing,
by a submarine and at dawn 10th December, nine enemy reconnais
sance aircraft preceded a striking force of thirty-four
bombers and fifty torpedo-bombers in an attempt to locate the
Fleet,

enemy's approach when, at 1100 hours, contact was made.
Bombs were dropped on the Repulse but with only one hit.

Then Prince of Wales was hit by two torpedoes; but the

Repulse was able to 'comb' the first attack, and she was

For

Air co-operation was

G.H.iQ. planned to

Fighters could not be mado

The Fleet was

Once again their movements were reported

The ships had received very little warning of the
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equally fortunate against the second bombing runi. Unaware of

any signals made from the flagship she then wirelessed to

Singapore the first news of the air attack whereupon No. 453
Squadron hurriedly took-off from Sembawang. Torpedo attacks
were then directed on Repulse from different directions;
unable to avoid them all she was hit first by one torpedo and

then by four more from fresh waves of aircraft, with the
result that she sank at 1233 hours. Simultaneously the

already disabled Prince of Yfales received four torpedoes,
quickly followed by a high altitude bombing attack, after which
she turned turtle at 1320 hours. No. 453 Squadron arrived
on the scene just as she sank and could only give cover to the

rescuing destroyers. This protection was continued by No. 243
Squadron during the destroyers’ return journey to Singapore
whilst a flying-boat patrol was instrumental in saving a force-

landed T/alrus launched earlier by the Repulse.
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A MOIVENTARY HALT IS CALLED

II J50/4
Entrie s

d/d 11 Dec. 41

After the withdrawal from Northern ]V!alaya of what
left of the Squadrons, the R.A.P.,, on 11th December, 1941, was
reduced from an offensive to a reconnaissance role, and even
that was confined to the Units on Singapore Island,
the first sorties of the day was by two Hudsons of No. 8 (G.R.)
Squadron navr stationed at Sembawang; these were ordered to
take-off at 0700 hours for a coastal search from Kuala Tran^arEu
down to Kuantan.

was

One of

They were restricted by bad weather and only
negative report could be given. Later in the day another

Hudson, this time from No. 1 (O.R.) Squadron patrolled the
Mersing coast-line but without revealing fresh incidents.
The Buffaloes were also kept busy: at 0742 hours Fighter
Operations received information of a force of four Warships,
and towed lighters, about 60 miles east of Singapore. Orders
were given for an air striking force totalling twenty-nine.
aircraft to be made available and in the meantime  a section of
Buffaloes took-off. One of these fighters quickly sighted
the convoy and identified four destroyers and four barges,
yet no record exists of any subsequent action, probably
because A.H.Q. rather belatedly accepted the explanation
offered earlier by the Naval Liaison Officer that the T/arships
were United States destroyers(l),
area, an enemy submarine was sighted and subsequently two
Vildebeestes of No. 100 (T.B.) Squadron failed to locate it,
possibly because of a delay of over an hour and a half in
taking-off, due to armament difficultie

a

At 1320 hours, in the same

s.

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2014
Enc. 10A

page 14

II K/18/S
Battle Summary
No. 14

Sections 6, 10

II J01.100/1
O.R.B. No. 100

Squadron

Similar troubles were the cause of a No. 205 Squadron
Catalina being late off from Seletar in search of six merchant
^ssels which had been reported moving south off Setul
(Y/est Coast); this convoy was also not located. To axigment
the reconnaissance and anti-submarine forces, A.H.Q. made
arrangements for the use of two Dutch seaplanes, recently
arrived at the Naval Base, together with.the Walrus amphibians,
one of which had been flown off from the Prince of Wales, and
two from the cruiser Mauritius (docked until 25th Dec,).

II J.50/4
Entries dated

13 to 16
Dec. 1941

It was in the late morning of 13th December, however, that
most important news reached the A.O.G. The Par East Combined
Bureau at IO3O hours had received information from a reliable
source of a very large convoy of over one hundred and ferty ships
heading S.S.W. off the coast of Indo-China. The force
consisted of one himdred transports, one cruiser, one or two
aircraft carriers, eight destroyers and several submarines;
their position was not known but it was assumed to be off
Saigon, covering a 30 mile front.

China Station it was agreed that flying boats shoifLd
search a line Singapore to Gap Saint Jacques ( a point on the
estuary of the Saigon river),
was a most serious threat to Singapore especially if it
aimed against the imguarded East coast of Malaya. Orders
were issued for No. 205 (P.B.) Squadron to send out Catalinas
to locate and shadow the convoy until darkness - but no
attacks were to be made. Accordingly two flying boats left
from Seletar at I302 hours, but the search which lasted nearly
ten hours was unsuccessful.

In consultation with the

The movement of this fleet

were

On return to base one of the

II J553/4
War Diary of

No. 205 Squadron boats was almost immediately sent off again but no better
pages 6, 1,8 results were yielded,

requested from the Dutch - Seletar was in no position to
Late that evening assistance was

(1) Four United States destroyers were in this area indeed -*
they had been sent there by Admiral Hart in response to
Adttiral Phillips* appeal for an anti-submarine screen for our
Par Eastern Fleet.

The lighters, in all probability were part of a fleet of thirty
which had left Endau, bound for Singapore on the previous
evening. (A.H.^. had been so advised at I.64O hrs. 10th Dec^
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maintain sustained reconnaissances, for only three experienced
crews were available, added to which, on that very same day,
the last two Singapore flying boats (which had been recondi
tioned), left for allocation to the New Zealand Air Force.
The next morning a considerable striking force of sixty-tT.70
aircraft was brought to 'readiness’ in anticipation of a

sighting reportC"') from the reconnaissance aircraft (ocmpiis’irg
three Catalinas, two Hudsons from Sembawang and one Blenheim

from Tengah), which were now concentrating on the seaward
approaches to the North-East coastline. But no contact with
the main enemy fleet was made although one of the Catalinas
sighted six enemy cruisers heading south approximately 200
miles S.S.W of Cap Saint Jacques as well as tvro battleships and
one cmiiser in the same locality, but steering north,
flying boat was then attacked by a Japanese naval aircraft an:l
forced to return to base at hours without completing the

The striking force, after a day's stand-by, was

The

■"TO.S

search,

finally released at 1821 hours.

During the 15th December, the search area was shifted to
the South-Easterly approaches to Malaya, no doubt to gain
warning of any movement towards the highly vulnerable Endau -
Ifersing beaches. One Catalina, tvro Hudsons and three
Glen Martins, were engaged but no sighting reports could be
passed to the maximum - strength striking force waiting at
Seletar, Tengah and Sembawang and alternating throughout the
day between states of 'available' and 'ready'.

On the following day a pair of Catalinas carried out a
diverging search along the anticipated path of a convoy moving
from Saigon to Endau but without success. The Japanese were
not in that area simply because the time for a landing in
force in Southern Malaya had not yet come. Instead they were
launching yet another offensive - the fleet which might have
been threatening Singapore was heading towards one more British
possession. On 16th December, news was received of its
arrival off Miri - the invasion of Borneo had begun(^/»

■Quite apart from these seaward reconnaissances, the
solitary P.R. Buffalo operated from Butterworth onwards from
11th December, 1941* It was fitted with a camera having a
20 inch lens, and it was hoped to have a second aircraft with
a range of 800 miles ready by the end of the week. This
Buffalo did great work. On 12th December, low clouds and
attacks by what was thought to be Messerschmitt fighters
prevented photographs being taken of Bingora; again on the
next day bad weather was experienced over the whole of the
route, but even so no aircraft were seen on Singora airfield
although several transports were inshore. Another dawn
reconnaissance took place on 14th December, this time covering
the area Ipoh - Kroh - Kota Bahru - Grik - Ipoh. Over Kota
Bahru (which apparently the enemy air forces had not yet
occupied) the P.R. aircraft was attacked by a M.E. 110 yet
despite this the pilot returned with his photographs. In
addition to our own P.R. activities, liaison with the American
Volvmteer Group in Burma produced information from time to
time - on 11th December, in particular, A.H.'Q. was advised of

II J.50A
Entries d/d
12, 13, 14, 15
16 Deceiriber

II u. 50/18/7
Enel, d/d
19 Dec. 41

(1) Seletar!
Sembawang:

Twenty-two Vildebeestes - torpedoes.
Seven Hudsons - 4x 2501b. S.A.P. bombs.
Fifteen Glen Martins - 2x300 kilo* and 3x100 Idlo
bombs.

o* »

Nine Blenheim IV - 2x500 lb. S.A.P. bombs
Five Blenheim I - 4x250 lb. G.P. boirbs.
One Blenheim I
Three Blenheims

- 4x250 lb. S.A.P. bombs
- 4x250 lb. S.A.). bombs

Tengah:

.

(2) See also in Section: 'Borneo is Over-run'.
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a reconnaissance over Don Muang (near Bangkok) which had
revealed a concentration of no less than eighty to one hundred

aircraft on that airfield# Such intelligence emphasized the

meagre resources of the R#A.P. Five Albacores allotted from

the Fleet Air Arm to No# 36 (T#B.) Squadron on 12th Deceraiber
were considered to be a welcome addition to the antiquated
Vildebeestes# Strenuous efforts were made to get the Fli^t
operational, the object being to adapt the aircraft to the

dual purpose of bombing or torpedo dropping# No difficulty
was experienced in fitting the bomb racks but advice on the
technicalities of the torpedo control gear had to be sou^t
from Air Ministry* Such information was-received within
24 hours but even so the torpedoes could not be modified in
less than a week#

Also, the amalgamation of Squadrons was beginning; on
14th December, the C-in-C# decided to send the Squadron
Commanders and personnel of No# 60 (b) Squadron back to Burma
in order to reform the Unit with aircraft arriving from
Westwards; their Blenheim I* s were to be retained in Singapore
to make up the depleted strength of No#34 (B) Squadron#
Improvisation was carried a stage further when the A#0#C#

*  proposed to make up a Dive Bomber Squadron out of the eleven
now discarded'Wirraways and station it at KLuang# And the
scheme received the tacit approval of the C-in-C# who expressed
a wish that the Unit ̂ ould be established as a'Fli^t of
six with five reserves, rather than a complete Squadron(l)#

^  But the R#A#F» were not reduced to a completely defensive
role for on the afternoon 11th December, Tengah had been
instructed by A#H#Q# to prepare a plan for yet another raid
on Singora airfield with Blenheim IV aircraft#
be a night operation, routed over the sea off the East- Coast,
with a direct return, or if needs be, ni^t landings at Ipoh
or Taiping to re-fuel# At the same time, Norgroup was advised
of the project and impressed -with the necessity for speedy
re-fuelling and re-arming so that the. bomber aircraft should
not be exposed to attack whilst grounded# That eveinng, at
1800 hours, the A#0#C# spoke to G.C. Watts, 0#C# Tengah, to
amplify the original orders: eight aircraft were to be used,
taldng-off singly between 0130 and 0215 hours so that the
attack mi^t be delivered at O5OO hours# Not more than
30 minutes was to be spent in the target area thus enabling
the aircraft to be well clear by first light# A high patrol
by a section of Buffaloes was also ordered for O63O hours the
next morning to attack any enemy aircraft following the
returning Blenheims# By 2020 hours Norgroup revealed a
serious defect in the plan - Taiping could neither refuel nor
re-arm and Ipoh could only re-fuelS The 0#C. No. 34(B)
Squadron, who was to lead the raid, was informed accordingly
and impressed that his aircraft must spend only the minimum
time on the ground at Ipoh#

This was to

II J#50/4
Enos# dated

11, 12 Dec# 41

D.S.D. (M#R#S#)
2014, Enc# 21A
page 2

^raid eventually took-off only six Blenheims of
No# 34 (B) Sq\iadron were available;
from No# 60 (b) Squadron#
crashed into the top of a hill at Tanjong Gul at 0158 hours,
another failed to leave the ground, whilst the third was still
flying around the Seletar area with na-vigation lights on over
an hour after take-off# Three Blenheims did get through to
bomb the target, however, but low clouds obscured the results.
One of these aircraft, on the return flight landed at Ipoh
0733 hours, whilst the other -two reached as far south as

two of the crews -were
The first aircraft to leave

(1) The Flight in fact formed at Kluang on 18th December,
1941, and four days later four aircraft were ready for
operations#

was
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iCLuang before landing to refuel# For some inexplicable reason
the Buffaloes did not take-off at the appointed time - sub

sequently they were ordered into the air.

In view .of the disastrous raids on Singora a f^ days
earlier it may fairly be asked why A»H.Q# mounted  a further
attack on this distant and well protected airfield. A.V.M.’

Sir Paul Maltby both in his Report and at an interview has

emphatically declared that at the time of the raid the Air Staff
of A.H.^. favoured the policy of attacks on shipping and troop
concentrations in the'Singora area as opposed to co-operation
with the land-forces in delaying the Japanese advance;
furthermore the meagre striking forces were insufficient to

produce any real effect upon the enemy airfields(l).
A.O.C. shared these opinions but felt *he could not alter the

policy which was selected to meet the wishes of the G.O.C. who
was anxious

The

to reduce the scale of air attack on our

Maltby Report
paras. 235, 236

troops*. But the G.O.C* in denying this imputation points out
that because there had been no air attacks upon his ground
forces he was hardly likely to have asked for relief of the

troops. His contention was that attacks on enemy airfields
should be made only to gain sufficient air superiority to allow
unmolested strikes against shipping and troop concentrations
in the Singora area. Beyond this no evidence exists ooncennng
the reluctance of A.H.Q. to bomb the airfields. On the other

hand there are minutes of a conference between A.0.0., S.A.S.O#

and 0.0. Tengah, which clearly reveal that even on 19thDecember,
offensive action was still beir^ contemplated on airfield

action was taken, however, because of the failures

# • •

targets;

II j.50/3
*Minutes of

a conference*

19 Deo. 1941

of the earlier day and ni^t attacks and the impossibility of

the only other method - by cloud flying.
22nd December, in answer to a query by Air Ministry concerning
air attacks upon our troops, the A.0.0. not Only admitted such

attacks had only been spasmodic but explained he was unable to
deliver the scale of attack anticipated against enemy airfields

and shipping, • because the northern airfields were untenable.

no

Then again on
Ibid

Enos. 7A d/d
21 Deo*i(.1
8A d/d
22 Deo. 41

But to what extent was A.H.Q. policy influenced by G.H.Q.?
It is quite evident that not only was the O-in-0. in close
touch with air operations but many plans had received his

direct approval. From there it is but a step to examine the

opinions of G.H.Q# Staff who had consistently advocated the

policy of direct support for the Army in the form of airfield
raids. Appreciations stressed the need for such attacks, but
even when the night radd on Singora proved abortive, the

C-in-C., in a signal to Air Ministry, described it as • a good
attack*. And upon that very same day he issued a directive
stating'that assistance to 11th Indian Division was to take

precedence over other R.A.F. tasks, as well as perspnally
instructing the A.0.0. that his first offensive task was in
Kedah. The A.0.0. could not meet this requirement however.
The Singora raid on 9th December had tragically demonstrated
the need for fighter cover, and with practically no filters
left in the North, the dwindling force of bombers could not

be risked. The offensive envisaged by the C-in-0. would have

to be carried out by those filters about to be moved into
Northern Malaya and which were destined to check momentarily
the overwhelming flood of the Japanese invasion.

With the striking power of our air forces reduced to
negligible proportions the Japanese switched their major air
effort fibm airfield attacks to raids on shipping in the port
of Penang. Commencing at 1000 hours, 11th December, the

island received its baptism of machine gunning, followed by

Brooke-Popham
Despatch
para. 117

II J.50/59/16
Paper on
'Employment of
aircraft in

Malaya* d/d
9 Deo. 41 '

II J.5O/I8/7
Exic. d/d
12 Deo. 41

II j.50/5
Eno« 1A 4/3.
12 Deo. 41

II J.5O/I8/7
Eno. d/d
14 Deo. 41 ■

(1) Suoh views were impressed, in retrospect, upon A.V>M.
Maltby by S.A.S.O., Mr Commodore B. J. S33JyandG.C. Operations,
Group Captain A. G.. Bishop.
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II J.50A
Entries

a/d 11, 12
Dec., 41

II J.53/B
page 47

pattern bombing with 250 kilo and 40 pound bombs from aircraft
flying at 5000 feet in three waves of 26,27 and 24. No ships
were hit when bombs fell in the harbour, but severe fires broke

out in Georgetown and there were extensive casualties amongst
the civilian population. The raid was repeated on the
morning of the following day; on every occasion there was no

opposition from our fighters simply because they did not exist;
and there was no A/A defence: Penaing was completely at the
mercy of the enemy raidersCO. No. 21 (e) Squadron, it will
be remembered, had fallen back to Ipoh on the morning
10th December; only four Buffaloes were then serviceable
whilst a few others in a doubtful state of repair were
scattered at Bxittervrorth and Sungei Patani. On the day which
was to see both the commencement of the Penang raids and the
Battle of Jitra No. 21 (p) Squadron had no aircraft available
for tactical reconnaissance for Illrd Corps, and only a

doubtful promise of three Buffaloes could be given for the
follov/ing day. In consequence the A.O.C. gave or&rs for Ihe

Squadron to be brought up to strength (16 I.E.) as soon as
possible: replacement aircraft were to be drawn from the

precious reserve of Buffaloes, and the reformed Squadron was
to remain under the control of Norgroup. Furthermore Ipoh
would be defended by eight newly arrived Bofors guns. But
until these reinforcements were ready to leave No. I5I M.U
interim measures were necessary to deal with the rapidly
deteriorating situation in the North-YiTest. A detachment of

three Buffaloes of No. 243 (P) Squadron flew to Butterworth
leaving Kallang first light ^2th. December. Their primary
task was that of tactical recormiaissance on the Alor Star -

Haadyai road, after which the detachment was to be under
Norgroup control. At 1200 hours the three Buffaloes flew

to Ipoh, but on that afternoon because of the insistence of Ihe

G“in-C. in giving close support to the Army, orders were
transmitted to Butterworth for uhese Buffaloes to be diverted

from their reconnaissance mission to low-flying attacks upon
troops north of the frontier on the Alor Star - Haadyai road.
Bad weather prevented a sortie being flown that afternoon,
but the next day was to produce more gratifying results.

Meanwhile, No. 453 (P) Squadron, stationed at Sembawang
for the air defence of Singapore, received orders to move
temporarily to Ipoh where the aircraft would be serviced by
the ground crews of No. 21 (p) Squadron., This detachment
was expected to last only two days after which 1he Unit ms to
be relieved by No. 1 N.E.I. Fighter Squadron from Kallang.
Sixteen aircraft left Singapore during the early morning of
13th December, but not all of this sorely needed force were
to reach their destination, ■ The first flight of three took-
off at 0643 hours for Butterworth from where it was intended
to carry out yet another reconnaissance of the Alor Star -

Haadyai - Jitra area at the request of 11th Division. Upon
arrival, however, a more urgent task confronted them - Penang
was undergoing its third bombing raid(2), consequently the

• I

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2014

Enc. I3A

II J.53/S
page 47

(1) The Japanese state they raided Penang on 11, 12, 13111 Dec»
Total of thirteen ships were claimed as sunk and harbour
establishments destroyed. Forces deployed were

(a) 11th Dec.; 7th Air Brigade; seventeen. Type I
fighters and forty-one Type 97B bombers,
(bj 12th Dec. : 3rd Air Brigade; Five, Type I
fighters and twenty-one Type 99 bombers,
(c) 13th Deo.; 3rd Brigade; Twenty-six. Type 99B
bombers.

(2) Admission of five aircraft lost on 13th December, after
an engagement with ten R.A.P. fighters is made by the
Japanese,
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fighters were immediately diverted to the defence of the Port.
At the cost of one Buffalo damaged (which returned to Ipoh)
one enemy aircraft was shot down and two others were claimed.
After refuelling at Butterworth the two remaining aircraft
continued the ground strafing programme. Of the other thirteen

aircraft of the Squadron only ten landed at Ipoh;  a complete
flight of three aircraft v/as missing; this had been led by the
Officer Cotamandirg (designate) Ipoh and had crashed at Teleok in
central Sumatra. A.H.Q. were first to receive the news in

the form of a report from the Diitch Liaison Officer to the

effect that 'three Buffaloes, Squadron unknown, had crashed',
yet it vrould seem that no-one connected this incident with

the move of No. 1+33 Squadron',('') The first Plight of five
was successfully brought in to Ipoh at 1100 hours by the

acting Squadron Commander - Pit. Lt. Vigors. This airfield
had been instructed to organize a warning system v/lth the

local Observer Corps as well as adequate dispersal and ground
defence in view of the anticipated operations. It was the

intention, hovrever, of O.C. Norgroup to operate the majority
of the fighters from Buttenvorth, consequently the five

Buffaloes were flown to that airfield. On arrival two aircraft

remained airborne as a standing patrol whilst the other three

landed to refuel. This was in progress vdien a warning was

received (by an airman on the boundary v/avi.ng a handkerchief)
of the approach of enemy aircraft; tvrenty-seven were heading
towards Penang, The Squadron Commander took-off immediately,
follovTed by his No. 2, but the third aircraft v/as still

refuelling. The standing patrol was also about to land for

more petrol, consequently only two Buffaloes -were available

to counter the Japanese, Even_so, one enemy aircraft was

shot dovm, but unfort\ira.tely the balance \Tas evened for

Pit. Lt. Vigors was almost immediately brought dorm by an
Army 97. His aircraft caught fire and he was burned before

baling-out, and during the descent wounded by machine-gun
fire from enemy aircraft,

Vifhilst this action was taking place the other Plight of

five had landed at Ipoh, but not v/ithout mishap: one aircraft

had crashed on landing. No. 2A3 (H) Squadron detachment,
meaxwhile, had been far from inactive; in the morning, at

the cost of only slight damage to one Buffalo the section had

shot down two Japanese aircraft and possibly accounted for

two others. Three separate Observation'Posts had reported
the crash of another enemy aircraft, whilst a fourth was

reported as flying out to sea rapidly losing height. The

combined efforts of Nos. 453 and 243 Squadrons were doing
much towards restoring morale, but their losses were pro
portionately high. By late afternoon the much-needed force

had already been gravely reduced - only thirteen Buffaloes
were available for operations(2).

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2012

Pnc. 8A

dated

28 Jan, 46

II J.50/4
Entries d/d
14, 15 Dec. 41

Back in Singapore, every effort was being made to produce
Buffaloes from the reserve for No, 21 (p) Squadron,
from the Sq'uadron had arrived at Seletar to ferry their
aircraft back to Ipoh, but despite the efforts of No. 151 M.U
there were delays and it was not until 14th December that
decision could be made for the six replacement Biiffaloes to

Pilots

new

Of

a

(1) It was not until 15th December, that it was confirmed the
Flight had flown into bad weather and become lost,

turning back tov/ards Singapore the aircraft ran out of petrol
and force-landed.

After

Two of the Buffaloes turned over in a

paddy field and caught fire; the occupants were killed, but
the pilot of the third aircraft was only slightly injured.

(2) No. 453 Squadron; J
Shot down - One , Lost - Three,
able - Three,

Serviceable - Ten, unserviceable - Tv/o,
Service-No, 243 Squadron:
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take-off next morning•

soon to be on the ¥/ay to Ipoh, orders were given for the other
units to return to Singapore: No, 453 (F) Squadron were to
v/ithdraY/ as soon as the new aircraft of No. 21 (f) Squadron had
landed and the detachment of three Buffaloes of No. 243 (f)
Squadron could return to Singapore immediately. Furthermore,
the projected move of the Dutch fighter squadron was cancelled
and the gromid personnel ordered back to Singapore, The
No. 2ii-3 (p) Squadron detachment left v;ithout further ado and
duly arrived back at Kallang in the evening 14th December,
but the other Squadron was fated to remain in the North, for
the reinforcement plan was not to work as smoothly as had been
anticipated.

Realizing the reinforcements were

D.S.D. (MRS)
2012 paras, 14,
15, 16

S/ljdr. Allshorn, O.C. No. 21 (p) Squadron, alleges that
he was ordered by the Fighter Group Commander to move his
six B’xffaloes to Ipoh on the morning 15th December, whatever
the weather conditions. Be this as it may, the fact remains
these aircraft took-off from Sembawang at 06l0 hours into what
was evidently bad weather. After some 26 miles the O.C. and
his No, 2 became detached from the other four Buffaloes,
Of these, three rightly turned back to Sembawang because of
the poor vreather, but the fourth crashed at Pontian Kechil
(in Johore), The leading pair of fighters had elected to
press on, however, but it was not until their height was reduced
to fifteen feet above the beach that it was decided to abandon
the flight and land at Port Swettenham,
troubles were not over:

Even then their

the first pilot landed successfully
on the 1000 yard strip, but the second was less fortunate.
After three precautionary approaches he came in for a landing
but even then the aircraft over-ran the end of the strip and
turned on to its back, S/t. Allshorn, leaving his undamaged
Buffalo on the airfield, finished the Journey to Ipoh by road,
with his urgently needed aircraft scattered throughout Malaya
in various states of repair, 'With God's Help' the harassed

.  'and the assistance of Repair
21 Squadron will operate at Ipoh shortly' -

But help indeed vras to be
forthcoming in the person of S/t. Harper, O.C. No. 453 (P)
Squadron, who had Just been recalled from Australia where he
had been trying, without success, to obtain replacement pilots
for his Unit. Gathering the three Buffaloes which had been
forced back to Sembawang, together with three more reinforce
ments for No. 21 (p) Squadron and six for his own Squadron this
officer safely led the twelve aircraft into Ipoh at I655 hours
that evening to reinforce the fast-dwindling fighter
on the Station.

Controller entered in his diary,
and Maintenance No,

a remark perhaps not unjustified'.

re source s

Lack of adequate maintenance was combining
with enemy action to reduce the availability of the Bxiffaloes,
On the 14th December, the day prior to the arrival of the
aircraft two main sorties had been made. The morning ground
strafing operation had started with five aircraft but two
were turned back by bad weather. The remainder successfully
attacked a convoy and then in turn v/ere set upon by JU. 87's
with the result that an aircraft of No, 21 (p)

A similar operation was carried out at I63O hours;
the success of this was unknown, but one aircraft was forced
to return to base with engine trouble,
contemptuous gestiire against the meagre opposition twenty-four
Japanese aircraft flew over Penang, but instead of raiding the
Island they gave a demonstration of aerobatics.

new

Squadron was
lost,

And as if to make a

D.S.D,

M,R.S)
Enc. 8A

Dated 25 Feb.
46 and
Eno, 2A

dated 31 Deo,

The enemy ground forces were also advancing steadily; at
2140 hours O.C. Norgroup reported from Bukit ]\fertajam that
G.O.C. Illrd Corps had estimated only seventeen hours would
elapse before Sungei Patani was over-run; he therefore urged
authority for the demolition of the airfield as well as

Kuala Ketil and Lubok Kiap, This measure was immediately
agreed upon - equipment from Butterworth and Sungei Patani
was to be moved back to Kuala Lumpur and warning of evacuation45
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given to Taiping. Plt/Lt. Scott at Butterworth had already
anticipated this move and throiighout the day he and a small
v/orking party, in the total absence of railway employees, took
over the rolling stock at Prai station. Trucks were shunted
and loaded by these amateur railwayman, but so effectively that
a train of forty trucks was made up. This action resulted in
large quantities of R.A.P. equipment being moved off towards
Singapore. Pollov/ing O.C. Rbrgroup's call to A.H.Q. the
evacuation of ButterTorth commenced and by O3OO hours
15th December, the first of the road convoys moved off; a
total of sixty-five vehicles left the station and these,, together
with the train, evacuated tv/o himdred and fifty tons of material. .
In addition three flyable Buffaloes v/ere fei'ried back to Ipoh
by volunteer pilots of No. 62 (b) Squadron. After ensuring
Sungei Patani and Butterworth had been cleared as effectively
as possible Norgroup moved its headquarters to the swimming
club at Ipoh, adjacent to the airfield.

The intensive bombing of Ipoh airfield now commenced; on
the morning of 15th December the petrol dump was hit, and at

tours A.H.Q.
serviceable Buffaloes had been red.uced to three,
the twelve reinforcements v/hich were to arrive that evening
there was obvious need to conserve strictly the fighter force,
consequently G.H.Q. issued an order to the effect that the

task of the fighters was primarily reconnaissance for
Illrd Corp)S} it was not to be used to attack land, targets (as
the C-in-C had directed only three days earlier) and wastage
v/ould not be made good at the expense of the fighter squadrons
allotted for the defence of Singapore(0.

was irrformed the number of operationally
Even with

II J.50/3
Enc. 3A

dated 15th Dec• >
1941

The problem to which the ne?/ly arrived Squadron Commander
had to concentrate his attention was that of stopping the

heavy losses of Buffaloes whilst on the ground. No satellite

airfield existed for the dispersal of aircraft, and on Ipoh
itself the pens could only be I'eached by a very narrow taxi
track which required extreme care to negotiate with any degree
of safety; in consequence it took 20 minutes to get a Plight
airborne by which timn it wotild have been impossible to make

an interception. An improvement on the existing warning
system (by which reports of approaching enemy aircraft were
received from the Observer posts through the Station J/Iaster

at Kuala Lumpur) was imperative. So a fighter control opera
tions room was set up one mile from the airfield and arrange
ments made for all information to be passed to the Controller
who in turn was linked with the airfield. At the same time

additional armourers did much to improve the serviceability of
the guns in the Buffaloes, But the Squadrons were not to

stand and fight at Ipoh for unbeknown to them the Japanese
advance was steadily progressing - the fighter force were to
make yet another move southwards.

D.S.D. (M.R.S)
2012

Eno. 6A

Percival Despatch
paras. 177, 178,
187, 179, 191,
180, 189, 190,

The Army meanwhile had been faring no better than their
R.A.P». comrades. Following the retreat from the Battle of

Jitra(2) the 11 th Division took up the previously reconnoitred
position of Gurun by the morning of 14th Deceiriber.
28th Brigade were on the right, whilst the left was held by
the 6th Brigade, vdth a weak 15th Brigade in reserve,
same night the enemy made a deep penetration down the road, and

at dawn attacked the Headquarters 6th Brigade so effectively,
that all officers except the Brigadier himself were killed.
The forward troops moved back to block the road, and subsequently

The

That

191

(1) For the Strength of the adr forces in Malaya on
15th Dec., 41, see Appendix V.

(2) See also in Section: The Retreat Commences*,
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the Division, with the exception of 28th Brigade, was in such
confusion that the Commander decided to withdraw behind the

River Muda during the follov/ing night. With the troops in
an exhausted and disorganized condition there was  a distinct

likelihood of the Division being overrun. There was also the

increasing danger of the threat from Kroh which might well cut
their commtmications in the Kuala Kangsar area, thereby giving
the enemy a clear run down the West coast (so cutting off the
9th Division on the other coast) until he reached Johore.
The choice lay between fighting both on the mainland and on
Penang Island or concentrating all these forces in Kedah.
The latter course vms decided in ¥/ar Goixncil on 14th Decmber-

if this defence failed then Penang would have to be evacuated.
The Illrd Corps Commander was accordingly authorized to use
any part of the Penang garrison(0. Withdrawal behind the
River Muda was thereafter covered by the Independent Compsuiy
eind a squadron of 3rd Indian Cavalry, Units of 28th Brigade
and 2nd East Surrey Regiment also did great vrork in covering
the withdrawals, and by the morning of I6th December, the
Division was on the south bank. To protect the right flank
12th Brigade was moved back to the river; one battalion of
5/2 Punjab Regiment held the bridge at Batu Pekaka, where
heavy fighting developed in the late afternoon, whilst the
Argylls remained at Baling until withdrawn to Titi Karangan.

II J.50/17/7
'Evacuation of

Following upon orders from the Commander Illrd Corps the
evacuation of Penang took place during the night
16/17th December. Most of the Garrison were moved to the

r
Penang

Brooke Pophan mainland, and all Europeans, (n'umbering about five hundred
Despatch para. 116 and twenty), except a few who voluntarily remained, were

evacuated. The majority of the Asiatics in the Volunteers
decided to stay to protect their families,
v/ere destroyed and smaller weapons withdrawn, but there were
two unfortimate omissions: the Broadcasting Station was left
intact (and used subsequently by the Japanese for propoganda
purposes) whilst failure to destroy small vessels and ber^s in the

Enemy Publication harbour allowed them to be used for future operations against
No. 278 Page 22

Fixed defences

According to enemy accounts the Island was then taken
over by the fifty-three Japanese residents who, until then had
been interned.

us.

They made contact vdth their advancir^g
coimtryment at Svingei Patani and advised them of the British
evacuation. The Japanese Army eventually landed at Penang
without loss on the afternoon 19th December.

By this time the 11th Division was not longer fit for
operations. The troops were tired and dispirited and time
was badly needed to reorganise and refit after the heavy
losses of vehicles and weapons. The Illrd Corps Commander
on I6th December, decided to withdraw the Division behind the
Krian River (about 25 miles north of Taiping). Covered by
28th Brigade the troops moved back from the Muda River and
Bukit Mertajam into the Taiping area. The 12th Brigade GiX)up
fought a rear guard action back from Batu Pekaka Bridge and
by 18th December, all troops were across the River Krian.

(1) Penang Garrison,

Portress H.Q. and Signals.

11th Coast Regiment, Royal Artillery (2x6" batteries)
36th Portress Company, Royal Engineers (search lights)
1st Company 5/14 Punjab Regiment.
1st Malayan Independent Company.
Detachment of ^' vd. Indian Cavalry,
3rd Battalion Straits Settlements Volunteers.
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The Last Stand in Northern Malaya

II J.50A Compared with the rapid march of events on the western
side of the peninsula, the situation at Kuantan remained
fairly quiet and persisted in such manner for the v/eek follow
ing the O.G.'s re-assuring report on 10th Decembert
were indeed almost daily attacks by low flying aircraft but
the damage was only superficial being confined to the run
ways and the unserviceable aircraft which had been abandoned

when the Squadrons left(w. The main objective of the
Kuantan personnel during this period of grace was to prepare
the thirty spare torpedoes for return to Singapore and to
move heavy equipment back to Kuala Lumpur,
staff were fully occupied in this work, together with the
repair of and the maintenance of the landing
facilities(2), As trollies became available to load the
torpedoes, Vildebeestes from Seletar, timing their arrival at
Kuantan for a dusk departure on the return journey, evacuated
a substantial proportion of these valuable weapons;
well as this means of transportation, fifteen torpedoes
sent to Kuala Lumpur by road and rail,
ground crews to repair some of the damaged aircraft produced
excellent results: a Vildebeeste and a Hudson were evacuated,
and with the assistance of the M.V.A.F., which flew in firstly
a special tool kit and then a ferry pilot, a Blenheim I was
sent back to No. I5I M.U. Seletar to be made operationally
serviceable again,
however, and preparations for demolition v/ere well in hand
when the decision to evacuate Kuantan'Was taken by A.O.C.
(after a conference with the C-in-G. and G.O.G.) during the
everi.ng of 1?th December, 1941.
decided to withdrav/ all personnel (mainly No. 62 (b) Squadron)
and equipment from Taiping and to demolish the airfield.

There

The limited

and as

were

The efforts of the

Pinal evacuation was not far distant

At the same time it had been

Siitries

d/d 12 to 17
December, 4I

II J.53/8
page 46

Ibid

Entries dated

16 to 21 Dec.

The final evaciiation of equipment from Kuantan had been
carried out in an unhurried and systematic fashion - circum
stances which owed much to the absence of'any direct threat
by the enemy. But on the V/est Goast where the Japanese were
advancing with an ever quickening pace the evacuations were
now being succeeded by demolitions often bearing the stamp of
hasty and disorganized preparation

on 14th December, O.G. Norgroup was authorized to destroy
Sungei Patani, Kuala Ketil and Lubok Kiap which had been
prepared as far back as 10th December, yet on I6th December,
Illrd Gorps, when asked for confirmation of the demolition of

these airfields, could only state that Sungei Patani was half
destroyed - there was no news of the other stations. Fore

warned no doubt by this apparent disorganisation A.H.Q. issued
timely instructions for the preparation for destruction of

the civil airfields in the North which included Sitiawan,
Poi't Swettenham, Kerling, Ipoh, Kuala Lumpur, Taiping and
Jenderata. Late the same night Norgroup confirmed the
information about the airfields' serviceability - only
Alor Star and Sungei Patani had been denied to the Japanese^)®

It will be recalled hcjw

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2024

Enc. 8a d/d
25 Feb. 46

II J.53/8
pp. k-5, 53

(1) These attacks were probably mounted from Kota Bahru for
the Japanese record one such raid on 14th Dec. when
64th Regiment, Type 1 fighters, made an attack,

(2) On 14th December, 1941, O.C. Kuantan reported  a strength
of himself and three officers, twenty-one armourers and nine
fitters.

(3) On 19th December, it was confimned by Illrd Gorps. that
both Machang and Butterfrorth had been 'blown'. Because of

"floodir.g and bombing" the Japanese had difficulty at first
in using Sungei Patani, but by 1pth Dec. it was operational.
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Tliere was no further news the next day, but definite orders
were given for Kuantan and Taiping to be 'blown' and the
petrol run to waste.

Kuantan v/as able to report the successful demolition of the

airfield, and although the Officer Commanding wished to remain
for another 48 hours to arrange the transportation of some
petrol, he was ordered away by'A.H.'Q. and advised to use

H.K.S. Hungjao (due at Kuantan) to evacuate personnel and
equipment: by O425 hrs. 20th December, was advised of
the final evacuatioI^ of personnel and the complete demolition
of the airfield with all petrol run to waste,
airfield was destroyed on 18th December^) ;
was uxjlifted and of the 100 octane fuel only twenty barrels
were left behind.

By the early hours of 18th December,

Taiping
all the 90 octane

Unfort\xnately the same measure of success
was not experienced at either Sungei Patani or Butterworth.
Following upon a report made to A.ll.q. that fuel stocks at
both airfields were still intact Norgroup was required
19th December, to report on the results of the demolitions at
these stations as well as Alor Star,

revealed at least one large petrol dump was still intact at
Sungei-Patani - ‘lack of time and the hostility of the enemy'
were the reasons given for its survival(2).
Butterworth had been able to demolish their petrol, hov/ever;(3)

Enemy Publication likewise the Asiatic Petroleum Company's staff at the
No. 278 Bagan.Luar depot (near Butterworth) had run off the main
page 23 installations, although the civilians at neighbouring

Bagan Dalam had been forced to leave some 56,000 gallons of
90 octane and 160,000 gallons of M.T. petrol.

on

Two days later it was
II J. 50/30
Enc. d/d
22 Dec. 41 Alor Star and

The inevitable evacuation of 'Norgroup' H.Q. and Ipoh
airfield commenced early on the 18th December,
been advised of this contingency during the previous

A.n.Q. ha

evenin

d

g

and had confirmed the need to run to waste the surplus petrol.
Tliat m.orning O.C. Norgroup reported an operational state of
only three Buffaloes(4).
the situation a Rapide of the M.V.A.P. had flown in with
armament spares, but, arriving during a raid it was
unfortunately mistaken for an enemy aircraft and attacked by
Buffaloes.

In a last minute effort to retrieve

There was no serious damage but shortly afterwards

II J.53/1
M.y.A.p.

page 14

a second raid took place .and bombs falling nearby not only
destroyed the Rapide(5) but killed the pilot and mortally
wounded his passenger. Fully realising the importance of
evacuating equipment O.C. Norgroup was making arrange
transportation by rail to Sungei Besi (Kuala Lumpur), and upon
his instigation A.H.>Q. transferred the control of that airfield
from No. 153 M.U. to 'Norgroup'.

ements for

Although an Operations Room

(1) Taiping was occupied by 25th Army on 22nd Dec.

(2) This stock presumably fell into Japanese hands for their
occupation of the airfield was reported by the P.R. Buffalo
on 19th Dec

sance showed a total of fifty-one enemy aircraft" on the air
field; ‘
four Fighters,

(3) This is contradicted by the Japanese account of the
capture of Alor Star, which states: 'the enemy (R.A.F.) fled
without burning their gasoline supply, and our air unit made
use of the airfield and the thousands of drums of high octane
spirit

(4) By 1810 hours the same evening the serviceable aircraft
had been reduced to two. Of the remaining nineteen, eleven
were damaged, one written off and seven awaiting spares,

(5) The 'Rapide' was the civil counterpart of the R.A.F.
Dominie (D.H. 89a)

41 > and on the next day a photographic reconnais—•)

these included four Bombers and forty-three or forty-

to bomb the fleeing enemy and attack their positions*• • • .
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and the necessary communications were being organized, the
former civil airfield was not altogether suitable for fighter
operations - the single 1315-yard runway was of grass and

there were no dispersal pens. At 1730 hrs. 18th December,
ground personnel of No. 453 (P) Squadron were ordered to
prepare to move back to Kuala Lumpur the next afternoon and to

await the arrival of the Squadron aircraft. At the same time

■  it was the intention to v/ithdraw No. 21 (p) Squadron from
Ipoh back to Sembawang; all unserviceable aircraft capable of
flying were also to return to the Island,
raided during the morning of 19th December, but this time

there were fewer casualties for the squadrons were on the move:

No. 453 flew to Kuala Lumpur with its five remaining Buffaloes

whilst twelve unserviceable aircraft, amongst which was included

the total strength of No. 21 (p) Squadron returned to Singapore.
The last stand on the mainland by the air forces had now
begun('1).

Ipoh was again

II J.53/S
PP» 46,53

Instructions were then given for No. 453 (P) Squadron to
be made up to establishment (16.I.E.) from Buffaloes held at
Sembawang and earmarked for No. 21 (p) Squadron, with the
balance supplied from the fast-diminishing reserve at
No. 151 M.U,

mented during 20th December: Six Buffaloes were to leave for
Kuala Lumpur that morning whilst a furtlrier two at Sembawang
plus three from Seletar would be ready to move in the after
noon, thus raising the Squadron strength from five to sixteen.
Their role thereafter v/as defined as; tactical, reconnaissance

for Illrd Corps and the defence of the Kuala Lumpur area.
Norgroup* , no'w with only one Unit to control, was disbanded
and the personnel, with the exception of a liaison officer

attached to Illrd Corps, sent back to Singapore,
the fighter operations was vested in the Station Commander,
Kuala Lumpur(2) where there v;as also retained under the orders
of No. 153 MrU. a mobile salvage section of No. 81 R. and S.U.
which was to move down to Kahang from Ipoh.

These arrangements v/ere expected to be iraple-

I

Control of

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2C14
Enc. 21 a

To afford some measure of relief to the hard pressed
fighters, plans were made to bomb enemy-occupied Sungei Patani
at first light 21st December. Only a pathetically small
force of three Blenheim IV s from No. 34 (b) Squadron could be
spared. Crews were briefed over night at Tengah and in the

darkness set off individually and unescorted on the long haul
to the North. Bad weather and not the enemy forced them

back to base after getting as far as Kuala Lumpur(3).

(1) Using Nakong (Siam) as a base and operating aircraft of
59th, 90th and 27th Regiments (Types 1, 97, 99) the 3rd Air
Brigade made six attacks on Ipoh between 15th and 20th Dec.

Claims were made of fourteen R.A.P. aircraft destroyed on
28th Dec. 5'fch Division occupied the airfield.

(2) Y/ing Commander H.S. Darley who had been a staff officer
in No. 224 Group, Singapore.

(3) A similar attempt v/as to be in the early hours of
23rd December,
were recorded,

real value because A.K.'^. decided to postpone further raids
until the moon period, commencing 27th December.

The aircraft reached the target but rx) results
It is likely that the attack was of little
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II J.50/30A
Entry d/d
22 Deo. 41

The final air onerations started at Kuala Lumpur on the

morning 21 st December.u) No. 453 (^') Squadron, by this time,
was up to a strength of sixteen Buffaloes and ready for

another defiant gesture against the overwhelming Japanese
air forces. The enemy were soon to be engaged for at
1155 hours a raid by a mixed force of approximately twenty-
five Zeros and Ju. 87‘s took place. The dive bombers came
down to 250 feet to release their bombs but little damage
was done. Five Buffaloes took-off and these combined with

the heavy A.A. fire quickly broke up the formation. One

bomber was destroyed and two damaged with one more probably
brought down by the A.A. giHis, The cost was one Buffalo
whose pilot was saved. Undoubtedly the Squadron pilots -

nov/ numhering thirteen - were heartened by this comparative
success, but A.H.Q. realising the end was not far distant
signalled to the remaining five mainland stations(2)
warning to make adequate arrangements in advance for 'the
demolition or denial not only of airfield surfaoes but all
facilities at Stations

already *blovm’ and suitable preparations made for Kerling
and Port Swettenham.

a

And by this time Sitiawan was*09

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2014

Eno. 13a

pages 40, 41

Ibid

Enc. 6a

page 5

II J.50/4
Entries d/d
2C, 21, 22 Dec.
1941

The Japanese came again to Kuala Lumpur in strength the
next day smd there v/as no need for No. 453 (F) Squadron to
observe the injimction by that their aircraft were not
to be used for strafing enemy airfields - every Buffalo was
needed on the defensive against the attacking fighters bent
upon the final destruction of the Kuala Limipur defenders.
Ten Buffaloes went up to meet the Japanese and perhaps it
was the sight of such an unusually large force that deterred
a formation of bombers, axjproaching from the North, from
reaching its target. Certainly it was the first occasion on
which a reasonably strong force of Buffaloes had been able to
meet the enemy in the air. A series of individual combats
then took place the issue of which was so confused that even
our own casualty figures were conflicting, and it was all the
more difficult to assess enemy losses. However, it is quite
clear that five Buffaloes were destroyed, either through being
shot down or crash landing after combat - one of the latter
casualties struggled all the way back to Sembawang before
crashing. Of the pilots, two were killed and four injured.
This raid was quickly followed by a surprise low level attack
at 1215 hours: one Buffalo just taking-off, spun in after
being engaged by one of the four Zeros - the pilot was badly
injured and subsequently died. The total number of enemy
aircraft brought down was never truly ascertained, but three
were claimed as destroyed besides seven ‘probables',
so, to the Japanese this was but a small proportion of their
available force; but on the other hand the losses of
No. 453 (p) Squadron meant a terrible reduction. Of the
fifteen aircraft which had started that fateful day only four
were operationally serviceable by evening,
wi'itten-off .and five badly shot up on the air combats; the
urgent need v/as for at least four immediate replacements.
The orevrs had coiirageously fought their aircraft against a
vastly superior enemy but all the time they must have realised
they were waging a losing battle against better equipped and
equally determined opponents. The time had come when these

Even

Six were lost or

II J.50/10
’Aircraft
Casualties'

Entry d/d
22 Dec. 41

(1) At this stage (21st Dec.) vmthout consulting the R.A.F.
the Dutch ordered four Curtis Hawks at Pakan Bahro (Sumatra)
to carry out an offensive reconnaissance of HAADIAI JUNCTION.

It was an ill-starred opera.tion for only one fighter returned
to base; two crashed near MEDAN following a night take-off,
and one was shot down by A.A. fire near IPQH.

(2) KLuang, Kahang, Batu Pahat, Port Swettenham and Kuala Lumpur.
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heavy losses could be replaced only by seriously weakening the

defences of Singapore itself - therefore had no alter
native but to give instructions, on 22nd December, for a with-

Ipoh was to be abandoned and demolished
and No. 453 (P) Squadron - with the concurrence of the Ci-in-0.
was to evacuate Kuala Lumpur at 0800 hours 23rd December.
This airfield, together with Port Swettenham thereafter would

be used only as an advanced landing ground by aircraft carrying'
out forward reconnaissance for Illrd Corps,
noon the remnants of the Squadron - seven aircraft in various

states of repair - were back at Sembavyang.
consolidate their recent successes the Japanese struck again
and again at the tovm and airfield of Ipoh('l).
their attentions the airfield was well demolished; Illrd Corps
msinaged to get some three hundred drums of petrol away and
those which could not be moved, in time were machine-gunned and
so run to waste.

dra.T/al from the North.

That sante after-

And as if to

Yet despite

The fighter force had not been driven from

F. 540
R.A.P. Station

Sembawang

Northern Malaya - rather, they had been wiped out as they
fought reeling from one improvised, station to another until

finally, above the capital of the Federated States the Squadron
was BO reduced and broken that it could fight no longer.

At this stage it might be advantageous to pause in order

to examine some of the reasons for the overwhelming superiority
of the Japanese air forces. Inadequate maintenance and the

lack of warning systems, v/hich put the fighters at a dis

advantage even before they had taken off, have already been
mentioned. The inferiority of the Buffalo likewise stands

revealed. But one other factor must be given prominence,

which is the question of intelligence concerning the Zero

fighter. This may well be epitomized in the words of
Plight Lieutenant 'Vigors O.C. No. 453 (P) Squadron. The
seasoned experience of this officer was further strengthened
by his somewhat bitter reflections v^hilst lying in hospital
after his initial and disastrous encounter with a Japanese

fighter(2), 'I am of the opinion,' he later reported, 'that
many airci’aft and lives were lost during the first few weeks
of the war ov/ing to the complete absence of any sound
intelligence reports on the performance of Japanese fighters
and the ability of their pilots...'. Our aircrews were
indeed unaware both of the calibre of the enemy pilots and

the performance data of the best of the enemy fighters - the
Zero. And the reasons for this lack of information can be

traced to the inadequacies of the Intelligence organisation.

II J.50/51
'Zero Filter-
Intelligence
Enc. 1.5

d/d 4 Mar* 46

In May, 1941, a Zero fighter was shot down at Chengtu
Details of its armament, tankage, and oxygen

Ibid

eno. 9 in China,

equipment (but no performance figures) were sent in Chinese
script to the Par East Combined Bureau at Singapore,
translated the results were passed on to Air Ministry on

26th July, 1941, as well as to A.H.Q.; a provisional silhouette
was there-upon made up and issued.
Chunking supplied to F.E.C.B. the estimated performance fiffires'
obtained by calculations made after an examination of this

same Zero (it subsequently transpired these figures were

reasonably accurate). P.B.G.B., on 29th September. 1941>
transmitted this data to the same two authorities(3) and

When

Later the Air Attache,

d/d
2 April 47

\

Ibid

Enc. 5 6,
7, 11, 12, 13 although there can be no doubt that A.H.'Q. had been given the

(1) Ipoh was the richest tin mining town in the world.

(2) See also in Section: 'A Momentary Halt is Called*.

(3) Not only are these letters recorded in Air Ministry but
officers once on the staff of P.E.C.B. can recollect the

existence of their Recognition Handbook as well as the fact
that considerable and accurate data had been compiled and

given to A.H.'Q.
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data it seems almost certain that it was not disseminated to

those who needed it most - the fighter and bomber crews.
Evidence from authoritative officers engaged in the conduct

of operations points to the fact that the only details made

available were a silhouette and dimensions - data concerning
performance and armament were not known to them. ’Pilots of

No. 453 (P) Squadron' another Squadron Commander goes so far
as to say, ’were astonished to meet monoplane fighters' ’.

As already shown, the nucleus intelligence organisation set

up at A.H.Q. shortly before the out-break of hostilities was

inadequateCV. Therefore it is not unlikely the more compre
hensive details supplied by P.E.C.B. were not even discovered

by this very small staff at A.H.<^. by the time war broke out.
And prior to this the sparse information on the Zero was not

brought to the notice of the aircrews simply because there

was no intelligence officer serving with the Squadrons.

Ibid

Enc. 12

d/d 17 Feb. 47

Before concluding this episode of the final withdrawal
of the air forces from the North it would be as well to examine

Percival Despatch briefly the position of the land forces,
paras:

194, 197, 200,
201, 204

On 17th December,
the G.O.G., had authorised Illrd Corps to withdraw, if
absolutely necessary from the Krian River to the line of the
Perak River,

on the West Coast v/as barely one Division (including
12th Brigade),
main coast road and another on the G-rik Road, with equal
forces in reserve.

At this time the strength of the land forces

The enemy probably had one Division on the

Also a division had landed in the
Kelantan area,

as one would have wished’ for they were exhausted by continuous
fighting and by day and night movement, whilst the Indian
troops were dismayed to find the British without armour on
the ground and outclassed in the air.
strategy was clear - the advance down the West Coast was to

continue with a view to attacking Singapore from the North.
Forces on the East Coast would move simultaneously;
seaborne attacks might be delivered against the Kuantan and/or
the East Johore areas.

The morale of 11th Division was 'not as hi^

By now the enemy’s

or

In order to discuss this rapidly developing situation
with the Illrd Corps Commander the C,O.C. visited Ipoh and
some of the forv/ard areas on 18th December. The policy of
withdrawal behind the River Perak was confirmed; positions
were to be prepared betv/een Ipoh and Tanjong Malim, whilst
the 9th Division would continue to hold Kuantan and
the 11th Division’s communications against attack from the
East. Owing to the reduced strengths of the 6th and
15th Brigades they were to be amalgamated at Ipoh, and
certain Units, notably the East Surreys and the Leicesters
were to be merged. 12th Brigade (once the Command Reserve)
v/as to be incorporated into 11th Division the command of
which was taken over by Brigadier Paris from
Major General Murray Lyon. The G.O.C. also produced, as
the result of his visit, an appreciation on Japanese
tactics and the methods to be used in dealing with them.
Ho likened the enemy to highly trained gangsters v/ell
equipped with tommy guns and mortars, supported by occasional
light tanks and a minimum of artillery,
to the General,
artificial noises such as mortars with loud explosions,
Chinese crackers and bullets making violent noises on impact.
Their tactics were to locate our positions by means of a
screen of men often dressed as civilians; the main force
would then deploy in rear and pass around the flanks of
positions.

secure

The enemy, accordin
1

our

They could move rapidly through the jungle and

II J.50/1 9/6
Entry 122/7
dated

23 Dec. 41

g •
were full of lov/ cunning’ in the use of

(1) See also in Section: 'The Problems and Yfork of
G.H.Q. Far Ea,st*«
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in crossing rivers sometimes used rubber belts. Living on
the country was fully accepted consequently there was less
dependence upon lines of communication than in the case of
the defenders. The G.O.C. then went on to outlj.ne the methods
to be used in countering such unorthodox tactics. Rigid
discipline and no premature withdrawals were the primary
essentials, with quick and resolute counter-attacks as the
best means of defence. Too much digging-in was deplored
because the war was essentially one of movement and attack.
The efficiency, alertness and cunning of the individual soldier
were the keynotes of success.'

Percivial Despatch
paras: 1^2, 193
208, 210, 211

The actual fighting, meantime, was now at its fiercest
on the Grik Road where our forces consisted of only one

company ('C‘) Argyll pd Sutherland Highlanders and a detach
ment of Armoured Cars(''J, These two fighting vehicles were
under the'command of Squadron Leader Boxall, No. 62 (b)
Squadron (which by this time had no aircraft) with orders to
patrol the 60 miles of road between Kuala Kangsar and Grik.
They joined the Argylls, and on 1?th December, faced by the
main body of the Patani Force bent upon the encircling drive
to cut off the 11th Division at Kuala Kangsar, the small
force fell back to the Sumpitan area,
threat 12th Brigade, which was to have moved into reserve at
Taiping, was sent through to Kuala Kangsar, whilst No. 1
Malayan Independent Company was sent to reinforce the Grik
Road. On 1 9th December, the force was again obliged to with
draw, this time to Lenggong. Next day the Argylls had to
counter-attack the enemy who had rafted down the river and
reached Kota Tampan in their rear. The Highlanders held this
area all next day until forced to withdrav/ covered by 5/2
Punjab Regiment. By moving through the Chenderoh Lake the
Japanese could now by-pass Kuala Kaiigsar and so threaten the
rail and trunk road bridges over the River Perak; they were
only 12 miles from the junction of the Grik Road with the

main road and the 28th Brigade were in danger of being cut
off. This position was so grave on 21st December, that the
Divisional Commander decided upon immediate withdrawal
the river: the 28th Brigade moved over that evening to cover
the withdrav/al of 12th Brigade twenty-four hours later, and
by the morning of 23rd December, all troops were in positions
east of the River Perak,
the :

sunk

To counter this seriou

across

A gap was subsequently blown in
Istender Bridge, and the pontoon bridge swung over and

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2014

Enc, 3a d/d
20 Dec. 45

s

II J.53/^
PP* 54i 55

The realisation by the commanders in the field of the
enemy's unusual but highly successful methods of campaigning
was matched at last by similar considerations on  a higher
plane. The Inter-Allied Conference at Singapore
18th December, had already stressed the importance of the Base
in the conduct of the Par East war. The broad plan even
then was to hold the enemy as far north as possible and
especially to deny him the airfields from which could be
threatened the arrival of urgently needed reinforcements.
Also, China was to be asked to contain as many enemy divisions
as possible. These terms were defined in much sharper detail
a few days later in the C.-in-C's cable to the War Office.
The primary and vital object, he declared, was to ensure the
security of the Naval Base. H.M. Goverrment, through the
Chiefs of Staff, were in immediate agreement with this policy,

(1) See also in Section:

on

The Retreat Commences',

Brooke Pophom

Despatch
para. 119

II J.50/19/6
Encs, 180/7
d/d 21 Dec. 4I

and

C.O.S. 63
d/d 22 Dec. 41

(2) The Japanese reckoned the destruction of this bridge would
delay the Campaign by one month, A tank Unit together v/ith
aircraft and ground crews of 3rd, 7th, and 12th Air Brigades
were sent ahead of the 25th Army to capture it intact, but
they arrived too late. Eventually their forces crossed the
River in boats by 27th Dec.
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emphasizing that no other consideration must compete•
at the same time, whilst advocating the rigid application of
a 'scorched earth' programme they endorsed the C.-in-G's
conception of prolonged opposition to the enemy on the main
land in order to cover the airrival of reinforcements.

G.H.Q. plan was to delay the Southward movement and only yield
ground when the fighting formation of 11th Division was in

danger of being destroyed,
in the Kuala Lumpur area to form a reserve to hold off as long
as possible an enemy free to reinforce on the land frontCO.
Although the Command Reserve (12th Brigade) ha,d been used to
strengthen the 11th Division, the Portress Troops and
Australian Forces were being held against the chance of a

heavy seaborne attack on Johore and Singapore, now made possible
by Japan's command of the sea.

And

The

IXIrd Corps was to be concentrated

II J.50/4
Entry d/d
20 Dec. 41

II J. 50/1 9/6
Enc.

C.O.S. 62

Such were the dispositions of the Hi^ Command but perhaps
an even more ominous note vfas sounded by the Chiefs of Staff

when they advised the C.-in-G. not only to consider proposals
for evacuation of all non-essential civilians, but to consult
the Dutch on the question of land and air reinforcements for

Java and Simiatra 'in present conditions and in the evert of a
Japanese occupation of Singapore''.

d/d
21 Dec. 41

Summary

By 11th December, the R.A.P. was reduced to a reconnaissance
Hudsons of Nos. 1 and 8 Squadrons patrolled the Eastrole.

,  coast, and considerable alarm was occasioned by four
United States destroyers which were mistaken for an invasion

Such a fleet was indeed on the move on 13th December,
and, fearing it was directed against the Ifersing area a
maximum air striking force of sixty-two aircraft stood-by.
With this threat, in view reconnaissance efforts were directed
on the eastern approaches to Faloya but without result for the
enemy fleet was moving much further to seaward, bent upon the
invasion of Borneo.

force.

^\iite apart from these searches P.R.U. aircraft made daily
flights over the northern areas, thereby revealing the over
whelming enemy air strength compared with which cur O'/m forces
were extremely weak,

aircraft: Five Albacores were allotted to No, 36 Squadron and
proposals made to retain the Blenheims of No. 60 Squadron after
the personnel had returned to Burma.

Wirraways were not overlooked, for it was planned to convert
them to a dive-bomber .unit.

Efforts were made to use every available

Even the discarded

The only offensive operations possible were night raids.
No. 34 Squadron carried out the one and only attack on the rd#it
of 11th December, when six Blenheims left for Singora. Only
three reached the target hcnr/ever, thus emphasizing the weakness
of a policy which had arisen despite the conflicting opinions
of and A.H,Q. After this unhappy event the A.O.C.
could no longer risk his diminished bomber force in support of
the northern Army, consequently plans were made to move No, 453
Squadron to the forward area,

just in time to oppose the Japanese in their air attacks on
Penang. These raids had started on 11th December, when the
local Squadron - No. 21 - had been reduced to a minimum.
Orders were given for this unit to be brought up to strength,
and in the interim No. 453 Squadron would proAdde the air
co-operation for 11th Division.

This unit arrived at Buttorworth

En route to the North one

(1) Intelligence revealed on 20th December, the presence of
five hundred eneTny aircraft concentrated on Phufcok Island,
whilst a total of five thou.sand troops were moving from Tonking
to Singora by sea.
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flight was lost, whilst on arrival the remaining thirteen had

varying success against the Penang raiders.
No. 243 Squadron was also operating from Butterworth in an

offensive role having been diverted from tactical reconnais
sance ,

restore morale but at the expense of heavy losses which could
ill be afforded,

ment plan for No. 21 Squadron proceeded apace at Seletar, but
the efforts of the Maintenance Unit were frustrated by bad
weather which not only delayed the ferrying but caused tv/o of
the six Bioffaloes to crash,

aircraft were flown into Ipoh on the everoing 15th December.

But despite these extra Buffaloes the Japanese maintained air

superiority together with such a steady advance on the ground
that action v/a.s taken to demolish Sungei Patani, Kuala Ketil

ajid Lubok Kiap.
on 15th December, from which large quantities of equipment had

been moved;

effect the signal for intensive bombing to commence and so

precarious was the state of the Buffaloes that they were
restricted to reconnaissance duties; strenuous efforts were

made to improvise operational facilities.

A detachment of

The combined efforts of these two xxnits did much to

As the numbers diminished so the reinforce-

Eventually twelve reinforcing

The evacuation of Butterv/orth then followed

This was iniNorgroup* was transferred to Ipoh.

The Gurun position

proved to be vintenable by 28th and 6th Brigades, consequently
11th Division had to fall back behind the River Muda.

a distinct threat from Kroh and every likelihood of the

Division being over-run, Illrd Corps Commander withdrew the

Penang garrison to augment the forces on the mainland.
Penang Island itself was evacuated on 16/17th December;
of the Asiatics remained behind,

. taking place on the mainland - the River Muda position could

not be held and so by 18th December, a tired and dispirited
Division crossed the River Krian.

The Army was in no better plight.

With

most

Yet another withdrawal was

All this time the East Coast had been comparatively quiet
and at Kuantan not only had Vildebeestes flown in to collect

the spare torpedoes but damaged aircraft had been repaired.
It was not until 17th December, that A.H.Q. decided to evacuate

this station, as well as Taiping on the other coast where

demolitions were far from satisfactory in many cases,
was all the petrol destroyed; much of it was run to v/aste at

Alor Star, Butterworth and Taiping but many thousands of gallcais
remained elsewhere to fall into Japanese hands.

Neither

Norgroup' evacuated from Ipoh on 18th December, when only
three Buffaloes were serviceable; and the next day the P.R.U.

reported Sungei Patani in use by enemy aircraft: No. 453
Squadron also moved on 19th December, this time to the rather

inadequate airfield at Kuala Lxxmpur. Only five aircraft were

serviceable - the remaining twelve (including the survivors
of No. 21 Squadron) flew back to Singapore.

I

Plans were then made to bring No. 453 Squadron up to
establishment for the purpose of tactical reconnaissance and

the defence of Kuala Lumpur. 'Norgroup', its control now

diminished, was disbanded. An abortive attempt was made at

this time to bomb the enemy-held Sungei Patani. Pinal air

operations in the north started on 21st December, when
No. 453 Squadron, now at full strength, successfully engaged
a Japanese raid. Next day the enemy came in even greater
strength to be met by all available Buffhloes, Five of our

aircraft were destroyed and one more brought down in a further

low-level attack. The Japanese could afford their losses,
but not so No. 453 Squadron, which, by evening was reduced

to four aircraft. A.H.<2* could no longer make good these

Buffaloes without jeopardizing the Singapore defences, con

sequently on 23rd December the Squadron was withdrawn back to
Sembawang.
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On land, the Illrd Corps now reduced to the strength of
one Division, were still retreating. Morale was by no means
high when the G.0.0. visited the forward area on 18th December.

Orders were given for the depleted 6th and 15th Brigades to be
amalgamated, v/hilst certain regiments were also to be merged.
12th Brigade was incorporated into 11th Division and the
Commander relieved. The G.O.G., as a result of his visit,
produced a lengthy appreciation on enemy tactics. Unlike
the coastal route, the Grik Hoad was the scene of fierce
resistance by the Argylls aided by two R.A.F. -
armoured cars. But they were forced back first to Sumpitan
and then to Lenggong. By this time the Japanese were in a
position to by-pass Kuala Kangsar thereby creating such a
grave situation on 21st December, that the new Divisional
Commander decided to withdraw across the Perak River.

The v/hole strategy of the Campaign then underwent
Security of the Naval Base was defined as the

primary object; opposition on the mainland was to be pro
longed in order to cover the arrival of oversea reinforcements

and ground was only to be 3delded when 11th Division was

Portress Troops and

revision.

threatened v/ith actual destruction.

Australian Forces were hold in reserve against Seaborne attack

in Southern Malaya, and for the first time the possibility of
retreat from Singapore itself was considered.
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EOKXEO IS OVEE-RUN

It vdll now be necessary to turn aside from the Malayan
order to examine the march of events in Borneo.stor„

Even if this vras but a minor part of the Campaign a great
number of aircraft v.'cre indirectly concerned in the opening

stages, and as the only measure of defence available a handful
of E.A.F. and Dutch aircraft v/ent into action in  a determined

but ineffectual attempt to hold back the v/eight of the enemy

in

expedition.

As the first stage in their invasion of the Retherlands
East Indies the Japanese had chosen the British protected

The problem was not a difficult one forstate of Sarav.'ak.
Brooke-

Problem Despatch
paras 1 30, 13~1 .

IIJ50A
Entries at 10,

11 , Dec, M .

morale in Kuching, according to the C-in-C.Far East, was in a

bad state, partly due to the absence of its ruler,
Rajah Brooke. Defence forces consisted only of 2/l5th
Punjabis for the Sara\Tak Rangers were to prove unreliable,
Yfith such meagre resources it had been decided not to defend
the oilfields in the North consequently the greater part of
the oil output was destroyed prior to the outbreak of hostili
ties (■!),

Final details of the oil denial scheme v;ere completed by
11 December by v;hich time the landing ground at Miri had also
been demolished. The troops at Lutong were evacuated in
H.M.S. Lipis to Kuching vdiere the company of 2/l5 Punjabis
rejoined its Battalion; en route the ship had been attacked
by an enemy aircraft but survived to dock safely (2),

It has already been explained how the reconnaissance
effort from Singapore concentrated the search for the invasion
fleet upon the vital approaches to the/East coast of Malaja^j.

trols by Gatalinas of Ko,205 (F,B.) Squadron vrere continued
for several days after the actual landings in Borneo in order
to g'uard against any similar expedition. And the Japanese
\7cre not inactive in this area for indeed on I8th December
one of a pair of Catalinas "vvas attacked, without serious
results;, by a Japanese aircraft. On 25th December the same
evov again encountered a tvri.n-engine enemy reconnaissance
aircraft v/hich attacked Y/ith cannon and machine-gun beyond
the range of the Cataaina. Hits on the port vdng and turret
started fires which, after an action lasting 20 minutes,
forced the flying-boat dovm on to the viater where she exploded
in a position some 200 ndles east of Kuantan, Destroyer
li.M.S. Thanet together Ydth another Catalina Y/ere sent out to
locate the survivors, and a Dutch submarine operating in the
area Yvas also required to assist. The flying-boat found the
crew and dropped a further dinghy and supplies, but it fell to
the submarinb K. 12 to make the actual rescue on 26th December. ..
All the creY/ Y/ere suffering from bums or vrounds ns the result
of this action, which gained the aY^ards of tv/o dramediate*
D»F»Gs#

i.':IIJ53A
»No.205
Squadron Diary
pp.10,11,

D.S.D.(1
202A Enel. 5A
d/d 8 Jan A6,

S,r T> )

IIJ50/lf
entries d/d
25, 26 Dec. A6.

Factors Affecting the Defence of(l) 'Scc also in section:
British Borneo*,
(2) The Lipis Yvas to sail from Kuching on 1?th Deo, carrying
details of Straits Settlements Police, Royal Artillery and

Next morning she was given fighter cover from
then escort was taken up by a

Loyals,
Sinkawang II carfield;
Vildebeeste during the approach to Singapore v/here she
arrived safely on 20th December,
(5) See in section: ’A momentary Halt is called*.
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theTo return now to the actual invasion of Borneo;
first positive indication of the presence of a fleet v/as a D/F
hearing on the evening 15th Decemher and in consequence
Sinkawang II airfield - now under the control of A.H.Q. - was

required to c^ry out a coastal reconnaissance at first light
next morning 05. These plots v;ore confirmed when, on the
afternoon l6th Lecomher, a fleet of ten warstiips and a tanker

was sighted hy coastal watchers off Fdri and Lutong, together
\.lth three warships neai- Eclait, Thereupon A.K.Q. ordered the

petrol stocks at Lahuan, Sandakan and Kudat to he destroyed
hy the Asiatic Petroleum Company. News was received at 2105
of Japanese landings at Mini and Lutong, and there vras an ■ -

expcQtation of the early occupation of Lahuan. By this time
L.A.F. officer had arrived at Sinkav/ang iI-.to exercise

ntrol of the Eutch aircraft; three Glen
this Station at 0710 lire.

1

ai

operational co
v.-cre sent off hy

IIJ50A
entries d/ti
11 , 14, 15, 16,
1 7 Dec. 41.

_ _ v n 4.
17th Decor her to search for v/arships in the Miri area whilst
six homhers and five Buffaloes stood hy - and later vrere air-4
home - as a striling force. Attacks were carried out hut
■^ith inconclusive results and A.E.Q. Singapore directed that
such efforts should continue the next day, target priority
being aircraft carriers, tankers and then transports.

V. <—

Air attacks on l8th Decomher vrere from tvro bases. ^  A
Samarinda (East Borneo) claimed a hit onDornier flying from . _ -r-r ■ n-,

an enemy destroyer, whilst from Sinkawang II eight Glen _
Martins took-off for Miri hut due to had weather did not locate
their target. Urged hy A.H.Q. to continue the air offensive ^

the northern beachheads eight Dutch homhers_operated from
II the follovdng day and claimed a direct hit on a

near misses; two enemy aircraft v/ere des
troyed for the loss of one Glen Martin. By this time the
Japanese had begun to move southwards and at 1155 hrs. came
news of the first raid on Kuching hy fifteen homhers and onq
seaplane: apart from casualties a large petrol store was left
huridng. Pontianak (Dutch territory) was simultaneously raided
by sixteen aircraft w'hich caused extensive damage. ^  The
presence in these waters of on enemy aircraft carrier was
suspected consequently Sinkawang II was required to locate
and destroy this vessel - three Glen Martins and five Buffaloes
flew on this operation hut vdthout results. Bad weather on
20th Decemher prevented further reconnaissance hut the coastal
searches were continued whenever possible, mainly on the ^
initiative of Sinkawang II from v^hich airfield a tmce-daily
coastal reconnaissance was flovm embracing the TamheIan Islands
and the coastline of ’Jest Borneo. Such efforts v/ere not
'.vithout result for during the morning of 23rd Decemher these

Dutch aircraft sighted a force of at least tvrelve vessels
' Tanjong Sirik.

and at the same time

at

Sinkawang
cruiser as v^ell as

same _ . _ _ -
(including v/arships) 150 miles north of
A

Ibid Entries
a/d 18, 19,
20, 22, 23,
Dec. 41•

Interview
vdth
TJ.C. Duncan
12 March 4S.

IIJ 53/4
Page 10, .II.Q. ordered an attack to he made

(1) 'Sinkawang II (Borneo) was so named to distingi^sh 1^
the coastal of Sinkowang;, which was 95 mrles (.by ro^; to
the ’Jest. On the morning of 10th December the Dutch had^
placed the airfield under A.H.Q. control; nine Glen Martins
and four Buffaloes were available that day.
(2) Vang'Commander J. Dxincan who had previously coimaanded
No. 62 (b) Squadron and then Alor Star. After this Squadron
had arrived at Taiping vdthout its aircraft, this officer under
A.H.Q. orders was transferred to Dutch Borneo.
(3) The signal for the attack, although recorded at A.H.Q_

not received hy Sinkawang II (possibly because the raid at
have interrupted the W/T traffic.)

• >

was

1140 hrs. may

Nevertheless the liaison officer passed on the sighting anfortiia-
tion to Pontianak for the possible use of Dutch submarines.
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sent two Catalinas to shadow the fleet. One of the flying-
. boats sighted a force of two cruisers and one destroyer
heading south and in fact came under fire but without suffering
damage. At 1140 hrs. that morning Sinkawang II was bombed by
a force of twenty-four bombers; no aircraft were destroyed
(the Buffaloes were airborne at the time) but the airfield
was so badly damaged that the N.E.I. authorities, even though
the situation was critical, urged the transfer of their air
craft to Palambang (Sumatra). And all the time the Japanese
expedition was closing on its objective - at 1735 hrs. the

ships were barely 45 miles North-West of Sirik. A signal
was made from A.H.Q. for the -Sirikawaing force to attack, the
fleet at first light 24th December afterwards flying on to
Sumatra;
immediate destruction of Kuching airfield,
was required to send out three Hudsons to locate the fleet

but without taking offensive action. Shortly afterwards,
however, the Japanese themselves disclosed their whereabouts -

Kuching urgently reported a warship lying off-shore. Profit
able targets were now within easy reach of Sinkawang II,
but the enemy bombing attack of the previous day was to
prove highly effective for the G-len Martins were unable to
take-off with a bomb load,

to Palambang and with this A.H.Q. was in ready agreement.
As an alternative a striking force of Blenheim IV's was
considered but it was doubtful if these aircraft had sufficient
range to fly to Kuching,
entirely unscathed for a Dutch submarine, K.14» operating off
Tanjong Po on 23rd December attacked a, force of three cruisers,

destroyer and merchant ships and sank no less than three
transports and one tanker. ■

continued and early next morning landings were attempted in
the Kuching area.

and at the same time instructions were given, for the
Also Sembawang

The only course was to evacuate

But the Japanese were not to remain

a

Despite these losses the invasion

Desparnte measures were now required and

ft

IIJ50/4
entries d/d
24,25,26,27,
Dec. 41 .

(

the possibility of sending a striking force from Singapore
had to be considered,

with five Blenheim IV's;
Tengah was therefore ordered to attack

No. 34 (b) SqUD.dron aircrews were
briefed with target priority of transports, tankers and
ships, and 500 lb. S.A.P, bombs loaded. Meanwhile Kuching
was hourly expecting attack; all documents vrere destroyed
and A.H.Q, informed of the movements of the hostile warships.
By 1355 hrs. 24th December 0,0, Troops 'ha.d reported the
complete demolition of the airfield, .but at Sinkawang II
the R.A.P, liaison officer was endeavouring to repair the
airfield and to keep intact the defences 0 ), Five
Blenheims of No, 34 (b) Squadron then carried out an attack
on the shipping off Kuching: claims were made of  a hit on a
transport together with near misses on other vessels but
possibly because no encouraging and positive results
forthcoming the raid was not repeated, Ml aircraft returned
safely to ba.se -with margins of petrol varying between 102 and
1 30 gallons. The foilov/ing day an aircraft from the same
Squadron carried out a high photographic reconnaissance of
Kuching and Sinkawnng II, It was the intention of the Dutch
to maintain this la.tter tuirfield as on advanced base for

strikes upon the Japanese at Miri and Kuching but such hopes
were set back v/hen the a.irfield was made unserviceable by a
heavy bombing attack. . Next morning (26th December) no W/T
contact could be made with the airfield and by 1101 hrs.
A.H.Q', had received a signal from the Dutch to the effect that >
Kuching was in enemy hands - casualties were negligible but

war-

were

D.S.D,(M.R,S.)
2014
encl'i 21A

(l ) Thus were the Dutch aircraft enabled to leave for Sumatra
during the afternoon on 24th December. Eight Glen Martins
eventually landed at Palembang I - one bomber was lost; and
by next day all five Buffaloes had arrived, safely.
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fighting was continuing inland and seventy-five Europeans had

been evacuated to Pontianak. Two reconnaissance flights were

made hy No. 34 (b) Squadron which confirmed the total
unserviceability of the airfield. There followed then a

temporary lull during which A.H.Q. considered the plan of a

raid on Kuching by Dutch bombers from Singapore.  A decision
was reached to send five Glen .Martins■from Sembawang and
although bad weather prevented the opera.tion taking place on
27th' December it was again ordered for the next day but no
record exists of the task being carried out. By this time
Labuan had been subjected to air attack, possibly by the

- enemy fighters vdiich were ..using a newly .made airstrip south of
Miri.

IIJ50/I7/8
Enc. d/d
A Jan. 42 •

IIJ50/4
Entries dated

28,29,30,31,
Dec. 41 and
9 Jan. 42, ,

When Kuching fell the garrison of some eight hundred 2/l5
Punjabis, in accordance with orders, made good their escape

, into the interior towards Sinko.Wang in order to join the Dutch.
Practically all their equipment had to be abandoned, and when
it was known they were somewhere betvireen Bau and Siluas the
Dutch were requested, to locate them and drop food and water.
Eventually these troops reached Sinkaweng where the urgent
requirement was to supply them with food and ammunition.
Once again the ubiquitous No, 34 (b) Squadron was selected for
the task: at Tengah the Blenheims practised supply dropping
and on the evening of 30th December, after one of their
Blenheims 'had "carried out another reconnaissance of Kuching
and Sinkawang II, three aircraft were to be loaded with
containers holding a total of 1200 lbs. of food and ammunition,
but it was found that only 75 per cent of this ojnount could

. actually be carried,
the three Blenheims on Sinkawang II airfield on 31st December,
This operation - which must have done much to improve the
morale of the Indian troops - to all intents and purposes
marked the finish of air action in Borneo U

The supplies were eventually dropped by

Defensive Preparations in Southern Malaya

The Chiefs"of Staff, on 15th December had required the
C-in-C Ear East to compile ,an appreciation 'covering the
operational and administrative problems associated with the

■ Nearly a fortnight was to

IIJ50/2 'Par
East Apprecia
tions' Enc,. 43a
d/d 15 Dec. 41. protracted defence of Singapore' .

elapse before this was produced and in the time, as already
recounted, the situation had undergone, such drastic change
that the Higher Command had come to-realize the siege of the
Island was not far distant. The answering signal clearly.-Qutr
lined the new strategy as envisaged by G.H.Q, and niay well be
considered as the basis for the latter part of the Canp.aign.
The Japanese, according to the C-in-C, aimed to over-run the
Philippines in order,to secure the sea communications to Malaya
and the N.E.I., whilst the invasion of Borneo was but a step
pointing-towards Singapore, Action against Rangoon 'was
probable if only to hamper the Chinese war effort''. He
stressed the need for the security of Sumatra.both as a means
of defence of the convoy route through the Sunda and Banka
Straits as well as a base for future offence. And in order
to hold Java the full co-operation of the Dutch was required.
Enemy air superiority in Malaya was admitted, and this,
together with command of the.sea allowed the enemy great
freedom of movement, the facility to reinforqe his air and
land forces, and a,choice of objectives. ■ Nevertheless,
although Sir Robert Brooke-Popham was of the opinion the enemy
strength in Malaya at the time was unlikely to capture Singapore
he pointed out that our lack of destroyers and submarines

Ibid
End. 50a
d/d 29 Dec'41.

(1) One Blenheim of No. 34 (b) Squadron carried out a photo
graphic reconnaissance of Kuching on 9th Jan. 42.
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together with long-range aircraft and fighter cover precluded
attacks on Japanese convoys and so gave rise to the danger of
substantial landings,
port of entry by reason of the concentrations of food
resources, ammunition stocks and administrative holdings, _("I )
but even so the considerable quantities of workshop fhcalities,
ordnance stores- and vehicles at Kuala Lumpur were a matter of

grave concern should'that city be lost,
tending to break under the bombing, and Asiatic labour had

begun to disappear - a serious matter for there were ins-uffi-
cient Europeans to run the country,
military cormittee existed to help mainto.in essential
services

Singapore was regarded as the main

Civilian morale was

A joint civil and
Brooke-Popham
Despatch;
para. 135

The C-in-C then went on to re-affirm his plan (for the
land forces) already outlined on 21st December. The enemy
were to be held as far north as possible by TTTrd Coips but

■without dravring upon the Portress garrisons (3)j such
delaying action was to.cover the arrival of re-inforcements.
The first defence line was 20 miles north of K\.i.ala Luuigpur -
if this failed then the next positions would only cover the
airfields at Kahang, Kluang and Batu Pahat; the 'last ditch*
before the Naval Base would be from Kota Tinggi to Gunong
Pulai.

IIJ50A
para* 179a
Appreciation

by A.O.C.
Par East.'

!

Next there vras reviewed the air defence problem. Not
only had the Japanese won air superiority but they could be-
re-inforced both by sea and air beyond the reach of our
striking forces. Long range bombers enabled the enemy to
operate from safe airfields whereas our o-wn air forces were
confined to three airfields in Johpre and four on Singapore
Island all of which, besides being congested were open to air

Commitments included fighter cover for vital
convoys anywhere within range of enemy occupied airfields
together -with protection of the Naval Base and other Island
targets. Bombing was restricted to night operations because
of the strength of enemy fighters which would soon reduce the
small numbers of bombers; and a further over-riding factor

attack

IIJ50/5
Enc. 5a d/d
21 Dec. if1.
Enc. 6a d/d
22 Dec. A1 .

(l) The Report estimated that sufficient food was stored in
Singapore to last the civil and military population four
months. Ammunition was adequate; in the case of light A.A.
until mid-Pebruary, heavy A.A. .as for as the end of June, and
other ammunition up to mid-April.
Stocks of petrol, bombs and S.A.A. were adequate for three
months.
(2) This Committee had in fact been formed on 16th December and
comprised:

Ilr. Duff Cooper - Chairman
Portress Commander
Inspector GeneraJ. of Police
One Ci-vilian.

(3) Of the Illrd Corps, 11th Division needed to be withdrawn
for rest and re-equipment; 9th Division had suffered few
casualties.

The Portress Garrisons included;
Johore -8th Division A. I.P. less one Brigade
Singapore - tv/o Infantry Brigades.

(a) Singapore Island : Seletar, Sembawang, Kallang, Tengah.
Johore ;  Kluang, Batu Pahat, Kahang.
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was the need to conserve air strength against the possibility
of seaborne attacks (O.

The immediate and most acute problem which confronted the
A.0,C, was the adequate dispersal of aircraft - not only for
the existing strength but for the expected re-inforcements.
Perhaps the only advantage of using the seven local airfields
lay in the reasonably good means of communication and control.
He well appreciated the advantages to be ga.ined by dispersing
the bombers in Suma.tra but at the same time it was realized

the difficulties to be overcome were immense. Communications,
except by air, were poor. Airfields had to be provided with
bombs, petrol, oil and other equipment, as well as ground and
A.A. defence, supplied in every case by air and sea routes
over both of which the Japanese had command. Furthermore the

Bomber Squadrons so' disposed would ho.ve only rela.tive security
for all the Sumatra airfields were within range of air

attack, (2) - they could in fact be considered only a
landing grounds. Until these difficulties were overcome, and
until facilities for erection, repair and maintenance were
established in Java, it v/as the opinion of the A.O.C, that the
air forces v/ould be forced to continue operations from Singapore
and Johore.

reliefs

These views were subsequently endorsed in the G.H.Q.
appreciation which summarized the air plan as follows

(a) Dispersal of the air forces on the Singapore and
Johore airfields, with priority tasks: (i) safe
arrival of re-inforcements (3) (ii) defence of naval
base and vital targets in South Malaya (iii) defeat
of seaborne attacks*

IIJ50/3 '
'Instructions

to A.O.C.'

Enc. 9a

S/d
21 Dec.41.

(b) Provision of facilities, including ground and
AoA. defences to enable substantial bomber forces to

operate from Sumatra,

(c) Establishment of aircraft erection and repair
facilities in Java.

Suggestions for extensive land re-inforcements were
couched in less definite terms. A further Division (in

(1 ) So; concerned was the Air Ministry at the air effort- being
confined almost exclusively to reconnaissance that the V.C.A.S
on 21st December, in a signal to the A.O.C. strongly suggested
that attacks on shipping should be attempted, quoting the
effectiveness of such tactics both at home and in the Middle
East.

•>

In replying the A.O.C,, re-affirmed his policy, however.
Ten Blenheim IV's were the only aircraft’ he could use to reach

the invasion ports, and even then, through lack of fighter
cover, the attacks would have to be by night, with its atten
dant restrictions,

trained.
The Dutch G-len Martins vrere not night

Hudsons and Catalinas had to be flown on reconnais

sance to sight the approach of convoys to the vulnerable East
Coast, in which event ati air strilcing force would come into
action. Therefore, until re-inforcements arrived the bombing
of good tsjTgets - either shipping or enemy occupied airfields -
detected by P.R.U., of necessity would have to be confined to
the dark ho\rrs.

(2) Sumatra airfields: Lho Hga, Sabang, Medan, Pakan Bahru,
Palembang.
(3) The executive order giving top priority to *air protection
for convoys bringing re-inforcements' was issued as 'G.H.Q.
Instruction No. 3* to G.O.G
27th Dec, 41.

A.O.C*, and C—m“d E.P, dated«t *»
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addition to the expected 18 Division) was recommended.and
should consist of war e^q^erienced troops such as the
Australian Division from the Middle East,
required for Sumatra and possibly Java;
for Sumatra would he provided, from the re-inforcements - it
vfas not the intention to deprive Malaya of any such weapons.
Lastly, there was the generrJ. requirement for bombers,
torpedo-bombers and naval light forces to strengthen the
N.E.I. defences v^hich were quite inadequate to prevent
Japeinese landings.

Forces would be
the A,A. defences

IIJ50/2
Enc. 52a

In replying the Chiefs of Staff were in general agree
ment v/ith the C-in-C's appreciation especially as it was so
much in accord with their own conclusions. Two points ared/d
outstanding in the signal; the first is that they attached
much importance to the whole of Sumatra as a base for future
operations, and assumed the airfields and their defences
were being developed. Secondly, whilst e^greeing to the
need for the conservation of air strength against the possi
bility of seaborne attadcs it was pointed out that such an
invasion might be within range of the Singapore-based
Vildebeestes. This obsolete aircraft was considered to be

A Jan. 42.

pqual to the Swo2rdfish which was still effectively
employed (1).

D.S.D.(M.R.S.) For the time being, then, the disposition of the air
forces was to remain fundamentally unaltered, but as A.H.Q.
well realized, such concentration at the best could be only a
temporary expedient. Adequate dispersal was of paramount
importance and no effort could be spared to produce a long
term plan for the deployment overseas of the striking force.
The Sumatra project v/as not a new one;
how in June 1941 p
northern airfields

we have seen already
reparations were made to improve the

It is true the primary consideration

21 61
Enc. 5a

had been to esta.blish an alternative air re-inforcement route,
but their strategical position on the flank of a Japanese
advance had not been overlooked. Six months later, in mid-
December the remote possibility was so dramatically trans
formed into reality that once more A.H.Q. looked westwards
towards the Netherlands East Indies. A small reconnaisssince
party was sent, on 16th December, to report upon the state of
readiness of the Dutch airfields in Sumatra. They found
little progress had been made, but even so A.H.Q. had to take
action even though the emphasis was still upon the preparation
for a re-inforcement route rather than the establishment of
battle stations (3),
of 90 and 100 octane petrol;
Sabang was increased. Both those airfields, as well as Pakan
Baroe were staffed with R.A.F. routeing officers and handling
parties. Air transportation for these movements was provided

Medan was stocked with ten thousand tons
likewise the quantity already at

D.S.M. (M.R.S.)
2018
'Landing Grounds
in Sumatra*
Encs. 4a, 2a.

IIJ50/4
Entries d/d
14,16,19,22,
23 Dec. 4l.

IIJ50/8 ■
Enc. d/d
22 Dec. 41 .

(l) This assumption was to be tragically contradicted when on
26th Jan. 42 at Endau both Squadrons were virtually annihilated
in their first major action against vrell-protected convoys.
(See al.so in section: 'Siege of the Island'.)
(2) See also in section: . 'Developments in N.E.I., Indian
Ocean and Bay of Bengal'.
(3) The I'e-inf or cement I'oute Rangoon - Sabang  - Medan - Pakan
Bahru was considered suitable \yhen, on 23rd December, five
Blenheim IVs arrived safely at Singapore. (See also in
Section: 'Air Re-inforcements Begin to Arrive' ,)
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II J55/15/19
Sac. i9a. d/d
12 Dec. M

by Dutch Lodestars stationed in Sumatra. Consideration was

given for the formation of Bomber land Fighter Groups as well
as the possibility of transferring No. 153 M.U. from Kuala

Lumpur. Such schemes, of necessity were rather vague, but on
25rd December the rapidity of the Japanese advance dictated a
move and the Maintenance Unit was ordered to leave for

Tjilatjap (Java). By this time the reconnaissance party had
returned from Sumatra, and based upon their recommendations
action was put in hand to equip', tl:,e Dutch airfields in the

priority Sabang, Medan then Pakan Bci,rpe.

But events were so fast-moving that A.H.Q. decided to

establish a nucleus Bomber Group in Sumatra without further

delay - it was to be the resurrected 'Norgroup' but under the

original title of No. 223 Group, ifilth Headquarters eventually
at Peican Bahru,

at.Palembang.
flew on 27th December to Bandoeng, vAere, next day they
met the R.A.P. liaison officer newly evacuated from Sinkawang II.
This officer, it will be remembered, had accompanied
the Dutch aircraft on their flight to Palambang I, and having
inspected the hitherto secret airfield at Palambang II had

made a report to A.H.Q.F.E. who thereupon required him to

negotiate with Dutch Air Headquarters at Bandoeng. Having
completed administrative arrangements for the supply of rations,
pay and accommodation for the incoming R.A.P. personnel,, the
Mission then flew northwards to Sumatra, on 29th December, to

select a location for the Bomber Group. A tour of the air

fields was made. Palcan Baroe, already earmarked by Singapore
as the Group location, was served by a thrice-weekly air

service run by the M.V.A.P. Apart from this there were no

other communications, poor vreather was prevalent, accommoda

tion scanty and the local tovnship ha.d no garrison,
on. the East Coast v/as thought to be wrongly sited (it was
raided by seventeen Japanese bombers on 28th Dec,). '  Sabang
in the North was still being extended, whilst Lho Nga was

short of accommodation. The choice of a Headquarters site

therefore fell upon the town of Palembang with the accepted
risk that it would probably be the focal point of the initial

Japanese attack. It had a good port, with road and rail
communications to the south - and wha,t was even more important,

an oilfield and high octane refinery. At this time
(31st December) an A.M.W.D. officer. Wing Commander Wightwick,
had arrived in order to carry out extensive work on the air

fields and accommodation in preparation for the ultimate move

of the Squadrons (^).

Also a fifth airfield was to be established

To accelerate these plans two staff officers ('^)

Medan

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2161

Enc. 4a

d/d 16 Jan.46.

Interview ivith

W/C Duncan
1 2 Man. 4S.

D.S,D.(M.R.S.)
2169 "A.M.W.D,
in N.E.I."

The narrative of events must now.be resumed from the point,
with the evacuation of Kuala Lumpur by No. 453 (P)when.

Squadron the role of the R.A.P. once more vrent over to the

defensive. Apart from the major threat of East Coast landings
and the invasion of Borneo - both of which have been recounted

- the. Japanese had begun to infiltrate down the coasts of

Malaya thus necessitating an extensive reconnaissance effort
Furthermore it was antici-by the G.R, and Bomber Squadrons,

pated the Japanese might well spread across to the weakly
defended Sumatra bases which were an integral part of the

Dutch aid was sought on 22nd Decemberre-inforcement route.

(1 ) Wing Commander Wills-Sandford (Air)
Squa.dron Leader Briggs (Organisation)

(2) On 8th Jan. 1942 Wing Commander Duncan was to replace
Wing Commander Wills-Sandford with orders to reform No. 223
Group pending the anrival of Group Captain Bishop,
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iij5oA ‘
Entries d/d
20 to

26 Dec. 41.

when A.H.Q.P.E, requested a daily reconnaissance of the Svmalara.

coastline, to a depth of 50 miles, from Sahang to Medan.
Three Glen Martins from Paka.n Baroe thereafter flew a patrol
each day of the month hut no sightings wei-e made of any impor
tance.

Similar operations were carried out along the.East Coast
of Malaya: from 21st to 23rd December these searches were

flown by single Hudsons from Sembawang and by formations of

three Glen Martins from the same Station. Then, because
these flights were becoming increasingly hazardous on account

of frequent attacks by enemy fighters, the Hudsons flew in

pairs for mutual protection. Apart from coastal searches
these Hudsons of Nos. 1 and 8 (G.R.) Squadrons, particularly
towards the end of December, reached out into the South China

Sea to distances of nearly 300 miles on diverging searches
for enemy convoys; on these occasions the aircraft often flew
in two pairs.

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2014 Enc. 10a

PP 16, 17
and Enc. 1 3a

p» 46.

IIJ50/4:
Entries d/d
22 to 31 Dec. 41. infiltrations.

As an additional commitment the Illrd Coipis had requested
offensive patrols up the Yfest Coast to guard against enemy

Once again the Hudsons were operated but the
task was shared to a great extent by Blenheims of Nbs. 34
and 62 (b) Squadrons at Tengah. And almost.every day the
P.R, Buffalo made long flights to the North to provide
valuable information of the enemy air forces.
2?th December one hundred aircraft were photographed on Sungei

Patani v2j four days later Gong K^dah was shown'to contain
On

thirty-four bombers and transports

D.S.D.(M.R.S.) .
2021 Enc. la

d/d 26 Dec.'45.
Enc. 5a d/d
1 March 46.

About this time the Air/Sea Rescue Service began to
This, like other measures had suffered from lack ofoperate,

equipment; the six launches, which in Autumn 1941 were to
form the Service, never arrived and although efforts were made

by the A.S.R, Administrative Officer, Plight Lieutenant Moore,
to promote a voluntary organisation with the help of Customs
and Harbour officials, his efforts were frustrated by the
delays of the civilian authorities,

of the Squadrons into the Singapore area, together, u.

seem, with the prompting of O.G. No, 243 (P) Squadron
resulted in A.H.Q. directing that an Air/Sea Rescue Service
should be set up. A shadow organisation had already been
laid down so it was only a matter of fitting out the two craft
and establishing a base before the Service could operate.
This it did on 24th December when High Speed Latjnch No. 105
(33-36 knots) took up station at Pulo Bukum Island and
Pinnace No. 53 (l3 knots) at St, Johns Island, after which
date marine craft remained continuously on station and a 24
hour watch was kept at Pighter Group Headquarters with whom

However, the withdrawal
it would

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2012 Enc. 3a

d/d 30 Dec. 45.

(1 ) On 26th December the P.R.U, Bixffalo reported thirty-four
ships off Singora. _ Prom this it was deduced that at least
one .re-inforcing Division had been landed thus raising the
enemy forces in Northern Malaya to not less than fo\nr Divisions.

(2) Sungei Pat'ani: six medium twins (span 65 feet),
Porty twins (span 45 feet); sixty fighters.

(5) Gong Kedah: Two Bombers (or transports); Pifteen B.R,
Twenty heavy bombers; seventeen twins.
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conmunication was maintained "by R/T via Seletar

Apart from the formation of this new service there was a
limited redisposition of the existing Units on the Island.

Following the C-in-C's plan to send hack to Burma the Squadron
Commander and spare crews of N0.6O (b) Squadron (hut at the
same time retaining their aircraft), instructions were given
on 1 7th December for these personnel to prepare to retirm to

Mingaladon. About sixteen Blenheim I's were taken over by
No. 62 (b) Squadron, Tengah, on 23rd December, but they were
in such a poor state of repair that only eleven survived the

process of ' cannibalism' . Evidently it was planned to move

the Squadron, up to Kluang; training there stopped when four

Wirraways had completed a dive-bombing course, and this

coupled with the installation of eight Bofors guns on

22nd December, together with the generally improved condition

of the landing ground made it suitable for the operation of a

bomber Squadron. Fortmately the Unit had not arrived on

29th December for on that day the enemy bombing attacks were

resumed and Kluang became their objective. A raid of fifteen

to eighteen Army 97*s dropped some fifty bombs from 1000 to

1500 feet but without damage to the airfield. The newly
arrived A.A. Battery broke up the formation but did not

succeed in bringing down any of the raiders. Simultaneously
the Station* s dummy airfield was bombed by nine aircraft and

this time the Japanese succeeded in hitting the runwayl Next

afternoon eleven Blenheims of No, 62 (b) Squadron flew in to
their new base without further incident. Prior to this move

No, 81 Repair and Salvage Unit had been transferred to the

neighbouring station of Kahang on 21th December,

IIJ50/1
Ehtr. d/d
11,17,22,
28, 29 Dec. 11 .

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2011 d/d
1 Feb. 16.

Form 510

"R.A.F. Kluang'
Entries d/d
29,30 Dec. 11.

On 29th DecemberThe Dutch Squadrons were also shifted,
eight N.E.I. Buffaloes at Kallang were ordered to move on the

following day
Dutch control

A.H.Q. concerning the progress of the night training of the

Dutch bomber Squadron, a signal was received from the Air

Liaison Officer Bandoeng (V/ing Commander Farrow) to the effect
that although the training of No, 375 Squadron (ex Singapore)
was not fully conq)leted the m'oonlight conditions were so highly
favourable for night bombing that it was proposed to return

these Glen Martins to Sembawang on 30th December,
the N.E.I. authorities required the bomber Squadron 'Wolf

(nine aircraft) to be sent to Kalidjati (Java),
strength of Glen Martins after this * exchange'was then sixteen.

to Palembang
(2), On that day, in response to a query from

where the Unit was to revert to

In exchange

The total

D.S.D.(M.R.S.) .
2011: Enc. 13a

pp. 17, 48.

In addition to these changes in location the reduced ranks

of Nos. 153 and-21 (F) Squadrons were in need of such drastic
re-organisation after the evacuation of Kuala Lumpur that the

(1 ) The flotilla was e.ugmented in January and early February
1912 by four other craft:

Pinnance No. 51-13 Imots

Seaplane Tender No. 257 - 28 knots
Seaplane Tender No. 258 - 28 knots
Marine Tender No. 9H - 18 knots.

Excellent co-operation was given by the Malayan Volunteer Air

Force despite the lack of R/T and special rescue gear.
Reports of crashed aircraft or pilots baling-out would be

telephoned to the Flight stationed at Kallang and if the

subsequent search proved fruitful marine craft would be

guided by means of visual signals,
twenty-five airmen were rescued,

(2) These fighters were specially stationed in Southern Sumatra
for protection of the incoming convoys through the Banka Straits.

Altogether a total of
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D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2012 Enc. 6a

page 5.

Commander, Fighter Group decided to merge the two Units.
This temporary measure established a combined Squadron of

sixteen aircraft Icnown as No. 21/Zf53 (f) Squadron, under the
command of one ofi'icer, and based at Sembs,wang. O.C. No. 21

(f) Sque.dron - S/Ldr. Allshom, was relieved of hjs command
and O.C. No. 453 (f) Squadron - S/Ldr. Harper assumed the
tactical control of the composite Squadron. Their primary
task vro.s to co-operate Yd.th Illrd Corps, using Kuala Lumpur
as an advanced landing ground. No important operations were

carried out during the latter part of December thus enabling
the Unit to re-organise and take steps to improve the
performance of the Buffaloes. The all-up vreight of the

aircraft was reduced by approximately 1000 lbs. by the

expedient of replacing two of the four .5 inch Brownings
with .303 inch guns, as well as reducing the ammunition and

petrol loads removing wireless posts, mirrors, parachute
flare bins. Very tubes and cockpit heaters; R/T v/as also
discarded. It was then found, to quote the Station Commander,
'that the aircraft would even loop'I Even so nothing could

improve the petrol system for which pressure had to be pumped
by hand a.t altitudes over 18,000 feet; and the armament
troubles persisted. The Buffalo, although improved v;as still
no match for the Zero.

Ibid Enc. 3a

The most outstanding change of all and one far removed
from the comparatively minor redispositions of the Units came
about on 27th December v/hen Air Chief Marshal Sir Robert

Brooke-Popham was replaced by Lt. General Sir Henry Pownall*

It must be emphasized that the policy to relieve the C-in-C.,
Par East v/as not the result of the conduct of the campaign
but a decision made nearly a month before the outbreak of
hostilities.

¥/as advised: 'recent developments in the Par East make it
advisable that the duties of the C-in-C. should be entrusted

to an army officer with up-to-date experience'•
of Defence consequently approved that such an officer should
b:e Lt. General Sir Bernard Paget,
opinion that news of the impending change should not leak out

and so encourage ill-informed gossip; and indeed it was the
intention of the Chiefs of Staff to defer the announcement

until the General's arrival which was likely to be delayed

by visits en route,
change became known in the Army and Air Forces, by the end of
November.

In a signa.1 dated 6th November the C-in-C.

The Mnister

The C-in-C was of the

Even so the C-in-C considered that the

Air Ministry
signal X 76I
d/d 6 Nov.' 41 .

Air Ministry
signal X 230
d/d 12 Nov.'41 .

But the new Commander iras not to be General Paget for he

was appointed C-in-C Home Forces and his place taken by
General PoYmall whose Chief of Staff designate was Air Vice

Marshal P.C. Maltby.
with matters of major military policy and strategy' and it was
not the intention he should assume operational control.
General left England on 3i’<i December and after being delayed
in Cairo by War Office instructions arrived at Singapore on

23rd December

The new C-in-C was instructed 'to deal

The

Air Ministry
signal X 528
d/d 29 Nov. '41

Cable 140/7
d/d 25 Dec.'41 .

Before relinquishing his command the C-in-G Par East
brought to the notice of the Chiefs of Staff a summary of the

main factors of the campaigns- The integrity of Singapore,

(1) Ammunition was cut down from 65O to 350 rounds, and
petrol from 1 30 to 85 gallons.
(2) A.V.M. Maltby remained in Cairo awaiting further Air
Ministry instructions: he left by B.O.A.C. for Singapore on

26th December, and was expected to arrive on 2nd January but
in fact did not land until 4th Jan. 42.
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the signal stated, had "been classified as vital hy the C.O.S

yet the G.O.C’s estimate of the land forces required, although
agreed hy them, had not been attained,
in the Par East, including reserves, at the outbreak of hosti

lities were some' three hundred and seventy short of the esti

mate made by the C-in-C. and agreed by C.O.S.

•»

Similarly the aircraft

Brooke-Popham
Despatch
para 153 and
•Notes on
Future of

G.H.Q, by
C-in-C P.E,

d/d 27 Dec.’41.

At this stage Sir Robert felt that location of G.H.Q.
should no longer be in Malaya but should be moved to Java,
near Bandoeng. With the transfer of Burma to C-in-C India

(15th Decl41 ) and the fall of Hong Kong (25th Dec'41 ) the
work of G.H.Q., according to the C-in-C's appreciation,
resolved itself into relations with the Allies and Dominions;
co-ordination of operations with C-in-C Eastern Fleet: and

the preparation of reports for the Chiefs of Staff v”'
hardly justified the retention of G.H.Q., which, he felt,
should give place to a combined staff v/ho would draw up inter-
Allied projects and plans of operations. Such a 'staff should

consist of representatives of the three Services from the

British, American and Dutch and yrould be responsible to two

Commanders - the C-in-C., Eastern Fleet (controlling all the
Allied Fleets in the Par East) and a C-in-C land and air
forces (2),

This

With these final notes accomplished Sir Robert Brooke-
Popham published a Farewell Order, and after visiting several

of the Island's R.A.P. Stations eventually left Singapore on
31st December.

Air Re-inforcements Begin to Arrive

At this juncture, with the change in High Command effected
and the air forces generally reduced to the defensive within

the Singapore area it may be convenient to examine the air re

inforcement problem and the extent of the aid given to the Par

East during the month of' December 1 941 •
results of the first day's operations been received in

Singapore than the C-in-C P.E. once again renewed his plea for
'5). Both the Chiefs of Staff and Air Ministry

were urged to send the maximum which should include two

Squadrons of long-range bombers and two Squadrons of night
fighters together wj.th adequate reserves and spares.
Already, on 6th December, Admiral Helfrich had agreed to the

temporary transfer of three N.E.I. Catalinas (to be manned by
our crews) - an offer gratefully accepted by the C-in-C.

Hardly had the .

re-inforcement s
IIJ5O/22/IO
Bncs. 423/6
419/6 d/d
8 Dec. 41 •

IIJ50/22/9
Enc. 394/6
d/d 6 Dec. 41.

There -vvas immediate response to the C-inrC's request from
both Chiefs of Staff and Air Ministry,

that night fighters could not be provided especially as not
one such unit had been established in the Middle East where-in

The former decidedIIJ5O/22/IO
C.O.S.P.E. 53

d/d 9 Dec. 41 .
Furthermore, airMalta had survived for eighteen months,

superiority could not be gained by long-range bombing of air-
Ra.ther, the effective form of attack was by low

of which the

fields,

flying fighters and short range bombers, both
C.O.S. would malce every effort to sustain The reply

(1 ) G.H.Q., it -il-ll be recalled, was not responsible for the
detailed operational control in Mala.ya.
(2) Thus v/as foreshadowed the South West Pacific Command
('Abdacom') which was to form on 15th Jan'42 under a Supreme
iillied Commander - General Sir Archibald Wavell.

in Section: 'Air Attacks from Siam',

reply the C-in-C accepted the decision not to send
night fighters but could not agree that long-range bombers

were useless. These were needed, he stressed, to put the

enemy on the defensive by forcing the withdrawal of some

fighters from Siam to protect important objectives in
Southern Indo China.

(3)See also
(4) In his
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IX J50/22/6
Enc. 487/6
d/d 17 Dec. 41

II. J5C/22/10
Enc. X221 d/d
8 Dec. 41. and
Enc. 5a d/d
9 Dec. 41

from the Air Ministry was more encouraging for their proposed
re-inforcement plan v/as an extensive one. Fifty Kittyhawks
were to he diverted to the Par East from the quota supplied
hy the U.S.A, to the Middle East;
in January and thereafter thirty.a month.

another fifty would follow
.  These aircraft,

together with the Buffaloes, could also he used as night
fighters after flame dampers had heen supplied. Efforts
V70uld he made to accelerate the production of Beauforts in
Australia (to re-equip the Torpedo-Bomber Squadrons)#
Bombers ?rere to he in reasonably adequate supply.
Blenheim IV’s ex No. 52 Squadron, Iraq would he flown out at
once, after which it was the intention to re-equip two of the
Par East Blenheim I Squadrons wdth Hudsons (l6 +  2 each.)
For this purpose thirty-six Hudsons would he ferried out, and
in addition to these, twelve Hudsons per month sent to replace
wastage. Sixteen ferry crews would he supplied hy No. 139
(B) Squo.dron, No, 2 Group, after they had converted from
Blenheims to Hudsons.

Six

Lastly, four Catalinas with two spare
crews were being sent from U.K. or Gibraltar,

Ibid Enc, 7a Such was the immediate reaction-from the Directorate of
Organization, hut next day, 10th December, at a meeting
presided over hy the Chief of Air Staff the plans for _ _
inforcing both the Middle East and Par East were correlated.
In the opinion of the C.A.S, it was too early to reach positive
conclusions, and he was doubtful whether it was. either advise
able or possible to re-inforce Singapore other than hy the few
Blenheim aircraft which had heen ordered to proceed,
areas in the Par East came under consideration such as the
Indian Ocean, Ceylon, Calcutta and Rangoon, Initially it
was decided to make India the concentration area and base for
any reinforcements which might he snared for the Par East,
It was then proposed to divert to Karachi or Bombay the four
Hurricane Squadrons, in convoy Y/.S. 12Z, earmarked for the
Caucasus or Northern Persia,

re-

other

Generally, the emphasis lay
upon^the importance of building up the Middle East strength
in Fighters, and Medium and Heavy Bombers to meet the threat
which was likely to arise by Spring,

Ibid Encs. l6a,
I6b d/d
17 Dec. 41 •

Eventually, the Chiefs of Staff, after advice from
V.C.A.S. drew up a re-inforcement plan which was signalled to
the Par East on 17th December. All arrangements would be
made to despatch to Singapore the land forces requested by
the C-inK^AI^; the details of the air re-inforcement plan
were as follows:-

(a) Pour Cat.aXinaz and t7fo' spore crews from the U.K,
or Gibraltar were due to leave at an early date,

(b) Six Blenheim IV’s had left Egypt on 1 2th December,
and SIX more on llfth December; a further six -woiald he
sent if and when they could he spared#

(c) Fifty-two Hudsons
U.K, as early as possible.

were under orders to fly out from

(d) Middle East were preparing thirty-two cased
Kittykawks with spares, but their destination would be
decided later.

(1 ) Two infantry Brigade Groups and re-inforcements for 9th
and 11th Divisions,

85 Anti-Tank Regiment 6 Heavy A,A, Regiment (sixteen .guns}
32 Light AflA, Regiment (twenty—four guns).
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(e) A Fighter Squadron from convoy WtS. 12. Z. with
ground personnel and generous technical equipment plus
fifty-one Hurricanes and eighteen pilots would go direct
from Durban to Singapore.

orcements for India were also outlined in
which concluded on a warning note:

Fighter re-inf
the same signal ('' )
possibly the flow of Hurricanes might not be maintained, in
which case the squadrons would have to exist on the initial

supply of fifty-one. Accordingly the C-in-C F.E. was asked
if a depot might be established at Padang (Sumatra) with a
view to erecting American fighters which, it was hoped, would

eventually replace the Hurricanes,
the Joint Staff Mission in Washington to urge that the ninety
United States four-engined bombers which had arrived in

Brisbane should be sent to Malaya or the N.E.I.

The C.O.S. also instructed
Ibid Enc. 24a

- d/d 20 Dec. 41 .

It may now be of interest to examine how these long-term
plans were implemented; for the sake of clarity the various
re-inforcements are classified by aircraft types.

(a) CatalinasIbid Eno.

and IIJ53/4
'No. 205

Squadron Diary
5, 6, 12.pp.

(i) Dutch; Follovong the offer by the N.E.I.
authorities, three skeleton crews of No. 205 (F.B.)
Squadron flew to Sourabaya on 10th December in a
Dutch Lodestor in order to ferry the three Catalinas
to Singapore. These aircraft were safely
delivered on the afternoon of 12th December.

(ii) R.A.F.; The four flying boats ex Gibraltar
were at Aboukir (Egypt) on 21st December with an
expected date of arrival at Ceylon on
30th December. Here one of the boats was retained
and based at Kogalla whilst the remainder continued
to Seletar where they landed at 0805 hoxirs the next
day. These three Catalinas were taken on the
strength of No. 205 (F.B.) Squadron,

(b) Hudsons

(i) Mark II; On l^th December seven officers of
No. 1 (G.R.) Squadron, together with five officers
of Wo. 8 (G.R.) Squadron left Singapore in a
Quantas Airway's aircraft for Darwin vdth the object
of taking delivery of eight replacement Hudsons for
ferrying to Sembawang.
four aircraft left Australia for Koepong.
next leg to Sourabaya a suspected airframe defect
caused the flight to return to Koepang.
craft eventually landed at Sourabaya and finally
arrived safely at Sembawang on 23rd December.
Two other Hudsons which had left Darwin on

22nd December arrived at Singapore the same time as
the main delivery. Five Hudsons were allotted to

On 21 st December the first
On the

All air-

D.S,D.(M.R.S.)
2014 Enc. 10a

p.p. 15

IIH/dS5/l
•O.R.B. -

Sembawang'

(l) Wing H.Q. with three Fighter Squadrons, loss aircraft,
would proceed from Durban to Bombay for the disposal of C-in-C
India.

Takoradi from which port H.M.S. Athene would transport forty
Hurricanes.

Middle East would be diverted to India, and to complete the

quota Athene would ship a further forty Hurricanes from Port
Sudan.

Middle East had also been instructed to prepare the despatch
of six Blenheim IV Squadarons to India, at a later date, for use
in Bumia.

Aircrei’t for these three Units would be provided from

A further thirteen aircraft en route to the
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No. 1 (&.R.) Squadron and the remaining aircraft to
No. 8 (G-.R.) Squadron.

(ii) Mark III: The first step to implement the plan
to reinforce- Singapore with these aircraft was in
the form of Air Ministry signals to M.A.P. and
No. 2 Group for No. 139 Squadron at Horsham
St. Faith to be re-equipped with l6+0 Hudson Ill’s.
The primary need was for these Blenheim pilots
to be converted to the new aircraft and for this

two dual Hudsons had to be transferred toporpose

II J5P/22/8
Eno. 4a d/d
8 Dec. 41.

Enos. 5a, 9a

d/d 9 Dec. 41 .
and Enc. 21 a

d/d 12 Dec. 41

the Squadron together with two experienced crews.
It would seem, however, that the extreme urgency of
the plan dictated a speedier method of crewing for

1 2th December the Director of War Organization

(D.W.O.) decided that Coastal Command should provide
thirty-six trained and experienced crews whilst
Bomber Command should proceed with the conversion of
sixteen crews of No. 1 39 Squadron. Accordingly Par
East was advised of the preparation of the first
thirty-six aircraft which, it was presumed, would
re-arm both Nos. 60 and 62 Squadrons at l6+2 v'l K
The estimated departure date of the first six air
craft was the end of the first week of January 1942.
A further sixteen Hudsons were earmarked as special
reinforcements thus making a total of fifty-two.

on

Ibid Enc. 46a

d/d 24 Dec. 41

It is interesting to reflect how this very same
policy of re-inforcement from other Commands had
been first advocated in 1926 by Lord Tranchard \ K
But apont from the less hurried moves of Nos. 34 and

(b) Squadrons from the U.K. in 1939 the route
had never before been used, in its entirety as an

Considerable problems had

■62

emergency, 'pipe-line' .

Ibid Encs. 33
33(a) (b) (c)
d/d 17 Dec. 41

to be overcome not the least of which was the
It was calcula.ted these deliveryactual ferrying,

flights would cover a period of fifteen to twenty-
one days on a basis of fifty-five to sixty-five
hours flown mainly in the mornings. This would
necessitate at least one 30~star inspection being

Five or six air-made, preferably at Habtaniya.
craft would make up each formation for which essen
tial facilities had to be provided in the form.of
accoranodation, fuel, D/P aids, meteorology and.
briefing at each staging airfield

Whilst these preparations were being made the
C.A.S. began to urge the need to speed-up deliveries,
and in fact on 1 9th December it was his aim to send
sixteen or eighteen Hudsons within the next three

Coastal Command crews were standing-by,weeks,

Ibid Encs. 63a
d/d 19 Dec. 41
64a d/d
29 Dec. 41
66a d/d
6 Jan. 42, but apart from two completed aircraft the majority

deficient of items for the Bendix wireless sets.were

(l ) By 24th December A.H.Q. had decided that the fifty-two
Hudsons should be used to re-equip No. 62 (b) Sq-uadron at
16 I.E.jOnd to bring Nos. 4 and 8 (G.R. ) Squadrons (whose
combined strength was then fourteen aircraft; up to 16 I.E.
each. The balance of eighteen would cover wastage during
ferrying and after arrival. Blenheim I* s of No. 62 Squadron
would be converted to fighters for No. 2? (N.P.) Squadron.
(2) See also in section: 'Conflicting Policies' .
(3) Proposed route: U.K. - Gibraltar - Malta - Egypt -
Habbaniya - Basra - Sharjah - Karachi - Allahabad  - Calcutta -
Mingaladon -'Sabang - Singapore.
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whilst Vickers gas operated guns were in the process
of being mounted,
despatch the first Hudsons without these items, but
adverse weather imposed further delay so it was not
until 29th December that the first five aircraft left
Portreath for Gibraltar and the Par East,

quently three more left by the end of the year, and
by 6th January, 1942,a tqtal -of twenty-three had
flown from the U.K.

It was proposed, however, to

Subse-

(c) Blenheim IV’s

Ibid Encs. 6a,
9a, d/d
9 Pec. 41

1 2a d/d
11 Dec. 41;
22a d/d
1 2 Dec. 41 •

Six of these light bombers were selected by Air
Ministry as the immediate re-inforcements for Singapore.
No. 52 Squadron in Iraq was detailed to give up these
aircraft, and at the same time the C.A.S. asked the
A.O.C.-in-C Middle East to give up an additional six if

they could be spared. Unfortunately Air Ministry had
overlooked the fact that No. 52 Squadron was only  a cadre.

In consequence Middle East had to provide a total of
twelve Blenheim IV's from Egjrpt. Six left on
12th December and the remainder on the 14th;

hoped to send a further six at a later date,
were destined to reach Singapore. The majority of the
crews were straight from O.T.U. even though the formations
were being led by more experienced personnel. After
they had set off there followed a period of silence,
until, in response to an Air Ministry enquiry to the four

Commands, it transpired that only nine Blenheims had
flown Eastwards from Karachi; the remaining three had
respectively crashed, force-landed and become lost between
Bahrein and India. ' Between 19th and 22nd December seven

aircraft left Calcutta, but when routed onwards from
Rangoon the formations had diminished, temporarily, to

five aircraft. Led by acting Plight Lieutenant
C.W, Harper the first flight of three Blenheims, closely
followed by the remaining pair, flew through to Pakan
Bahru and finally to Ten.gah where a safe arrival was made

on 23rd December. The route was opened - but at a cost 
-

and No. 34 (b) Squadron had received its first reinforce
ments. Two further Blenheim IV's came through on
30th December thus bringing the total re-inforcements up
to seven v"' ).

it was

Not all

Ibid Encs. 37a

d/d 20 Dec. 41.

39a d/d
20 Dec. 41 67a

d/d 5 Jan. 42

IIJ50/4 Entries
at 22, 23 Dec. 41
and IIM/E34/I
'O.R.B.No.34

Squadron' .

IIJ55/15/19
Enc, 2<4a d/d
23 Dec. 41.

(d) Kittyhawks

IIJ50/22/7
Encs. 3a d/d
10 Dec. 41 •

Within a day of the Director of Organization deciding
to send fifty Kittyhawks to Singapore from Egypt the plan
was cancelled. In its place Middle East was required to
hold thirty-two of these aircraft, packed, with spares
to meet 'a possible Par East emergency demand'
It then transpired how the Kittyhawks in Egypt had
arrived from the U.S.A. deficient in Appendix 'A' items.
Consequently it was proposed to hold these thirty-two
aircraft packed, but without Appendix 'A' items, v/hich
would have to be prepared when available. ■ Even so the

small parts would need be provided from Par East
■In this state the fighters could be shipped

other
resources,

4a d/d
1 3 Dec. 5a. d/d
14 Dec. 15a,
7a, 8a
d/d 17 Dec. 41

from Port Sudan on 7th January, 1942

(1 ) With the exception of P/Lt. Harper's aircraft all these
Blenheims were captained by N.C.O. pilots.
(2) G.H.Q.P.E. was quick in pointing out that such an
emergency demand had already been made'.
(3) A.H.Q. provisionally planned to assemble these Kittyhawks
at Tjilatjap (Java).
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Far East was eager to receive' such re-inforcements; on

17th December the C-in-C, in'a signal addressed to the

Chiefs of Staff, emphasized the urgent need for re
inforcements. Fighters were the chief anxiety, for out
of his dwindling reserve of Buffaloes seventeen
unserviceable awaiting spares from America v"'
interim measure he suggested the Kittyhawks should be

transported in an aircraft carrier thus enabling them to
In answer

were

As an

'■ be erected and flowh-off whilst in transit.

to such requests Air Ministry had to point out that the
TheKittyhawks were in' fact only a stand-by measure,

absence of operational experience of this fighter as well
as deficiencies in Appendix 'A' items and engine spares
were- given as reasons why it was landesirable the Far East
should have to rely upon such aircraft,
planned to send the well-tried Hurricane in its place.

Instead, it was

(e) Hurricane II' 3
Ibid Encs.

9a d/d
•I 7 Dec. 41 •
12a d/d
18 Dec. 41.

These re-inforcements v/ere obtained by diverting a
On 1 7th December ship-Hurricane Wing already at sea.

ping authorities at Durban were advised by Air Ministry
signal of a change of plan for convoy W,S,12Z, and on the
day folloT/ing, these instructions were amplified for the
benefit of the Officer Commanding No. 267 Fighter Wing.
The original plan for this Wing to go to Iraq was
cancelled. Instead, No, 232 (F) Squadron (six pilots)
with eighteen pilots from the other three Squadrons -

Nos. 17, 135 and 136, plus ma.intenance equipment
sufficient for two Squadrons, would go to Singapore.
In addition this composite Squadron would take all the
available aircraft, which amounted to fifty-one cased
Hurricanes

Such was the position of the re-inforceraents by the
end of December 1941 w),
of supply, mainly of Kittyhawks and Hudsons, had to
some extent broken down.

The initial long-range policy

Early aid, of necessity, took
the form of Catalinas and Hudson II’s already in the
Eastern theatres. These were followed by a handful of
Blenheim IV's spared from Middle East reserves, whilst
the main flow of bombers - the Hudson III's - did not
commence to move until the end of the month, and then
only in small quantities. The fighter' project collapsed
simply because the newly delivered. Middle East Kittyhawks
were lacking in essential components, and the breach
could only be filled by diverting Hurricanes■already
earmarked for another destination.

Before concluding this story of what might well
be considered the meagre and insufficient help to the
Far East in the early and critical stages of the Gampaign
it might be advantageous to consider, briefly, the Air

(1 ) In Burma tv/enty-four of the thirty-two Buffaloes similarly
were out of action, it was stated.
(2) The remainder of the Wing was to go to Bombay from whence
it would move to Burma or to some location in India.
Aircraft would be provided there and likewise pilots sent in
from the Middle East.

(3) Strength of Units at the end of December 1941 may be seen
in detail at Appendices VT.and VII,
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IIJ50/22/8
Encs. 2?a d/d
1 3 Dec. 41

50a d/d
30 Dec. 41

69a d/d 5 Jan. 42
71a d/d
9 Jan. 42

Ministry policy for future, re-inforcements. Bomber
Squadrons in Malaya were to.be increased to a total of

eight. To the,present strength of Nos. 27, 34, 62, 1
and 8 Squadrons would- be added a new Unit of sixteen
I.E. Hudsons dravm. from the re-inforcements then en route.

The -remaining two Squadrons would be sent by air from the

■ Middle'East in the sliape of Nos., 84 and 211(b) Squadrons,
(twenty-four I^E, .-Blenheim IV s each). The existing

'  fightef strength of Kos. 2^i-3, 21 , 453, and 488 Squadrons
. was to be increased to eiglit. The first of the four new

. Units to arrive would be No. 232 Squadron (ex convoy W.S.
12Z); it was due on 9th January 1942. Ground personnel
and equipment, plus a pool of fifteen pilots, of Nos. 258,
242 and 605 Squadrons (ex convoy W.S. 14D) were to arrive
in Singapore at the end of January. Forty-eight pilots
and forty-eight Hurricanes would arrive later in H.M.S.
Indomitable, and finaJly.H.M.S. Athene was to transport
another forty Hurricanes from the Middle East, their final

destination being Malaya or Burma, according to the .

strategic situation.

IU50/6
"Reinforcements ' ■

of Par East

in War-Policy"

A Limited Air Offensive

(1)As recounted in an earlier Chapter
Kuala Lumpur airfield preceded an 'air' commitment which grew
in size as the enemy rapidly infiltrated down the West coast

of Malaya.

the evacuation of

Had this been the only task then the R.A.P. might
well have given a much fuller measure of support to the

retreating land forces,
importajit operations required.
South China Sea, and the defence of the Island itself were

factors which could not be disregarded, whilst the convoy

protection alone had been given top priority, by G.H.Q., over
all other duties.

But there were other, equally
Air reconnaissances in the

These circumstances combined to reduce

substantially the number of aircraft available for the direct

support of the Army, nevertheless it ¥irill be shovai how these

operations grev/ in voltime as the enemy drew nearer to

Singapore and so y/ithin ea,sier reach of the carefully
conserved air defences.

To appreciate fully the West Coast air operations it will be

■necessary to review briefly the movements of the land forces
from the time when the

River on 23rd Decepaber
Johore. The Illrd Corps Command.er, on 22nd December, had
decided to hold areas south of Ipoh and' at the same time the
Kairpar position was rapidly prepared. A delaying action was
fought north of Ipoh by the 1 2th Brigade on 26th and on the day
following, the Karapar position was occupied by both 12th and
28th Brigade. /in attack in strength by the enemy was
repulsed by 12th Brigade who were forced, nevertheless, to
withdraw into reserve at Bidor. This Brigade had borne the
brunt of the fighting since the Battle of Gurun; its rearguard
actions now gained time for the re-organisation of the remainder
of 11th Division and the occupation of Kampar. This locality,
to quote the G.0,G.,'was the strongest of any occupied in
Malaya', with the newly reorganised 6/l5th Brigade in the main
position, .supported by 28th Brigade on the right flank and
12th Brigade /although tired.) in reserve. Attacks started on
31 st December but throughout that day and. the next the enemy
was held.'- The:Japanese, realizing that Kampar could
withstand a frontal attack, planned another of their encircling

ops were withdra.wn across the Perak
until their entry into the State ofPercival

Despatch
Paras. 21 2,
213, 214, 215.

Ibid, paras.
257, 276, 277,
278, 279, 280,
284, 285, 286,
288.

Eneny Publi-
catibn No. 278
Page 27

1 ) ' Defensive prepo.rations in Southern Malaya' •
2) Recounted in the Eieotion - 'The Lash Stand in Northern

Malaya'.
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On the afternoon of 1st January, six steamersmovements,

and other craft anchored at the mouth of the River Bemam and

in the evening troops were landed",
landed at Telok Anson after moving down the River Perak.
This movement was met but could not be held by the 1 2th

As a result of this outflanking manoeuvre, the

Next day an enemy force

Brigade,
withdrawal from Kampar began on the evening of 2nd January.
Twenty-four hours later the three Brigades fell back to the

Slim River Village area.

A similar landing was made late on 2nd January, by two

The Japanese claim thissteamers and twelve landing craft,

'boat striking force had sailed from Taiping, some fifty
strong'. One steamer viras sunk by shore artillery off Kula
Selangor, but a landing in force must have been made for

patrols were beaten back and 6/l5th Briga.de, recently
drawn from Kampar, disposed to counter this new threat ^ K

Enemy Publi
cation No. 278

Pages; 29, 30»

Here theThe scene must novr change to the East Coast.
Kelantan Force was resting in the Kula Lipis - Jerantut

Percival

Despatch
Paras. 258,
262, 270, 271 ,
272, 273, 274.

area enemy were known to be moving south through
Trengganu, and the Kuantan Force (22nd Brigade) had received

Contact hadorders to hold the airfield until 10th January,

been made with the enemy advancing along the coastal road and

it was apparent there v/as a distinct threat from the north.
On 30th December, whilst the bulk of the force was being
redisposed west of the River Kuantan, the enemy attacked 'in
greater strength than they had previously shown'wj. Events
on the Y^est Coast then had effect; the Brigade had to be

withdraTffi from Kuantan to prevent its communications being cut.
Very heavy fighting took place (in which a Victoria Cross was

), and on the night 6/7th January the rearguard crossed thewon

Jerantut ferry.

on Ath January,12th
Brigade moved into the Trolak sector and 28th Brigade into

the Slim River Village. All units were gravely deficient in

both men and wea.pons, but even so the first attack on

On the night 6/7th January a moon-
Although

To revert now to the West Coast;

5th January wa.s repulsed,
light attack was made with at least thirty tanks,

Ibid Paras.

293, 294, 295,
296, 298.

seven were destroyed the remainder broke through and, follov/edr

up by infantry, covered 15 miles until their unimpeded progress .
to Kuala Lumpur was stopped by a single 4*5 inch howitzerl
Withdrawal to Tanjong Malim now began with the remnants of the
Division. Battalions in 1 2th Brigade could muster only one

(l ) These 'amphibious boat striking operations', as the
Japanese termed them, were one of the marked features of the

Campaign. Many of our strongholds could withstand  a frontal

attack, and realizing this the enemy planned for  a boat

striking force to sail a.long the West Coast in step with the

main Yamashita Groi;p. This ang)hibious force was manned by
Army personnel alone, without naval escort; the majority of

their croft must have been requisitioned as they moved down

the coast and there is no doubt that the quantities of

undcumged vessels in Penang Hanbour. gave them great advantage.
They were extremely vulnerable to attack but the Japanese
calculated that their opponents would never expect such

operations in 'an area where they (the British; had command
of the sea. and air''.

(2) See 'The Retreat Commences'.
(3) The Japanese claim that Kuantan fell to the Takumi Force
(that which had landed at Kota Bahru) on 3'! st December.
This Force, after taking Kuala Krai, made a difficult advance

through the jungle and they consider it was to these surprise
tactics of attack from the rear they owed success. The air

field, the report goes on, was captured on 2nd January.
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The 28th Brigade had lost a complete "battalioncompany each,
whilst the remaining two were reduced to half strength,
a fighting formation 11th Division had ceased to exist (ii!

It y/as now planned to withdraw what remained of Illrd
Corps into Johore, Dor this purpose there were two main
roads available;

(a) The trunk road Kuala Lumpur - Seramban - Tampin -

Gemas - Segamat.

(b) The coastal road, Klang - Merib - Port Didcson -

Malacca,

The 9th Division had the little - used road, Bentong - Durian

Tipus - Kuala Pilah or Bahau - Tampin. Soon after dawn on

10th January the enemy attacked the 28th Brigade at Serandah

and the troops were forced to withdraw to Tanpin. They were

followed through Kuala Lump'or by 6/l5th Brigade, the last
bridge in the Federal Capital being blown in the early
morning of 11th January The depleted 12th Brigade^ were

in position on the Mantin Pass, Port Swettenham, on the

coastal road, was evacuated on the afternoon of 10th January
and the troops withdrawn to cover Port Dickson, On the ni^t
12/13 January 6/l5th Brigade withdrew to the Alor Gajah area
and the remnants of 12th Brigade entrained at Gemas for

Singapore, Malacca was covered by the 9th Division. By
lifth January all troops of Illrd Corps had passed either

through Segamat or over the Muar ferry into Johore.

It had already been proposed by the Commander A.I.P,
(Major General Gordon-Bennett) that he should have command of
all troops in Johore* To this the G.O.C. had not agreed.
On 10th January a conference was held at Segamat and as a

result the troops in Johore were reorganised as follows !-

(a) West force (3) under General Gordon-Bennett, whose
task it was to hold North-West Johore, the main line of

resistance being Batu Anam — Muar.

(b) Illrd Indian Corps under General Sir Lewis Heath,
was charged with the defence of Johore, South of  a line

Endau - Beremban - Kluang - Batu Pahat. At the

Ibid, paras.
506, 308, 309,
310, 311i 312.

Enemy Publi
cation No, 278.

Page 37.

Percival

Despatch
Paras. 290,
301* 337.

(1 ) The G.O.C, reports that during this period our troops
were entirely y/ithout air support whereas the enemy maintained

continuous air support not only for their troops but also for

the craft moving down the West Coast,
(2) The fall of Kuala Lumpur, from the enemy viewpoint,
marked the end of the first half of the Campaign,
and East Coast Forces joined at this stage,

Kuantan and Kuala Lumpur brought their bombers within range
of Singapore, \yhilst the land forces vrere facing comparatively
flat terrain of Southern Malaya.

('3') Westforce; 9th Indian Division.
A.I.F. (less 22nd Australian Brigade.)
45th Indian Brigade.
2nd Battalion. '

•Company)
Artillery, Engineer and Administrative Units.
The Indian Pioneer Battalion.

Their West

Airfields at

The Royal Regiment (less one

(4) Illrd Indian Corps:.
11th Division

22nd Australian Brigade) to be known as "East-
2/1 7th Dogra." Battalion
Corps troops, which included iirtillery.
Engineer and Administrative Units,

force
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i1,5th January the strength of these forces ma}'- he summarized
as: -

Eastforce: one Brigade at full strength,
Westforce: one strong Division,
11th Division: equivalent to 1^ Brigades.
Singapore Fortress: tvro v/eak Infantry Brigades and the
Straits Settlements Volunteer Force,

Fixed and A.A. Defences: full strength.
Command Reserve: one Brigade,

Having dravm a general picture of the fortunes of the
land forces it will now be the aim to show in some detail,
hovy air operations were integrated with these Army tactics.

In order to take adva,ntage of the slight depth of defence

offered by the Stations in Southern Johore, A.H.Q, made every
effort to exploit their comparatively forward positions. Each

evening Kluang received a flight of three Dutch Glen Martins

for night flying training; the return to Semba'R'ang was made

next morning. Dive bombing pratioe was also recommenced by
the Wirraway Plight at this Station by dropping practice bombs

on the dummy landing ground. Then the satellite airfield at

Batu Pahat was to be opened as a night landing ground for

refuelling after raids. Two Blenheims of Nos, 62 and 27
Squadrons had visited the airfield on 28th December and

considered its 1400 yard runway suitable for night flying even
though no control organisation existed. Subsequently, orders

were given for its opening on 1st January 1942. At the same
time it v/as decided that Tebrau should be used. On

2nd January six Sharks and tv/o Blenheim I's of No, 4 A.A.C.U,
Y/ere ordered to move to Batu Pahat; these aircraft, less one

Shark, arrived that evening. This allov/ed a wider dispersal,
throughout the night, for the remaining aircraft at Tengah,
Next morning the detachment returned to the Island, and there

after repeated the move each evening.

ilIJ50/4
Entries d/d
27, 28, 31.
Dec, 41

2, 3, Jan. 42.
1,.,

Even though these Johore airfields were in use adequate
preparation had to be made for their possible destruction.
On Kluang the demolition scheme was completed by 1st January

Kahang and Batu Pahat
in the case of the former 112 lb, and

naval mines and bombs being used,
were also ready;
250 lb, bombs wore in position,
employed at Kuala Lunpur, but at that time the special bombs

for Port Swettenham were only just about to leave Singapore*
Petrol, on this station, was to be reduced to two thousand
gallons, Y/hilst ammunition and bombs were to be returned to

Singapore ("I),

Similar explosives were
IIJ53/5
‘C.E.O's War

Diary'

/^Entry d/d
3 Jan. 42

Coupled YYith this reorganisation, long-distance bombing
operations were undertaken against Sungei Patani upon v/hich

airfield the Japanese had stationed approximately one hundred
aircraft. Six Blenheims of No. 34 (b) Squadron were briefed
for a night raid on 27th December. All the aircraft returned

IIJ50/4
Entries d/d
27,28 Dec. 41.
29, 30, 31.

(1) The A.O.C, had been misinformed as to the exact size of
Port Svrettenham airfield,

had considered it as a relief for Kuala Lumpur, but when it

transpired the runvYay was only 7OO yards its value diminished
to that of a force-landing ground,
be prepared for demolition at the shortest notice,
saved from immediate destruction only by the need to avoid

the spread of alarm and despondency in Port Swettenham
itself.

With a '1000-yard grass strip he

His orders v/ere for it to

It was
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safely after the attack which started large fires in the

target area,
aircraft destroyed and several hadly damaged,
was this raid that it was repeated the following night hy a
further six Blenheims crewed hy Nos. 34 and 62 Squadrons
flying personnel. This was not such a success as the previous
attack; three aircraft returned owing to bad v/eather or

engine trouble (one of the latter was replaced). Three of
No. 34 (b) Squa.dron delivered their attack but on return to
Tengah one of the bombers collided with a Buffalo.
Blenheim failed to return and a coastal seeu'ch by two
Swordfish revealed no tra.ce.

mounted on 30th December, this time by three aircraft leaving
at irregular intervals,
hrs. Tengah was raided by the Japanese themselves, who, besides
putting the airfield unserviceable for night flying, dama.ged
three Blenheim TV's ). Simultaneously mth this Blenheim
operation a raid by two Gatalina.s of No
had been staged,
hrs. and the second an hour later with loa.ds of sixteen 250 lb»
G.P. bombs,

Claims by the Squadron amounted to fifteen
So successful

One

A further rai-d was to have been

But they never took-off for at 2000

205 (P.B.) Squadron
The first aircraft v/as to take-off at 1620

After these ha.d been dropped it was proposed the

DaS.D,(M.R.S.)
2014 Enc. 21a.

IIJ53/4
'205 Sqdn.
Diary' :
page 1 2

Catalinas should adopt a low»flying role to machine gun •
suitable tnrgetsl The task of arming the flying boats (which
normally canried /i/S and S.A.P. bombs) vfas long and difficult
especially as no proper winch was ava.ilable. Consequently
the first Catalina was late off, and after a five hour flight
arrived over the tanget at 2229 hours. Subsequently P.R.

reports showed only two craters and no enemy odrcraft destroyed

Gong Kedah was the next airfield to be radded by the
Gatalinas. On 1st January two flying boats were ordered to

destroy the ruinway v/ith eight 500 lb. bombs each, one air

craft dropping from 6000 ft. and the other as low as 1500 feet.
The first Catalina had only slight A.A. opposition and having
dropped the full bomb load, left two enemy aircra.ft burning.
The second was not so positive for the visibility was obscured

by smoke. Damage was inflicted by A.A. fire, but by
jettisoning all equipment the aircraft managed to return to

Seletar on one engine. As a, result of this raid the Squadron
Commander recommended that future raids should be made in

formedion, dropping the bombs in one run from 4000 feet.

IIJ50/4
Fntries d/d
1,2,5 Jan,

IIJ50/10
'Aircraft

Casualties'

These strikes were isolated instances in the general
conception of air operadions, which, at this time were
predominantly on the defensive. Under these stra.ined
circumstances it is not suurprising that mistakes were made in

aircraft recognition. On 2&th December a Blenheim of No. 62
(b) Squadron was shot down over the sea off Port Swettenham by
our own. A.A. fire. A suggestion was then made to the effect

that this ajrea as vrell as Kuala Lumpur should be prohibited,
but this was not acceptable to A.H.Q. Instead, instructions
were given to all Stations for' aircraft to carry and use Very
pistols and the correct recognition cartridges, and in addi
tion to flash their indentification letter. Even more acute

difficulties beset the Dutch aircraft for the orange triangle
on the fuselage as well as both upper and lower surfaces of

the mainplanes was easily confused with the Japanese marking.
Three Glen Martins, returning from a West Coast reconnaissance
on 27th December v/ere adta.cked by a Buffalo from Kadlang; as
this was the second occurence of such an incident the Dutch

pilots 'were most upset'I Schemes were in hand to paint
suitably distinctive markings but it was not until
2nd January that AoHoQo directed this additional precaution

I7J 50/4
butries d/d
23, 29 Dec,
1 Jan.

(1) See also 'Air Attacks on Singapore are Resumed.
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broad, pale blue band around theto take the form of

fuselage forward of the'orange triangle.
awas

On 1 st January the line of unrestricted attack on surface
vessels on the West Coast was defined as the Bindings River;
naval authorities considered there were no friendly ships

In response to requests from Illrdnorth of Smgei Bemam.

Ibid

Entries d/d
31 Dec. ,

1, 2 Jan.
Corps armed reconnaissance flights were made but lack of

fighter escort, in two cases, 'proved their undoing. Three

Glen Martins, v/ith orders to attack any shipping north of the

Bindings left Sembawang in the early morning of 1st January.
Two were shot down by fighters in the Port Swettenham area'.

At first it was alleged that one of these Dutch bombers had

been attacked by two R.A.P, Buffaloes but later the surviving
Dutch pilot considered the attackers 'may have been Zeros'.
(1).

At the same, time as the Glen Martins v/ere lost, two

Blenheim I's of No. 62 (b) Squadron took-off from Kluong to

bomb and machine-gun two launches towing small craft off the
Berman River as well as four other boats grounded near Kuala

aircraft was given but the BlenheimsPeraJc. Warning of enem;
Enemy Publi
cation No. 278

page 31. were never seen again

When, on the afternoon of 2nd January, reports from Kuala

Selanger indicated the arrival of an enemy amphibious force
.  off the coast no air support could be given by the R.A.P.

As a resultowing to the likelihood of other commitments,
IIJ50/4
Entries d/d
2 Jan, of this landing the airfield at Port Swettenham was'ordered

to prepare for demolition at first light January. —
was in fact done although at 0955 krs. i't was reported that

some of the gelignite, through being damp, had failed to

explode.

This

Some measure of air support was given, however, when on

the night of 2nd January three Blenheim IVs were ordered to

attack three ships anchored off Morib. The aircraft arrived
singly over the target area, but even from a con^aratively
low altitude and in good visibility no ships were seen.
The next night the operation was repeated; any vessels north
of Morib were to be attacked (3) and Sungei Patoni' was’ an

■Vessels were bombed at Penang, but onealternative target.
Blenheim failed to return.

Meanwhile on.3rd January, the first reinforcement convoy,
had arrived at.Singapore and the 45th Indian Infantry Brigade

Extreme measures were taken to mainwas safely landedIU50/4
Entries d/d
1 , 2, 3 Jan.

tain the secrecy of the movements of this and subsequent
Pew detailed records were made and even these

It can be
convoys,
studiously refrained from any direct references,

I

established, however, tha't the Dutch Fighter Squadron at
Kallang moved to Palembang on 29th December for the purpose of
protecting the ships as they moved through the extremely
vulnera.ble Banka Straits,

took place for the three days preceding the arrival of the
convoys.' On 1st and 2nd January Hudsons of Nos.  1 and 8
Squadrons flew 'endless chain' patrols out to the Natuina .

Intense reconnaissance activity

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2014 Encs. 10a,
13a.

(1) The Japanese an^hibious forces did indeed have adequate
a.ir cover.

(2) According to the Japanese, several boats were lost as a
result of this operation.
(3) By.this time the bomb line- had been moved down to Port
Dickson.

(4) This was a, newly formed'brigade, only semi trained, and
with no ejsperienoe of jungle warfare.
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Islands, and on the third day carried out parallel track

searches due south of Singapore,
Martins were similarly used n).
final approach on Singapore A.H.Q, (with the G-in-C
rence) directed that the top fighter priority should he for
the ships - the defence of Singapore itself, in the event of

a raid, would have to he entrusted to Tfhat remained of the

fighter force. In a similar manner all o.vailahle aircraft
were kept at short notice a.s a striking force should the convoy
he attacked hy enemy naval forces (2),
with G.H.Q. Instruction No. 5. which ruled that

tion for the convoys. ;...Tdll take precedence before other
tasks’ • In these circumstances there was no alterna,tive hut

to use aircraft which otherwise might have heen employed in

direct air support of the retreating land forces.

Catalinas and Dutch Glen

As the convoy made its
s concur-

I

This was in conformity
air protec-

I

IIJ50/3
Enc. 9a d/d
27 Dec. A1 .

Malthy
Despatch
Paras. 272-

/irrangements for the arrival of the second convoy on

1 5th January were very similar, hut on this occasion the re
inforcements .were even more substantial. Prom first light on
1 3th all available fighters were employed to protect the con

voy as it reached Keppel Harbour. At the time one hundred
enemy aircraft were reported in the vicinity, hut the extremely
had weather congjletely obscured the ships. The fifty-one
crated Hurricanes, from S.S. Sussex together Trith twenty-four
pilots of No, 232 (P) Squadron wer
remarkable voyage from Durban (9), Army reinforcements
included 53rd Infantry Brigade (of 18th Division)(4) which
had left U.K, in October, also bound for the Middle East, but
which had been diverted en route,

eleven weeks.

re disembarked after their

The voyage had lasted

276

d.s.d.(m.r.s.)
2014 Enc, 13a.

p.50.

Percival

Despatch
Paras. 330,
332.

Maithy
Despatch
Para,.276.

Air Vice Marshal P.C, Maithy, who had arrived at Singapore
on 4th Jaauary remarks upon ’the sense of tension which
.prevailed as these convoys approached Singapore, and the

exultation at their safe arrival’. 'It was the feeling,' he

continues, ’tho.t at least the Japanese were going to be held

on the ground if not driven back, v/hilst many confidently
expected the Hurricanes would sweep the Japanese from the sky’.IU50/4

Entries d/d
2, 4. JeJi* 42. An account of the limited air operations of this period

would be incomplete ivithout reference to the P.E.U, which

continued, with practically no interruption, to make daily
reconnaissance flights. Many of these long trips were
almost a matter of routine, but frequently new and valuable
information wa.s obtained and whenever cloud formations

permitted, photographs taken. Por example, on 1st January,
an East Coast flight revealed twenty-eight vessels off Singora,
ninety small craft at the quays and twenty-seven aircraft on

the airfield. Lower down the coast, at Trengganu, seventy
small vessels were plotted. Again on 4th Janua^fy the P.R.tJ.
report showed no less than one hundred small craft in Penang
Harbour,

(1) The daily average of aircraft so employed was two
Catalinas, six Hudsons, and four Glen Martins.
(’2) At PalembEing alone tv/enty-four Glen Martins stood-by as a
striking force.
(3) See also 'Air Reinforcements Begin.to /irrive’,
(4) Total Army re.-inforcements:-

53rd Brigade
Heavy /inti-Aircraft Regiment
Light /mti-Aircroft Regiment
7inti-Tank Regiment.
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On 5th January, with the decisive battle of the Slim
River in progress and the threat against Kuala Lumpur
developing, A.H.Q's policy in regard to the few up-country
stations mderwent a drastic change.
new Station Commanders had been appointed to Batu Pahat and
Kluang. Both stations were to be used only as advanced
landing gromds, whilst Kahang would be open for refuelling
only. The practice of flying aircraft from Tengah to Batu
Pahat each evening and returning to the Island at first light
next morning was to continue, but all surplus personnel and
equipment was to be v/ithdrawn. A similar arrangement was
made for Kluang, from which No. 62 (b) Squadron withdrew
their five serviceable Blenheim I's on the morning of
6th January and returned to Tengah. Orders had already been
given on the Ath for the move of No, 153 M.U. to Singapore
(preparatory to a final evacuation to Java) to be completed
with the utmost despatch. The airfield was to be retained
solely for refuelling, whilst the mobile Repair and Salvage
section would move down to Kluang. Prom this Station the
Wirraway Plight had orders to transfer to Tebrau, but later,
on 7th January this was altered to Kahang,
was

were unsuitable for Wirraways and all the necessary enlarging
had to be done by the R.A.P, in the total absence of coolie
labour.

Only the day previousl

Even so there

a delay for the roads and aircraft pens at this airfield

Ibid

Entries d/d
5 Jan. y

IIJ53/5;
Entries at

A, 5, 6, Jan.

The tempo of air operations now speeded-up considerably;
between the 8th and 12th January a series of what might be
termed 'strategical* bombing raids took place, which,
considering the small numbers of aircraft involved, yielded
good results,

Bernam by 8th January and with the experience gained from
previous coastal infiltrations, recommended the immediate
denial of all snail craft along the whole Malacca coastline (“I )
At the same time Illrd Corps called for air reconnaissance ns
far north as the River Bemam.

Buffaloes from Sembawang; and again on 9th and 10th four
aircraft of No. 2A3 (P) Squadron flew on a similar operation
in the Slim River and Kuala Selangor

The Army had fallen back behind the River

This was carried out by

areas.

IIJ50/A
Entries d/d
Jan. 8, 9«

d.s.d.(m.r.s,)
201A Enc. 10a.

Thereafter the strikes were further afield,

8th four Hudsons attacked a Japanese beam radio ship, the
Momu Maru. off the coast of Trengganu.
gun fire four direct hits were claimed, but the 250 lb. C.P.
bombs simply bounced off the heavy armour. Nevertheless,
the ship's crew sent out an urgent radio message in 'plain
language' asking for help. This was answrered by Sembawang
sending off six Glen Martins, which, unfortunately, failed to
locate the vessel,

the ship had made good its escape.

On the

As well as machine

Next day the Hudsons went off again, but

IIJ50/A
Entries at

8, 9} 10, 11,
Jan.

During the night 7/8 January two Catalinas carried out
another raid on Gong Kedah, Unfavourable weather partly
spoiled the operation: one aircraft, after circling the
target area returned with its bombs, whilst the other dropped
eight bonbs on to a runway through a gap in the clouds.

On the following night 9/l0th January, there were three
simultaneously mounted operations. No, 3A (b) Squadron sent
six Blenheim 17's to Sungei Patani, Three aircraft returned

IIJ50/30/A
Signal A.529
d/d 11 Jan.

(1) As a result the Civil Government issued orders for the
removal or destruction of such craft but only as far south as
Malacca Settlement,
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iu5oA
Entries d/d
8,9,10,11,
12,13,15. Jan.

OTwing to bad weather but two pressed on to the target to
start several fires. , One Blenheim was lost. From Seletar
went twelve Vildebeestes of No. 36 (T.B.) Squadron, fitted
with long-range tanks, to bomb the airfield at Ipoh with
twenty 250 lb. and eight 500 lb. be
big fires visible for 50 miles

imable to locate the target, bombed a column of M.T. vehicles.
There were no casualties from the heavy A.A. fire over the
airfield, but one aircraft force-landed owing to fuel
shortap. Pour Catalinas of No. 205 (P.B.) Squadron made
long-distance raid on Singora to attack railway yards and
storage areas;
eight 500 lb. G.P. bombs,
the target, but the other three unloaded all their bombs
the marshalling yards and started several fires. All the

Catalinas returned saBely to Seletar ai*ter flights of nearly
1 2 hours. A similar operation was mounted on the night
12/13 Janiiary with three Catalinas. Results of this raid
are not recorded, but one flying boat was lost.

It is inevitable that reference must be made once again
to the P.E.U. activities which continued daily through this
period under review. Two Buffaloes were now in use, one for
long-range and the other for short-range flights. There was
a tendency, when the weather precluded high altitude photo
graphy, for these aircraft to be used for visual- reconnai

ssances. This practice v/as stopped by A.H.Q. as such was

considered an unwarrantable risk in view of the shortage of
these particular aircraft. Extremely useful information was
obtained on 8th January when fifty enemy aircraft as well as
four A.A. installations were photographed on Ipoh airfield.
And such flights were not always undisputed: on 9th January
a P.R. Buffalo was damaged in an encounter with a Zero 50
miles north of-Kuantan.

ombs. These started three

One of the Vildebeestes,

a

armament for each flying-boat consisted of
One aircraft was unable to locate

on

IIJ50/4
Entries d/d
8,9,14* Jan.

r ■

IIJ50/4
Entries d/d
9,11. Jan. 42.

With the fall of Kuala Lumpur imminent the Commander Illrd
Corps, on the morning of 9th January, considered it essential
for the demolition of the airfield to be ordered without

further delay. By the same evening such instructions were

put into effect and shortly after midnight on 10th January the
former Station Commander was able to report that the airfield
was 'well and truly blown, with booby traps in position'.
No. 153 M.U. was given final instructions for the ultimate
move to Djoctacarta in Java. Port Swettenham was next to be

evacuated and by 16OO hrs.. 11th January A.H.Q. received a
report that Illrd Corp and the.Navy had destroyed all petrol
stocks of both the Asiatic Petroleum Company and E.A.P.
This' could not have been true however, for by evening Malaya
Command required the R.A.P. to bomb these oil installations'(2)
A.H.Q. detailed Tengoh to send three Blenheim I's to finish the
job with 250 lbs. and incendiary bombs. Three Blenheims
left early on 1 3th, but two returned owing to technical and
weather difficulties.

IIJ5O/1 7/8
Signal No. 78.

This narrative must now focus upon Kuantan on the East
Coast, which, as already recounted, the Japanese claim to

have captured on 2nd January. A convoy bringing aranunition
to this Force arrived off Kuantan on the morning of

7th January. On the follovdng day these ships were located

Enemy Publi
cation, No. 278
P»P» 33« 34.

(1) Subsequently, on 1 Ath January, a P.R.U. reconnaissance
reported that the damage appeared negligible.
(2) Reports are somewhat conflicting on this issue,
response to an inquiry from the Colonial Office, the Governor

stated that he had been advised that 95 per cent of the A.P.Cs
stocks had been denied by the Navy.

In
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by the G-len Martins (v^hich had failed to find the beam radio
vessel)#
on 9th January to deliver an attack, but on take-off one
collided with a Hudson and was bumed-out#

to Kusntan, but a direc
Kilo bombs was claimed

afternoon but no results are recorded*

Six Dutch bombers were ordered off at first light

Only three went
it on a large ship with the 100'

m; Another attack was made that

IU50A
Entries d/d
8,9 Jan.

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
201k Enc. 13a,

page 49

It T/as then decided to make a low-flying attack on
Sembawang was required'to send fourteen BuffaloesKuantan.

to Kluang that evening mth the object of taking off at first
six Blenheims of Wo. 62

After these aircraft
light next morning for the attack;
(B) Squadron were also to take part,
had left Tengah it was realized that Kluang was not completely
serviceable because of rain - a fact which was duly confirmed

when two of the Buffaloes nosed over'.

opera.tion had to be abandoned owing to low cloud and mist.
The Station Commander at Sembav/ang was eager to repeat this

raid, but when on 11th Janua.ry a further attempt was made with

four Buffaloes low cloud once again prevented the attack.

Subsequently the

IIJ50/4
Entry d/d
12 Jan. 42.

et seq.

In order to detect further infiltrations down the East

Coast (which might well precede a major landing in the Endau -
Mersing area) A.H.Q. ordered daily coastal reconnaissances.
These were flown from 12th January onwards by Nos. 1 and 8

(C.R.) Squadrons. Often as many as six Hudsons as well as
two Glen Martins were employed over the stretch of coast

between Endau and the Redang Islands.
IIJ50/3
Enc. 10a

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2014 Enc. 10a,

When the Array crossed into Northern Johore on
14th January the Japanese were barely 100 miles from their .

final objective,

maximum of air support from the R.A.E. which was given to the

utmost of their capacity, especically as the convoy commitment

v/as temporarily relaxed,
fied and on the afternoon of the 15th a comparatively large
striking force was ordered to attack eighteen boats being
tovred in the Linggi River estuary.
8 (G.R.) Squadrons together with six Glen Martins, and three
Blenheim IV s of No. 34 (b) Squadron were escorted by twelve
Buffaloes,

sources state that the targets were never located.

The urgency of the situation demanded a

Coastal infiltrations had intensi-

Six Hudsons of N0S..I an

AustralianReports on this action are vague;

T3^

IIJ50/4
Entries d/d
15,16,17,
1 8. Jan. 42

d

By this time the final evacuation of Batu Pahat was
dra'wing near,
military commander and all available M.T. mustered,
day on l6th Januany the airfield, which held no aircraft, was

ready for blowing. Between the town and the airfield was a

force of one hundred and fifty Japanese so that the order from
the A.O.C. to commence the demolitions came as no surprise.

On the folio-wing morning Klueng v/as instructed to report on
this operation and it was confirmed that the airfield and all
fuel had been destroyed. Yet early on the I8th January
Kluang reported a salvage party was returning to Batu Pahat at

davm to complete the demolitionsi

Close liaison was maintained with the local
At mid-

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2024 Enc. 9a

Meanwhile, tactical support by Buffaloes was arranged for
This16th January in respect to the Tempin - Gemas road,

precluded a similar operation against Kuantan which was still

being contemplated for the Sembawang Fighters. Orders were

(1) The Japanese state that two attacks were made:
7th and the other on 9th.

sunk, after which the convoy moved north to Kemaman.
second attack was received and one ship hit.

In the first attack one

one on

ship was
Here the
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given for all available Buffaloes, (totalling fifteen) of
No. 21/543 (S’) Squadron to have at first light to strafe
everything moving on the road. Besides this force of
Buffaloes, Tengah had to send a raaximim number of Blenheims

(nine in all) to the area, armed with 40 lb. bombs and escorted
by No, 488 (f) Squadron. Similarly, six Olen Martins,
carrying 100 kilo bombs, vrere to be sent off from Sembawang
covered by No. 2l/453 Squadron Buffaloe
action was in support of a major ambush laid at Gemas by the
2/30th Australian Battalion. Here great slaughter was done,
the enemy losing between four hundred and five hundred men as

well as eight or nine tanks. The G.O.C, states that 'the

R.A.P, co-operated gallantly in this action'•

On this same day (l6th) four Buffaloes did good work
against seven bajrges on the Muar River estura-y as well as
forty barges off Ketapang. These were strafed at the request
of the Army and heavy casualties to personnel inflicted.

This concerteds.

Percival

Despatch
Paras. 347*

Enemy Publi
cation No. 278

P.P. 38, 39, 40.

Operations continued in this energetic manner when on.
17th January nine Vildebeestes took-off with 250 G.P, bombs to

attack any vessels sixty miles northwards of Batu Paha>.t.
escort of six Buffaloes was provided from Sembawang and on the
return flight tViese fighters claimed the destruction of three

enemy aircraft which had attacked the Torpedo-bombers.

An

Three Blenheim IV s carried out a low-flying attack on
troops east of Gemas on the morning of I8th January; they
were escorted by four Buffaloes from Serabawang, Marshalling
yards at Gemas were also successfully bombed. In their
endeavours to bomb accuirately the Blenheims were dived as low

as 250 feet, which in one case resulted in damage to the aii*-
craft itself and a subsequent crash on return to base. One
of the bombers was shot down over the sea north of Batu Pahat

by six Navy Zeros. The crew escaped injury even though they
were machine-gunned whilst in the water; they in turn claimed

damage to three of the enemy. That same day three Hudsons of

No. 8 G.R. Squadron with three escorting Buffaloes attacked
shipping in the River Muar. Results were unobserved but one

Hudson crashed on landing and one Buffalo was missing.

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2014, Enc. 21a.

IU50/5O/4
Signal
A.599 d/d
1 9 Jan. 42.

Meanvrhile there had been certain redispositions of the

air forces. The release of the N.E.I, Buffalo Squadron had
been required by South-West Pacific Command to meet Dutch

needs and in consequence, on 17th January, A.H.Q. gave instruc

tions for their return to Buitenzorg. The composite No, 21/453
(P) Squadron, was separated into two units: No. 21. Squadron
remained under A.H.Q, for Army Co-Operation duties whilst No, 453
Squadron was to be controlled by the Fighter Group through
Sembawqng. Finally on l6th January the Wirraway Flight, still'
at Kluang, was ordered to bomb up with armouir piercing and

fragmentation bombs - a project which surely emphasized the
urgent need for every available aircraft to be used in an

operational role.

Book - 'The

Army Air Force
in World War

II• Page 379

Upon such an alarming note this account of the s.ir
operations in support of a desperately resisting Army must end.
Not all of the operations have been recounted ('I ), There were
many, in particular those of the Buffaloes, of which only the

(1) No R.A.F, account can be foxmd of the - U.S.A.A.F. raid
on Sungei Patani.
Malang (Java) to Palembang to refuel and
on 15th January two aircraft were forced to return but the

other five reached the target to make some twenty hits resulting^
in fires.

On 14th January seven B17's flew from
ilfter talce-offarm.
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vaguest information was recorded. The mounting tempo of
events left little time for such details. But none the less,
the effort was there, and as vri.ll he shown later, it Was

intensified as every day brought the Japanese nearer to their
final victory.

Summary

K

Air operations in Borneo were'but.a minor part of the Par

The country was only lightly defended andEast campaign
ii consequence its ma'in asset - the oil wells - was destroyed
by 11th December,

suffered little dama.ge at the hands • of the small Dutch air

unit -at SinkaviTang which v/as ultinately forced to withdraw to
Sumatra.,

O •

The undetected Japanese invasion fleet

In Madfiya the mexpected speed of the enemy advance
caused G.H.Q. to revise drastically the defence plans for
the South. It was no-iv .a quest ion of delaying action

Concentrationuntil the promised reinforcements arrived,
upon the remadning few airfields together with a -wide range
of commitments demanded a more adequa.te dispersal of the air
forces. Suma.tra ■was the obvious choice but its many limita
tions precluded immediate use despite the ■wishes of the Chiefs

Butof Staff who conceived it to be a potential stronghold,
it 7/as inevita.ble tha.t the striking forces ultimately would
have to operate from the W.E.I. so intensive measures were
put in hand to prepare Sumatra both as a section of the air
reinforcement route as well as a bomber base. It must be
remembered how this policy had first been advanced by A.H.Q.
in June, 1941, but the many delaiys and the leisurely conception
of the need for 'air' development had allowed the Dutch air
fields to remain in the same state of insufficiency,
it must not be forgotten how earlier deliberations (in 1936)
at Government level v/ould never a.dmit of any active co-opera
tions with the Dutch.

And

After the evacuation of Kuala Lumpur airfield air
Certain redisposi-operations went over to the defensive,

tions of Units on Singapore emphasized the trend to concentra'te
all available air resources to the best advantage,
the High Command, as the result of pre-war decisions, the
C-in-C -was replaced by an Army Officer.

And in

Air reinforcements were slow in arriving,
call had gone out on the outbreak of hostilities:
Ministry reponse was in the form of a somey/hat hasty promise
of a generous measure of all types of aircraft,
were to be many delays,
source were operationally untried; the air route to Singapore
not only took grave toll of the few Blenheims spafed from
Egypt but inposed many hold-ups upon the U.K. based .Hudsons,
The major contribution, in fact, v/as the ultimate diversion
of a Hurricane Wing whilst still at sea; but this did not
arrive at Singapore until raid Jtunuary,
immediate mea.sure of support was a smail quantity of replace
ments sent from A'ustralia and the N.E.I.

route - first envisa.ged a,s long ago as 1926 - been kept in
constant use by periodical flights, even of tokep numbers, the
experience gained and recorded might well have been used to
great a.dvantage v/hen the final emergency arose.

A desperate
the Air

But there

Kittyhawks from the Middle East

Indeed, the only

Had the Par East

January saw the intensification of air operations on the
West Coast in support of the fast retreating Army.
Corps had fallen back through Ipoh to Kampar but coastal
infiltrations had reduced this strong point and forced another
withdrawal to the Slim River,
enemy tanks had won the day.

Illrd

Here the unexpected action of
In the East,Kuantan fell to an
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exactly opposite manoeuvre for instead of the esfpected sea

borne landing the Japanese successfully broke through the
jungle from the North,
nth Division almost ceased to exist and in consequence Illrd
Corps was withdrawn into Johore to refit, whilst the
Australians went up to the front line.

In the fighting before Kuala Lumpur

A»H»Q, was now exploiting the use of its remaining air
fields in Southern Malaya. At the same time long-distance
night bombing was undertaken against enemy occupied airfields,
but only limited patrols could be flown up the Yifest Coast on
account of the priority task of escorting the reinforcement
convoys.' However, vdth the second convoy safely in on

1 3th January and the needs of the retreating land forces

becoming more urgent every day the R.A.F. was able to give a
much fuller measure of close support to the Army as well as
to increase the strategic bombing of distant airfields.
These tasks were made easier by the very proximity of the

enemy to Singapore, yet this same momentum brought in its
train a new threat of invasion in the vulnerable Mersing area

and in consequence a need for unceasing air reconnaissances.

t
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AIR ATTACKS ON SING.'ffORE i'iRE RESIDCED

A short account must nov/ be given of an aspect of the
Campaign which substantially effected both civilian and service
communities alike,

on 30th December,

place during the early hours of 8th December
been done to the City and the airfields( "1).
Singapore enjoyed a respite from such activities and it was
not until 29th December that enemy bombers again flew in
strength so far south,
the airfields began with a
eighteen enemy aircraft\2),
ensuing raids it is evident the Japanese were first concen

trating upon the destruction of the Singapore airfields(3),
Seletar was bombed at 0055 hours 30th December; the foimaation
consisted of nine aircraft (which proved to be the strength
of the majority of the subsequent niglat raids). No damage
vras recorded but on the same evening,' (at 2000 hours) Tengah
was not so fortunate when craters were made in the I'unway and
three Blenheim IV s put out of action.

Bombing raids on the Island recommenced
As already sliown, the first raid had taken

v/hen damage had
Thereafter

On this day long*^istance attacks on
raid on Kluang by approximately

To judge from the pattern of
IIJ50/J*
Entries dated 30,
31 Dec.

1» 2, 3, 5 Jan.

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2012

End, 5a

page 5

IIJ53/8
"Japanese Air Ops.
In Malaya" pp. 59,
60, 61. This was follovred by an attack on the night of

31st December v/hen twenty-seven aircraft flew over the Island;
and there was a further raid just before dawn on 1st January
by at least four bombers.
Anti-aircraft fire, according to the Cperations Doom staff
ax^peared to be "extremely inaccurate",
may, of course, have been biased, yet an iknerioan news corres

pondent expressly mentions the poor standard of the A, A.
shooting.

No bombs fell on the airfields.

Such an observation

"Suez to Singapore"
by Cecil Brovm.
page 383.

These small raids by night continued to be directed
against Tengah ’jdiich, it would seem, the Japanese fully
realised was the base for the offensive Blenheims,

main they were of a nuisance value, but even so, the small
number of aircraft engaged inflicted a
daraage(^/. Nor example, at 2136 hours 1st January about five
aircraft managed to destroy two Swordfish (of No,  4 A.A.C.U.)
and damage two others, as well as put the runway unserviceable.
Again in the early hours of next morning a force of only a pair
of raiders damaged two Blenheim I'3 with a mixed load of
bombs(5).

In the

fair amount ofD.S.D. (M.R.S,)
2011*
Enc. 21a

"Japanese Air Ops."
In Malaya"

IIJ53/8

1) See also: •First Bombs on Singapore’,
2) A full report on this raid can be read at TDefensivo

Preparations in Southern Ivlalaya',
(3) i'i Japanese estimate of our air strength at the beginning of
January v/as: Fighters - sixty; Bombers - twenty; and Flying
Boats - ten. It vra.s believed, hov/ever, that the air strength
in Singapore was growing and it was on this account the

surprise night attacks v/ero ordered. Such raids, up to
9th January wore made by the ^rd and 7th Air Brigades, Naval

Units participated up to 3rd January. (For actual air
strengths at 3.rd, 10th and l8th January see Appendices VXI*
VII, e:.)
(4) According to Japanese reports the night attacks were mainly
by Lix^t Bombers which approached from the Straits of Malacca

then glided in to dive-bomb the easily recognised targets.
By this means a measui'O of surprise was achieved and no air
craft wore lost,

(5) Bombs dropped (approximate .numbers)
Pour 100 kilo.

Six 50 kilo, incendiaries
Five 50 kilo, blast

Twenty IO/15 kilo anti-personnel
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There was to be no respite for on the same night (2nd January)
even though the other Stations were not effected, the Opera
tions Room at Tengah suffered a direct hit, other buildings
were damaged and four M.T, vehicles destroyed.

Thereafter the Japanese svatched these ni^t raids to
Hiree enemy aircraft flew over the Island atother targets,

2130 hours 3rd January and di’opjped a few bombs on a village
which burst a water main. They were picked up by the search
lights but once again the A.A. was ineffectual,
suffered badly in the early morning of 5th January,
came a single aircraft to drop six 100 kilo, bombs; these

did practically no damage possibly because the clay soil

cushioned the explosion,
cloven bombers came over, escorted by three
This time the result v/as more serious; One Blenheim I was

KLuang
First

Pour hours later, at 0925 hours,
fi^iters( ■!),

burned out and another damaged,
destroyed and three damaged,
bombed on this particular morning; at 0430 hours two aircraft
dropped bombs near Kallang, killing six and injuring seven
Asiatics.

Three Wirraways were
Singapore itself was alsoIIJ5O/17/8

Telegram d/d
5 Jan, et soq.

The possibility of the existence of limits to guide the
Japanese, first reported on 1st January, was now taken up and
Seletar required to send off a Vildebeeste after dark on
5th January to report on lights in the Singapore
on the north-east corner of Pulo BintangV^J,

Hiese nuisance raids continued on bth January when a
small force bombed from above 20,000 feet cloud layer; there
were no casualties and little damage, A further attack on
the city occurred at O4OO hours 9th December in which six
people vresre killed by the throe or four bombs dropped. After
this there seems to have been a lull for although there were
frequent warnings no record of bombing has been made('3).

Straits and

IU5O/4
Entries d/d
6, 9, 12 Jan,
41,

IU53/8
^Japanese Air
Operations in
Malaya * pp, 6I,
62, 63, 64» 65,
66, 70.

A message from Batu Pahat on the morning of 12th January
heralded the second of the day raids(^) - twenty-tliree Army
97'3 escorted by approximately eight fij^ters were seen head-

They reached the Island at 1245 hours.ing towards Singapore.
Dutch fighters from Kallang made an interception and claim to
have shot down throe fighters for the loss of one Buffalo.

(1) These fight
extra petrol tanks, vAiich were afterwards Jettisoned,
(2) Quite apart from this reconnaissance the report of a
Sembawang pilot on the night of 6th January discloses serious
discrepancies in the "Black-Oat ”,
worse * and was nowhere nearly as effective as during peace
time practices,
bad;
closed a channel in the Singapore Straits, and on Pulo Bintang
two strong liglits were burning on the North coast,
(3) At this stage the Japanese v/ere preparing for their
hilating ' attacks upon the air defences of Singapore,
tanoous operations were to be conducted by the Army and Navy
Air Tbrces, “

thought to be ME.109's, were fitted withers,

Tliis was. 'getting worse and

The City and the Naval Base were particularly
a large light showed near Tengah, Navigation li^ts dis

'anni-
Simul-

The former was to comprise the 3rd, 7th and 12th

- •

TheirAir Brigades based on Kioantan and the ICota Bahru area,
targets were Tengah and Kallang airfields,
were to operate from Saigon, Sungei Patani and Kota Bahru
their targets being Seletar, Serabawang and shipping,
ally, three assaults were planned, starting on 11th January,
(4) Earlier on, at 0612 hours, there had been a raid of sixty-
seven + enemy aircraft; in all probability this was the
occasion referred to in the Governor's telegram, when there
had been seven civilian casualties.

Naval aircraft

Initi-
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Another raid quickly followed -vvhen, at hours thirty-five
enemy aircraft returned to their familiar target at Tengah;
the bombing fortunately was not very accurate. But in theIIJ50/10

Entries at

16 Jan, k2.

IIJ50/9

course of the day the fi^iter defences had suffered grievious
loss; ho. if88 and 21-3 (?) Squadrons had five Buffaloes
destroyed and tv/o damaged vdth one pilot killed and one miss

ing. Six Japanese Army 97 fif^ters wore claimed as destroyed,:
in addition to four 'probables'('I),

Having gauged the strength of the air defences the
Japanese pressed home their attacks vdth mounting intensity.
On 13thj it will be remembered, an additional and highly
irtpiortant target v/as presented in the shape of the incoming
re-inforcement convoy

reported over the Island, states the Officer Commanding
Sembav/-ang(.2), but due to the rapidly deteriorating weather the

'As if ordered

One hundred enemy aircraft were

bombers were unable to locate the ships,

D.S,D.(M.R. S.)
20

End, 50

especially for the protection of this convoy", the report goes
on, 'the v/eather for the next twenty-four hours transpired to
be the worst since E.A.A. P. Units had been in Malaya, and this
circumstance undoubtedly saved the convoy*,'
out by the Governor's telegrajii to Vdiitehall which, after
reporting the one hundred and eighty one casualties, specifi
cally mentions that the enemy codd not have seen their targets
in the rain and clod. Four Buffaloes were lost and one

This is borne

damaged from the two defending Squadrons,

IIJ50/30A
Signal
A5il(.

Tvrelve aircraft c,ama over at 1050 hours on 1^th January
but although they were intercepted at 19,000 feet by No. If88
(f) Squadron, the Buffaloes could claim only one damaged.
Next day the Japanese concentrated upon military targeta\3):
The Naval Base was hit - but not seriously - at O936 hours
when fourteen bombs of 5O/6O kilos,
v;are dropped,

were killed and amongst the tv/enty-two injured were two naval
ratings

as well as incendiaries,
There was no major damage but seven Asiatics

Almost simultaneously with this raid Tengah
attacked by tv/enty-sevon high level bombers which damaged the
Domestic area, Operations Room and Station Headquarters.
Contrasting w/ith this a lov^-flying attack was delivered in the

was

(1) It is extremely difficult to reconcile this account with
the Japanese record of the operations; although their plans
are shovm in great detail only the briefest mention is made of
results. For instance, it is simply stated that the first
days attacks were delivered on 12th January and 'enemy aircraft
did not take any positive action - consequently only sixteen
were shot down'.' On the other hand, the plan for this first
phase called for a total force of thirty heavy bombers and
hundred and ten figjiters to be i'low/n from Kuantan and the
Kota Bahru area. For the second phase (on the same day) the
Army was to supply seventy figliters from Kuantan and the Navy
a force of fifty-four medium bombers from Kota Bahru and Saige^
together vrith tv/enty figl-itors from Kota Baliru.
(2) The enemy force did indeed consist of eighty-ono bombers
and twenty Zeros,
(3) According to Japanese sources it was because of the lack of
resistance that objectives wore changed, from Hth January
onwards, ,and the Japanese air iPorces ordered to concentrate
upon "military key-points in Singapore city and to mop-up the
remaining air power in the Singapore district",
to be used were as follows:-

Army: Heavy Bombers - sixty from Alor Star and Butterworth
Type 1 fighters - Forty from Ipoh
Type 97 fighters - seventy from Kuantan

Navy; Medium Bombers - tv/enty-seven from Kota Bahru
Zero fighters - twenty from Kota Bahru

one

The forces
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mid-afternoon; although the six "Zeros" -were deceived into
machine-gunning the dummy Blenheims there v/ere some real
casualties in the shape of damage to two Sharks and
BlenheimC 1).
lost in action.

one

On this day two Buffaloes and the pilots were

Ibid Signal
WX 355k

Enemy raids were now a daily occurrence for the Japanese
were bent upon sustained assaialts on all military and air
force targets on Singapore Island.

Air Brigades continued in this task and on 17th January in
particular, inflicted serious damage,
first raid at 02)-10 hours was by a single aircraft - only four-
bombs fell near the Alexandra Hospital,
forerunner of a much heavier raid on Tengah at O9OO hours ■
when the now familiar pattern of twenty-seven bombers came
over together with a fighter escort,

main attack v;as delivered 'by fifty-three Navy 96's plus
filter escort', bombing from the usual height of 20,000 feet.
Each of the four airfields was attacked but Kallang escaped
undamaged with tvrelve bombs in the sea and a few near the
Sea View Hotel,

of the attack.

The 3rd, 7th and 12th

It would seem the

But this was the

Two hours later the

Sembawang, in its first raid bore the brunt
No, k53 Squadron's hangar was razed -vdiilst a

IIJ50A
Entries at

17 Jan,

Works and Build-bomb hit the Station Commandor's office,

ings had a direct hit which not only started a fire in the
M. T. Section but dislocated the water supply.
Services and communications vrare also disrupted.
Buffaloes were burned out ond four damaged,
trench systems kept down the casualties to six.
bombs fell at Seletar the moored flying-boats proved
attractive target for the two enemy fighters viiich emerged
from low cloud to set fire (and sink) two Catalinas as well as
badly damage tvro others. A sergeant on one of the burning
aircraft engaged the fighters vath a machine-gun and continued
to fire until he went dovm mth the flying-boat(2). Thirty-
two bombs fell on the long-suffering airfield at Tengah damag
ing some Married Quarters and a Barrack Block. Ouriously
enough the airfield itself was not effected but shortly after
the bombers had gone, six Zeros adopting the tactics used so
effectively at Seletar damaged three Blenheim I's, three Blohedm IV'
two Sharks and a Swcrdiish. hie Naval Ease escaped viith httie damage;
fourteen bombs were dropped and those which were not near
misses fell on living quarters,
ties in these military target areas, the Government reported
a death-roll of one hundred and twenty three civilians killed
and sixty-six injured in the City,
most serious raid but even so the Governor was able to report
there "was no sign of panic and business was as usual",
haps the only gratifying feature of the whole day was the
enemy air losses: At the cost of a Nc. 188 Squadron Buffalo
(pilot saved), the Pieters claimed one destroyed, two
probable and two damaged,
certain and one probable.

Electrical

Pour

Excellent slit-

Although no
an

s

Apart from the few casual-

To date this had been the

Per-

The A,A. defences also claimed two

IU50/1
Entries at

18 Jan,

No less serious v/cre the tvra raids on I8 January.
Starting at O955 hours, approximately one hundred and thirty
nine bombers and fighters raided Singapore and concentrated

(1) Later that same afternoon a Japanese fighter force landed
in a swmap, possibly brought dovm by the ground defences at
Tengah. The pilot was uninjured, but to avoid capture he
shot himself.

(2) As a result^of this raid all serviceable Catalinas,
receipt of an Air Raid Yellovf warning wore required to fly to

'fecial Area" until recalled.

on

a

Note; Only three serviceable Catalinas remained after
this incident.
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IIJ50/30/4
Signal A. 599

upon the Naval Base vAiere three oil tanks were set on fire.

In the second raid at ^^\k■l hours Keppel Harbour was bombed.
Fixed Defences, ?/ater supplies and communications were hit but,
exceptionally, none of the airfields v/ere raided,
there were heavy losses in aircraft,
lost a Buffalo and its pilot;
diunaged, vdiilst two aircraft of No, /f88 Squadron were
destroyed, although one of the pilots was safe,
two Squadrons were able to claim a total of
destroyed, three probablos and three damaged

Even so.
No, 21 (f) Squadron

No, 21f3 Squadron had six

'Ihese latter

enemy aircraft

As vdll be recounted later, these raids were to continue
in ever increasing weight, but for the moment it may be of
advantage to examine some of the factors associated with the
operations to date,
the Command coram'unications.
but it may be appropriate to sti’ess the shortcomings which
partici-ilarly effected the defences of Singapore,
outstanding deficiency was the lack of V.H.F.
available prior to the outbreak of the Far East war; and when
hostilities did commence, more equipment than was needed loft
England - but never arrived,
to depend upon the existing T.R,9, sets, which, because of
high-level static interference v/ere ineffective beyond a range
of 9 to 10 miles,

informed of the movement of enemy raids, plotted by radar, at
the range necessary to intercept.
Mersing gave cover one hundred miles to the north thereby
offering 32 minutes warning to the Island's dofoncesC3),
But due to its many limitations - already described in detail'. -
the Buffalo took nearly all this time to reach the
heigiit of the raiders, which was 25,000 feet,
overcome this difficulty the Station Commander Kallang sug
gested to A.H.Q. that standing patrols be instituted,
idea was not accepted because the shortage of pilots and air
craft would have led to undue fatigue as well as wastage of
aircraft hours.

Perhaps the most inportant was that of/ .
already been outlined''^ ̂This had

The most
This was not

Consequently the fighters had

This meant the fighters could not be

Tile radar station at

average
In order to

This

The scarcity of telephone lines was also a

D.S.D.(M.R. S.)
2019
End, 3a, 7a,

D.S.D.(M.R. S.)
2012 Enc, 2a
page A
and

Enc, 5 a
page 6

Japanese
claims

Our actual
losses

Our
claims

Japanese '
Admissions

Date(1)
6 destroyed
2 damaged

12 Jan. 20 Blenheims,
Buffaloes

6 certain
4 probables nil

13 Jan. 1 Buffalo A destroyed
1 damaged

nil nil

15* Jan. 15 aircraft 2 destroyed
3 damaged

nil 3

26 aircraft17 Jan, 7 destroyed
15 damaged

3 certain
3 probables 1

18 Jan. 19 aircraft 3 destroyed
6 destroyed

2 certain

3 probables 2

81Totals 22 destroyed
27 damaged

611 certain

10 probables

(2) Sec Vcl. I -
Control' '.

(3) Until the Endau landings,

Aircraft Warning System and Operational

Mersing continued to function.
It was then removed to the Radio Installation and Ifeintenanco
Unit at Singapore and converted into a mobile station at Tuas

High flying cover on the approaches down
the Straits of Malacca and the mainland was given but even so
the warning was reduced to 20 minutes.

on 29th January.
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serious limitation in the control of air operations,
but unavailing representations had been made to the highest
quarters in the Government for the allocation of special lines
for the use of the R.A.P. outside the Island,

Service organisation, sufficient land lines did not exist,
illustration of this is given by a war correspondent viho

quotes an incident of the C.-in-C, telephoning to General
Percival,

versation was interrupted by the operator who advised him that

his tliree minutes had expired ~ and then cut the connection,'
To offset such obvious deficiencies, as far as Radar was con

cerned, short v/ave (3 metre) wireless reporting links were
designed and manufactured by radar personnel,
the Cathay Building in Singapore tos used as an exchange and

radar reports passed through it to the Filter and Cperations
Rooms with roasoiiablc success.

Strong

Even for normal

An

Sir Robert, in the middle of a vital military con-

The roof of

'Suez to

Singapore ' by
Cecil Brown

page 364

Another aspect of the air defences which must not be
overlooked was a hurried atten^t to organize night fighter
interceptions.
8th Dec

defence

describes how night fighter patrols were organized in mid

December using Buffaloes of No, 21+3 (P) Squadron and Blenheims

No. 27 (N.P.) Squadron (at the time, recently evacuated from
Butterworth)( 2). They met with no success, partly due to
radar and R/T inadequacies, but mainly, to quote this officer,
"because the A. A, Commander v/ould not agree to friendly air

craft patrolling the Island",

We have already seen how the first raid on
er, 1941 revealed the paucity of this means of

A report from the Officer Commanding lOillang
D.S.D.(M,R.S.)
2012

Enc, 5a

page 5
End, 7a

Quiite apart from this passing attenpt to specialize part
of the fighters, the force was divided into spheres of special
responsibilities. Por instance. Nos. 243 and 488 (p)
Squadrons stood by for the air defence of Singapore -and were

stationed at 10dlang(3),
Australian Units - Nos. 453 aJT-d 21 (P) Squadrons whose primary
duties were West Coast Army co-operation and the escorting of

bomber operations, A task shared in common by all fighters
was that of the periodical convoy escorts, but apart from this

the strength, of necessity, was diminished by the two-fold divi

sion of the fighter commitment. To the individual such a

policy appeared extremely disheartening; an officer who had.

commanded No, 488 (P) Squadron considered that the divided
effort resulted in such wastage that air parity could be

attained neither over the front line nor over Singapore. Yet
another Squadron commander deplored the fact that his unit,
earmarked for Army support, might not retaliate -vdien the bomb

ing raids were in progress against his own Station. Summaris

ing the efforts aiade by his Porce, the Tighter Group Commander

estimated that as an average his pilots were out numbered six

to one; and in the latter stages of the Island's defence, as
much as fifteen to one.

Sembawang was the base for the two

D. S,B, (M.R. S.)
2012 Enc, 2a

page 5

Enc. 6a

page 5.

Ibid

Enc, 13a

page 11

D.S.D.(M.R. 3.) A final, but by no means lonimportant aspect vhich must

be touched upon concerns the attitxide of the civilian popula
tion to the raids,

first to be affected,

of A.H.Q, reports that when real danger arose the civilian
employees disappeared in a body - a contingency which had been
expected but -vaaich, none the less, had a disastrous effect

Local labour on the airfields was the

An officer of the Organization Branch

2161

End, 4a

See 'First Bombs on Singapore'.
On 16th December tliree Blenheim I's together with

personnel had moved from Tengah to Ilallang with  a view to
reforming as a ni^t fighter Squadron,
(3) Kallang had lost its Dutch fighters when the Unit
transferred to the N.E.I. on 17th January,

was
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upon airfield repairs,
during the quiet period in December, but with the res\imption
of the raids they disappeared never to return,
tion so intimately concerned the Officer Commanding Sembavmng
that he expressed himself in much more forceful terms than

the Air Staff Officer v/hen he wrote - 'They (the Asiatics)
deserted almost en masse, with the expedition of rats abandon

ing sinking ship'.

At Seletar a few Asiatics returned

This defec-

D.S,D,(M,R,S,)
2014

Enc, 13a

page 52
On the other hand, there were no reports of any serious

effects on the morale of the civilian population of Singapore
during these early raids,
up to l8th January the Governor had recorded three hundred and

forty three killed and five huidrod and sixteen injured - but

even so a responsible judge of public feeling v/as able to

state that morale 'v/as keyed up to withstand any Japanese
terroristic tactics',

on,

personnel',
these were con^aratively light attadcs - far worse was yet to
come.

The death roll was slowly mounting

Reports from all quarters'', he goes
continued to praise the work of the A.R,P, and A. P, S,

Although they could not know it at the time,

"In 70 Days
II

by
E. M. G-lover.

page 156

High Command Changes, and More Reinforcements Arrive,

c,28801/45
Enc, 1b

Ency 27a

Ain important event oonten^iorary to the period imder
review was the formation of a United Command in the South- West

This decision had been madePacific on 15th January, 1942,
in principle by the Combined Chiefs of Staff at the outbreak.

A single Command was' to direct operationsof war with Japan,Despatcli by

,_Supreme
Commander,

ABDA^ on'Ops.
■in S,W.
Pacific*,

of all Allied forces in the general area of Burma, Malaya, the
Its SupremoNetherlands East Indies and the Philippines,

Allied Commander was to be General Sir Airchibald Wavell
(hitherto, C,-in-C, India), aiid the Command kno'vm by the name
of "ABDA".
Commandor-in-Chief Par East,

This formation would abolish the appointment of

General Wavell was first told of his appointment on
30th December-in a telegram from the Prime Minister, Official
instructions from the Combined Chiefs of Staff reached him on,
4th January. At the same time General Po'wnall, then C,.-in-C,
Par East, was appointed Chief of Staff, Tlie C, 0. S. Directive
to the Supreme Commander included these 'main features; The
basic conception, of the conduct of the -war was to hold the ■
Malaya barrier^ / as the defensive position, of the Abda area,
and to operate as far forward as possible to oppose 'the
Japanese. To gain air superiority was the first essential
General Wavell v/as to co-ordinate the operations of the armed
forces of the Abda Governments v/ith a staff 'of officers of each

.  of the Povrers(2), His responsibility to these Governments was
to be throu^ the agency of the Chiefs of Staff both in
Washington and London. Joint opinions of the two Committees
would be submitted both to the President and the Prime Minister
(the latter -would obtain the views of the Dominions and Dutch
Governments in London), '\Wien agreement had been reached the
necessary orders to the Supreme Commander would follow.

IIJ50/5
Enc, 7a
d/d 3 Jan,

Ibid

Enc. 5a
d/d 3 Jan,

Ibid

Enc. 13a
d/d 3 Jan,

VJiilst these instructions vrere still being defined at
C, 0. S. level. General Y/avell had sent them an appreciation,
■vdiich, besides inquiring of the Allied resources available, had
considered that his primtiry object'ives would be attacks upon
shipping and enemy air bases.
Northern Sumatra could not be held with the enen\y already in

He thought that airfields in

(1) Malaya Peninsula - Sumatra - Java - North Australia,
(2) The American account of the formation of A'bdacom may be
read at Chapter 10 of the book 'The Army Air Poroes in World
War II ' by W. P. Craven and J. L. Cate,
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Information on resources .could not be supplied by
and at the same time they held the emphatic view

Despite the

Penang,
the C.O.S.;
that air bases in Northern Sumatra must be held.

Supreme Commander's recommendation that Burma should not be
transferred to the Abda Command it was ruled, for political"

reasons, that it should no longer continue under C,-in-C,
India, He was also responsible for the defence of Port
Darwim /.

IIJ^/2
Enc, 57a

After leaving Delhi early on 5th January, the General
flew via Koggalla in one of a pair of Hying boats of No. 205
Squadron, arriving at Seletar O85O hours 7th January,
the meantime General Pownall had taken early action to trans-

fer his staff to Java as the nucleus of a combined staff.

A.V.M. Maltby -vdao had arrived on Ath January as Chief of

Staff designate to General Pownall had elected to remain in
Under the instructions of

His

A. V. M.- Pulford had

In

Singapore to assist the A,0. C.
the C.-in-C. he had investigated the air situation,

report emphasized two main feat-ures:

IIJ53A
Entry at
7 Jan,

IIJ50/5
Enc, 10a

d/d 5 Jan,

thoroughly overworked himself and indeed was a sick man;
secondly the higlily centralized control of operations was

overloading the Headquarters,
experienced staff officers to properly decentralize the work

to Bomber and Fighter Groups and a request was made outlining "
the immediate requirements,
solution had to be foxmd,

A. V. M, Maltby taking-over command but he preferred to work

as Deputy A.0.C. mainly because A, Y. M. Pulford was already
handling the operational situation well, and his primary need

General Pownall

There were insufficient

Until these arrived an interim

Consideration was given to

was relief in respect to his other duties,

IIJ50/I8/4
Signals
\7X 1l82f
IX 1164 d/d
9 Jan,

Maltby
Despatch

Draft (Copy
No. 15)
Appendix 'D'

IIJ50/18/4
Signals
m597
d/d 5
IX 1602

d/d 10 Jan,

IIJ50/3
Enc. 11b

IU5O/18/4
Sig. WX 3455
d/d 18 Jan,

agreed with this arrangement.

With regard to the command of all Allied. Air Forces within

Abdacom, the British and Anerican Chiefs of Staff were of the

opinion that a senior R.A,F, officer should be appointed and

suggested Air Chief Marshal Sir Richard Peirce.
General Wavell agreed and designated the Air Marshal as his
Chief of Air Staff and Commander of all the Allied air forces.

Until his arrival on 28th January Major General Brereton (U.S.
Air Corps) acted on his behalf.

To this

Air Headquarters at Bandoeng
was known by the short title of ''Mbair* and the area coni
trolled divided into six Groups(2),
tenance was supervised by the Intendant General - General Brett

(U.S. Air Corps), who was also Deputy to the Supreme Commander.

Central supply and main-

Sig. WX 3054
d/d 29 Jan.

Urged by the need for instant decisions the Supreme
Commander lost no time in visiting the Malayan front,
8th January, the day after his arrival in Singapore, he saw the
Commanders of 9th and 11th Divisions, and visited 12th and 28th

On the

Ceylon went over to India Command l8th January.
Groups controlled by Abdair;-

Norgroup: Comprised No, 221 Group Rangoon and
was responsible for Burma,

Wesgroup: at Singapore, and controlled all
formations previously under A.H.Q.F.E.; Nos.224
(f) an.d 225(B) Groups; Palembang I and II in

(a)

(•b)

1

(2

S\maatra,

Cengroup: at Bandoeng, was a Dutch Command for
West Java.

(c)

(d) Easgroup; at Sourabaya, was the U,S, Command for
East Java,

at Batavia; the Dutch Command for all
reconnaissances in Abdacom area.
Australian or U.S. Command from
Darwin,

(e) Reegroup:

(f) Ausgroup:
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IIJ50/19/6
Signal
267/7
d/d 8 Jafti

As a result he decided to withdraw IllrdInfant2?y Brigades.
Corps to Johore to refit and rest,
the 8th Australian Division (A.I.P,) was to move into N.Y/,
Johore where it would bo supported by the freshest troops of
24.5th Brigade,
responsibility for the defence of Johore south of-t±ie Iferaing-
Batu Pahat line leaving the Australians free to fight in the

West(0, This plan allowed the Japanese an undisputed

Prom the Mersing area

After withdrawal Illrd Corps would take over

North

passage to the North boundary of Johore but with Illrd Coip's
V/estforce underso.diminished no defence could be offered.

General Gordon-Bennott v/as by no means at full strength but it

was hoped to prevent a further advance of the enemy until the
arrival of the l8th Division at the end of January.

Back in Singapore General Wavell was concerned to find
no defences had ever been made - or planned - for the north
side of the Island.

Commander to prepare an appreciation showing the nimiber of

troops required; details of the defences to prevent crossing
of the Johore Straits; Naval and R.A.P. plans; ^unition
stocks; plans for demolitions and for the evacuation of
civilians.

Orders were given for the GarrisonIIJ5O/2
Enc, 58a
d/d 16 Jan,

.  IIJ50/18/24.
Enc, m. 1821

d/d 11 Jan,

IIJ50/19/6
Signal
m. 1992f

d/d 11 Jan,

YIX 2131

d/d 12 Jan,

On 10th January the Supreme Commander flew from Singapore
to Batavia to meet his newly formed staff; it was thereupon
decided to establish his Headquarters at Lembang some 10 .miles

north pf Bandoeng. General organisation of the staff was
agreed. Discussions on general strategy followed and the

chief point for immediate action concerned the amount of
effort to be spared for holding foward air bases in North
Borneo and North Sumatra, The General was of the opinion
such bases could not be held with the limited forces available;
in this he. differed to the Dutch and the Americans, His idea

for the final distribution of land forces was to have a com

plete Australian formation for a counter-offensive in Malaya
and to use the Indian troops (then in Malaya) to garrison the
N.E.I.,

IIJ50/18/21.
NX 2695
d/d 12{. Jan,

IIJ50/19/6
Signal
T»X.2985
d/d 15 Jan,

Abda Command officially opened at 1200 hoiArs G.M, T,

15th Januaryj after the Supreme Commander had told the C,0,S,
on the day previously of his proposal to assume command,
appreciation then followed the main feature of vdiich was a
definition of the aim to stage a counter-offensive, Hiis, of
course, was dependent upon the safe arrival of convoys; pre
vention of East Coast landings and the ability to hold Johore

and Singapore,
of the forces available, -which, as fs
concerned, was ari5>lified in a directive to the. Abdair Groups ■
three days later. First priority was given to the protectioii
of incoming convoys, but it was laid down that "if new expedi
tions are located threatening the East Coast of Malaya or

endeavouring to pass south of Singapore all available air
effort should be directed to destroying such targets",
addition, by attacks on enemy shipping, and action against the
Singora bases, as well as close support to the Airmy, the air
forces Y/ero required to slow up the advance of the Japanese
land forces, (2/.

ill so there was included a general disposition
is the air forces -were

In

IIJ50/3
Eno, 11a

d/d 18 Jan,

(1) See also ^A limited Air Offensive' for the G,C,C*s,
detailed disposition,
(2) In his Despatch, Air Vice Marshal Maltby points out that
such tasks were beyond the means of -the air forces available.
Concentration had to be made upon one task at a time in the

order of priority set down in the directive but influenced by
the situation, ' \
Note. Air'Strength at '18th January. ' *
Bombers - Forty-one; G.R. - fourteen; Fighters - Twenty-six.
(See also Appendix IX),
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These, then, were the plans evolved by the new
Command not only to stem the rush of the enemy advance but

ultimately to stage a counter offensive* But could such

plans be in^lemented? Air strength had shrunk to desperately
low figures and on the land front the new dispositions were

not holding ground. . On 13th January the S\jpreme Commander,
having flown to Singapore, went on by road to Segamat to meet
the commanders of. Illrd Corps and 8th Australian Division
(A*I.F*). His earlier plan had indeed boon carried out, but,
to quote his cable to the C*0. S.: **9th and 11th Divisions
have been further weakened both in numbers and morale by .
fitting north of Kuala Lumpur and tho enemy’s advance has
been more rapid than I had hoped
Australians in good heart and will handle eneiny roughly".
Significantly, the message added; "Battle for Singapore will
be a close nm thing and we shall need luck in getting in
convoys safely and to time”,*

At this stage it would not be inopportune to examine the

question of air reinforcements to the Far Bast, The early
programme has already been described in some detail, an

account having been given of those aircraft -which had, arrived

by 31st December* 1941 together -vvith a forecast of future
reinf orcementsC

Gordon»»Bennett and• t •

IU50/iV6
Signal
026007
d/d 14 -Jan,

IU50/6
• Reinforce

ments of Far

'East in War-

Policy* .

IIJ50/22/10
Signal X 143
d/d 15 Jan#

Responding to a query by 'A,G.G. Middle East the. Air
Ministry, on 15th January, outlined the long-range policy for
s\:q>port of the air forces in the Far East. Fifty Hurricanes
each month were to be sent to' Singapore from U.K, via India,
Only if the need were seidous -would Middle, East stocks be used.

There was no wish to curtail the limited s\;ipply of Blenheims
to Middle East vhilst there -was a tenporary gap in the light
boinber output j but e-yen so, the policy for this flow was
indefinite, Hudsons -were likely to continue -fco the Far East
-when the end of the first fifty-two was in si^t.

Plans for reinforcements, however, seemed to concentrate
upon filter aircraft, A total of foi*ty-eight Hurricanes was
to be brou^t to the Far East by the aircraft carrier, H.M, S.
Indomitable; these had been supplied from Middle Bast. The
plan of the operation - known as SEMOLINA - was for the

carrier to leave Port S-udan and proceed to a position not more
than 500 nautical miles from the destination, the Hurricanes
then being flown off in batches escorted by two suitable air- .

.  craft. Shortage of Blenheim IV*s- for this na-vigational escort
led A,H,Q..F,E, to suggest the flyMDff should be in three
batches of sixteen. Furthermore, it was planned that upon
the expected arri-val of tho forty-ei^t filters on
27th January, Nos, 488 and 243 (f) Squadrons should be re-
equipped, and all the remaining B-uffaloes thus thrown-up
woijld be concentrated into No, 453 (f) Squadron, Not one
aircraft -would then be available for No, 21 (P) Squadron and
with no object of its retention in Singapore the Squadron -was
to prepare to return to Australia to re-arm.

IIJ50/2^
Eno, 24d

d/d 31 Dec,

Bnc# 31b

d/d 3 Jan#

Enc# 36a
d/d 5 Jan#

' Signal
wx 1852
d/d 26 Jan#

■ n

Enc# 46a
d/d 8 Jan#

Enc, 66a
d/d 28 Jan#

In addition to the fighters from Indomitable, thirty-nine
Hurricane IIB*s were to be shipped in crates frcan Takeradi to
the Far Bast aboard H,M,S, Athene.

8th January for Capetown, but even -upon arrival at Maixritus on '
28th January her final destination was by no means clear.
General Wa-vell wanted the ship to put in at Singapore -whilst
the Air Ministry favoured Karachi (in order to eventually re
inforce Buiroa).

She left on the

Because of the irgent need for reinforcements

(1) See *Air Reinforcements Begin to Arrive*,
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e the final decision forin Malaya, the C. A. S. himself :
Athene to be sent to Singapore

Ground personnel for the aircraft on both Indomitable
and Athene were being transported in Convoy Yf. S, 11 D;
included yrere No, 266 Wing, No, 212 Squadron, No. 258 Squadron,
and No. 605 Squadron as well as No. 62 R. and S.U., No. 11
A. S.P., No. 17 Embarkation OfTibe and a Pool of fourteen

Equipment consisted of tvro Hurricane pack-ups eachpilots,

Enc. 17 a

d/d 8 Jan.

with spares for three months.

This policy of reinforcements was to gather strength for

if was planned for Indomitable to make a further voyage to the

Par East carrying fifty Hurricane IIB's and pilots from the
Middle East. In the opinion of the A.O.C. (Air Marshal
Tedder) such a diversion could not be got ready until the end

of February and even then it would absorb all his Hurricane
IIB's and so endanger the ■v^hole situation in the Middle East,
But priority had to bo given to Abdacom, and the G.A, S.
insisted that the fifty Hurricanes should be prepared for the
retium of the carrier to Port Sudan j
miglit be sent if so desired.
Middle East expected to load the. Hurricanes ready for shipment
by 12th February,

But this was not all, for Washington had been asked to
spare Kittyhawks, together with the necessary spares and equip
ment, to re-arm the four Buffalo Squadrons in Singapore -

although it was doubtful if such a request would be met in
•view of the numbers of aircraft the Americans were already
putting into the Abdacom area.

Hurricane I's, however,
The final outcome was that

Enc, 70a
d/d 25 Jan.

Enc, 71a
d/d 29 Jan.

Enc, 71a
d/d 30 Jan.

Enc. 75a
d/d 31 Jan,
Enc, 76a
d/d 1 Feb.

Ibid
Enc, 80a
d/d 2 Feb,

Leaving these plans of the future, it mi^t now be of
interest to note how those of December were implemented,
fifty-one Hurricanes, as we have read, arrived safely oh
13th January accompanied by twenty-four pilots drawn in equal
numbers from Nos, 232, 17# 135 and I36 (P) Squadrons,
days before the convoy docked their final destination was
undecided - it was to be either Tebrau or the Johore Rifle

Seletar, however, was the final choice and it v;as to
Some

Th

Two

Range,
this airfield the crated Hurricanes were sent by road,

e

IIJ53/5
Entries at
11, 17 Jan,

were dispersed to concealed positions in the rubber planta
tions south of the airfield whilst the majority went into the
already crowded Maintenance Unit, Despite the lack of special
tools, and in conditions aggravated by the'blackout, the ^eed
with which these aircraft were assembled v/as truly remarkable.
Oh the afternoon of 15th January - less than I8 hours after,
docking - the first Hurricane was air tested; by the 17th
twenty-one aircraft were readj’', and on 20th January the
Squadron went into action,'

Maltby
Despatch
paras; 315 to
316

Air Vice Marshal Maltby writes how A.H. Q. had planned
originally to give the aircrews time to accliraatiae themselves
and to shake off the effects of the long voyage before flying
on operations,
H-urricanes had to be fought imraediately they had been erected

The composite unit, now designated No, 232 (P)
Squadron ivas divided into three Flights - '‘A' and 'B*' operated
from Seletar and 'O' from Kallang,

Additional to No, 232 (P) Squadron a small force of
Hurricanes was to arrive at Seletar on 28th January fifteen
aircraft of No, 258 (P) Squadron flew in from the carrier
Indomitable - the remainder of the forty-eight stayed at

But such was the pace of events that the

and tested.

D.S.D.(M,R.S,)
2012 Enc. 1 a

(1) Athene was expected to arrive Abdacom_about 10th February.
',>7
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These reinforcements were without ground crews ,and'Palembang.
with guns packed with grease the removal of v/hich was a long
task for the'small armament' staff.

D.S.D.(M.R. S.)
2021+
Enc. 5a
I1J50/22-/7 Enc. 6ita

' d/d 29 Jan.

D.S.D,(M.R.S.)
2168
Enc, la

In anticipation of congestion on the Island (due to
fighter I'e-inforcements as well as other considerations) A, H.Q.
had decided, in the latter half of December, to augment the

Seven sitesnumber of airfields by the use of Dip^liter Strips,
had been selected and work put in hand, but construction v/as

slow because of labour difficulties, md although two were

actually finished none were ever usedC"!/.

The Hudson reinforcement plan did not come up to expecta-
Ilve aircraft had left U.K. on 29th December and by

IIJ50/22/8
Encs. 77a, S7a,
9i+a.

tions,

11th January a total of thirty vrere on the v/ay to the Par East.

Six arrived in Singapore on 19th January, but apart from those

along the route, one had crashed at Allahabad and another at
I\felta.

by TAhich time thirty-six had left England, of which five had

crashed, and a total of only sixteen had reached Singapore.
About 22nd January No. 8 (G.R. ) Squadron w^as re-equipped with
these new Mark III Hudsons,

to No. 1 (G.R.)■Squadron(2),
armed with’ six Hudson Ill’s.

Their movements were finally recorded on 5th February,

after handing over its old Mark II's
No. 62 (b) . Squadron ;ilso v/as re-

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)
2014 Enc. 10a
Page 22.

Sumatra and not Singapore was to be the destination of the
tv/o re-inforcing Blenheim Squadrons - Nos. 84. and 211 - from
the Middle East, They were scheduled to fly ahead of their

IIJ50/4 Entry at
19 Jan.

grotmd personnel and equipment and A.H.Q.P.E. v/as advised
accordingly.
14-th Janiiary;

4-8 hours and in fact had. taken off by 18th January,
afternoon of 23rd January the first five Blenheims landed at
Palembang I having flown the normal route(3),
(Suez) was the port of embarkation of the sea party which left
on 17th January to arrive at Oosthaven (Sumatra) on
14-th February.

Seventeen aircraft left Heliopolis on
a further fifteen were due to leave within

On the

Port Tev/fik

IIJ50/22/8
Enc. 79a, 79b» 79c.
d/d 10 Jan.

IU50/22/8
Slg. X7508
d/d 15 Jan.

IIM/E.84/3
«F. 540 or No. 84
Sqdn.'" Appendix.

IIJ5O/22/8 Enc. 82a
d/d 12 Jan.
Enc. 91a 23 Jan.

The ground echelon of No. 211 (B) Squadron was to sail
from Suez on Ibth January, and after a delay the first six
Blenheims left on 25th Januany, and the remaining eighteen left

(1) Fighter Strips;-
(a) Johore Rifle Range. - earth strip of 1,000 yards
was m^e by the New Zealand Airfield Construction
Unit in three weeks but abandoned 26th January,
(t*) Payer Debar satellite for Kallang,' completed to

length of 900 yards by 25th January,
(c) Suigei Btaoh - Satellite for Tangah; 900 yard
strip projected but when nearly ready for use it was
abandoned on 30th January. •
(d) Bekqk - work on 1,000 yard strip stopped
5th January.

Chu Kang - satellite for Seletar, commenced
by the N. Z. Construction Unit mid-January, but
abandoned 7th February,
(f) Senai Kulai (Johore State) - work on 1,4-00 yard
strip commenced 8th January but abandoned
20th January,
(g) Kampong Choh (Johore State) - work on 1,4-00 yard
strip abandoned l6th January,

(2) No. 8 Squ^on was expected to transfer a total of fourteen
aircraft but in actual fact only five were in a reasonable
state of repair,
teen Hudson II's,

(3) Heliopolis - Habbaniya - Bahrein - Sharjah - Karachi -
Allahabad - Dum Dum - Toungoo - Mingaladon' - Lhonga - Medan -
Palembang,

a

on

on

Ihis gave No, 1 SquEuiron a strength of- four-
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during tho ensuing three days *
destination of this Unit(l).

Palerahang was also the

Before concluding this section mention must be made of

the arrival of tliree more convoys on 22nd, 24-th and 29th
January, Although not carrying air reinforcements their pro
tection demanded a major air effort(2). Each day, commencing
on 21st January, a total of eight Hudsons and Glen Martins

patrolled as far as the Katunas from first light to dusk,
Catalina carried out an anti-submarine patrol, and during the
final approach on Singapore a filter escort of six Buffaloes
was flown,

available Blenheims, Vildebeestes, Glen Martins and Albacores

armed mth 500 lb, S. A,P, bombs or torpedoes, as appropriate.

Air Co-operation Reaches its Peak

A

In constant readiness was a striking force of al3

IIJ50/3
Loose papers.

Percival

Despatch
para. 4-07

From mid-January onwards the air support of the retreat
ing land forces, even if diminishing in v^eight, lacked for
nothing in determination and whenever attacks co\ild be mounted

they were pressed home in the same resolute spirit i/diich was
to inspire the ultimate and tragic action over Erdau,

Attacks against landings on the West Coast were continued
on 19th January v/hen a force of tv/elve Buffaloes from both

Kallang and Sembawang took off at 1315 hours to strafe ground
targets(3). Iheir objectives lay betv/een Bakri and Muar and
the route was to be over our own troops to improve morale, A
section of Buffaloes broke away at M\iar to reconnoitre K-uala

Lumpur airfield. As a result twenty filters were reported
on this airfield and later the P.R. Buffalo raised this

to thirty foiir,

value of this airfield to the Japanese,
mixed force of three Glen Martins .end five Wirraways flew to
the Muar area and as the result of an interception all three
Glen Martins were lost as well as one Wirraway and two
Buffaloes(^),

Heavy anti-aircraft fire emphasised the
On the same day a

IU5O/4.
Entries at

19 Jan,

D.S.D.(M.R, S.)
2014. Enc, 13a,

IIJ50/9,
IIJ50/10
Entries at

19 Jan,

IIJ5O/4.
Entries at 19,
20, 21 Jan,

D.S.D. (M.R. S.)
2024- Enc, 5a

Resulting from the sighting of the concentration of enemy
aircraft at Kuala Lumpur a raid wan planned for the night
19/20th January using all the available Vildebeestes from
Seletar, Twenty-two aircraft were flown, the No. 100 Squadron
contingent refuelling at KLuang on the outward flight,
was not a success; ground mist obscured the target and the

Even more unfortu-

It

parachute flares \7ere of no great help,D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2011

Encs, 5a, 21a.
nately, many bombs failed to explode because of fusing and
distributor defects.

On the night following, (20/21st January) the striking

(1) Further account of the operations of these two Sqiiadrons
is to be found in the Section dealing with the N.E.I. Campaign,
(2) These convoys brou^t Army re-inforcements.

(a) 22nd -Jan. - 44th Indian Brigade
7,000 Indian re-inforcements.

24-th Jan, - Australian Machine Gun Battalion
2,000 Australian reinforcements,

(c) 29th Jan, - 18th British Division,
(less machine-gun reconnaissance and

These were to arriveanti-tank Units.

5th February, 194-2).
(3) Previous operations in this area are described in 'A
Limited Air Offensive',

(4-) Enemy losses in this engagement cannot be stated with
certainty - one source of information gives five destroyed*
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No. 36 (T.3.)force went out in even greater numbers.
Squadron sent twelve Vildobeestes to Kuala Lumpur which was

also, the target for seven Blenheim IV’s from Tengah.
v/as attacked by a force of eleven Vildobeestes of No. 100
(T.B.) Squadron and six Hudsons,
than those of the previous night. Reports from the returning
aircrevra were enthusiastic: No. 34 (b) Squadron claimed that
•'the enemy was taken comiJletely by surprise’’ when the seven
Blenheims went in singly to a dusk attack,
destroyed was their claim, but a P.R. report modified this to
five destroyed.

One Blenheim IV failed to return from the Kuala Lumpur opera
tion and another crashed on landing at Tengah.

Kuantan

The results -were far better

Twenty-five

At Kuantan six v/ere shovm to be damaged.

IIJ55/15/30
Encs, 11a, l+.a..

Percival

Despatch
paras: 354»
357, 360, 364
to 367.

A desperate situation had now come about in the Bakri

Prom here the untrained 45th Indian Brigade had been
ordered to withdraw o-wing to an outflanking movement of the
enemy who had landed a few miles north of Batu Pahat.

Withdrawal; star ted early, on 20 th January and at
this juncture a Blenheim IV of No. 34 (B) Squadron carried
out a very successful reconnaissance. There was hea’vy
fighting with the Imperial Japanese Guards; urgent demands
were made upon the fighter force for air support against the
incessant low-flying and dive-bombing attacks upon the
beleaguered Muar force,
ordered off and left at I5I8 hours,
intercepted over Bakri:
der had to jettison their bombs.

area.

Three sections of Buffaloes T/ere

Six Army 97 bombers were
one was shot down whilst the remain-

But even more help was
needed, for when at O6OO hours 21st January the head of the
retreating column reached the bridge at Parit Sulong it was to
find it held by the enemy. Threughout the day desperate
efforts were made to force the crossing, but without avail.
A scratch force of two Albacores, each carrying six 250 lb,
G.P. bombs attacked troops and transport near this bridge;
least four vehicles were destroyed,
carried out sweeps in the area - from one operation in the
early morning they had 'nothing to report in the air or on the
ground'U;, Relief of the hard-pressed force (in which a V.C,
was won) could not be managed.

at

Six Buffaloes had also

A ni^t drop of medical

IIJ50/4
Entries at 21.,
22, 26 Jan, supplies and food was ordered, but there was a delay in the

delivery to Kallang so that it was not until 0655 hours
22nd January that the two Albacores got away, each with four
containers. These were successfully dropped at the bridge
and all collected by the troops. Even so the Porce was
beyond help and at 0900 hours orders were given for the
destruction of heavy arms equipment after which the remnants
of the Brigade made their way through the jmgle to , long Peng,

IIJ55/15/30
Enc, 15a, 19 a,
5 a, 6a, 8a,
9 a, 20a,

long Peng was the position occupied by 27 Australian
Brigade on 21st Janu^y after it had been withdrawn from the
River Segamat, Again came the call for air support but few
fighters were available owing to the needs of the incoming
convoys. On 22nd January, however, tv/o Albacores and one
Shark provided air support on the long Peng/Muar Road with six
Buffaloes for fighter escort; an M.T. convoy was seriously
damaged^by this attack. Next day this success was followed
up by five Buffaloes which protected a bridge at long Peng,
Twelve enemy fighters were encountered with the result that
one Buffalo was lost.

Percival

Despatch
paras, 371,
372.

In order to gain time for the preparation of positions in
Southern Johore the G.O.C. directed that a general line from
Jemaluang (on the East Coast) through KLuang and Ayer Hitam

(1) Surely a remarkable stateiuent in view of the desperate
fighting at the bridgej
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to Batu Pahat (West Coast) shoiold be held,
he made a request to Abdaoom for continuous attacks by
Portress bombers on Kimla Lumpur and Kuantan('l),

At the same time

Such rapid advance by the enemy had dictated Y/ithdrawal
from the two airfields remaining in Johore, Wirraways were

moved from Kaiiang to Kluang on 21st January and A.H. Q. ordered
the former station to be destroyed at 1250 hotirs. Kluang
was 'thinned-out', preparatory to evacuation, by moving the

M.V.A.P. Plight down to the Johore Rifle Range strip. By
midnight 21st January the withdrav/al from Kahang was well in

' .and and demolition prcpai'ations almost complete,
li^^iit on 22nd January the evacuation was finished and at

1205 hours the airfield destroyed. Kluang soon followed suit.

Orders to 'blow' the airfield were given in the early morning
of 23rd January.

Singapore and the Wirraways flown to Seletar.
stocks Y/ere to bo destroyed immediately. By 11-20 hours seven

T/irraways and tliree light aircraft of the M. V. A.P. landed at

Tengali, and at 2030 hours the final report of the destruction

of KLuang was received!2),

By first

Personnel and equipment were to be sent to
Petrol and oil

IIJ53/1
'M.V.A.P.

IIJ50A,
Entries 20,
21, 22, 23,
2A, 25, 2b.
28- Jan«

IU53/8
Page 73

There was every likelihood that the Batu Pahat area would

now have to be evacuated by 6/l5th Infantry Brigade,
enemy communications south of Muar a con^josite force of all
available Wirraways, Albacores and Sharks was operated from

Seletar in tvra waves during the afternoon 23rd January,
Again, on 21th January a mixed force of eleven Vildebeestes
and three Albacores made a ni^t attack with 250 lb, bombs on

a bridge at Labis.

Offensive patrols against dive boirhers on the Ayer
Hitrm-KLuang road were requested by Illrd Corps throu^out
25th January but still the convoy had to take precedence.
Later, at l6l7 hours, and with a changed objective, twelve
Buffaloes took off on an offensive sweep of the roads north

and west of Batu Pahat only to find them clear of all trans

port except one lorry.'

To attack
Percival

Despatch
paras. 371
375.

During the ni^t 25/26th January the Batu Pahat force
withdrevr to Senggarang only to find the road blocked and^
securely held,
to brealc through,
way to Benut on foot,
night 27/28th January, but the remainder of the Porce compris-

about two thousand men reached the sea at the mouth of the

A relief force moving up from Benut failed
Orders were given for units to make their

One contingent arrived there on the

ing

Percival

Despatch
paras. 381,391

River Ponggor, vhenoe they were evacuated by units of the

Royal Navy and taken to Singapore,
operation was given by a force of three Vildebeestes, three
Albacores and one Shark

Air support for this

ich attaoked Muar and Batu Pahat on
At the same time three Hudsonsthe night of 25th January^;,

(i) Such attacks by eight American bombers had indeed been
ordered by Abdair for 22nd and 23rd January,
to refuel and arm this force at Palembang,

of records, together with an ensuing query from Vfestgroup it

would appear that these sorties did not take place.
(2) On 30th January the Japanese occupied Kluang with 27th Air
Combat Unit,

a further two arrived on 3rd Pebruary.

(3) It is possible that a strong force of Vildebeestes, twentj>-
four all told, also made attacks upon Batu Pahat to divert

Japanese attention from the sea evacuation,
of this particiiLar night are few and contradictory, therefore

the operation must be treated with reserve,
later stage in the evacuation - on the morning of 28th January^
twelve fighters gave air cover for the tliree naval vessels at
Batu Pahat.

It was the plan
Prom the absence

Two days later two more air •units moved in and

Existing records

Certainly, at a
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and an unspecified n-umber of Vildebeestes attacked Kuala

Liampur.
dropped medical supplies to the body of troops whici: had

reached Senggarang,
and enabled many troops to rejoin their comrades.
Squadrons were oongratuilated by A.ILQ.

On the day following, tvra Vildebeestes from Sel

The supply drop was a complete succ

etar

ess
Both

We come now to the final action of the air striking force.

Mersing, on the East Coast, was regarded as the ’back door’’ to
Singapore v/hich was only 100 miles distant,
could be outflanked by enemy penetration up the Endau River,

On 14th January contact had been made with the enemy moving
down the coast from Kuantan.

The position

An ambush inflicted heavy

Ibid, paras. 384,
386, 387.

casualties upon the enemy approaching Mersing on 21st January
and on the follov/ing day azi attempt to cross the river was

repulsed vrith heavy,. Ibss.

IIJ50/10
Entries at

24, 26 Jan.

After the Japanese occupation of Kuantan, A.H.Q, took
every precaution against East Coast landings, and as we have
seen

were

,  from 12th January onwards daily coastal reconnaissances
flownU), These continued to operate and on 2bth January

the long anticipated invasion convoy was siglited. Two
Hudsons, at 0745 hours, siglited a force of two cruisers,
elevon or twelve destroyers and two merchant vessels of 10,000
tons in a position approximately 20 miles N.E. of Endau(2),
Indeed, this lleet had actually arrived at Endau for three
barges were moving out from the shore, lighter cover was
fl3dng over the ships and was probably land-based for
carrier was in the vicinity. An attack by three fighters was
made on the Hudsons vdiich suffered no serious damage; one Navy
Zero was possibly shot down. Jamming of the W/T reports pre
vented this important sighting news reaching A.H.Q, until it
was telephoned from Sembawang at O92O hours,
minutes

orders:-

no

After 45
consultation' the Senior Air Staff Officer gave these

D.S.D. (M.R.S. )
2014 Enc. 13a
Page 56

IU55/15/30
Enos. 24a, 33a.

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2014 Enc. 10a
pages 23, 24.

Ibid:

Enc. 8a page 4.

Eno. 5a page 2.

Enc. 13.

D.S.D. (•M.R.S.)
2012 Encs. la, 3a.

(a)D.S.D. (M.R.S. )
2024 Enc. 5a

All available Vildebeestes to be rearmed with 250 lb.
G-.P. or S.A.P, bombs.

All available Hudsons to arm similarly.
Tighter escort to be arranged.
Signalled No. 225 (b) Group, Sumatra to send all
Blenlaeims and Hudsons to Endau(3),
Requested Abdacom, by signal, to send a force of
American bombers to the target.

bIIJ53/8 page 75
G

(a

(e)

Tlie striking force available at
consisted only of thirty-six aircraft
was decided as;

Singapore at IO5O hours
Priority of targets

Transports, barges, thon troops ashore.
Because the enemy ships were lying in shallow water torpedoes

(1) See 'A Limited Air Offensive', Two Hudsons of No. 8
(G.R.) Squadron were 'missing' from this operation on
^th J^uary, and on the following day two Hudsons of No. 1
(G.R. ) Squadron were attacked by fighters,
(2) 2 deg, 50 mins. North; 103 deg, 47 mins. East. This

fleet, according to Japanese sources, had left Saigon on
22nd January and reached Singora midnight 25th January carrying
the I8th Division. It was escorted by uinits of the 12th Air
Brigade based at Kuantan,

(3) As will be recomited later,
Nos, 27, 34 and 62 as vroll as No
time were based in Sumatra.

(4) Stirling force available at IO3O hours
Vildebeestes, two illbacores, six Hudsons,
Buffaloes, nine H-urricanos,

the three Blenheim Squadrons -
.  1 and 8 Squadrons, at this

eleven

one Siark, seven
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instead, the Vildebeestes were loadedwere not to be used;
with 250 lb. bombs - a lengthy process in view of the
shortage of bomb trollies and tractors. Refuelling after
the previous night’s raids was another delaying factor^^^*
It was n,ot«until the early afternoon that the first wave

This consisted of nine Hudsons of Nos. 1 and

8 (G-.r) Squadrons;, twelve Vildebeestes (of which ten were
No.100 Squadron aircraft), fifteen Buffaloes of Nos.243, 21
and 453 Squadrons; and eight Hurricanes of No,232 Squadron.
This force flew up the coast at an average height of
1,000 feet, just below cloud, the 90 m^p.h. cruising speed
of the torpedo-bombers giving some difficulty to the esbOrt-
ing Buffaloes, The Hurricanes reached the target area just
as the Vildebeestes were going in. Heavy fighter and A.A,

opposition was encountered, yet despite this two direct hits

were claimed on a 10,000 ton vessel, one hit on an 8,000 ton
ship and one hit on a cruiser(3),- Unfortunately, the
primary target - the troops which had been carried on board

these ships - by this time were ashore(^). A dump of stores
on the bank of the River Endau, as well as enemy troops, was
also bombed.

Airoy 97* s destroyed, Wo probables and one damaged,
our losses were very heavy,
No,100 Squadron were missing and Wo of the crew of a Hudson
killed.

took off

Enemy air casualties claimed were: seven
But

Five Vildebeestes of '
II J53/8
pagb 75

Later that afternoon, the second wave took-off from
Singapore consisting of nine Vildebeestes (the majority from
No,36 (T.B) Squadron) led by a flight of three Albacores.
Fighter escort was given by four Buffaloes and eight
Hurricanes(5), No cloud cover was available, but  a large
patch of cumulous just beyond the target concealed Navy
Zeros and Aimy 97* s.
prey to these fighters and in a very short space of time

five Vildebeestes, tliree Albacores and one Hurricane were
shot down,

and one damaged.

The antiquated Vildebeestes were easy

Four enemy fighters v/ere claimed as destroyed
Eight hits on a transport were claimed.

(1) Normally, aircraft were refuelled and re-armed over
night,
until 1000 hrs,

(2) A remarkable feature of this day's operations is that
few details are recorded in the Operations Room Diary,
a concensus of personal reports the take-off can be fixed
only at an indefinite time beWeen I3OO and 15OO hrs. One
pilot reports that he was briefed to attack at 1502 hrs.
(This latter time agrees with the Japanese report which
mentions the first attack was delivered at 1505 hrs.)
(3) Later, Wo transports, one cruiser and Wo destroyers
were seen to be stationary and high out of the water,
(4) The Japanese state that the first wave of thirty aircraft
come in approximately 4g- hrs. after the start of troop dis
embarkation. Their fighters consisted of nine aircraft of
11th Air Combat Unit plus a similar number of,the 1st Air
Combat Unit.

Also, on this occasion crews had been 'stood-off

From

For the loss of Wo fighters they claim the
destruction of Wenty-four R.A.F. aircraft.
(5) Two and a half hours later, at 1730 hrs., their account
continues, the second vmve of eighteen aircraft attacked the
ships. Air defence comprised the 1st Air Combat Unit and

47th Independent Air Squadron, who beWeen' them shot down
fifteen aircraft and suffered no losses.

The final attack (by the six Hudsons) was met by 11th Air
Comba.t Unit who shot down one Hudson,

Their final summing up of the operation says - "Nearly
all of the remaining enemy air force in Singapore, which had
been hiding 'until now, was destroyed,"
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A force of six Hudsons of No,62 (b) Squadron and five
Blenheim I's of No.27 Squadron (manned by N0.8A (B) Squadron
crews) had been organised at Palembang II by mid-afternoon.
There was sufficient time for the Hudsons to deliver their

attack at Endau, but even so two of them crashed when making
dusk landings at Sembawang.
getting airborne and so were ordered to land at Sembawang to
be at the disposal of A,H.Q,('l),

Both Nos.36 and 100 Squadrons had suffered grievous
losses in this action. The Commanding Officers of each Unit

had been killed and apart from the other casualties, three

of their aircraft were damaged and many crews wounded. The

A.O.C,, in congratulating the survivors, told them that they
would not again be sent on a similar operation. It is a
bitter reflection when it is remembered that these two

Squadrons, with the exception of No,205 Squadron, were the
oldest R.A.P. units at Singapore. Many years of training
had brought them to a peak of efficiency in their task of

torpedo dropping. Yet when ultimately they were involved in

war, their aircraft vrere so antiquated they stood no chance
against modem weapons. Off Kota Bahru, on the first day
of hostilities, a few of their number made an ineffectual
torpedo attack upon transports. After this the force was

conseiwed to strike aga.inst an invasion fleet, but when the
critical time arrived the attack was not delivered with the

well-practised torpedo but with small bombs against ships
emptied of the invading troops. Their sacrifice was in
vain(2}.

The Blenheims v/ere late in
II M/E8V3
Appendix,
page 2,

II J50/9
II J50/10
Entries at

26th Jan.

V/e must turn now to the other air effort which reached

its climax during the second half of January - the air defence
of Singapore, In the main this had been entrusted to Nos.2A3

and 488 (p) Squadrons but due to the prodigious efforts of
No,151 M.U. this dwindling force was strengthened on
20th January by the first Hurricanes. On this day there were

tv/o raids by ninety heavy bombers with fighter escort. Bombs

fell on the Naval Base, Soletar and Sembawang, the airfields
suffering considerable damage to buildings; one Hudson was

destroyed. In the City sixty were killed and one hundred and

fifty injured. Buffaloes did not make an interception in

the morning raid but a Plight of No.232 (P) Squadron, going
into action for the first time, was able to claim one Zero and
three bombers shot down. Three of the Hurricanes were brought
down in a dog fight but the pilot of one was saved. One enen^r

bomber crashed during the second raid, probably brought dcuvn
by A.A. fire as there was no fighter interception.

II J55/15/30
Encs. 11a

II J50/17/8
Signals d/d
21, 22 Jan.

II J50/9
Entries at

20 Jan.

(1) On 27th January these Blenheims were ordered to beat up
Kuantan airfield, paying particular attention to enemy tightens
in order to ‘avenge the Vildebeestes*. Pour of the Blenheims
took off at 0030 hrs, 28th Janua.ry and despite thick cloud
bombed Kuantan. Results were difficult to observe,

(2) Surely this order to employ bombs instead of toip>edoas was
an unfortunate one? In addition to the unfamiliar technique
of loading bombs on to Vildebeestes the. pilots were inexperi
enced in the role of bombing,
had never practised dive-bombing v/ith a loaded aircraft'i

But in the first instance the decision not to use torpedoes
because of shallov/ water can hardly have been correct. At the

time of sighting, the transports were lying some 20 miles off

shore, ' Allowing for their progress towards the coast would

it not have been preferable -to launch a torpedo attack ihto

water which, in any case, was of sufficient depth to float a

10,000 ton ship?

One of them reports that 'he
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Two Hurricanes were shot down and one damaged on the

day following when Singapore was raided by approximately one
hundred aircraft. Tengah v/as hit again and an aircraft
destroyed. Fighters claimed four destroyed and one probable
whilst the A,A. defences logged a hightr score - nine shot

Civilian casualties amounted to three hundred anddown,

four killed and seven hundred and twenty five injured.

The 22nd January was a day of even greater disasters.
Two waves of twenty-seven Ka.vy 96 heavy bombers flew to

Singapore from French Indo-Ghina bombing Kallang and .
Our fighters claimed sixScmbawang from 22,000 feet,

destroyed and two probables, but at the heavy cost of five
Two Glen Martins andHurricanes and four Buffaloes lost,

, /

two Buffaloes were destroyed on the ground at Kallang and

eight damaged.

And so throughout the month of January this sorry tale
each day bringing its quota of losses both in air-goes on,

craft and casulaties to service personnel and civilians.
From 20th to 31th January civilian casualties were six
hundred and tvro killed and one thousand five hundred and

In the defence of Singapore over the sametwelve injured,

period twenty-six enemy aircraft were claimed v/ith five
In the air and on the ground we lost twonty*»sixprobables,

with ten damaged.

Writing of the Hurricane effort in the defence of
Singapore the Deputy A,0.0, admits that too much had been
expected of these fighter aircraft which, "civilians and
armed forces alike had anticipated... would carry all before

It was no fault of the pilots, he goes on, that
"Nevertheless, the false hopes

them,

this was not achieved,

Maltby
Despatch
para. 352,

which had been placed in them reacted keenly when they were

not realised", he concludes.

Above 18,000 feet, the Commander of No.232 (f) Squadron
as more than a match for the Zero,

more

Desert oil filters

D.S.D. ̂ M.E..S.)
2012

Enc. la.

reports, the Hurricane w
but below that altitude the Japanese fighter was
manoeuvrable than the British aircraft. ^

(fitted because the original destination of these Hurricanes
was the Middle East) reduced their speed by some 30 m.p.h.
Factors which effected the operational strength of the

Hurricanes were the lack of spare parts, glycol, oxygen,^and
oil for the hydraulics; shortage of tools and the ineffici
ency of the E/T,

As the Hurricanes were assembled so they were put ̂on to
operations and by 22nd January No, 151 had assembled the
first batch of fifty-one. In response to a personal inquiry
which had originated from the Prime Minister it was shown

available for29th January that only twenty-one were

II J50/22/7

Encs. 6la,
64a, 65a.

opcrations(l).
on

(l) Hurricane state on 29th January;-

17 Written off
2 repairable on Unit
7 repairable at Depot
21 available for operations
4- available in 24- hours

■51
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R.A.F, Units Move to Netherlands East Indies

When the enemy crossed the border of Northern Johore on
lAth January there- came the realization that the R.A.F, would

henceforth be confined to the foixr airfields on Singapore
Island itself. Not only would these stations become easy
targets for the rapidly advancing Japanese Air Force, but the
likelihood of incoming reinforcements vrould aggravate still .

further the dangers of congestion. Dispersal beyond the

dangerous limits of the Island was imperative.

jII J55/15/50
end. 1B,

Already it has been told how at the end of December,
A.H.Q, decided to reform 'Norgroup* for the control o
operational Units in the contemplated move to Sumatra
Palembang had been the site chosen for Group Headquarters.
On l6th January the Deputy A.O.C. issued an Administrative
Instruction, the main points of which were as follows:-

fi).

Bomber Squadrons would be based in Sumatra using
No.223 Groupthe Singapore airfiel

was to be refomed\2)
Group Captain Bishop for the control of these Units.
Group Headquarters was to be located at Palembang with
stations at Palembang I and II and Pakan Baroa.
disposition of the Squadrons, both in Singapore and
those arriving from the Middle East was planned as
follows:-

ds as advance bases.
under the command of

The

S quadron Base Advance Base

34 Pakan Baroe

Pakan Baroe

Palembang I (Pl) (.4)
Palembang I
Palembang II (PIl)
Palembang II
Palembang II
Pakan Baroe

Tengah
Tengah (3)
Seletar

Seletar

Sembawang
Sembawang
Sembawang

27
34
211

1

8

62

M.V.A.F.

Moves of the air parties from Singapore was
expected to start on 23rd January and finish on 25th.

A nucleus staff of No.225 Group, headed by
Group Captain Bishop, left Singapore by air on l8th JanuaryCS)*
The A,0,C,‘s instructions to the Group Commander were:-

(a) to establish a Group Headquarters;

(b) to accelerate arrangements for operating not only
all the bombers then in Singapore but Nos,84 and
211 Squadrons and the Hudson Ill's which at the time

v/ei’e en route from Egypt and the U,K. respectively.

Maltby
Despatch

paras. 400
and 401.

II J50/4
entries d'd 22,
23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30,
31st Jan.

1) See "Defensive Preparations in Southern Malaya",
2) This Group was later designated "No.225 Group",
3) The destination of Nos.34 and 27 Squadrons was sub
sequently altered to Palembang I on account of the
vulnerable position of Pakan Baroo which was heavily
raided on 17 Januaiy.
(4) Distance from Singapore to Palerabang is 310 miles,
(5) The post of Group Captain Operations at A.H.Q.,
relinquished by Group Captain Bishop, was taken over by
Group Captain G. E, Nicholetts who had arrived in
Singapore about 1?th January.
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Dutch Units were first moved from Singapore, Between

17/19th January the fighters left Kallang. for Buitenzorg
(Java) and on 23rd January the two Glen Martin Squadrons also
loft for Java. The advance sea parties of Nos.1 and 8 (G»R»)
Squadrons, together with No. 34- (b) Sq.uadron's ground party
embarked at the Naval Base on 20th- January in accordance with

A.H.Q. orders. They sailed in S.S.’s Kedah and Pandah and

arrived at. the port of Palombang on th» afternoon
22nd January; personnel then entrained for the two airfields*
Six Blenheim TV’s of No,34- (b) Squadron fle\7 to PI on

24-th January as well as No. 27 (N,P.) Squadron.
23rd January No.62 (b) Squadron arrived at PII.
Lodestars gave invaluable but limited help in moving ground
personnel. No.8 (G.R.) Squadron, after transferring its
remaining Hudson II* s to N0.I (G,R») Squadron, moved to PII
on 29th January, No.l (G.R, ) Squadron now with a strength
of sixteen aircraft, also transferred to Sumatra on the same

day when twelve aircraft left Sembawang. Pour other opera*—
tionally unserviceable Hudsons were moved - one carrying
Group Captain McCauley to command at PII - so that by
31st January R.A.A.F, Station Sembawang was empty except for

No,A53 (p) Squadron,

No,21 (P) Squadron, which was due to leave for Australia
to re-arm, handed over its remaining aircraft, spares and

equipment to No.4-53 (P) Squadron, The Unit embarked on
3.3. Taklimaa on 30th January, but contrary to the original
intention did not proceed directly to Australia but was sent

to Pa.lembang to assist in the maintenance of R.A.P, Blenheims
(until relieved by the proper ground crews, then en route
from the Middle East).

On or about

Two Dutch

D.S.P (M.R.S.)
2014
enc. lOA

page 21.
Enc. 21A

page 2.

Enc, 3A

page 5*

J55/15/30
i. IfOA, .

DSD (M.R.S,)
2014
enc, 10A

page 26,

II
enc

Ibid

enc, 13A

page 59.

Owing to the vulnerable position of the Cat-alinas on the
Selctar moorings A.H,Q, had suggested to Abdair that the Unit

No.205 (P.B.) Squadron duly
four Catalinas . had arrived, at

One flying boat had remained at

should be based at Bata.via,

moved and by 31st Januscry
Tanjong Priok harbouri w.

II J55/15/30
enc, 31A

d/d 26 Jan.

II J53/4
pp. 38, 39,
and 40,

DSD (M,R.S.)
2014
encs, 5A
and' 8A,

Seletar in connection with an incoming convoy, as 'well, as
two unserviceable aircraft.

The remnants of the Torpedo-Bombers - five Vildebeestes
and two Albacores of No,36 Squadron, eight aircraft of No.100,
together with two Vildebeestes which ha-d been used for radar
calibration - were all loaded with torpedoes and at 0430 hours
31st Ja.nuary flew, via PI, to Kemajoran (near Batavia)V /,

also the destination of the Wirraways, but theJava was

few Sharks were to be stripped of all useful equipment and

left as dimimy aircraft. Six Wirraways flew from Tengah on

31st January bound for Kenayeru, No.151 M.U. resurrected
four Swordfish, v/hich were to become operational in the
Island's defence. Apart from these (and the Fighter Force)
all other aircraft had gone to the N.E.I, by 31s't Januau’y*,

/jiy unserviceable aircraft which rmained in Singapoire at this
juncture, unless repairable within seven days, were to be
struck off charge.

When the Supreme Commander found no defences had been
prepared to resist an invasion of Singapore from the north,
his subsequent orders for action required, amongst other

II J50/2
encs, 58A and
59A.

(i) Pour Catalinas left Tanjong Priok for Oosthaven (Sumatra)
1st Pebrua.ry 1942 for operations under the Dutch con-

One remained, damaged, at Batavia,
1st Pebruaiy, left

on

trolled 'Reegroup*.
(2) Ground crews of the two Squadrons, on
for Palembang bn S.S, Perak and ultimately rejoined their
aircraft in Java’,
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things, inforaiation on the arrangements for evacuating stores
from the Islandv''/* An appreciation embracing the part to be
played by the R«A,P, in this ultimate defence was submitted to
General Wavell on I8th January by the Deputy A.O.G. One
significant paragraph read:-

"Evacuation of Stores from Singapore - Arrangements
are already under way for transferring'some, and plans
are in hand for the remainder. If shipping space is not
available for all, the unremoved balance will be
demolished,"

A simply worded directive but it was to cover an exodus
the like of which liad never before been seen in the R.A.P,
move' the bomber squadrons by air was a comparatively easy
matter but their very capacity limited the lift to the bare
essentials. The majority of the maintenance crews *and the

To

bulk of equipment, of necessity had to follow by sea. How
welcome would have been a fleet of air transports; they at
least might have lifted the Squadrons' ground personnel, but
nothing short of an enormous number of vessels could have
transferred the vast accumulation of stores which had been
collected by the three Services over the period of some
thirteen years.

■  >

II J53/5
entries at

5, 18, 21, 22
24. Jan.
1, 2, 3 Peb.

Preliminary arrangements to move men and materials to
Sumatra had been made as far back as 5th January but even by
the 18th they ■were still waiting in Singapore owing to the
lack of shipping. It was estimated by the Chief Equipment
Officer, A.H.Q., that 30,000 shipping tons space would be
needed for the proposed moves from Singaporet^), Already ,
there was an accumulation of 1,000 tons awaiting transfer, and
no shipping was available!

Orders were given on 21st January for two-thirds of
Nos.151 and 152 M.Us. to be sent to the region of Batavia;
the Aircraft Repair Section would be housed in civilian

was proposed to use a large v/arehouse
w). Base Accounts and the Pay Office would

also move to Java if accommodation could be found,
explosive depot would also form in the N.E.I,
Palembang on conditions in Sumatra led to a directive that all
parties of personnel should carry thirty days rations together
with bedding, cooking utensils and’fire-fighting equipment.

hangars and it \
Transit Section'

as a

An
Advice from

Everything had to be moved by sea, but although under the
direction of the Deputy A.O.C, the initial arrangements were
methodical and orderly the confusion soon to become apparent

the Singapore Docks rapidly disorganised the transfer of
Towards the end of the month work at the Docks had

been almost non-stop night and day.

in

Units,

No. 153 M.U. had got away;Maltby
Despatch loading was concentrated upon R.I.M.U, equipment, heavy ■
paras. 35^ and i^chinery, vehicles and airfield construction equipment as wall
379* as explosives. Then the position was aggra.vated and thrown

into confusion by the bombing raids. I
but was replaced to some extent by Service personnel who
carried out bunkering and loading. Some ships had to be
loaded, by lighters in the roads whilst others, despite the

See "High Command Changes and More Re-inforcements Arrive,
2) Such would comprise all equipment in excess of ninety days

re quireraent 3•
(3) At Djocja.carta (java) No. 153 M.U. was ready to receive
personnel by 26th January. No,151 M',U. was similarly placed
at Batavia to which an advance party ■was ready to
29th January,

1

move on
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bombing, came right into the godo\ms (berths). Crews
dosorted - even the R.A.P. auxiliary S.S. Tung Song had

troublo in this respect. There were many vessels sunk and

dajnagod in the harbour despite precautionary dispersal.
Embarkation plans became disorganised and Units were
scattered and separated from their equipment. Even when

chipping had put to sea the danger was not past for the

Japanese air attacks inflicted heavy losses on shipping
bound for the N.E.I, so that large quantities of equipment,
including 1|.T., never reached its destination.

A senior Staff Officer in Sumatra reports how the influx
of our forces sta.rted in mid-January; during that time and

the first few days in February about five thousand R.A.P,

personnel landed at Palombang, There were no delays in

unloading despite the brief warning (of about three hours)
which wa.s given of their expected arrival. They were fed

and housed, mainly on Dutch Army rations and in billets for

there was an acute shortage of our ovm food and no tentage.
Another primary need was for M.T, - but with the exception
of three refuellers none arrived from Singapore, Personnel
wore in great disorder for they reached Palembang not as

Units but as a mass of individuals in many cases without even

nominal rolls. They were hungry, exhausted, and in a low

state of morale. The situation was greatly complibated by
the arrival at Palembang of men destined for Java  - these

had to be orga.nised, entrained for Oosthaven and shipped
thence to Batavia,

/■

DSD (M.R.S.)
2161 enc. 4A
page 3.

Maltby Dosptach
paras. 412 to
417, 418 to
419.

II J50/4
entry at
24th Jan.

DSD (M.H.S.)
2023

Originally it was planned to station Nos.27 and 34
(b) Squadrons on Pakan Baroe, then later their destination

This airfield received its first airwas changed to PI.
attack at 1000 hours 23rd January v/hen twenty-seven
unescorted Army 97 bopbers accurately dropped their loads
causing only superficial damage to the airfield surface.
Nevertheless, it was evident to A.H.Q, that the airfields
in southern Sumatra were about to be bombed, probably with
increasing severity,
the bomber force between the two Palembang airfields as .

It was decided, therefore, to redisp
’Bomber
Operations
in N.E.I,
Enos, 1A,

I
ose

follows:-

PI:- This was best adapted to fighters and so was
earmarked for. the Hurricanes from H.M.S. Indomitable.
soon to arrive. Bombers v/ere minimized to Nos,84 and
211 (b) Squadrons (which coimnenced to arrive 23rd January)
and the M.V.A.P, detachment,

PII;- Suitable for all types of medium bombers,
with a location believed unknovm to the Japanese, and
adequate dispersal facilities, was to be the base for
N0S.I and8' (G.R.) Squadrons together with Nos.27, 34
and 62 (b) Squadrons.
The account of the arrival of Nos.84 and 211 (b) Squadrons

in Sumatra shall now be amplified. As already described the
first flight left Heliopolis on 14th January and arrived at
PI on 23rd January only to find it had been bombed that morn
ing. In consequence, the Blenheims left fbr PTI next rooming.
Of the remaining seventeen aircraft only eleven reached
Palembang ("^).

(1) Movement of No,84 (B) Squadron:-
16 - reached PI and PII between 23rd January and

10th February,
2 - force-landed in Sumatra due to bad briefing.
1 - WS.S shot up on Pakan Baroe,
1 - remained u/s in at Magive (Bumra),
1 - crashed at Rangoon (Burma),

crashed near Allahabad (India).1

22
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No.211 (b) Squadron, until the beginning of December
It was then

DSD

2025
enc. 6A.

had formed the basis of an O.T.U, in the Sudan,

reformed as an operational Squadron at Helwan (Egypt) with
twenty^our ELenheim IV s,
was split into four Flights, the first of which left on

25th January.

For the move to the Par East i

Only nineteen of the original twenty-four

t

arrived in Sumatra: engine trouble, crashes, bad briefing and

lack of maps accounted for the rest.

Finally, on 30th January Air Commodore H, J, P, Hunter
assumed command of No.225 Group, Group Captain Bishop becoming
S.A.S.O. He had floivn from England in the same aircraft as

Air Marshal Sir R. Peirse and after leaving this officer at

BataviCj he and Air Commodore S. P. Vincent flew on to

Singapore on 28th January. They discovered upon arrival that

the A.0*C. had neither been advised of their coming to

Singapore nor of their appointments as Commanders designate of

the Bomber and Fighter Groups respectively.

I

Final Air Operations over Malaya

Percival

Despatch
paras.

390 to 396,

Without a description of the disposition of the land fbrces ••
the ultimate defenders of Singapore - no story of the final days of
the Island'-would be complete. By 27th January the West Coast road

was open to the enemy for after the dispersal of the Batu Pahat

Force the troops on the road wore not strong enough to stop -the
Japanese, There were no reserves available and at the time

the 18th Division had not■arrived. A telegram had been
received by the G.C.G. in which the Supreme Commander gave him
discretion to withdraw on to the IsDind. This he decided to
do. Certain preparations for the immediate defence of the
Straits of Johore had already been made when the overall plan
for the withdrawal rms approved on 28th January,
provided for a co-ordinated move to take place simultaneously
on all four routes v;-ith the final crossing on to the Island
on the night 3C/31st January. Focus point of this critical>
operation would be the Johorc Causeway which was to becoyered
by an outer and inner bridgehead. The 22 Brigade suffered in
this evacuation for it was encircled and cut off in -the L^yang
area and desxjitea tbrced march they could not catch up.
Although every effort was made to save them the force was
captured in the neighbourhood of Johore BahruU)*

I

This

'Who Dies
Fighting' by
Angus Rose,
page 116,

C,28801
End, 1b,
para, 21.

Final withdravral was without incident. The inner bridge
head was defended by that veteran battalion - the 2nd Argyll
and Sutherland Highlanders - but in this tragic and almost
final incident they did not have to go into action. Instead,
their pipers, standing at the lock gates, played the rear
guard across the Causeway, By C8l5 hrs. 31st January all
troops had been withdrawn on to the Island, and 7C foot gap was
blown in the Causeway, The siege of Singapore had begun.

On the la.st day in January e.n air directive from Abdair
was sent to Wesgroup Singapore setting out the now-modified
tasks of the air forces. Their objectives were: to reduce
the scale of air attack on Singapore; to assist in reducing
the sea movements of the Japanese, and the direct support of

1^55/15/30
Enel, 38a,

(1) Many requests for reconnaissances were made by Illrd Corps
at this Juncture, In particular the R.A.F. was asked to search
for the missing Brigade during the morning 29th January. This
task had to be deferred owing to the priority of the approaching
reinforcement convoy. But in the evening (18CC hrs. approxi
mately) seven Hurricanes covered the area Ayer Hitam - Johore
Bahru Road but no enemy aircraft were encountered neither were
any movements seen on the roads. In fact the only incident
was over Johore when the Hurricanes were engaged by our own
Boforsi
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the Ir.nd forces. The principal task of the bomber force was

to attack enemy airfields (in which there might be assistance
from /jnerican heavy bombers). Fighters were required to
protect bomber airfields in Sounatra, escort, bombers in the

defence of Singapore and carry out sv^eeps in the Straits of

Malacca to oppose enemy landings. The directive went on to

anticipate that Island airfields would come under artillery
fire and in consequence at least one base should be.maintained,
beyond range, to refuel the fighters engaged in the defence
of the Island.

IIJ53/5
Entries at

26, 27, 28 Jan.

To revert now to the transference of Units to Sumatra

it must be mentioned that A.H.Q, vifas.planning to establish a

rear Headquarters in the N.E.I. A site had been chosen at
Oosthaven by 26th Januaiy. and staff officers selected, but

later the proposed location was altered to Falembang v/'here

the H.Q, would be attached to No.225 Group. Most branches of

A.II.Q. were to send two-thirds of their staff and an immediate
contemplated until the Deputy A.O.C. ruled that more

detailed and orderly piroparation was necessary for such an

operation. Subsequently it v/as corifimed that the move of

A.H.Q. should take place on 30th January after loading had

boon completed the day previously,
decided to leave in Singapore a Repair and Salvage Unit

together with an Air Stores Park for the maintenance of the
Fighter Force,

Genei-al Wavell visited Singapore on 30th January accora-
He discussed plans for the with-

raove was

iind at this stage it was

panied by Air Marshal Peirse.
C.28801

End. l(b)
para, 21. di’C-wal on to the Island and conferred with the G.O.C., the

Governor, Rear Admiral Malaya and the A.O.C, on the defence of
the Island, Realizing the dangers to aircraft left on the

exTJOsed airfields he gave orders (subsequently confirmed by
signal after his return to Bandoeng) for all fighters to move
to Simatra leaving a token force of eight Hurricanes and eight
Bui*faloes to operate from the most secure location on the
Island, Air Vice-Marshal Maltby - the Deputy A.O.C, was to

proceed to Abdacom as soon as he could be spared whilst the
A,0.G, Wosgroup, Air Vice-liarshal Pulford, was to establish
his Headquarters in Sumatra leaving a rear Headquarters at
Singapore(1)

IIJ50/3
End, 12a,

Such orders by the Supreme Commander only endorsed the
action already taken by A.H.Q, to send the Headquarters staff
to Pa5.embang as well as to move No. 151 M,U, to BataviaU;,
That evening, hovrever, to implement the new,policy, it was
decided to form immiediately No. 226 (p) Group in Palembang under
Aar Commodore Vincent. Staff would be provided from the

personnel of No.222(- (P) Group, Singapore as well as by No, 26b
(f) V/ing soon to arrive in the N.E.I,

Because of the lack of ground defences(3) at Palembang
Air Vice-Marshal Pulford (in cable No.2? of 4th Feb.) advised

Maltby Despatch
paras. 372
373 (a) (c)
375.

IIJ55/15/30
End, 56a 52a,
44a.

(l) Air Goramodjore Silly - designated Commander of the Rear
H.Q. r-t Pc.lombang - together with A.H.Q, personnel left

Singapore on S.S. Tqkliwa shortly after mid-day 30th.January.
Viliuthor or not this move anticipated the Sumpreme Commander s

General Wavell, however, had leftis uncertein.-»c*oraox

(2)'These points are onphasiaed because Air Vice-Jfershal Maltby s
Dosptach gives the impression that this action was taken s-fter
Gcno--al ¥avell‘s visit.v/hereas in actual fact such plans were

not only made prior to' this dodo but had been implemented.
Abdair had v/amed Wes group on 2nd February that 'every

endeavour is to be made to perfect the defence of aeirodromes
(in Southern Sumatra) against parachute and air landngs .
is not absolutely certain, however, that AirVaoe-Maishd.Pu]fi>r d

alluding to this factor in his signal of 4th February.

N
'.-'V

It

was
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back to Java

whilst a token
Abdr.ir that the bomber Squadrons should move
accompanied by the few remaining fighters(l),
force would still bo retained in Singapore. On 5th February,
referring to this signal and to General Wavell's directive of

50th January, he again signalled Abdair to the effect that

he Tiras shipping a large portion of his staff to Batavia to

re-organise there,
paniod by his Senior Air Staff Officer, to grasp the situation

in Sumatra, thci’Gri’ter continuing to Batavia,

Ho proposed to fly to Palembang, accom-

IU50/3
Enel. 13(a),
(b), (c).

At this juncture (5th February) a signal had been sent
from Abdair requiring Air Vice-Marshal Pulford to hand over

command of Wesgroup temporarily to Air Vice-Marshal Maltby as
soon as convenient. He ?/as then to report to Abdair,
Air Vice-ivlai’shal Maltby records that he and the A,0,0, were

on the point of complying because they agreed a convenient
moment for such a change would occur in the hranediate future

when A.H.Q. had been transferred to Batavia,

Then followed an exchange of signals - all on 5th Ebbi-uary
which completely transfozTned the situation. Air Marshal iteirse
advised the A.O.C. that he liad been considering the wisdom of

moving Wesgroup from Singapore. He felt the air operations
should be planned in relation to the best means of defence of

Singapore and close contact with the G.O.C.was desirable.
Although recognising Batavia as an alternative location for

V/esgroup, his inclination was to leave A.H.Q. at Singapore,
The view of the A.O.C, on these proposals was invited.

Accordingly, Air Vice>4Iarshal Pulford replied that the value
of Wesgroup in Singapore would be small. Firstly because the

fighters had been reduced to a token force; and secondly,
all the bombers were in Sumatra, which according to Abda'corn,
was in danger of being attacked, thus involving a further move

back of tlie Squadrons into Java, He v/as convinced that a
move of his Headquarters to Batavia would ena.ble the striking
forces to be re-oi’ganiaed.

Ibid

Enc, 19a,

Maltby Despatch
Draft Copy No. 15

Appendix 'D*
para, 2C,

IU5C/3
Ends. 15a, 16a,

Then came a signal, dated 5th Februaiy, from Abdair to

the A.O.C. and repeated to the three Groups, which read:'
It is'Personal from Peirse - 'four 27, 4th February,

IU55/15/3O
Ends, 59a

52a, 56a,
72a, essential to retain control of southern area Sumatra ~ I do

But shouldNOT take-so gloomy a view of possibilities,
attack on Sumatra develop your forces must be used in the

most energetic way to repel it, 7 ̂
that we intend to stop the enemy(2).

Please impress on everyone

This was answered by Air Vice-Marshal Pulford to the
effect that the Sumatra Squadrons would energetically repel

any attack. Furthermore, he had cancelled the move of what

(1) For air strength on February see Appendix XI,
(2) It must be stressed that this signal answered the one from
Air-Vice Marshal Pulford (Cable No.27- <3/d 4th February) in
which he proposed the bombers and the few remaining fighters
should fall back to Java,

Air Vice-Marshal Maltby considers the signal had  a pro
found effect on the A.C.G, who 'took it as a personal and

public rebulce administered for suggesting that he and his H.Q,
should abandon Amy H.Q, in Singapore, and for suggesting
that his Squadrons would have to vfithdraw from Southern
Sumatra*,

Careful, scrutiny reveals tiiat Abdair's signal did indeed
refer to Cable No, 27 of 4th February where-in no mention was

made of moving Wesgroup from Singapore, and in which a request
was made for Abdair to repeat their ans7/er to Nos.225 s-nd

226 Groups,
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was left of his Headquarters' staff and that he would .

instruct Air Corranodore Silly to proceed to Batavia to take

administrative charge and to receive reinforcement personnel
together with Units transferred from Singapore.

The story of the final air operations over Malaya, from

the last few days of January until the Surrender, must, for

the sake of clarity be divided into two parts which should be

read in conj unction with each other. These concern the fighters
based on Singapore, and the bomber force now almost entirely
stationed in Sumatra,

Kluang was the target for the only raid mounted by
The Swordfish flight,

IIJ50/A
Entries at

2 Peb.

Singapore - based bomber aircraft,
under Army control for coast defence spotting, was released
to A,H,Q, for a raid on night 2/3rd February. ; -- -
aircraft each amed with four 250 lb. bombs made a night
attack on Kluang, at this time occupied by a strong force of

Japanese fighters,
as upon a road convoy but results were unobserved.
Swordfish returned with their bombs owing to defective bomb

Four of thes

Bombs were dropped on the airfield as well
Two

e

IIJ55/15/50
Ends. 2f9a,
50a.

releases.

Operations staged from Sumatra were controlled by
No.225 (b) Group who selected the targets (if within the policy-
laid down by A.H.Q.) and briefed the pilots. Alternatively,
if Squadrons used Singapore for refuelling the briefing would
bo done there under A.H.Q, direction.

Maltby

Despatch,'
para, 402, 421.

For the passage of the reinforcement convoys through the
Sunda Sti-aits during the last vreek in January and the first

few days of February it was the responsibility of the Group
to provide reconnaissances in this area. No fighter cover

was available as the Dutch Buffaloes had been v/ithdravm_ to
Java on 1st February. Therefore, an average of five aircraft

of No. 84 (b). Squadron had to stand-by all day from 30th January
to 3rd February to give protection to the convoys should they

No.1 (G.R.) Squadron and a Catalina of No.205be attacked.

IIM/E8y3
Appendix,
pp. 2,3.

(F.B.) Squadron also participated.

The Group also took part in the attacks against the
landings at Endau by sending six Hudsons and five Bynheims,
This action has already been described("l), In addyyn, on
the same day (26th January), six Blenhoiiis of No.34(B) Squadron
and tvro Blenheims of No.84 (b) were withdravm from operations
and detached to Batavia in connection with the arrival of

H.M.S. Indomitable with its forty-eight 'Opponent' Hurricanes#

A series of operations against Malaya were mounted from
Before describing these,IIJ35/iy30

Encs. 29a, 39a Sumatra coniraencing on 30th January,
however, it would not be inopportune to mention the effort by
American B-l7's of the 19th Bombardment Group. They were

stationed at Malang (central Java) but for the raids on M^aya
it was -oroposed to land these B-I7‘s at each of the Palerabang
airfields, there to refuel (at 800 to 1000 gallons each
aircraft) and arm with fourteen 100 kilo Dutch bombs,
the afternoon of 28th January three aircraft bombed the K^la
Lumour rurnvays and buildings but because of poor visibility

Pour bombers attacked Kuantan on
No opposition was met

On

results were doubtful.

29th January starting numerous fires,

39b

Book - 'The

Amy Air .
Forces in

World War II'

page 383.

and all aircraft returned safely.

This was followed by an R.A.P, operation against Ipoh
It was planned to mount this night raidon 30th January.

(1) See 'Air Go-operation Reaches its Peak'
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from PI with the six Blenheijn IV*s refuelling at Medan(l).
The raid on Alor Star was more definite, however,
Hudsons of No.1 (G.R.) Squadron left PII on 31st January for
Medan where, the aircraft were refuelled for the night opera
tion.

Five

Taking-off at 0200 hrs. the Hudsons were forced to

IIJ50/i^
Entry at
30th Jan. 31
1, 2, 3, k,
5 Feb.

break formation over Malaya.

4500 feet to score eight hits on the hangars and runways.
Dive bombing was used by the other three Hudsons for their

individual attacks, and numerous and effective hits were made

on the airfield and buildings.

One pair of bombers went in at

IIM/E8V3
Appendix,
pages, 2,.i^_
D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2014
End, 21a

page,3, and
Enc, 10a

pp, 29, 30.

Penang, nca'/- a base for enemy submarines, and shipping was
bombed by six Blenheims of No.84 (b) Squadron and one aircraft
of No,34 (b) Squadron which had refuelled at Medan on the out
ward flightt?-).

Another raid on Singapore was planned by No.225 Group for

the night of 2/3rd February seven Blenheim IV plus three
No.84 (B)Hudsons were to leave PII and refuel at Medan,

Squadron supplied five Blenheims, one came from No.34(b)
Squadron and three Hudsons of No.1 (G.R.) completed the force.
After refuelling one of the Hudsons had to force land on the

airfield with an engine out of action, but the remaining
Hudsons, together with the six Blenheims, went on to the

target to hit buildings, stores and rolling stock. Distance

covered was approxiraately 1800 miles to deliver  - as one

Blenheim pilot says - 'four 250 lb. bombs each'l

IIJ55/15/30
Ends, 49a

Kluang was fast becoming the concentration point for
The Sv/ordfish night raid on 2/3rd Februaryenemy fighters,

could have had little effect for a P.R. reconnaissance next

day revealed fifty-one fighters on the airfield, (the previous
report had shoivVi thirty-four),
combined bomber and fighter attack upon the airfield.
Blenheims and six Hudsons landed at Sembawang during the late

afternoon of 3i''G February and at the same time No.258 (f)
Squadron, with ton Hurricanes flew in to Tangah from Pl(3),
Briefing for 0.II crews was carried out at Sembawang the same
evening in view of an early morning departure,
the fighters never got airborne on this important operation.
From the report by the Officer Commanding No, 258 Squadron it
would seem that overnight the gun panels had been removed and

not replaced,
available to put the aircraft serviceable and so the operation
had to bo abandoned.

It was decided to mount a

Two

Unfortunately

There wore neither amourers nor even tools

It was decided, then, to cancel the

53a.

IIJ5O/4
Entries at

2, 3, k-, 5 Jan.

IIJ55/15/30
Enel. 49a, 53a,
69a.

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2015

Enel. 11a,
page 5.

entire raid, but before this could be done the bomber force
of seven aircraft had taken-off from Sembawc-ng. Altogether
the information on this raid must have been very confused,

for, contrary to instructions, the bombers returned direct to
Sumatra instead of Singapore. Subsequently No.225 Group
reported tliat the Hudsons had bombed the runway at Kluang and
the Blenheims hit a road south of long Peng as well as a

One Hudson was missing.railway south of Kluang.

Efforts to strike at enemy targets were maintained
No. 84 (b) Squadron mounted an operation

Eight

im/E.Sk/3
Appendix,
page 3»

almost daily,
against Singora for the night of 5th February.
Blenheims loft PII for the usual refuelling at Medan, but at
the last moment bad v;eather intervened and the force iiad to

return to Palombang on the following day.

(1) There is no further record as to whether this raid was
actually carried out.
(2) The date of this raid is uncertain it being either
30th January or 1st February.
(3) For the circumstances of No,258 Squadron's location at
PI see the pages dea.ling v/ith Fighter activities.
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A constant threat to the N.E.I, was the probability of
a Japanese seaborne invasion. Information obtained by A.H.Q,

enemy convoy in the Anamba Islands resulted in a Hudson
D.S.D. (M.R.S.) (G-.R. ) Squadron being sent off from PII at 0620 hrs.
2014 February, There was no cloud cover en route so a climb

to 15000 feet was made. 'yarning of the Hudson's approach may
well Iiave been given from the Repon Islands (on the track) for

soon as the Anambas were reached ten fighters were seen
climbing to attack. Diving into a patch of cloud some
5000 feet below the pilot successfully evaded these Japanese
and at the same time (17OO hrs.) the second pilot made
accurate sketch map of Matak Bay and of the ships anchored
there-in. These consisted of; one cruiser, four destroyers,
four transports of 10,000, 5OOO, 3000 tons (and one of unknown
tonnage), A successful landing was made at Kallang and the
information conveyed direct to the A.0.0, Nine .Blenheims
were oroered to attack by moonlight on 8th February considera
tions of range and bomb load precluded a similar operation by
No.8 (G.R,) Squadron. Meanwhile, a P.R, flight was planned
for miaday on 7th to obtain photographs, but this was never
flown for the Buffalo was destroyed in a raid on Kallang
before it could take-off. Eventually the Blenheims attacked
the enemj'' ships at O4IO hrs. 9th February, This timing gacve the
best moonlight but considerable cloud was over the target and
results are not recorded,

set off to attack the same target in the early hours of
12th February.
Squadrons at PIIj

IU50/4
Entries at

5, 6, 7 Feb,

End, 10a

pages 32, 34. .

IIJ55/15/3O
Encs. 6la, 76a,
88a, 105a, 93a

as

a most

Tm/mu/j)
Appendix
page 3.

Another force of nine Blenheims

These aircraft were from Nos. 84 and 211 (b)
three crashed on take-off and a fourth pilLt

returned to make a hazardous landing with all blind-flying
instruments unserviceable. His only landing aid in a pitch
black night was the flashes from the lightning. Of the five
remaining Blenheims which flevT on to the AnaiTibas, four dropped
their 'bombs in the target area, but again, low cloud obscured
results; the fifth aircraft jettisoned its load(0.

IIJ55/15/30
Enc, 105a.

What might well be described as the last offensive opera
tion over Malaya was mounted from Palembang on 1 2th February
(at the same time as the Blenheim strike in the Anambas),
Eleven aircraft - four Hudsons of No,1 (G.R.) Squadron, five
of No.62 (b) Squadron and two of No.8 (G.R.) Squadron took
off at 0215 hrs. to raid Klu8.ng where all but one dropped
their 250 lb. bombs on the runway, hangars and buildings.

The account of the final air defence of Singapore must
centre mainly around the Hurricanes but because these

maintained from Sumatra it might be helpful to digress in order
to explain the fighter organization at Palembang.
remembered how the executive order to establish No,226 (p)
Group had been given at the time of the Supreme Commander'
visit to Singapore on 30th January,
event Air Commodore S. F, "Vincent, commander designate of the
Fighter Group had arrived in Singapore only to be told by the
A.O.C. that no post existed(2). This state of affairs was
completely revised with the formation of No.266 Group and on
1st February Air Commodore "Vincent, accompanied by three staff
officers flow to Palembang I,

were

It will be

3

Two days prior to this

The object was to form the

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2015.
Enc. 1 b.

(1) The attack on this concentration of enemy shipping was a
prelude to the invasion of Sumatra which began on 13th February
Seaborne forces converged north of Banka Island for a landing
in the Palcmbang River to take place simultaneously with
airborne operation,

in the section on the N.E.I, campaign,
(2) Air Commodore "Vincent flew out in the same Catalina as
Air Commodore Hunter, At Batavia^ Air Marshal Sir Richard iteirse
and Air Comniodore T, M. Williams deplaned to take up their
appointments in Abdacom.

our

Details of these actions are described
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Group from personnel withdrawn from No,22Z^ (P) Group Singapore
together with No.266 (p) Wing soon to arrive in convoy
W.S.14d('1). The majority of aircraft in No,226 Group flew
in from H.M.S. Indomitable; the remainder were part of the

original fifty-one (which*had arrived crated on 13th January.
The Carrier left Port Sudan about 12th January with forty-eight
Hurricane II's and pilots drawn from Nos.232, 242, 258 and
605 (P) Sx^uadrons. ' These were to operate as two composite
Squadrons as follows:-

N0.232 (P) Squadron, O.C. Sqdn, Ldr. Llewellyn
prising Nos.232, 242 and 6O5 Squadronsv^),

No.258 (P) Squadron, O.C. Sqn. Ldr. Thompson,

D#S,I). (M.R.S,)
2012

Enc. la.

,  com-

originally bound for the Middle
Aircrews sailed in H.M.S, Athene to Gibraltar.

No.258 (P) Squadron was
East via Malta. . _

Thereafter the destination was changed to Takoradi whence they
flew by Pan American Airways to Khartoum and onwards by R.A.P,
transport aircraft to Port Sudan,
board H.M.S. Indomitable after xvhich the Hurricanes were

’flavn-off’, on 2?th January, from a position three hundred
Blenheims IP's provided a naviga-*

A fortnight was spent on

miles S,Vf, of Batavia,

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2015
Eno, 11a,

nJ5(y'4
Entry at
27 Jan.

tional escort (as already described, they were detached to

Java on 26th January for this purpose).
Singapore was by way of Batavia and Palembang.
the sixteen Hurricanes which had flown off the Carrier arrived

(3), All the guns, which were

The flight to
Pifteen of

at Seletar on 28th January
IIJ50/22/7
End. 64a,

packed with grease, then had to be stripped, cleaned, tested
and harmonized, consequently the Squadron did not carryout its
first patrol until 1st Pebruary and then with only eight
Hurricanes.

A fui'ther seven aircraft of No. 258 (p) Squadron plus two
of No.232 Squadron (ll) landed at Tengah1?45 hours,30th January.
These were the survivors of a batch of sixteen which had

flown from Indomitable. Due to inexperience on the part of

the pilots five were damaged at the Batavia Civil Airport. And
a further two turned over in the ruts on PII, so that only
nine reached Singapore. Meanwhile the greater part of

No.232 (P) Squadron (ll) had arrived at PI.

D.S.D, (M.R.S.)
2015

Ends, 2a, 7a

IU50/4
Entry at
30 Jan.

(1) Operations by No.226 Group during the first fortnight in

Pebruary were mainly concerned with the defence of PI against
Japanese air attacks,
assault on 14th Pebruary.

organisation of Group H.Q. together with the establishment of

an Operations Room, warning system, airfield lay-out and ground
defences will be dealt with at their appropriate sequence in

the section on the N.E.I. campaign.
(2) An explanatory note is needed in respect to No,232 (P)
Squadron. It will be remembered how the first batch of fifty-
one crated Hurricanes, after assembly, were flown by a Unit
composed of twenty-four pilots drawn in equal numbers from

Nos,232, 17, 135 and 136 (P) Squadrons and designated 'No.232
(p) Squadron'. Por the sake of clarity this shall be referred
to as ’No.232 Squadron (l)'. Its original O.C. was killed on
the first day's operations and thereafter the Squadron was led

by Sqn. Ldr. Brooker,
The balance of No.232 Squadron's pilots went to the Par

East on Indomitable and as we have seen, were augmented by
pilots of Nos.242 and 6O5 (p) Squadrons to a total of twenty-
four aircraft and crews.

Thus it came about at the end of Januaiy there were two

Units in the Par East bearing the same number: Noo232 Squadron
(l) Sqdn. Ldr. Brooker, at Selotar/Kallang, and No,232 Squadron
(II) Sqdn. Ldr, Llewelyn, ex Indomitable, at PI.
(3) See also 'High Command Changes and More Re-inforcements
Arrive'.

These culminated in the parachute
Therefore, the description of the
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D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2015
Enc. 16

paras: 18, l6j
23, 40.

The A.0,0, No.226 Group reports that the majority of the
Hurricane pilots (with the exception of the Squadron and'
Plight Commanders) were without operational experience. As
an example, one Squadron had twenty-two of its twenty-six
pilots in this category. Servicing of aircraft was extremely
difficult for Hurricane tool kits were almost non-existent.

Spares, glycol and oxygon were equally difficult to obtain.
Pour of the tivelve Browning guns were removed for it v/as
considered that eight guns were sufficient to deal with the

unarmoured Japanese machines. This measure could give addi

tional manoeuvrability as well as a more rapid rate of climb.
Until the arrival from Batavia on 10th February of Group H.Q,
Staff and ground personnel of Nos.242, 258, and 605 Squadrons,
the Hurricanes were serviced by ground crows from Buffalo
Squadrons - a. factor which inevitably contributed to a. lav
serviceability state.

The story must now revert to Singapore to oxajnine the

state of the fighters on the Island, On 1st February the

total strength mustered was eight Hurricanes and six
Buffaloes - of Nos,232 Squadron (l) and 453 Squadron respec
tively, All the serviceable Buffaloes of Nos.243 cind
488 Squadrons had been transferred to No.453 Squadron,
Ground personnel of No.488 Squadron maintained the Hurricanes
of No.232 Squadron (l) whose ground staff, together with those
of No. 243 Squadron, were shipped to Palembang'on 2nd February.
As already recounted. No. 21 Squadron personnel had gone to
PI at an earlier date.

IIJ50/4
Entries at

1 Fob.

D.S.D. (M.E.S.)
2012

End, 6a.

IIJ55/15/3O
End, 45?-.

No,258 (P) Squadron had shifted to Tengah by 30th January,
but on- 1st February orders were received to evacuate to
Sumatra, By 1730 hours that same day the sixteen Hurricanes,

IIJ55/15/3O
Ends. 41?-,
53a, 49a.

with a Blenheim, escort, arrived at Plld,
almost continuous during this phase.

Raid warnings were
Five separate attacks

took place on 3rd February varying between lav-level strafing
of villages to high altitude bombing of the docks. On this

particular day only nine fighters were available; considering
this lack of aircraft was aggravated by the shortness of the

warnings it is not surprising thxat no sorties were made. Only
one enemy bomber was claimed by the A.A, guns. Again, on

4th February there was the s-rmae scarcity of fighters - six

Hurricanes did manage to.take the air but no interception was

made. Unchallenged, enemy formations of eighteen to twenty
aircraft bombed the city and Keppel Harbour; and on the north

of the Island our troops were dive-bombed.

Singapore's next air defenders were provided by No.232
Squaebron (ll) which, led. by Sqdn. Ldr, Lle\-
PI on 5th February escorted by two Hudsons

Sqdn, Ldr, Brooker who, with the six remaining aircraft of
No.232 Squadron
No,232 Squadron

flew in fr

This reliev

When 'A' Flightleft Kallang for PI,
landed at Tengah it was immediately

D.S.D. (M.R.S.) 2015,
End, 2a.

End, 7a page 3i
End. la, page hm

om

ed

IlJ50/(t
Entries h, 5 Feb,

(1) As already told, this Unit was required to return once
again to Tengah on the evening 3rd February to take part in
what proved to be the abortive operation against Kluang,
Finalljj on evening 4th February the Squadron returned to PI,

(2) The departirre of No. 232 Squadron (ll) from PI was most
provident for,on the day follaving the Japanese raided that

airfield. Because of the lack of warning the Hurricanes were

at a disadvantage and four were shot down.
On 7th February the notice of enemy attack a.gainwas short

a.nd a.s a result seven Hurricanes and five Blenheim IV s were

destroyed on the ground; one Blenheim IV and two Hurrica.nes
crashed and were written-off; eleven Hurricanes, one
Blenheim IV and one Hudson were damaged, and three Hurricanes

missing.
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IIJ55/15/30
End. 79b

ordered off to patrol above the Empress of Asia. This ship,
part of the re-inforcement convoy, had been set .on fire (and
bumed-out) by enemy dive bombers when in the Sultan Shoal.
Casualties were fev/, the ma^jority of personnel being landed

by the Navy.
D,S,D, (M.R.S.) fighters and Wo damaged in this action.

Flight, having landed at Sembawang only to come under shell
fire, ,
shelled

'A' Plight Hurricanes were engaged by enemy
Meanwhile 'B'

2015
Emcl, la,

PP- 3, 4.
flew across to Tengah to find this station also being
d. Both SembawangC'') and Seletar were .under artillery

D.S.D, (M.R.S.)
2012 Ehc. 13a
pp.6l, 62, 63,

fire so the only alternative was to fly to the south of the

Island and operate from Kallang, Accordingly two Hudsons,
thirteen Hurricanes and five Buffaloes took-off, leaving four
Buffaloes and two Hurricanes still at Tengah. There was just
a possibility the immediate evacuation to Sumatra would be

necessary. This did not take place, however, but the remain
ing four Buffaloes of No.453 (p) Sq.uadron left for Palembang
that same afternoon escorted by two Hudsons(2) - the air
defence of Singapore now rested solely upon No. 232 Squadron 0^^)
with a strength of fourteen serviceable Hurricanes.

64.

Ibid Enc. 6a

page 7.

IIJ55/15/3O
Enel, 70a, 75a
78a, 127a

Disaster overtook the Squadron on the 6th February.
Taking-off from Kallang to intercept a raid the Squadron
Commander hit a crane and v/as killed. Another Hurricane

force-landed and was destroyed, although the pilot v/as safe,
D»S,D, (M,R,S.) One Japanese fighter was claimed as destroyed and four damaged,.
2015 By this time liallang,
End. la. in a very desperate state,
pp, 9, 10, seven hundred yards was serviceable but even so aircraft had

to be bounced over the craters when taking-off - landings were
even more preccurious.

other airfields for by this time the Japanese were flying an
observation balloon to direct their gunfireI

novT subjected to frequent bombing, was
Only one strip of approximately

There was no possibility of using the

By 7th February the Hurricanes were becoming more .accustomed
to the enemy*s tactics and frequent interceptions were made.
Nevertheless Wo fighters were lost; one enemy aircraft was
claimed as destroyed, with one 'probable'. More bombs dropped
on Kallang, which, in the words of the new Squadron Commander
'now‘resembled a sieve*; as an alternative, a strip at
Grove Road was in the course of preparation, TheP.R* Buffalo^
it will be recalled, was destroyed in the morning* s raid.

D.S.D. (M.R.S,).
2015
End, la,

pp. 11, 12, 15.

IIJ55/15/30
Ends. 94a

125a, 83a„ 86d

IIJ53/8
page 83

Air defence of Singapore came to an end on 9th February,
On this day No,232 Squadron (ll) fought continuously against
such odds that their last stand might wel.l be compared with the
most epic achievements of the Service. On the previous night,
at 2045 hrs. the Japanese had succeeded in making landings at
several points on the N.Yi/", side of the Island(3). Further
progress v/as supported by dive-bombing ■ and lov/-flying attacks
and at midday these forces had reached Tengah airfield thus
necessitating the denial of the station and destruction of the
four Swordfish aircraft. Hurricanes, now reduced to eight,

(1) Sembawang had first been shelled during the
ing (Z(.th February).
(2) Ground personnel of No,Zf,53 Squadron thereafter
organised for the ground defence of Sembawang. At I6OO hours
7.th February the Squadron was ordered to move to Java, Personnel
embarked in the cruiser H.M.S. Danae and S.S. City of Canterbury
which left Singapore at midnight. After a hazardous voyage they
arrived at Tanjong Priok (Batavia) early on 9th February,
(3) As soon as the crossing of the straits of Johore commenced
the Japanese 7th Air Brigade gave immense support to the land
forces.

previous evon-

were

Island strong points, including the Fortress guns,
were bombed and constant attacks made upon the retreating ship
ping as well as the Dock area, A total weight of 773 tons of
bombs was dropped between 1 and 15th February,
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took-off at first light to engage a force of no less than

eighty-four aircraft approaching from Johore. Although a
measure of surprise was achieved one of the fighters was shot

down, but the pilot was safe. Hurried re-fuelling and
re-arming allowed the same force to be attacked once again
and when the results of these two. assaults v/ere assessed the

dited with two destroyed, three 'probables
UJ, These seasoned pilots - for only th

Squadron was crei
and nine damaged
most experienced had survived - again went up in the after-

But overwhelming odds were bound to tell and it is
remp.rkable that not more than one Hurricane'was shot down.

Although badly injured, the sergeant-pilot lived,
round off this eventful day and in ready response to the

Army's call for help, four Hurrica.nes took-off in the late
afternoon.

noon.

As if t

By using the cover offered by the pall of

D.S.D, (M.R.S.)
2012

Enc. 12a

Combat Report*
X

o

smoke rising from the Naval Base this handful of aircraft
successfully drove off dive bombers which were•harassing the

troops.

In the evening Air Vice-Marshal Maltby specially visited
this Squadron to discuss the operations of a remarkable dey.
Realizing the hopelessness of the situation he gave orders

for these few to evacuate to Sumatra next morning^?/.
Accordingly, at first light the remaining eight Hurricanes
took-off from Kallang for the last time, and, led by two

Hudsons, set coui’se for Palembang.
a deplorable state, 'patched and held together by wire' the

Officer Commanding writes,
no adverse reflection on the ground crews,
not been for their magnificent and untiring efforts the

fighters would long since have been grounded,
No,A88 Squadron had no prior, experience of the Hurricane,
yet despite this and the lack of special tools and spare
parts they somehow managed to keep their aircraft at
100 per cent serviceability,

made the sea crossing to Sumatra only one failed to reach
PI - within a few miles of the airfield it burst into .flamesl

Fortunately the pilot managed to escape by parachute and

landed in a native village,
Singapore.

Their aircraft were in

But this unserviceability was
Indeed, had it

These men of

Of the eight Hurricanes which

So ended the air battle of

IU53/8
pages 84, 91, ,

D.S.D. (M.R.S.) ,
2012

Enc, 13a.

para, 33,

An accurate summary of the damage inflicted upon the
by the Fighters in the defence of Singapore cannot be

(.37. Similarly it is impossible to assess oorrectly our
G-roup Captain Rice who commanded the Fighter

Group in Singapore gives the figure of one hundred and eighty^
three enemy aircraft destroyed as a.n a.bsolute minimum, and at

the same time admits the loss of 100 per cent of our original
air strength in Malaya. From a comparison with the fighter
strength at the outbreak of war and in consideration of the

enemy

given
own losses.

(l) A.H.Q, thought it possible that a further one destroyed
and four damaged might be ̂ clamed. '
(2) For air strength at 9/10th Februai^j^ see Appendix XII,
(3) No official record of enemy losses exists other than the
Operations Room Diary and Situa.tion Reports, These documents

however, maintain no continuity in the registration of
casualties neither of our own nor those of the enemy.

Opere.tions Diary is extremely ' sketchy* towards the end of

the Campaign, and many of the Situation Reports are missing.
Enemy sources give a statement of total air losses from

8th December 1941 to 15th February 1942 as;-

The

Shot down in combat; 233
Destroyed by A,A,, defences: 279

Of these totals the Army Air Force lost 331 aircraft in

combat and a further 46 as the result of bad weather.
A summary of aircraft states throughout the Campaign may bo
found at Appendix XIII,
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Hurricane re-inforcements it may be deduced that one hundred

^  and twenty-two Buffaloes and
I  in air operations over Malaya

ty-five Hurricanes vrere lost
-V-

General Wavell visited Singapore for the last time on

10th February. Rapid progress was being made by the enemy
and although a counter attack was to be mounted ho had little

He ordered the

0.28801/45
Enc. 2?a

para. 27*
'  confidonce in any prolonged resistance.

Maltby Despatch iimnediabe evacuation to the N.E.I. of all remaining R.A.F.
paras. 392, 449. personnel and at the same time instructed the Deputy A.0.0. to

take charge as soon as possible. Next morning he left
Singapore in a Oatalina. On the previous day
Air Vice-Marshal Pulford had ordered Air Commodore Staton to

leavG Singapore by air for PalembangC^) there to act as'Senior
Air Staff Officer to Air Commodore Silly for with the Japanese
already on the Island it had become imperative to move A.H.Q.
to Sumatra. Before davm on 10th February two Hudsons of No,1

(G.R.) Squadron left PII for the special task of bringing away
the A.O.C, This was no ordinary mission. Not only were the

pilots responsible for the safe evacuation of the senior
officers of A.H.Q. but the flight itself was extremely d/\nger-

because of the virtual air supremacy of the Japanese and

The A.O.C. was not prepared

IIJ50/4
pp. AC3a, 404,
405.

D.S.D. (M.R.S.)
2014

Bnc. 10&

page 33.

ous

the dangers of enemy shelling,
to leave, however, but the Air Commodore Staton together with
the Senior Engineer and Armament officers left for Palembang
at 0600 hrs., escorted by the Hurricanes ofNo.232 Squadron(H)»
Later, the same aircraft returned to Kallangto fetch the A.0.G,
but he was still adamant in his intention to remain to the last.

Instead, Air Vice Marshal Maltby and other officers mads use
of this Hudson to leave Singapore. (He was appointed A.O.C,
WesgroLip with effect from 11th February.)

The last few days' events in Singapore, from the R.A.F.
viewpoint, must for all.time be recorded only in the memories
of the handful of officers who remained almost until the end(3).

(l) At the outbreak of hostilities the Buffalo strength on
Squadrons andM.U's totalled one hundred and twenty-six. On

5th February the last four aircraft of No,453 Squadron, (which
had become a pool for the remnants of the other Buffalo Units)
flow to Palembang,

Hurricanes losses may not be computed as readily as those

of the Buffaloes because, it v/ill be recalled, that although the
reinforcing Squadrons from Indomitable were primarily based on

P,I they sustained losses both in the defence of that airfield

as well as in Singapore. The calculation, therefore, centres

upon No.232 Squadron (l) which started operations with fifty-
one Hurricanes, and on 5th February finally left Singapore
with only seven aircraft,
(2) It is interesting to note that Air Goimnodore Staton was .
also required to preserve certain A.H.Q, documents for
historical purposes.

Those included;-

Instructions to A.O.C. by G.H,Q,F.E, and Abdaoom *(i^5C/3)"
'Malayan Tactical Appreciation S/2563' (lU50/2j
'Operation Room Controllers' Diary' (11150/4,
'Supreme Command, Abda.' (HJ5C/5)
'Reinforcements of Far East in V\far, Policy’ (IU5O/6)

The above Piles all survived the many hazai-ds of the evaoua-*

tion and ultimately vrere used as basic documents in the com

pilation of this Narrative,
(3) The copy of the Operations Room Diary saved by
Air Commodore Staton contained the record up till 2115 hrs.

7th February. Only one copy of the Diary was continued there

after, but this was destroyed at about 0930 hrs. 11thIbbruary
by orders of the A.O.C, Later, this gap was filled by notes
prepared from the recollections of officers who ultimately
reached V/esgroup H.Q. at Soekahoemi,
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Prom this source we read how airfielcls wEre ploughad up »•-SeLetar,
the oldest Station was the first to be destroyed  - how equip

ment including torpedoes and bombs were denied, and of the
successful efforts by the Armament staff to deny the power
house and petrol installations. On 11th February came the

decision to evacuate the Operations Room at Sime Road and to

destroy equipment, documents, and the telephone switchboard.
A stand-by Operations Room at the house 'Seven Vales' was
used for the short time before the staff embarked for Batavia

on the night 1l/l2th February. Although much vital equipment
was destroyed Air Vice-Marshal Maltby reports how it was

impossible, under the prevailing circumstances, to deny the
bulk of the stores which had been accumulating in Singapore
throughout its occupation by the R.A.P, Large quantities
salved from the up-country stations had been temporarily
housed within the city itself and in consequence destruction
by fire was impossible.

Report by
A/Cdre. Modin.

The last incident must turn upon the A,0,0. himself,
A,H,Q, had finally transferred to Borneo Motors Garage close

to Fort Canning (H,Q. Singapore Portress) by 1200 hrs.
12th February when Air Vice Marshal Pulford ordered the

A.O.A. - Air Commodore Modin to leave Singapore in High Speed
He was in company with Group Captain Rioe ̂ ho

commanded .the launch) and three other officers.
Kallang Pier at 1715 hrs.
tells how the A.O.C. himself left on 13th February at the

instigation of General Percival,
Pairmile launch No.310 together with Rear Admiral Spooner,
seven other officers and thirty-five 'other ranks' of the
three Services.

Despatch:
posed itself between Singapore and their destination in

Sumatra - Palembang.
and their boat stranded on an island of the Seven Brothers

Launch No.105.
The boat left

In his report Air TicaAMarshal Maltty

He sailed at 1130 hrs. in a

Then, to quote the well chosen words of the
'They were unaware that the Japanese Fleet had intein

They were detected, attacked from the air

D.S,D.(M.R.S.)
2160

Encs. 7a, 10a,
11a.

 ̂
Maltby
Despatch
para. 394.

i-

..

There the whole party,Group, 100 miles north of Banka Island,
some forty in number, lived as best they could, the fisherman

inhabitants having deserted it,
and contained little food.

It was malarial, unhealthy
The party had few stores.

After remaining atpractically no medicines and no doctor,
large for more than two months the survivors were compelled to
surrender. By then eighteen had died, including
Air Vice-Marshal Pulford and Rear Admiral Spooner,
remainder were in a bad way.
officers lost their lives and the former was unable to rejoin
his Command in the N.E.I, '

The

Thus it was that these gallant

On the morning of 15th February the G.O.C. received from

the Supreme Commander a telegram which read:
Percival ,

Despatch

paras, 580,
581, 582. ‘So long as you are in a position to inflict losses

and damage to the enemy and your troops are physically
capable of doing so you must fight on,
damage to enemy are of vital importance at this juncture.
When you are fully satisfied that this is no longer
possible I give you discretion to cease resistance
Inform me of intentions.

Time gained and

• • •

Whatever happens I thank you and
all your troops for your gallant efforts of the last few

days'.

A deputation had already been sent to the Japanese lines.

General Percival was required to meet the Japanese Commander

(Lt. Gen, Yamashita), This he did in the Ford Factory north
of Bukit Timah Village and the unconditional surrender took

place. Hostilities cea.sed at 2030 hrs. Singapore had fallen.
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SUmvEAEY

Enomy bombing raids on Singapore recomraenced at the end

of December special attention being given to the airfields.
They usually took place by night and v/ith small numbers of
aircraft, but after the strength of the defences had been

'  gauged the Japanese changed to diy raids with much larger
formations and a corresponding increase in damage. Ho really
&£f active defbnce could be fbund for a legacy of poor aaiununications,
restricted raid warning systems, ineffectual control of the
fighters and defection of native labour were foremost amongst
the many factors which detracted from the efficiency of the
Island defences. And of course, the primary arm - the
fighters ~ were so few and ill-equipped tiiat the Japanese air
men were more than their match. Interception was but one

of several of the fighters' tasks - the meagre and diminishing
force of Buffaloes had to be spread between air defence,
convoy protection, close support for the Array and bomber

escorts. There is no doubt they were employed on the most
suitable operation the occasion demanded, but the quantity of
aircraft was so hopelessly inadequate that alternative commit
ments had to suffer.

At this juncture, 15th January, the South West Pacific
Command was set up to implement a policy laid down at the
outbreak of the Par East war;
Chief, Par East was abolished,
required to co-ordinate the war efforts of the American,
British, Dutch and Australian forces to stem the tide of

Japenase aggression and later to stage an offensive. Staffed
by officers from the Powers concerned Abdacora had a dual
responsibility to both.the British and American Chiefs of Staff,

General Wavell's first orders required immediate re-disposition
of the land forces in Malaya, Illrd Corps, ha.ving fought
continuously right down the length of Malaya, was withdrawn
into Johore, whilst the Australians, hitherto in the quiet
area went forward to hold the enemy until reinforcements
arrived. Primary task of the air forces was noi,v the protec
tion of convoys but with the ever-present commitment to
destroy any East Coast landings. Stocks of aircraft were so
quickly diminishing that reinforcements became imperative
therefore a total of one hundred and thirty-seven Hurricanes
were to be diverted from the Middle East, The original con
signment of fifty-one fighters had already arrived but the
flow of bombers was far lass satisfactoiy. Only sixteen
Hudsons flew in to Singapore whilst the two reinforcing
Squadrons from Egypt came in small numbers.

and the post of Commander-in-
A Supreme Commander was

In passing it is interesting to reflect that the Allied
Command was not formed until the Japanese were at the outdeirts
of the State of Johore, Until then the Par East Command had

functioned with control limited to the land and air forces.

It is a matter of conjecture to visualize what might have
happened at the outbreak of war if a Unified Cemmand had
existed. But reviewing the events of those first momentous
days it is thought that had the Commander-in-Chief, Par East
been able to exercise control of the Naval forces, he as
airman (and loiowing the hazards of the lack of air cover)
would hardly have sent the two capital ships on their ill-
fated cruise.

Close co-operation with the Army had been very limited
until the rapid retreat down the West Coast brought the
Japanese within striking distance of the Singapore-based
fighters. Bombers also reached out to hit the eneny air
forces assembling on the Kuantan a.nd Kuala Lumpur airfields.
But coastal infiltrations together with a swift frontal aivarce
meant the airfields in Southern Johore had to be abandoned.
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At the same time it was inevitable that such tactics would

isolate considerable numbers of our troops*

valuable air support was given in re-supplying and cover

ing the evacuation of such forces.

On the 26th January came the long-anticipated landing
on the East Coast, which, even if it were no surprise cer

tainly found the striking force very unprepared. On the

staff side plans for co-ordination of the filters and
bombers had to be made, and at Selptar the aircraft were

without fuel and unarraedi At the last moment, as if to

add to the confusion, Air Headquarters decided that bombs
and not torpedoes should be used. When the "Vildebeestes
eventually arrived at Endau the invading tixjops had been

given a start of some four and a half hours to get ashore.

Empty ships were the target - almost to be described as the
'bait' - for above the fleet waited a strong force of

Japanese fighters to strike down the practically defenceless
and certainly ancient torpedo-bombers.

This of all the Malayan operations was surely the most
ill-conoeived. There had long existed ample time to plan
it to the very last detail, yet when the emergency arose the

Operations staff, it would seem, had to start from the very
beginning. With land-based fighters patrolling at Endau
it was inevitable the cost would be heavy, but at least,
had the Vildebeestes arrived in reasona.ble time and during

the disembarkation, the hits (which indeed were ultimately
scored) would have resulted in far greater destruction.
The Air Officer Commanding's statement that such aircraft
never again would bo used on a similar mission was ironically
true; there were insufficient survivors to constitute
such a forceJ

Limited but

Another operation which greatly resembled the hurried
despatch of the torpedo-bombers was the deployment of the
first fifty-one Hurricanes. Little preparation was made

for their arrival, but the shortcomings of the air staff

were amply compensated by the technicians who assembled the

fighters in rapid time thus enabling the planners to send
them into the air in small numbers and flown by pilots who

thus had no opportunity to become acclimatized to tropical
flying conditions. Might not these Hurricanes have given

better account if restraint had been exercised until they

had been built into a fighting unit? Indeed, the same
might be said of the other reinforcements - the Hudsons and
the Blenheims - all of which were used piecemeal and in

the cohesion

a

consequence destroyed before they could assume
of a Squadron.

With the enemy streaming across the Johore frontier on

the 1Ath January dispersal of the striking force to the^
Netherlands East Indies could no longer be delayed despite
the unsuitability of that country, A new Group was formed

to control.a force which, although based in distant Sumatra,
v/ould use the Singapore airfields as advanced re-fuelling

Ground personnel moved by sea to Palembang andpoints,
in due course were followed by the Bomber Squadrons,
eventually to be concentrated on PII,
Batavia, and what was left of the torpedo—bombers and
the Wirraways, also flew to Java, On the Isla.nd the
Buffaloes were pooled to re-equip, No,A55 Squadron whilst

the ground crews of the three denuded fighter Units were

spread between existing and newly anrived Squadrons,
a token force 3remained in Singapore by 31st January,

Oatalinas moved

O

to

nDjr

Trensportation of redundant personnel and equipment to

the Netherlands East Indies was manifestly beyond the
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capacity of existing shipping. Transport aircraft  - which
had been consistently denied the Command - would have been
invaluable; the few such aircraft loaned by the Dutch did
little more than emphasize a desperate need. Practical]jr
everything and everyone had to be moved by sea - months of
work was to be reduced to the span of weeks or even days.
Lack of shipping space presented a thousand difficulties which
were only aggravated when the Japanese started to bomb the
docks. Confusion at the comparatively v/ell ordered base of
Singapore, if anything, was exceeded by the disorganization
in Sumatra when the mass of Royal Air Force started to flood
into the Netherlands East Indies.

Pinal withdrawal of the land i'orces across the Causeway
on the 31st December minimized the tasks of the Royal Air ibree
to those of reducing the scale of air attack on the Island and
direct support of the land forces. Plans were accelerated
for the establishment of a rear Headquarters in the Netherlands
East Indies leaving only a token force of fighters in Singapore.
General Wavell endorsed this policy and in consequence the
Air Officer Commanding proposed the bomber force should trans
fer to Java. Abdair v;as not in agreement, however, and
directed that the bombers must stand fast in Sumatra, and like
wise Air Headquarters should remain in Singapore. But how
dramatically prophetic the considered advice of the Air Officer
Commanding proved to be. Devastating blows soon were struck
against PI and its aircraft as a prelude to a parachute opera
tion which was to drive the British right out of Sumatra*

Bomber Squadrons at PII, to implement the Abdacom policy
ot reducing air attacks upon Singapore, had mounted a
of raids upon the Malayan airfields. These operations were
perMps more intensive than any before, but even with a measure
of help from the United States Air Force the limited weight of
bombs, though resolutely delivered from the meagre force of

^ Hudsons and Blenheims, had little effect upon the eneny air-
. craft now massed in Southeimi Malaya. In the light of sub
sequent events, how much better it might have been if this
force had been conserved in Java in order to strike at the
invasion fleets then known to be gathered in the Anambas.

series

Initial activities of number 226 Group after its
listeent at Palembang included , the provision of  a fighter fbroe
in Singapore. This was made possible only by the arrival of
two reinforcing Squadrons from Indomitable. Suitable inter
changes of Units kept a small number of Hurricanes on the
Island until the 10th of F&hruajy* Deteimination and skill on
the part of a handful of pilots was of no avail against the
Japanese swarms which by weight of numbers alone could almost
casregard the fighters. Valuable aircraft were lost daily
with a regularity which threatened totally to eliminate the
force. But they remained fighting to the end until finally
withdrawn by order of the Supreme Commander,

estab-

Amongst the last Roya.1 Air Force personnel to leave
Air Vice Marshal Pulford. Determined to remain with the

was

remnants of his Command he loft only when he considered his
duty done. The Royal Air Force in the Far East had grown
beyond the capacity of one man’s control yet this very ejcpan-
sion did not bring decentralization in its train. Only towaid^
the end were responsibilities delegated to hastily foiroed
imdequately staffed Groups, Tired by his vast efforts,
dispirited because of apparent lack of faith shown by
superior Command and virtually relieved of his duties.
Air Vice Marshal Pulford died in bitter isolation.

and

the
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SIMATRA

In the foregoing pages it has been seen how, from the
oommencement of war with Japan, Dutch forces in Sumatra and
Java were closely involved in the operations in Malaya and
in the defence of Singapore, Three Dutch bomber sqxxadrons
and one fighter squadron flew from Java to Singapore
reinforcement for the Royal Air Force immediately after the
Japanese landings at Singora and Kota Bharu, although two
of the former had to be returned to Java for ftirther train-

This immediate response was indica
tive of Dutch determination to honour their obligations
under terms of the agreement, known as Plenaps, which had
been reached at the A.D.B, Conference, (1) In addition
a detachment of flying boats arrived at Seletar to take
their part in the reconnaissance of an allotted area in the
Sou-tli China sea, namely - Kuantan - Great Natunas - Kuching,
Flying boats from Batavia also carried out convoy escorts
and anti-submarine patrols in the Indian Ocean, and kept
watch over the Straits of Macassar and along the East Borneo
coast as far as Balikpapan,

as a

ing in night flying.

Sumatra too, early in the war, had to provide landing
grounds as alternatives to those of the Far East reinforce
ment TOute which had been established for some years by the
Royal Air Force but which, owing to the Japanese advance
into Thailand, were not available. From the N,W, corner
of Sumatra at Sabang, a line of airfields was provided
though Dhonga - Langsa - Medan - Pakanbarol, to the civil
airport at Palembang, through which reinforcing aircraft
from India and the Middle East were flown to Singapore,
At all these places, with the help of the Dutch, R,A,F,
care and maintenance parties were established and the
southerly of the landing grounds were later used for
refuelling by R,A,F, bomber aircraft, based at Palembang,
in their attacks on targets in Malaya,

Fall of Singapore

The rapid Japanese advance down through Malaya, and the
capture of Singapore with practically all its defending
troops, made it almost certain that the enemy would next
attempt to overrun the rich islands of the Netherlands
East Indies, This was expected by ABDACCM, not only
because it was the logical sequel to success in Malaya,
but also because Sumatra and Java were the probable
objectives of large Japanese convoys which had been reported
as assembling off the N,E, and N,W, coasts of Borneo,
Singapore had fallen on 15 February, but on 14 February a
heavy Japanese attack was launched on Sumatra, at Palembang
which, in a few days was to give the enemy mastery of the
whole Island,

Defence of Sumatra

Before describing this attack in detail it is necessary
to examine the defence position in Sumatra with particular
reference to the disposal of available Royal Air Forces,
In the aocomt of operations in Malaya it has been
that Japanese pressxire had compelled the Royal Air Force to
withdraw its squadrons within the perimeter of Singapore

more

seen

(l) A,H,B, File II J50/4 — entries dated 2 and
3 December 1941,
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Island, with the resvilt that there was the greatest congestion
and confusion on the few airfields. This, together with the

increasing scale of Japanese attack, made it necessary to find a

new dispersal area for existing sqtiadrons, and accommodation for

reinforcements which were due to arrive. Bomber squadrons were

therefore moved from Malaya to Svimatra and, for their administra
tion and operation, jSo,225(b) Group, early in January, was formed
in Singapore, under the Command of Group Captain A, G. Bisloop,
with Tifing Commander K. Powell as S.A.S.O, and Squadron Leader
Briggs as S.A.O, This nucleus staff moved to Palembang, in
Sumatra, on 18 January and, on 30 January, Air Commodore H, J, P,
Himter, who had been sent out from the Air Ministry as commander
of a Bomber Group in the Par East arrived to take over command.
Group Captain Bishop becoming S.A.S.O,

Palembang

This was one of the few important towns in Sumatra,
south-east, it contained large oil production plants, refineries,
and rubber factories and was connected by rail with the port of
Gosthaven at the S.E, extremity of the island,
were poor and, although there was a Dutch observer system, the
outer circle of which extended to Banka Island, it was not fully
effective owing to large gaps in the ring, and to poor
oomm;mication between the posts and Palembang,

In the

Communications

There were ̂fewo airfields known as P, 1 and P, 2, The former

was the Dutch civil airport, and had two hard runways with a few
small buildings and stores, but its dispersal possibilities had
not been considered, and with limited labour available at the
time, small progress could be made in their development,
was little accommodation at the airfield and personnel had to be
billeted in the toTivn about 12 miles away,
natural clearing in the jungle about AO miles from P.1.
Although the Japanese Icnew there were two airfields in use near

Palembauig they never discovered P.2, in spite of many reconnais
sances, until after their paratroop landing on 14 February,
Although there was a road between P.1, and P.2, the Palembang
river had to be crossed by a ferry, which took about 15 minutes
for the crossing, and could carry only four to six medium sized

It was also intended to extend, for the
use of bombers, an.existing landing groimd at Lahat on the rail
way about 65 miles S.W. of Palembang,

There

P.2 was a large

vehicles at a time.

Much administrative work of all kinds was necessary to
make these landing groimds fit for the operation of bomber units.
Given time this could have been carried out, but the speed of
the Japanese advance was such that little was possible. To
make matters worse, the evacuation of air forces from Malaya
had been carried out imder continuous enemy bombing. Ships were
hastily loaded as they were able to come alongside the jetties,
and such was the confusion that squadrons’ equipment and personnel
sometimes became separated and placed on different vessels,
bombs, for example, on one vessel, components on another. Ships
were sent away, whether fully loaded or not, mostly at niglit and
during intervals in the intensive air attack. During passage
across to the Netherlands islands attacks by air, surface vessels,
and submarines were carried out on the retreating convoys, with
the result that ships were scattered and of those that were not
sink, some, intended for Sumatra, arrived at Java and vice-versa.
Equipment was lost, and the tremendous dislocation, both in the
embarkation at Singapore and in the ports in Sumatra and Java,
completely disorganised the plans for establishing the bomber
wing at Palembang,
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Or^anj.sation of No. 225 (b) Group

Immediately on his arrival at Palembang on 18 January
Group Captain Bishop had sent to Air Headquarters at
Singapore his suggested plans for the establishment of
No, 225(b) Group at Palembang, These proposals, whioh
received immediate approval, included the follOT/ing
arrangement s: -

(a) To establish Group Headquarters at Palembang,
and, in co-operation with the Dutch, to set up
an operations room,

(b) To expand, as rapidly as possible, the
accommodation at P,1 and P.2, and to arrange
for aircraft dispersal sites,

(o) To develop Lahat as a bomber airfield,
(d) To reconnoitre the area south of Palembang for

_  the selection and development of additional
landing strips.

Besides the maintenance of the Group, provision wa.3
also to be made for the siting of an ammunition park, an

air stores park, and an R.S.U,

In the execution of these plans the greatest assist
ance was rendered by the Dutch, but while a good deal of

progress was made and much improvisation effected, the

R,A,P, in Smatra was in no condition to meet the heavy
attacks it v/as to sustain from 6 February onwards.

Operations carried out by No,225(b) Group over
Malaya from airfields in Sumatra have already been described.
Mention has also been made of the arrival and establish

ment of the headquarters of No,226(f) Group at Palembang
on 1 February, under Air Commodore S, F. Vincent,
personnel of this group, consisted of the remnants of

No,224(f) Group, withdrawn from Singapore, and detachments
of a new fighter wing - No,226 (f) Wing - advance parties
of which, with an A.S.P, and R.S.U, with all eqiiipment
were beginning to arrive in Java and Sumatra from the
United Kingdom,

Emotion of No, 226(f) Group

The role of No,226(f) Group at Palembang was to be;-

a) Defence of Palembang area,
Protectiori of sliipi:)ing in Banka Straits,
Up to 8 February, the maintenance of a token
force of fighters on Singapore Island,

The

When Air Commodore Vincent arrived in Palembang he

fomd that No,225(b) Group, with the helpful co-operation
of the Dutch, had arranged a fighter operations room for

him. For communication with his aircraft the operations
room controller was connected to a naval transmitter in

the docks area, some miles away. Later, this arrangement
was improved, the controller having direct connection to

his own transmitter. An A,A. gun operations room was
also established close by in the same building. Efforts
were also made to improve communications for the Dutch
observer system which has already been mentioned.
Additional posts were sited, W/P sets were to be
manufactured locally, and personnel to be trained in their
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l(?hen the Japanese attackuse, hut all this was never operative,
developed on 14 Pehniary the original system was the only one in
use.

There were not many fighter aircraft available for No.226
On its formation, it had in Palembang about 50 Hurricanes

These Hurricanes
Group,
some of which had been in action in Malaya,

were mainly from a reinforcement of fifty which had been flown
off the Indomitable on 25 Janioary,
immediately on arrival to sqiiadrons in Malaya, and when they
reached Palembang they were serviced by personnel of Btiffalo

squadrons, evacuated from Singapore, who had no Hurricane tools
When No.226(f) Wing began to arrive with some eqiaip-

Pifteen had been issued

or spares,

ment, there was a certain improvement but still a serious
deficiency of tool kits and starting batteries, and no charging
facilities were available. All this meant a low standard of

There were no fviLly formed operational filterseiwice ability,
units and pilots for the Hurricanes were drawn from personnel
of Nos,232, 242, 258 and 605(P) Squadrons,

Early Japanese air operations in Sumatra

In the meantime Japanese air forces were fully occupied in

Malaya but from the beginning of February they began to carry
out photographic reconnaissances over Palembang and Banka Island,

On 6, 7 and 8 February there were attacks by bombers on P,1
which did a good deal of damage, and a number of HTurrioanes were

destroyed, chiefly on the ground. There was very little warn

ing of the attack on the sixth, and, as a resvilt, the Hurricanes

were caught at a tactical disadvantage, and four were lost,
against one Navy ’0‘ fighter shot down. Warning on the seventh

was even shorter, and res\alts were more serious. Three
Hurricanes on the groiond were destroyed, eleven were damaged,
and three were shot down. In this raid also, four xmservioe-
able Blenheims, and one Hudson which had arrived diuring the

attack, were destroyed on the ground, Japanese losses were

ne^igible, only one Navy *0* filter being claimed. On 8 and
13 February attacks were continued, but more warning was received
and the Japanese bombers did not reach P,1. On 13 Pebiniary three
Navy *0* fighters and two Army 97 bombers were shot down for the
loss of one Hurricane,

During t:

.226(F)
these operations reinforcing aircraft were arriving

I Grovg), On 12 February Wiiig Commander Maguire withfor No

eight Hurricanes arrived by air from Batavia where the groimd
crews of Nos,232, 258 and 605 (f) Squadrons, together with
59 Hurricanes and 15 pilots had been disembarked on 4 February,
On the next day, 13 February, a further nine Hurricanes arrived
from Bata.via while the Japamese attack was taking place,
of these were lost, some perhaps in the fighting, but more likely,
from forced landing throtigh shortage of petrol, as they ooiold
not land on P,1 during the action.

Six

Japanese main attack develops

It had been known for some days that Japanese shipping was
moving down from Borneo, and on the morning of I4 Pebr\aary a
convoy with strong naval escort was reported north of the
entrance to Banka Straits, Under orders from Abdair all

available Blenheims of No, 225(b) Groijp, with the few serviceable
Hurricanes as escoi*t, set off early to make a bombing attack.
While they were in the air the Observer Corps reported, at about
08,00 hours, the approach of a large force of enemy aircraft
making for Palembang, Attempts were made to recall the

Hurricanes but without success, P, 1 was heavily bombed and,
aircrai't on the groimd were shot up by filters, and then at
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about 09,00 hours from 20 or 30 Japanese transport aircraft

later described as Hudsons, marked with R.A.F, roimdels,
about 300 paratroops were dropped 800 yards S,E, and N.W. of
the airfield in ttvo groups of about I50 eaoh,
time a third group, about the same strength was dropped
near the oil refinery at Pladjoe, a few miles away.

Ground Defences at Palembang

Before giving in detail an account of the operations
immediately following the Japanese paratroop landing, it
might be convenient to examine briefly the ground defence
system as it existed at Palembang,
defence was primariJ.y the responsibility of the Army v/hose

duty it was to provide protection against air and grovind
attack,

selected and sited, more because of their suitability for

landing aircraft, than for their capability of defence,
and it was not until there was consultation between the

Army and R,A,P, regarding the selection of airfields that

the situation became more or less satisfactory from the

point of view of ground defence.

At the same

In Malaya, aerodrome

Many airfields in N, Malaya, liowever^ . had been

At home the general question of gro\md defence of aero
dromes had become a subject of high level disciassion
between the three seivices early in 1940, but it was not

till May 1941 that a general instruction was agreed and

issued to the Navy, Army and Royal Air Force, This
document was entitled 'Instructions for the defence of

aerodromes'. It was dated 1 May 1941, and was a
publication agreed by, and issued under the authority of,
the Admiralty, War Office, Air Ministry, and Oommander-in-
Chief, Home Forces, There was no indication that this
publication was applicable to overseas command, but there

is little doubt that copies found their way to the Far East

and an effort was made in Malaya to form an R,A,F, ground
defence force, which however developed slowly owing to a

general shortage of personnel and weapons. Events in
Crete in May and June 1941 had emphasised the danger of

airborne landings, and with more personnel becoming
available in Malaya, both as the resvilt of the shortening
of the R,A,F, line, and of the arrival of reinforcements
in Singapore, a training school was set up at Seletar and
ground defence flights were formed, but the process was
very slow.

On 6 February 1942, one flight of these Seletar-trained
men consisting of 1 officer and 36 other ranks arrived at
Palembang, and almost immediately the officer was informed
that paratroop landings were expected,
three defence flights of 3 officers and 86 men arrived,
and it was dioring the allocation of these to their defence

positions dn P,1 that the paratroop landings took place.

Other groxmd defences at Palembang at this time were:—

a) 1 Heavy A, A, Battery with ei^t 3 .7 guns,
1 Light Battery with 6 Bofors,

I  1 Netherlands Infantry xmit of I50 men with 2
Bofors guns and 2 light amovired cars.

On 10 Febrnary

3

All the above were on the airfield at P, 1 and in

addition there were two Netherlands Infantry units -

native troops with Dutch officers and N,C,Cl3 - with a

headquarters in Palembang town. The personnel of the heavy
and light A,A. batteries were British, being the only
British army troops in Palembang,
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Grouiid Defence Eaijl-pment

The Netherlands infantry were well equipped on the whole,
eaoh man "being armed with an automatic weapon of the Mauser type.
They had hand grenades, and some light and medium machine guns,
most of which were in fixed positions, but in addition a portable
light machine gun was available for each 15 men, i,e, 10 L.M.G.s
per unit. The British A.A. batteries, both heavy and light,
had practically no small arms or ammimition, and some of their
gun positions were in the open without any cover. The R.A.P.
defence flights were not well equipped. They had rifles and a

few Lewis guns, althou^ the flights which arrived on
10 February brought with them 250 rifles and 6 Lewis guns, many
were unserviceable. Fifty Browning guns, removed from Hurricanes,
were being adapted as groimd guns, but moimtings were not ready
for them when the paratroop landings took place. The R.A.F,
had a total of 13,000 rounds of .303 ammunition.

On the morning of 14 February the defence position at
In the airfield area.Palembang may be svimmairised as follows,

i.e, round the perimeter of P, 1 there weres-

fa) 110 officers and men of the Netherlands army,
fb) 150 officers and men of British A.A, batteries,
(o) 3 officers and 72 men of R.A.P, defence unit.

Forces in Palembang town were

(a) 1 officer and 72 other ranks of the R,A,P, defence
unit who were to have been transferred to P, 1 that day.

(b) 2 weak companies of Netherlands infantry.

At Pladjoe, the oil storage area, there were five or six Dutch
Bofors guns and some infantry.

The Paratroop Landings

With regard to the actual landing which, as has been stated,
officer in

made
took place to the N.W, and S.E, of the airfield,
charge of the R.A.P, defence flints, in a report
afterwards, thinks that the Japanese must have had a good
knowledge of the country round P,1. The party to the N.W, were
scattered over a. ridge from which they cotild fire on one of the

runways, and that on the S.E, was in a position to cut the road

from P, 1 to Palembang town, and in fact they set up a road block
early in the action. Having done this, they moved back to

attack the A,A, batteries, using small arms and hand grenades.
In the meailtime the A.A, gixnners were using their gims against
paratroops on the ground, firing over open sights, but they
were soon ordered to retire and destroyed most of their guns.
They suffer'ed heavy casualties. At this stage of the action

Wing Sommahder Maguire had taken over control of aerodrome
defence. Aircraft from the Banka Straits raid were due to return

to P,1 and an attempt had been made to direct them to P,2,

Some of No,232(f) Squadron Hurricanes landed, were refuelled under
fire, and took off for P,2 and soon after, when no more aircraft

were expected, all surplus air and ground crew were evacuated.

By this time many of the paratroops had been killed by the
defence forces, but at noon the Japanese still held a rx)ad block
to the S.E, and there were a few on the perimeter near the

control tower. The situation however, was under control, but

(l) A.H.B. IIJ.5V'6/11.
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reports coming from the area of the oil refineries at Pladjoe
were not good, and there were also rumours that Palembang
was out off from the south, All approaches to the town
load been covered by personnel of No,226 Group, whose control
room and office records were destroyed. The headquarters
Joined up in the same building with No, 225(b) Group, whose
records were then destroyed but the operations room and

communications to P,2 were kept intact,

Heat^nuarters move to P.2

When it was found that the road to the south was open
later in the afternoon, Nos,225 and 226 Groups moved to
P.2, casualties and all surplus personnel being evacuated,
after aircraft and equipment had been destroyed, for no

apparent reason except that food, water and ammunition
were running short, and it was thou^t that there might be

a night attack on the airfield. Except that runways which

had been prepared for demolition were not blown, the with

drawal was suocessfTlLly oairried out and most, of the

defenders were evaoiaated. Almost as it got dsirk the A,OoG,

No, 225(b) Group returned to Palembang from P,2 with most of
his st^f. The evaomtion had undoubtedly been premature,
and the Dutch commander stated that the situation was imder

control and that he hoped to be able to round up the remain

ing paratroops. At night, however, oil and rubber stocks
in the town were set on fire. Early in the morning of

15 February, at a meeting with the Dutch authorities, both

Group Commanders were informed that the ferries to the south

and the railhead facilities were to be destroyed and the

town evacuated by troops. As a result, the A,0,C, ordered
1 R,A.F, personnel to leave, and they were moved by road

and rail to Oosthaven, Both group commanders then returned
to P,2, and it was agreed that operational control of

remaining aircraft, both filters and bombers, should be

exercised by the A,0,C, No,225(b) Group,

R.A.F, attack on Japanese convoy

At this stage an account should be given of the Joint
attack carried out by No,225(b) Group and No,226(f) Group
on the Japanese convoy which hadbeenpr3vio\3s3y reported moving
south from the Anambas Islands, The presence of this convoy
was giving rise to considerable anxiety in Palanbang, and

on the evening of 13 February it was decided, after discus

sion with the Dutch authorities, and contrary to the orders

of Britair, to carry out a reconnaissance to find out the

strength and course of the convoy, A single Hudson of

No,1 (^G.R.) Squadron was sent off and reported a large force
of Japanese ships north of Banka Island, moving towards the

Straits, An immediate attack was ordered by all available
Blenheims, but owing to darkness and storms, results were

not observed. At first light next morning, 14 Februairy,
five Hudsons of No,1 Squadron carrying bombs were ordered
to make a reconnaissance and attack if possible,  A convoy
of 25 to 30 large vessels with naval escort was discovered
at the entrance to Banka Straits, It was covered by a

force of Japanese fighters which, it was thought, had come

from a carrier though no carrier was seen,
were not able to make an attack, but immediate orders were

then issued by No,225 (b) Group for all operationally
serviceable Blenheims and Hudsons from P,1, with  a Hurricane

escort, to attack the convoy. In spite of strong filter
defence and in face of heavy A,A, fire from the naval escOrt

this attack was pressed home w/ith great deteimination and

much damage was cauised. It was claimed that six transports

The Hudsons
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Though our ovm losses were heavy, six
eight aircraft having been shot down, or destroyed on landing ^

at P.1, and others damaged, this action on balance was success-
Por the time being the convoy was scattered and the landing

were sunk or set on fire.
or

ful,

which woxald have taken place at the mouth of the Moesi river that

day, almost simultaneously with the paratroop descent on P, 1,
had to be postponed till the next, 15 Pebruai'y, It was during
this attack that the paratroop landings at P, 1 and Pladjoe took
place, and as has already been told, returning aircraft were
diverted to P,2,

immediately took off again for P,2, though most were hardly air
worthy.

Some which had landed at P, 1 were refuelled and

fi.A.F, aircraft strength in Sumatra

It is hardly possible to give an exact estimate of R,A,P,
Some assistance hadaircraft strength in Sumatra at this time,

been received from Dutch and American xihits in Java, but mainly
owing to bad weather, these had not been able to take part in
attacks on Japanese shipping off Banka Island, On the evening

of 14 February however, when all aircraft had been pooled \mder
No,225(b) Group there were at P,2 the following:-

22H\irricanes

Blenheims I and IV

Hudsons

a

V
,c

35
3

Many of these aircraft, particularly the Blenheims, were opera
tionally \inservioe able, Most airworthy Hudsons, loaded up with
Nod Squadron personnel had already been flown to Java for repair
after the attack on the Japanese convoy. All these aircraft
were placed under the operational control of the Station Commander

at P,2, Group Captain McCauley,, who was ordered by the A,0,C,
Mo,225(b) Group, to. continue at first light with attacks on the
Japanese Convoy, Ground crews, in fact every one, worked all
night getting aircraft serviceable and composite flying units
were made up, Blenheims were manned mostly by aircrew of Nos.84
and 211 Squadrons who had recently arrived from the Middle East.

Final operations from Padembang

Early morning reconnaissance on 15 Febrtiary had reported
transport and naval vessels steaming through Banka Straits, and
others, including large barges, moving into -the several mouths
of the Moesi or Palembang river, most of these latter being in
the main stream which was navigable for vessels of li^t draught
up to the town. The first attack, made by six Blenheims escorted
by Hurricanes, took off at 06,30 hours. In spite of strong
fighter opposition they pressed home their attack. It was to be
a strenuous day. As they landed on their retiirn from their first

sortie, dirorews were reporting to the■Station Commander and later
to the A,6,C, No.225(B) Group, Whc-had arrived"from Palembang,
and from then onwards till late in ;the aftembon there was a con

stant stre;^ of Blenheims and Hurricanes between P, 2 and the river.
Refuelling"and rearming as quickly as possible aircrews turned
round and set off again. -.Japanese fighter opposition had ceased
soon'after the first attack, and:transports and landing barges
were shot up by' the Hurricanes and low flying Blenheims after their
bombs had gone. At first there was heavy, but inaccurate A,A,
fire which, however, ceased altogether about mid-day. Attacks
were centiniied till late in the afternoon when it was seen that
all movement of shipping in the river had stopped. Transports
had moved away and barges and landing craft had drawn in to the
river banks under trees and bushes. Troops who had landed were
shot up and though Group Captain McCauley had been ordered to
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evacuate P.2 that night, some Blenheims of Nos.84 and 211
Squadrons kept up the attack till dark, when it was too
late for them to take off for Java* Hurricanes and Hudson

had gone, and most of No.211 Squadron Blenheims, hut the
remainder, all requiring repair, andlieavily overloaded Tidth
maintenance personnel, made their way singly to Java early
on 16 Peh3Tuary. All other R.A.P, personnel from P.2
and some who r/ere still in Palemhang area left for
Oosthaven by road and rail during the afternoon, equipment
and unflyable aircraft having been destroyed*

Evacuation of Sumatra

The loss of Palembang and its airfields meant that
Sumatra would soon be overrun by the Japanese, and Abdacom
decided on a complete evacuation of all forces to Java
where it was still thought that an effective stand might
be made. Under orders from Abdair, all R.A.P. units began
to move from Oosthaven on the morning of 16 February, when
already all Dutch military property and stores were being
destroyed. At Oosthaven the officer in charge of embarka
tion insisted that shipping was available for personnel
only, and that heavy equipment, including M.T. and some A,A.
guns and amm\mition v/hich had been saved from Palembang,
were to be left behind. This equipment also unfortunately
included almost all the stores of No.226(f) Wing, which
had arrived at Oosthaven with No.41 A.S.P. Much of the

filter wing’s R.S.U. equipment was also abandoned, thou^
some was recovered later, this loss being felt particularly
in operations in Java. Once again this evacuation at
Oosthaven was premature* It might have been realised that
the severe handling which the Japanese landings at Palembang
had received mvist have made it impossible for them to
advance so quickly down through Sumatra, In spite of a

second paratroop descent on P, 1 on 16 Febr-uary, the Japanese
would have taken some time to recover from their defeat in

Palembang river, and it is almost certain that had there
been even moderate ground forces available the invaders
could have been driven into the sea. This had been a

major success for the R,A.F* which it had not been possible,
in the circumstances, to exploit.

At it was the destruction at Oosthaven went on without

interference from the enemy. Two days later Group Captain
Nicholetts who, with the ground personnel of No.84 Squadron
had been the last to leave, collected a party of fifty
volunteers from No,605(f) Squadron in Batavia and returned
to Oosthaven in H.M.S, Ballarat. which was commanded by an
officer of the Royal Australian Navy who knew the harbour.
Much valuable equixment was salved, including some Bofors
guns and ammunition. After a day’s work the salvage
party left, not only having recovered a great variety of
R.A.F, equj,pment, but also, by the destruction of harbour
facilities, having denied these to the Japanese. Part of
the railway terminus and much loaded rolling stock were
also destroyed.

The evacTxation of Oosthaven moani that with the excep*-
tion of the 0. and M, parties at various landing grounds
in N. Simiatra, all R.A.P, personnel were now in Java, The
C, and M, parties were instructed by wireless to make their
way to the west coast and embark in such ships as they could
find,

embarked, mostly at Padang and Sabang, and eventually
reached India,

Having destroyed petrol and other stores they
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OPERATIONS IN JAVA

Simatra having been completely evacuated by the R,A.P, and

Dutch forces, the campaign now moved to Java, and it was estimated

Japanese would lose no time before attempting amphibious
landings on the north coast of the island. It will be recalledCI/
that ABDACOM had been formed to take over control of all Allied

forces in the §,W. Pacific, GeneralWavell had arrived in Java

on 15 Jan\iary^ and set up his headquarters near Bandoeng, a large
town on the railway about 100 miles S,E, of Batavia, Allied air

forces were controlled by Abdair, under Air Marshal Sir Richard

Pierse, who also acted as deputy to
a combined air staff in ABDACOM. (2)
all R,A,P, \inits up to the timo of the formation of West group
under A,V,M, P,C, Maltby at Soekaboemi, which took over admini

strative responsibility on 16 February, There had been hopes, in
which the Dutch Joined, that the formation of ABDACOM, with its

headquarters in Java, and the very considerable reinforcements
which were on the way, might have made it possible to build up
strong Allied force in the S,W, Pacific and that an effective

resistemce to the Japanese might have been established,
was not to be.

that the

General Wavell and as chief of

Abdair retained control of

a

But this

ABDACOM disbanded

The rapid advance of the Japanese in great strength, the fall

of Singapore with the loss of all its troops and the capture of
Sumatra, with the certainty of the invasion of Java, made it clear
that no effective large-scale operations could be carried out.
By the middle of February, ABDACQM had no appropriate forces to

control, its captvire in Java would have given great prestige to
the enemy, and on 22 February its withdrawal was approved, this

taking place by sea and air ts India a few days later, on 25 and
26 February,

Dutch control Allied forces in Java

By agreement, control of the Allied forces in Java now

devolved upon the Dutch High Command, under the overall direction
of the Governor General at the Netherlands East Indies who, at
the time, was Jonkheer Dr,.A, W. L, JJarda Van Starkenborg-Stachouwer.

The naval C.-in-C, was Admiral Helfrich, and in command of the

Royal N.E,I, Army was Lieutenant General ter Poorten, The Dutch

had no separate air force, the navy and army each having control
of its own air service.

As a result of the disbandment of ABDACOM, Abdair also came

to an end* To control the R.A.F. in Java, West-group under

A,V,M, Maltby moved from Soekaboenie to Bandoeng and was renamed

Britair, It moved into the headquarters vacated by Abdair, and
took over operational, as well as administrative, control of all
R,A,F, units in Java, Allied air forces then came vinder command

of the Dutch A,0,C,, Major General van Oyon who, with his staff,
was located in the same headquarters. There was a combined
operations room.

Before General Wavell left for India he had haBled to A,V,M,

in Java, a directive the mainMaltby, the senior Bidtish officer
points of which were as follows ;-(3^

,1) See under Malaya,
2) A.H.B, II J50/5 Enol,28A,
3) . See Supplement to L,G, No,38216, dated 20 Febnaary 1948.

Report on air operations in Malaya and N,E,I, from 8,12,41
to 12,3,42 by A, V, M. Sir Paul Maltby,
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To oonmand the Royal Air Force in Java,
To exercise command \mder the orders of General van Oyen,
who himself was under the orders of the Dutch C,«*in'^C,
General ter Poorten,

That British army troops left in Java were under command
cf Major General H.D,¥, Sitwell who also was under the
orders of the Dutch Ci**in-C.

To oo-operate with the Dutch, and to go on fighting
long as they continued effective resistance, and there
after to do the utmost to evacuate the remaining
personnel.

To ensure that no undamaged eqxiipment fell into enemy
hands.

As senior British officer in Java to act as a signals
link Between all British forces in the island and their

service departments in London, Delhi, Washington and
Melbourne,

That no outside help could be expected for a long time.

Reorganisation of R.A.F. in Java

a

b

(o)

(d) as

(e)

(f)

(g)

There was great need for reorganisation of the air forces in
Java, The exodus of the R.A.P, from Singapore had already caused
great confusion at the ports in the N,E, I, particularly in
Oosthaven and Batavia, Prom the middle of January too, tilx the
fall of Singapore, reinforcements were arriving in Java, On the
airfields there were considerable numbers of aircraft, mostly
operationally unserviceable. There were also large numbers of
R.A.P, personnel largely separated from their parent vinits, but
squadrons, as completely formed units, did not exist.

It is almost impossible to say how many R,A,P. aircraft
were available in the N.E.I, at this time. Appendix XII
of narrative gives the R,A.P. order of battle based
on ̂ the last signal sent to the Air Ministry on 10 February 1942,
w^ch shows that the operational strength, i,e, fully serviceable
aircraft, at p.m, on this date, was 57 s^ircraft of all types.
Not included in this total however were the torpedo bombers of
No.3b (T.B.) Sq^dron or the flying boats of No.205 (P.B.)
Squadron, of which latter there were at least three, and possibly
two^ more. Not included also were 39 orated Hurricanes which were
awaiting erection in Batavia, Almost al l of these Hurricanes had
been flown in the first ten days in Pebrixary, Seventeen had been
sent to Palembang for No,266(P) Wing, a nmber of which were lost.
Twelve had been handed over to the Dutch army air force leaving
ten only as replacements for the R.A.P, in Java, There were
undoubtedly a good many more operationally unserviceable aircraft
on various airfields round Batavia, some of which were being
rapidly repaired.

ac reorganisation of these forces was needed, and from
16 Pebmiary, first Abdair then Westgroup • set about this work.
Under direction from .Air Vice-Marshal Maltby new establishments
were drawn up and an R.A,P, base, first under Group Captain M. C.
Ridgway C.O, of No, 153 M.U, and later xmder Air Commodore B, J,
Silly, was formed at Batavia Twlth the task of organising the
reception, sorting, posting and evacuation of R,A,P, personnel
^riv^g by sea and air. By 18 February this base had established
five transit camps in Batavia and one in Buitenzorg. ■  In all,
approximately 12,000 R,A,P, personnel were handled-in tills way.

In spite of the large number of personnel available it firas
ao-t at first found jiossible to reorganise the air forces on a
^t or squac^on basis, and immediately after the evacuation of
Sumatra, airfialds in Java were allocated as foUows:-
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a} All Hudsons to Semplak,
b) All Blenheims to Kalidjati,
a) All fighters to Tjililitan.

These airfields were merely landing grounds with few build
ings, small arrangement for dispersal, and little organisa
tion for ground defence. There were no A,A. defences, but
some Bofors guns were found later, and the British personnel
of the heavy A.A, battery, who had escaped from Pailembang,
were armed as infantry and employed on ground defence
duties.

On 18 February Air Vice-Marshal Maltby decided
further reorganisation. No,225(b) Croup and
^o»226(f) Group, which had disintegrated on the evacuation
of Sumatra, were reformed under the same A.Oa.C, for the
purpose of re-establiahing R.A.F, squadrons in Java,

a more, satisfactory plan and the new organisation
as follows

on a

This

was
was

(a) Semplakt Station Commander Gp.Capt, Brown:
No.1 Squadron R.A.A.F. with 14 Hudson II and
12 Hudson III under Wg. Cdr, E, H. Davies. Only
about 12 Hudsons were operationally serviceable,
Kalidjati: Station Commander Gp.Capt, Whistondale,
till Gp.Capt, Nioholetts should be available.
No.84(b) Squadron: Wg, Cdr, Jeudwine, with 26
Blenheims of which about 6 were serviceable,
Tjikampek; No.36 (T.B.) Squadron under Sqn,
Ldr, Wilkins with 9 Vildebeestes and 1 Albacore,
(there were no torpedo facilities available in
Java),
Tjlilitsun; No,232(f) Squadron imder Sqn, Ldr*
Brooker: No,605(f) Squadron under Sqn. Ldr,
Wright,

two squadrons there was a total strength of 35
Hurricanes of which about 18 were operationally serviceable.
The former had been fitting since its arrival in the Far
East, in Singapore, Malaya, and Sumatra but the latter
not armed till it went into action on 23 February,
had been employed erecting and testing Hurricanes for
No,266(f) V/ing.
•wore retained because it was hoped to arm one of them with
P,40s which were due to arrive from Darwin on the U.S.A,
carrier Langley on which there were 32 erected aircraft.
There were also en route to Java, in the U.S.A. Seawitch.
27 orated Buffaloes, Unfortunately Langley was torpedoed
and lost with all its aircraft, and Seawitch arrived too
late for its aircraft to be erected, some of them being
destroyed in their oases on shore to deny them to the
Japanese,

(b)

(o)

(d)

In these

was

It

The two fighter squadrons named above

The two groups which were not fTolly staffed, being
little more than in skeleton form were allocated duties

as follows;- No, 225(b) Group, reformed at Bandoeng, under
Air Commodore H,J,F, Hunter was given the task of setting
up bomber airfields. With the co-operation of the Dutch,
problems of accommodation, transport and supply were solved,
and the squadrons were placed on an operational basis by
means of a maintenance organisation which was available at
the time. After this had been completed Air Commodore
Hunter became A.O.A, Abdair, and the remaining personnel
were absorbed into Westgroup on its arrival in Bandoeng
on 23 Febrxoary, No. 226(p) Group, in a similar way.
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administered No. 232(p) Squadron and No. 605(P) Squadron at
Tjililitan and also controlled a fighter operations room in Batavia
as well as the local warning system. The well developed chain of
Dutch oommunications in Java enabled this work to be oairried out

very efficiently and the operations and filter rooms were connected

to the Dutch observer corps, to the filter airfield, to the A.A,

defences of Batavia, and to Abdair’s operations room in Baindoeng,
Two R.D.P. and two G.L. sets were erected rovind Batavia and con

nected up to the operations rooms. The maintenance organisation
which has been mentioned above consisted of the following xinitsj-

(a) No. 153 M.U, which was located, with almost all its
original personnel, at Djocjacarta and was fully
orgsinised for work.
No. 81 R.S.U.

No, 41 A.S.P. - Both these units had arrived with the
oohaLon of No, 266(P) Wing, but had lost most of their
tools and equipment at Oosthaven,
There was also an improvised A.S.P, with personnel
collected locally, whose duty was to salve and sort
R,A.P. equipment. Remaining personnel of all categories
who were surplus to the reorganised air force were
ordered to prepare for evacuation by sea as soon as
possible.

Air operations 18-26 Pebruary

During the period of reorganisation which has been described

above, air operations were kept to a minimum in order to improve
aircraft serviceability, particularly bomber, which was very low.
On 18 Pebruary a single Hudson made a reconnaissance of the

Oosthaven - Palembang 3road which failed to discover any Japanese
activity. On 19 Pebruary all available Blenheims  - only five -
raided shipping in the Palembang river and docks and attacks

were continued on 20 and 21 Pebruary when there was great filter
opposition from edroraft based on P.1, Results of these attacks,
where obseiwed, were reported as good. At the same time the
enemy was becoming increasingly active from P, 1, His first

attack on the R.A.P, in Java was on 19 Pebruary when Semplak was
bombed and six Hudsons were destroyed on the ground. Dispersal
on this airfield was poor and there was no A.A, defence. On

22 Pebruary a strong force of Japanese fighters made a low level

attack on Semplak and again there was considerable damage. On
23 Pebruary a Japanese submarine was claimed as sunk by three
Blenheims to the north of Batavia, Finally on 24 Pebruary a

third attack made Semplak untenable, with the result that the

remnants of No, 1 (G,R.) Sqxiadron were moved to Kalidjati, where
by this time, a battery of Bofors guns was in position. On

24 and 26 February Kalidjati was bombed, and on the latter date
a strong filter attack was driven off by the Bofors guns, of
which ten or twelve were in action this day.

(b)
(o)

(d)

Combined forces available in Java

When ABDACQM disbanded and the Dutch Hi^ Commsind assumed
control of Allied forces in Java, messages of encouragement were

sent to the A,0,G, Air Vice-Marshal Maltby, from the Prime Minister,
from the Secretary of State for Air, and from the Chief of the

Air Staff, It was evident that the invasion and capture of Java

were only a question of time, but these messages emphasised the

value and In^ortance of every day which could be gained by
putting up the best possible resistance. For this, the forces
available were not great but, well handled, and with a determina

tion to fight, they were not negligible.
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Naval Forces

There was a combined Allied fleet based on Batavia and
Soiirabaya under command of the Dutch Admiral Dooiman,
fleet consisted of the following vessels

Heavy Cruisers;
Light Cruisers,

This

U,S.S, Houston - H,M,S. Exeter.
H.M.A.S, Java and De Ruyter
H.M.A.S. Perth.

Five imerican, three British, three
Dutch,

In addition there were some auxiliary vessels and also some
American and Dutch submarines the former of which, however,
were not under control of the Dutch Commander and operated
independently.

Land Forces

Destroyers

At this time the Dutch had in Java about 25,000 regular
troops made up of four regiments of native infantry, com
manded and led by Dutch officers, and also artillery,
garrison, and supply units, Eq\iipment in this force was
poor and obsolescent, and not comparable with that of the
Japanese, There was a Home Gxiard of about 40,000, static
in role, poorly armed and trained, thou^ they had some
locally made armoured cars which were used for aerodrome
defence.

British land forces were almost negligible. Under the
direction of Major GeneralH, D, Yf. Sitwell and executive
command of Brigadier A, S, Blackbiarn, of the Australian
Imperial Forces, there were a squadron of li^t tanks, two
battalions of Australian infantry, and some small administra
tive and supply units. There was an American field battery
and attached to the army, under VYing Commander Alexander,
were 60C R,A,F, airmen who were armed and trained for groiind
defence. Finally there were two British batteries of Bofors
guns, located at Kalidjati and Tjililitan, where also were the
remnants of the British heavy A,A, battery from Palembang,
now without guns, and armed as infantry for aerodrome
defence. There was a combined hospital commanded by an
R,A.M,C, officer, the personnel of which were mostly
Australian, with Dutch nurses,
known as 'Blackforce* and co-operated closely with the
Dutch for the defence of western and central Java,

Air Forces

These British forces were

In addition to the Royal Air Force in Java, the
reorganisation of which has already been describrd, the
Dutch had five bomber, tiiree filter and two observation
sqmdrons, very much depleted from their original strength,
both in personnel and aircraft, and low in serviceability.
About this time they had received some P,40s from America,
via Australia, and as already stated, twelve Hurricanes
from the Royal Air Force, There were some American heavy
bombers, about twelve to fifteen B,lys, and a few P,40s.
The U,S,A,A,F, had been operating to the east as far as
Darwin, but from time to time took part in attacks on
Japanese convoys in the South Pacific. Their fighters
were often in action in defence of Batavia, Finally
there was a combined British, American and Dutch G,R,
group operating from bases in Java, to which the R,A,F,
contribution was No. 205 (G,R.) Squadron, at this time
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All these air forces

The K.A,?,
reduced to from three to five Catalinas,

were vmder command of the Dutch General van Oyen,

component was known as * Brit air* and was commanded by Air Vice-
Marshal Maltby,

Japanese attack Java

Prom early in February it had been realised that the Japanese
intended amphibious operations against the N.E.I, and the form

of this attack had already taken shape. Three large convoys,
with great strength in naval escorts, had been located. That to
the westward had assembled in the Anambas, and, as already
described, reached its objective in Sumatra, where in spite of
severe handling by the R, A,P, its troops effected a landing and
were given time to recover and consolidate. The other two

convoys, moving down both sides of Borneo, throu^ the South

China sea and the Straits of Macassar, were expected to attempt
simultaneous landings at both ends of Java, in the Simda Straits

in the west, and to the east of Sourabaya,

Flans to meet the e^ttack impending on Java were made by the
Dutch commander on a basis oaloixLated for each successive phase of
the expected operationsj-

(a) It was intended to reconnoitre the east and west coast
of Borneo as far north as possible, and to keep con
tinuous watch on convoys after they had been located.
This was to be carried out by aircraft of the G.R, group,
including the Catalinas of No. 205 Squadron, There were

also some Dutch submarines operating off the west coast
of Borneo as far north as Balikpapan from which wireless
reports were expected,

(b) When located, convoys were to be attacked at once, as
far out from Java as possible, with all available
aircraft,

(c) The combined fleet under Admiral Doorman was to be in
readiness,

(d) As the north <30ast of Java was suitable almost throughout
its whole length for beach landings, suitable static
defences to meet every contingency covild not be provided,
but landings Wert to be opposed at the more obvious
points and sufficient troops and mobile forces were tc

-be kept in reserve to be moved to danger points as
necessary,

(e) Finally, as it was realised that the Japanese invasion
would be successful in the end, it was arranged to
withdraw all forces from the beaches to two inland

resistance areas where a last stand could be made.

These areas were at Malang plateau in the east, and near
Bandoeng in the west.

Battle of the Java Sea

On 25 February ah air reconnaissance was sent out from Java
to verify a report received from a submarine that shipping from
the Macassar Straits area was being marshalled off Balikpapan,
It discovered a. convoy of over 50 transports, with strong naval
escort, forming up as if for a move. The convoy was shadowed on
26 and 27 February, v/hen it was reported to be steaming on a
ooxirse which would bring it off the Java coast, west of Sourabaya,
at midni^t 27/28 February,
sea with the Allied fleet since 2A February, was entering Soxarabaya
harbour to refuel at 15 *00 hours on 27 February, when he received
orders from Admiral Helfrioh to turn round and attack the enemy,
now east of Baweaa Island, about 100 miles due north of Sourabaya.
At 15,25 hours De Ruyter. the flagship, leading Exeter, Houston,

Admiral Doorman, who had been at
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Perth, and Java, with a screen of British, Dutch and
American destroyers, was steaming on a course of 315° at
20 knots, and less them an hour later, Exeter »rirl Houston
were under long range fire, which they returned, from the
Japanese heavy cruisers Haguro and Nachi.

In the action which followed, which lasted till
23*50 hours, and dtoring which Admiral Doorman had made
several determined attempts to get at the enemy convoy,
De Ruyter and Java were sunk, Exeter was disabled, and most
of the other ships were damaged. The Allied fleet, no
longer seaworthy, made for Tanjong priok,near Soxorabaya
and signalled the result to Admiral Helfrich. Admiral

Doorman had gone down with his flagship.

There was little air action in this naval battle of the

Java sea. Except for early reconnaissance sorties which
had reported aind shadowed the enemy, there was no Allied
air support for the fleet though Admiral Doorman had asked
for it. Instead, the Dutch High Command had sent all the
torpedo bombers of No. Squadron escorted by eight
Buffaloes to make an attack on the Japanese transports,
which had turned away from Java at the commencement of the

naval action. On the other hand, the Japanese were
greatly helped by naval aircraft which appeared in a
spotting role. Their battleships were able to fire through
a heavy smoke screen laid by the American destroyers, and
at ni^t every change of course by Admiral Doorman was dis
closed by calcium flares dropped by shadowing aircraft.
The resxalt of this action, gallantly fought by the Allies
under the leadership of Admiral Doorman, meant that the
Japanese landings, though delayed a little, were now
inevitable, and they took place almost as eapxected, one at
the eastern end of Java, just west of Sourabaya and two
at points in the west, between Batavia and the Sunda
Straits.

Air Attack on Japanese landings

Air attacks on the Japanese convoys had met with some
success. No, 36 (T.B.) Squadron, reduced to nine
Vildebeestes and one Albacore, were moved to Madioen, near
Sourabaya, and during the night of 28 Pebruary/1 March
carried out two sorties per aircraft against transports
and landing barges. A convoy of 28 ships v/as attacked
five miles off the coast north of Rembang, In this attack
a number of American B,17s and P,40s took part, and all
pilots reported damage done to transports and barges.
Reports received from American headq'uarters said that the
R,A,E. had sunk eight vessels and they claimed seven others.
After the attack. No, J6 Squadron, having lost three
aircraft shot down, including that of their C,0., Squadron
Leader vYilkins, were moved back to Tjikampek,

The landings to the west were also attacked by air,
convoys had been located, late on 28 February, approach

ing the coast east and west of Batavia, Prom Kalidjati
on the night 28 Pebruary/1 March the convoy to the eastward
was attacked by 26 Blenheimi and 6 Hudson sorties under very
difficult weather conditions, and oii the morning of 1 March,
of 15 transports which had been attacked, only 7 'we^re seen
at anchor off the embarkation point near Eritanwetan,
Sinkings were claimed by the Blenheims, but it is more
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probable that a number of ships seen later in the day further to

the northwest, were part of the original convoy of 15> three of
which, however, were probably sunk.

Japanese landings take place

Japanese landings had commenced about 01,00 hours on 1 Marohj
but in the meantime it had been decided to rest the Blenheims at

Kalidjati. Their crews had been standing by most of the night
27/28 February, and operating almost continuously 28 February/
1 March. At 07,00 hours on 1 March the Station Commander, Group
Captain Whistondale, was instructed to disperse his aircraft and

to prepare for operations later in the day, but at about 10,30
hours a considerable force of Japanese with light tanks, armoured

oars, and infantry in lorries, attacked and overran the airfield
which was finally captiored. In this attack the Japanese suffered

heavy losses, but the ground defence forces, British and Dutch,
were wiped out. The dispersed Blenheims, eight of which were

bombed up ready for action, and others under repair were all

destroyed. Four Hudsons of No, 1 Squadron, whose crews were

standing by on the runway, were able to take off under fire and

flew to Andir, near Bandoeng, As Kalidjati was only a few miles

from Tjikampek, where the Vildebeestes of No. 36 Squadron were
standing by after their operations on the night of 28 February,
and at which there were no organised defences of any kind, this
squadron was ordered to join the Hudsons at Andir, and later

moved to Tjikamber, in south-west Java, where Group Captain
Nicholetts viras in command of the station.

No, 226(f) Group leaves Java

Filter operations, on a very limited scale with greatly
depleted forces, had continued almost daily from 18 February,
It will be recalled that after the evacuation of Sumatra, a

nucleus H,Q. of 226(f) Group had been set up to control sector
operations rooms and a warning system in and around Batavia,

The two remaining fighter squadrons. Nos, 232 and 605 were located
at Tjililitan, and up to 27 Febrviary, were operating continuously
in the air defence of Batavia, They were hopelessly outnumbered,
it was impossible to replace their lost aircraft, although in the

circumstances their losses were small, and eventually it was

decided to reduce the two squadrons to' one. No, 232 Sq^jadron
volunteered to remain, thou^ there were also many applicants
from No. 605 Squadron, some, of whom were accepted. On 28 February
No. 605 Squadron handed over its remaining aircraft and began to
prepare for evacuation. It was thus clear that No, 226(f) Group,
having established the necessary organisation for fighter control

and being without units to command, was redundant. Air Commodore

Vincent was ordered to leave Java with his surplus staff and the

group was evaciiated by sea a few days later.

Final air operations

Owing to the absence of cloud cover in the mornings at this

time of the year in Java, bomber aircraft had not been called on
to operate over the landing beaches till later in the day.
No, 232(F) Sqmdron was ordered on 1 March, at full strength, to
attack beaches at Eritanwetan and in the Sunda Straits where

landings had. also taken place. Assisted by ten Dutch Kittyhawks
and six Buffaloes, under heavy and accurate A,A, fife, it

inflicted severe losses on troops in barges and on land. In the
west, particularly, marching columns, cavalry, and M,T, on the
road to Batavia were shot up. ' After Kalidjati had been overrun

with the loss of its Blenheims, No. 232 Squadron continued its
attacks on the beaches at Eritanwetan from which troops were
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marcMng westwards to Batavia, and on the road a fast moving
oyolist oolimin was dispersed,
were destroyed on the water.

Three enemy flsring boats

All this entailed loss and damage to the squadron’s
aircraft. On 2 March it became necessary for them to
defend their own aerodrome at Tjililitan from hostile air
attacks. Not only this, but road reconnaissance showed
that the Japanese were also moving west by road from
Kalidjati and, with its limited defences, it seemed likely
that Tjililitan would be overrun in the next twenty^four
hours. Air Vice-Marshal Maltbj?' ordered the squadron to
move back to Andir, The remaining Hurricanes were flown
out in the evening, and on 3 March the road party arrived
at the new airfield where Group Captain Noble was Station
Commander. In the early morning of 3 March General
Oyen, the Dutch A,O.C,, recalled the Hurricanes from
Andir to Tjililitan for operations and, up to mid-day.
No, 232 Squadron was intensively engaged fighting off
Japanese air attacks. On its return journey to Andir the
squadron made a heavy and successful low level attack

Kalidjati where there were many Japanese fighters on the
ground.

van

on

On 3 March Batavia was declared an open town by the
Dutch, and it became necessary to destroy operations rooms
and radar stations in the area, the control staffs being
withdrawn to Bandoeng, No. 205 (H.B,) Squadron which
operating from Batavia was moved on 1 March to Tjilatjap,
a port on the south coast, with orders to continue its G,R,
duties and anti submarine patrols from there as long as
possible. When, on 3 March, it could no longer be
fully employed, two Catalinas vrere flown to Ceylon and one,
which had a damaged airscrew, to Australia, where it arrived
safely, all the flying boats being loaded to capacity with
personnel for evacuation, in addition to the crews.

End of air onerations in Java

Prom the state of the air forces in Java on 3 March it
was clear that little further ALlied resistance was possible.
On the morning of 4 March an order of battle for the R,A,P,
may be reconstructed as follows:—

was

use-

(a)
(b)

H,Q, ’Britair* at Bandoeng,
No, 1 (G.R, ) Squadron R,A,A,P, - 7 Hudsons
(3 serviceable) at Andir.
No, 232(P) Squadron - 10 Hurricanes (serviceability
doubtful) at Andir,
No, 36 (T,B,) Squadron - 5 Vildebeestes
(4 serviceable) at Tjikamber,
45c to 500 armed R,A,P, personnel under Wing
Commander Alexander, operating as infantry in
Buitenzorg area.
About 1,900 unarmed personnel waiting evacuation
at Tjilitjap, and about 6OO more at Djoojacarta,
Other svirplus personnel were standing by at
various places linder orders to move to ports
when shipping became available,
personnel was just over 5,000.

Pinal air operations and disposal of remaining sqiiadrons
were as follows

(o)

(<i)

(e)

(f)

The total
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No, 1 (G,R.) Squadron R.A.A.F. - four Hudsons of this
squadron which had escaped from Kalidjati on 1 March, to Andir,
do not appear to have operated again, and on 4 March, on which
day only three aircrai't were serviceable, the squadron was

ordered to fly to Australia, taking all records and as many
personnel as possible. Single aircraft, on three successive
nights from 4 March, took off fully loaded and all reached
Australia,

No, 36 (i.B,) Squadron:- On the nights of 2/3 and 3/4
March the squadron, from its airfield at Tjikamber, carried out
attacks on Kalidjati where there were many Japanese aircraft
and on 4 March it moved to a landing ground at 'fasilcmalaja,
about 100 miles east on the Bandoeng - Djoojacarta main road,
from which on the nights 4/5 and 5/6 March it carried out further
attacks on Kalidjati, Only two aircraft remained serviceable,
and orders were given for these to be prepared for evacuation.

They left for Burma on 7 March, but both crashed in Sumatra and
the crews were lost.

No, 232(p) Squadron:- Prom Aridir this squadron was carry
ing out various tasks^ partly offensive svreeps over Kalidjati,
road reconnaissances for the Dutch army commander, and attacks on

Japanese troops when s\iitable targets were fotind, to try and
slow down the enemy advance on Bandoeng,
the task of defending its own aerodrome at Andir, which, from

4 March, became increasingly subject to air attack without warn
ing, By 7 March only five serviceable Hurricanes were left and

in the evening these were ordered to lasilcmalaja from which, on
8 March, a final tactical road reconnaissance was carried out by
the only t;yo serviceable Hurricanes, On return from this

operation, by order of Britair, all Hurricanes were destroyed.
Thus air operations by the R,A,P, in Java ended.

It had, in addition.

Little mention has been made of the activities of the

UiS,A,A.P, and Dutch air forces owing to a lack of definite

information and operational records, Por some time before the

fall of Singapore U.S,A.A»S forces operating xmder ABDACOM were

commanded by General Brereton, Their strength varied
considerably as, although nominally under orders of Abdair they
were also liable- to be called on by the Officer Commanding U,S,

air forces in Australia for operations to the east, and in fact
some of their B.17s had been recalled to Darwin about the end

of January, About 20 February, General Brereton, after
consultation with General Y/avell, decided to withdraw all

remaining bomber personnel and aircraft to India, but only a
few B,17s and a few heavily overloaded transport aircraft were

able to get away, American fi^iters too, had operated over

Palembang and Batavia, but with the evacuation to India and

Australia on 26 February, there were left in Java, under the

bomrnand of Colonel Enbank some 13 P,40s, 6 P,2As, 3 A,24s and
2 or 3 B,17s which had been repaired since General Brereton’s

departiire. Of these, all serviceable aircraft took part in the
attacks, already described, on Japanese landing forces on

28 Pebruary/l March, after which s'urvivors were flown to
Australia, Ground personnel were evacuated by sea, some to

Karachi to join General Brereton, and some to Australia, Not

many became prisoners of the Japanese,

The Dutch, at the outbreak of w-ar with Japan, had in the

N,E,I, between 150 and 200 aircraft of all types. It has

already- been told hov/ thb Dutch Air Force began at once to operate
in Malaya and over the seas to the north and east of Java,
They incurred losses which it was not possible for them to

replace from their own resources. They received from time to
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time from America, P.40 filters, and also h^lp, thou^
mu(^ smaller scale, from the R,A#P« whose own needs were
great. During tho hei^t of operations in Java 12
KiTrioanes were handed pver. to tliem from R,A,P, supplies,
&nd but f(or the sinking of the Langley they would have
received a number of P,40s, They also had Oatalinas, some
itidsons, and for transport pui^ses a htanber of Lodestars,
in which many Dutch women and children were. evacuated to
Australia# Some Dutch pilots, flying American aircraft
took part in the operations against Japanese convoys and
against the beac^ landings on 28 Pebruary/l Mardb# On
6 March the Lodestars made their last flights to Australia,
Prom the beginning of operations in Malaya to the final
days in Java, there had been the closest co-operation
between the Dutch a£r forces and the R,A,P, and the relations
bet'^en the two SeziriioeB were always good,'

Evacuation of the R>A.P^

on a

new

Prom the fall of Sd^apore there had been a steady
evacuation of R,A,P, personnel from ports in Sumatra and
Java. This evacuation was incidental to the campaign, and
took jlaoe when shipping was available, and when units,
owing to the trend of operations, became surplus to the
needs of the R,A,P, Later, as the reorganisation of the
forces in Java took place, it became part of ’the.policy to
evacuate as many as possible, preference being given to
formed units, surplus airorews, of whom there were many,
and all skilled tradesmen who could be spared, Xn further
ance of this policy Air Commodore Ikinter, on 19 Pebruary,

ordered to hand over Wo, 225(b) Groi^, and to take up
duties as A,0,A, Abdair, with the main task of evacuating
all surplus R,A,P, personnel. Owing to the olostare of
Batavia on 23 Pebruary, with the loss of some shipping,
embarkation after this date took place at Poerwokerta and
Tjilatjap on the south coast, both of which were under
constant, though hot heavy, air attack. There were also
light Japanese naval forces, including some submarines, in
the Lidian Ocean to the south, which caused the loss of some
shippiEig at this time, including the large transport vessel
City of Manchester, as it was arriving to be loaded up.

was

It is difficult to get exact figures of the numbers of
personnel evacuated. There Imd been a constant trickle by
air, both to India and to Australia, but of approximately
12,000 R,A,P, personnel in Sumatra and Java, it is estimated
that 7^000 left the islands, though not a3i. reached their-
destinations. The remainder, about 5,000 became prisoners
of war. It may be asked why this high percentage of the
R,A,P,, practically non-dbmbatant personnel and including,
many highly skilled tradesmen- should have been captured.
It may have been to meet some criticism by the Dutch, who
at this time shewed grave misgiving at the evacuation of
men Who were potential defenders against the coming
invasion, and could not understand why, at this critical
time, so many men were being sent away. It was not
generally xinderstood by the Dutch civilian population that
the R,A,P, was a highly tbohnioal service, mostly untrained
in the use of aims for ground defence, and that if they
evacuated they would be available for their technical
duties in s(xae other field'of operations against the

The need for the evacuation was thoTOugjhly undei^
stood by the Dutch High Oonmand, but among the general
public, planters and volunteers, there was some ill-feeling
at this apparent desertion.

were

oonmon

enenQr,

This was very obvious to the
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R.A*F. staff, and may bave 3rod to the retention in the island of
numbers 'oho might possibly have been eveusviated* There were,
however, some 2,500 R.A.F, unarmed personnel waiting near the
ports for whom no shipping was available and who were taken
prisoner.

escape of some aircrews of No.
They had been sent faram Bandoeng

Nlention must be made of .the

84(B) Squadron to Australia. C'l)
' to T jdlat^ap for evacuation, but the last ship had gone and the

A derelict ship*s lifeboat was found.
The Oommanding Officer decided to

harbour was in flames,

complete with oars and sails,
try to sail this boat to Australia, the nearest point of which was
about 1,000 miles away.
12 persons for 30 days, though i't was estimatedi^t the voyage
mi^t be done in 16 days. With only a marine sextant, a school

atlas, a small scale Ifercator^s projection of the world, and no
chronometer except his own inaccurate wrist watch. Wing Commander
Jeudwine, 4 officers and 7 sergeants, aU Australians, set sail
at 17.00 hours on 7 March. After incredible adventures they were
sighted close to some anall Islands by tho crew of an American
Catalina ishioh ali^ted alongside on 21 Apidl, and were informed
that they wez^ off the Aixstralian mainland, about 50 miles from
Roeboume which they had hoped to reach. Three sergeants were

taken off by the Catalina and at 13»00 hours on 22 April a second
Catalina took off the remainder of the crew on the forty-seventh

,day of the voyage. The Scorpion, as they had named the lifeboat,
;was cast adrift, and on 23 April the lidiole party arrived by air in
Perth.

It was loaded with food and water for

Surrender or resistance in Java?

Prom 1 March the situation in Java was critical. There

were continuous discussions among the Allied commanders, and on

5 March the Dutch Coinmander—in-Ghief,. Lieutenant General ter
Poorten, called, a conference at Bandoeng at >hioh he gave an out
line pf the general position on that . day. The conference was
attended by Air. Vipe-Mari^al Msltby, \A^0»G, Britair, and by the
G.O.p. .British military forces in Jaiva, Major General Sitwell,
who .were aooompa^^d By their senio^ ̂ taff .officers. Senior
officers of the. Dutch Commander-in-Chief*ir Staff were also present.
General ter Pqbrten stated that the enei^ wOre close up to the
outer pearimeter of Bandoeng on the north and were rapidly dosing
in from the west., Bandoeng was. incapable of defence, and as it
was crowded with refugees it was. to be dedared an open town,
ae Batavia had been. As there was no other suitable place from
whic^ organised resistance could be. controlled, Dutch head
quarters would surrender. ResistanOe, however, would still be

carried out by local ccaananders as long- as organised forces could

be. ̂ intained, but owing to hostility of Ja^feneso natives no
guexrilla warfare was possible. InstruotiBns were issued to the
A.O.^. that, when the Japanese entered Bandoeng Air H.Q. and
Andir; airfield were not to be defended. General Sitwell said

that.jthe British would continue to fi^t on and, supported by the
A.O.C.-, he asked to be..allotted a defence area in the mountains to
vMch their forges, could retire and-continue operations. A

region to the south of. Bandoeng and north of Santosa was indicated
but when a reconnaissance was oax!ried out next morning, 6 March

,  it was found to be unsuitable for defence, and there was
obstruction from the local Dutch.who-;did-not want British troops
in the area. With the help of the Dutch General Schilling an

area to the south of Tjikadjaiig was :selected and prepared for
defence, and. here army units and azmed R.A.P. were concentrated.

■

t

(1) See A.B.B. H J 5VV1 i E.
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Dnthe evening of 6 March, R,A,P, personnel left in Java
were disposed as follows;—

(a) In Tasiimalaja area, preparing for defence in
conjunction with the ahny;

b) Blaokforoe contingent;
o) Aerodrome staff and units at Andir;

d) In Poerwokerto area, ■unarmed, waiting
embarkation;

(e) Various small parties in south and central
Java;

900
450
850

2,500

ijJDO

Late on 6 March orders were issued to the above forces as
follows;'-^ ■ '

(a) The Andir party was to surrender when the Japanese
entered Bandoeng, mainly because there was no
transport to move them.
The R,A,P, in Poerwokerta were to place themselves
under the orders of the local Dutch commander, to
prepare for surrender.
The iCasiianalaja area was to be defended to the
end.

(t)

(o)

Defence preparations were continued during 7 March, but by
next day the sit-uation had changed. Transport had been
found for the Andir detachment and, together with the con
tingent at Taailonalaja, it was moved into the Tjikadjang
defence arefi, where also 'Blackforce' and the British army
units were assembled, the total force there being about
8,0(X3, The Dutch commander at Poerwokerta had moved the
2,500 unarmed R.A,P, personnel to Tasilcmalaja as they were
an embarrassment to him in the defence of the town. There

they were to surrender, as already ordered,

Githc morning of 8 March a combined British defence
H,Q, was set up within the Tjikadjang area and arrangements
for resistance were being supervised by the A.0,0, and G,0,G,
A¥,T* station was in operation to communicate with London
and Delhi, Soon after 09,00 hours however the position
was completely changed by receipt of a broadcast from the
Dutch C,-inr-C,, issued in the name of the Allied forces, to
the effect that all organised resistance in Java was to cease
jEbrthscth, This broadcast, completely unexpected by the
British commanders was confirmed at 10,30 hours by telephone,
and Air Vice-Marshal Maltby v/cnt at once to see the Dutch
Resident at Garoet at which a staff officer had just arrived
from Bandoeng, Further telephone messages were received
from the Dutch staff and a call for the A, 0,0, came from the
Dutch C,-in-C, who had gone to Kalidjati to discuss terms
with the Japanese conmander. At about 13,30 hours the
A,0,C, returned to Tjikadjang, and after a long discussion
with the G,0,G, it was reluctantly decided that resistance
should end. Defence preparations in the hills had made
good progress, morale of the troops was not impaired, but
both oommanders felt that, though every day was important,
resistance could not have been continued for long. There
was no supply service, and no medical service, except some
medical equipment with the vinits. The combined Field
Hospital, being overloaded with casualties, had remained
behind in Bandoeng, At 14.30 hours therefore, the Dutch
order to cease resistance was passed to the troops, who
at the same time were ordered to destroy their arms, and
given directions to pi^serve complete reticence when under
inteiTogation by Japanese intelligence officers. Before
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destiniotion of cyphers and code-books, signals had been sent to

the Air Ministry, but for various reasons they were not received
in London,

On 9 Mairoh orders were received through Dutch headquarters
that force oonmanders were to establish contact with the nearest

Japanese general, and to concentrate all troops in allotted

This, as far as the R.A.F, was concerned, had alreadyareas,

been done as follows

2,200
2,500

In Tjikadjang area
In Tasikmalaja

In detached posts 400

Thic gave a total of 5,200 which was the approximate nianber of

R,A,P, prisoners. The A, 0.0, next went to Bandoeng, and on

10 March met the Japanese commander. Lieutenant General Maruyama,
from whoEii he received instructions regarding handing over to

the Japanese, He also received promises of help with
accommodation and supplies, and an assurance that prisoners
would be treated in accordance with the Geneva Convention.

At 07,30 hours on 12 March, Allied commanders were assembled at
Bandoeng to hear formally the terms of capitulation and to sign
the Instrument of Surrender, There were present Air Vice-Marshal

Maltby, Major General Sitwell, Brigadier Blackbvirn (Australia)
and Colonel Searle (U.S.A,).
officers then commenced, and later, other ranks were called

before Japanese intelligence officers. Many officers and men

were threatened. Some senior officers were imprisoned for

refusing to answer questions, but, in spite of much brutal

treatment, there was a general observance of the order not to

give military information to the enemy. Prisoners were moved

to Batavia from which they were dispersed to various camps in
the Par East, It is a matter of history that they were treated

with great brutality, without regard to the terms of the Geneva
Convention, which after years left an ineffaceable mark on

the majority of those who survived.

Interrogation of senior Allied
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JAPANESE AOCOUMT OF I^HERLAKDS EAST INDIES CAJ/IPAIGN

It will be of interest to end this narrative of the

Netherlands East Indies campaign with a short aocovint of

the operations as described by Japanese authorities. As
far as is kno\vn there are m> unit records available for

examination, but a high level account(v
after the fall of Singapore was prepared for the American
1st Demobilisation Bureau in Tokio, from which the campaign
may be examined from the Japanese angle. The material for

this story was collected for instructional purposes by
two military staff college professors. Colonel Shin Ishikawa
and Colonel Katsiyi Dozono, and their work was revised
and extended by Colonel Minoru Miyako, who was the officer

in charge of operations for the Third Air Group,

The early success of the Japanese in the Pacific, the
capture of Manilla^ and the occupation of the whole of

Borneo, had freed large Japanese forces which, from the

middle of January, were earmarked for the campaign which
would be necessary to capture the Netherlands East Indies,
The Japanese staff estimated that Singapore would fall eairly
in February, probably on the seventh, and their first
operation in southern Sumatra was timed for 10 February.
This had to be postponed for five days. The forces to be
used were the First Southern Fleet, tho Sixteenth Army, and
the Third Air Group,
forces was in Borneo, but when airfields in Malaya became
available owing to the retreat of British forces, the
Japanese army moved its air units into Penang and Perak
area, adrfieias at Kahang, KLuang, Kuala Lumpur, and Ipoh
being brou^t into use. Naval aircraft v/ere based chiefly
at Ledo and Kuching in Borneo, aind arrangements were made
for them to be refuelled, during the operations, on Banka
Island, off the coast of.,' Sumatra, Numbers of army trainsport
aircraft were assembled at Kahang, None of these forces
were ;jsed in the Malaya campaign but were reserved for
operations in Sumatra and Java, Certain imits of the army
air force however, from the middle of January, carried out
regular attacks on airfields in northern Simoatra as a

softening-up process, in preparation for the operations in

southern Sumatra, These attacks served their pxirpose,
becaxise as has been seen earlier in this narrative, the
R,A,F, were imable to develop northern Sumatra airfields to

any extent, but could use them as refuelling and rearming
points only. In the earlier attacks in this area the
Japanese claimed a total of from ten to tv/elve aircraft

destroyed on the gjround. Besides preliminary exploratory
attacks in northern Sumacra, the Japanese also began to
reconnoitre the Palembang area in the first week of
February and their two attacks on P, 1 on 6 and 7 February
have been described. According to the Japanese narrative,
their attack on 6 February was carried out by 33 bombers,
22 fighters, and 1 photo-reconnaissance aircraft. They
claim to have shot down 15 aircraft and to have destroyed
11 on the ground. According to R,A,F, reports, 4
Hurricanes were shot down and an unstated number destroyed
or damaged on the ground. On 7 February the Japanese
estimated that there were still 30 Aliicd aircraft on P, 1,
and on that day they made an attack, through cloud cover,
with 6 bombers and 31 filters, in which they claim to have
destroyed 20 aircraft on the ground and to have shot down

of the operations

The main concentration area for these

(l) See A.H.B.IIJ 59/4i Air Operations Record No, J2,
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‘about 10’, their own losses being 2 shot down.
aooo\int, 3 Hurricanes were destroyed and 11 damaged on the ground,
besides 4 unserviceable Blenheims and 1 Hudson which were set on

fire,
was claimed,

crippling attack.

To obtain a decision in the Netherlands East Indies, the

Japanese planned their campaign in three phases.
Operation ‘L’ - originally fixed for 10 Pebriiary was. Sgainst
Palembang and southern Sumatra, the second - Operation 'H‘ -
timed for 26 February was the capture of Java, and the thii’d —

Operation ‘T’ - was against northern Sumatra and, if successful,
to extend to the Andaman and Nicobar Islands,

In the R.A.P,

Three Hurricanes were shot down, and 1 Japanese filter
This was admitted by the R.A.F, to have been a

The first -

Operation..‘L * ■ Falenibang

.  -Flanning for the attack on Palembang and south eastern
Sumatra commenced in the middle of January and training of the

airborne forces took place at Sungei Patani, It may be that

news of parachute dropping in this area filtered through to

R.A.P, intelligence.officers, for it will be recalled that the

defence officer at.Palembang had been warned that paratroop
landings were to be. expected. On 31 Januiary orders were issued

by the Japanese, army commander that the 1st Raiding Group was to
oe placed xmder .the command of the Third Air Group for the

operations in Sumatra, These orders indicated a limited

objective, and were to he preparatory for the main seaborne

landing ,which was to be carried out by 38lhdivision on ‘L’ ds-y.
The objective was Palembang airfield, after which the oil
refineries were to be captiored before they, could be destro3red
by the Dutch forces. Subject to suitable weather conditions
the airborne landing was to take place on ‘L’ minus 1 day, and the
greatest care was taken to ensiore tha.t i concerned co-operated
to the fullest extent. After the m.ain landing, i.e, after the
paratroops had established themselves and advanced elements of

the 38th Division had disembarked, the command of all the ti’oops
engaged was to devolve oh the Japanese commander of the Sixteenth

Army*: , The 1st Raiding Group, less the airborne units, was to
return to its original command. Various air units were detailed

for support of the 1st Raiding Group, and there was a povrorful
escort to-provide air cover for the amphibious landing by the
38th-Division,

Except', that operations in Malaya did not end as early as

expected, and'that ‘L* day, originally fixed for 10 February had
to be postponed till 15 February, the Japanese occupation of
Sumatra took place very much as planned. It was made . in over
whelming strength by well balanced forces. Exclusive of the

transport aircraft of the 1st,Raiding Group, there were employed
in the operation approximately 140 naval aircraft and an almost
eq;ual number from the army. Forty seaplanes and flying boats

were also available, but they do not appear to have been used

in the operation.

For the actual paratroop landing the 1st Air Raiding Group
had detailed the 2nd Raiding Regime.nt,. of which 260 men w^ere
dropped.-on or near Palembang airi'ield and 130 near the oil
refineries. Among the personnel who were dropped, the Japanese
incl'uded signallers and technicians, the latter of whom were
intended to take over the equipment and machinery in the oil

In this they wererefineries before these could be destroyed,
partly successful, tho\igh oil. and petrol stocks were set on fire,
and an explosion caused by a 'time bomb destroyed oneof the largest
plants. In the second raid which -cook place at about 15.00 hours
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on ’L* day, i.e, I5 Pebruany, the Japanese dropped 100
paratroopers in the refinery area near Had joe. There
Md been a ̂ good deal of night fighting on 1^/15 February
in the refinery area, but the Japanese account states that
by 10.00 hours they had occupied the main buildings and oil
derricks. There was a considerable counter attack by the
Dutch, and severe figliting took place in Pladjoe till late
afternoon in which the Japanese suffered many casualties.
Late on I5 February advanced units of the 38th Division
began to arrive by river in Palembang, and with the retreat
of the Dutch forces, the Japanese consolidated their position
on 16 February when they commenced to repair the airfield
at P.1, The Japanese narrative makes no mention of the
intensive air attacks cazi'ied out by the R.A.F. on shipping
and barges on I5 February, but states that there were three
raids by the R,A,P, on Palembang airfield on that day in
which two aircraft were shot down.

Operation ~ Java

After consolidating their position in Sumatra the
Japanese coimenced preparations for the occupation of Java,

knov/n as operation ’H* was timed to commence
26 February - day - when the landing of the Sixteenth

Army was to take place. On 'H* minus 1 day, 3rd Air Group,
operating from Sumatra airfields, was to take over the pro
tection of the approaching convoys, and after the landing.
It was to bring its air units forvrard as qid.ciay as possible
to occupy airfields as they were vacated by the enemy, in
order to provide direct air support to Sixteenth Army in the
land battle. At the same time aircraft from the 3rd, 7th
and 12th Air Brigades were detached to assist the TYicenty-
fifth Army in the north Svimatra operations - operation ’T*.
BeWeen 19 and 25 February, Japanese aircraft, mainly from
the 59th, 64th and 90th Air Regiments, based at Palembang,
carried out heavy attacks on Java airfields round Batavia,

fi^iter and 142 bomber sorties was flown in
which the Japanese claimed to have shot down 34 and damaged
53 Allied aircraft, their own losses being 3 missingT^^

on

Partly owing to the naval battle in the Java Sea, which
however the Japanese narrative does not mention, ‘H’ day
had to be postponed till 1 Ivlarch, when landings took place
at three points on the north Java coast, and Kalidjati
oapt\u*ed. Thereafter operations continued as planned,
and on 5 March Japanese advanced units had reached the
outer defences of Bandoeng, Sourabaya and Tjilatjap were
occupied on 7 March, and on tMs day the Dutcli High Command
proposed a truce.

was

Hostilities ceased on 8 March.

Operation »T< - Northern

Hthough, in the event, the Japanese found no opposi
tion in northern Sumatra, the most careful preperations
had been made for operation »T‘ and strong naval, array and
a^ forces were deployed against this area. ‘W* day was
28 February, and it was expected that the task could be
completed by I7 March, which in fact, v/as the date on which
the northern Sumatra operation ended. After this the air
forces were moved to Burnna and Thailand, partly for
tions ̂ d partly for training and re-equiimient. Some
anti-aircraft artillery vinits were also moved to Burma.
Naval vessels and two flying boat units were moved to the
Andamans,

opera-

(1) These figiares are, of course, preposterous.
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Prom a Study of this Japanese narrative one is impressed by
the very careful planning which left nothing to chance, and the

high state of co-ordination of the large forces involved. These

forces, naval, army and air, rtere more than ample for the opera
tions in Which they were employed and arrangements for the

supply of equipment seemed to be good. There v/as perhaps a
certain lack of elasticity in the employment of the various
forces, all of . which worked rigidly to a time schedule, which in
view of the circumstances at the time might \7ell have been
modified. This is particularly noticeable in operation *T’
where there was no opposition of any kind. The operations in
northern Sumatra were carried out in accordance with the

original plan, and covered a period of eighteen days in which
much unnecessary movement of forces took place.
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FART II

THE FIRST BURMA CA^;]PAIGN

8 DECEMBER 1941 - 20 MAY ̂ 9h2

BURMA BEFORE THE OUTBREAK OP WAR

By the Government of Burma Act of 1935, Bxirma, on
1 April 1937, ceased to be a province of the Indian En5»ire,
and became a separate territory under the British Crown,
A Secretary of State for Bunna was established in the United
Kingdom who issued an Instrument of Instruction to the first

governori By the time of the outbreak of war in Europe in
1939 Burma, at least as far as its internal government was
concerned, had progressed some way along the road to
Dominion status.

Geographically, Burma formed the eastern boundary of
India and Assam, and as such, in the event of an attack on
India frcxn the east, its defence was of the greatest in^iort-
ance to that country. At the outbreak of war in Europe,
covmtries to the east of Burma, Thailand and Indo-China, had
expressed their intention to resist occupation by the
Japanese, the only possible enemy, and as long as Singapore
was in British hands there could be little danger of attack
on Btirma by sea,

which at the time, v/as the responsibility of the War Office,
was neglected and, as there was no pressing danger, and
military needs in other parts of the World were much greater,
no immediate measures were taken to provide defence forces,
Japan, however, entered Indo-China in July 1941 and at the

same time began to extend existing airfields in Thailand,
so the real danger became obvious.

For this reason the defence of Burma

For operational puxpjoses Burma was included in the
Far Eastern Command which had been established in

October 1940, with headquarters at Singapore and in spite
of representations bj'' the Ccmmander-in-Chief, in India,
which, later, the Governor of Brnma, Sir Reginald
Dorman Smith approved, to have this arrangement changed and
the defence of Burma transferred to India, the Chiefs of
Staff would not agree on the ground that the matter had
been fully considered when the Far East Command was formed.

(1)Chiefs of Staff Far Eastern Annreciation

In June 194O, the question of defence in the Fan East
including Malaya, Borneo, and Burma, was considered by the
Chiefs of Staff in London who drew up a paper. Far Eastern
Appreciation, which clearly indicated anxiety regarding
defence measures which would be necessary in the event of

an attack by Japan, As the result of this appreciation, a
summary of which had been teloCTaphed to the Far East, a
Singapore Defence Conference C2; y/as held in October 1940,
under the Chairmanship of Vice-Admiral G, Layton, R,N
Commander-in-Chief, China Station, w)

Singapore Defence Conference

•>

With regard to the threat to Biirma and India, the
Conference recognised the in^ortance of Burma in the scheme

1) A,H,B, IU50/2 - C,0,S, (40) 592
2) A.H.B, IU50/13/6
3) A.H.B. Narrative - The Campaigns in the Far East, .

Volume I, p,30 et seq.
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of Iti^ierial defence, not only because it formed  a frontier and

natural barrier for India, but because of ths country’s great
resources, oil, minerals, rice, timber etc,, because of its sea

and air communications with Singapore and finally, because at that
time by means of the Bxirma road, Rangoon was the chief channel for

supplies to the Chimking Government, from America, Further, the
occupation by Japanese forces of Thailand would make Bvirma liable
to invasion by land, as well as by sea and air, and would bring
her within close bomber range of Japamese airfields of which many
were known to exist, even as early as 19¥3. There was also the
danger that Japan might advance into Yunnein thereby making
possible land and air attack against Burma from that co\mtry.
The Singapore Defence Conference f\xrther thought that Japan, liav-
ing occupied Thailand, would establish land bases from which she
could attack not only Malaya but also Burma and the installations
in India, particularly Calcutta, The immediate dangers were

considered to be air attacks on the docks and port at Rangoon to
disrupt traffic on the Burma road, the destruction of airfields
on the Tenasserim coast which were vital to the R.A.P, Singapore
reinforcement route, eind possible land attack into Burma through
the Southern Shan States from Chiengmai, which was the terminus
of the railway running North from Bangkok, There was also to be
kept in mind the fact that Japan could attack Burma from Yiinnan
by land and air, though to do this she would have to overcome the
Chinese in this province, or come to terms with the Yunnan
Government, which latter was a possible contingency.

Problems before the Singapore Defence Conference

With all these possibilities in mind and in view of the

limited resources, in men and material, available in the near
future, the Conference had to decidej-

(a) How to deal with energy air attack on Burma and
eastern India, including possibly, Ceylon,
How to hold and delay any land attack on Burma tintil
reinforcements could arrive.

How to keep open the R.A.P, air reinforcement route
to Singapore, as far south as Tavoy and Mergui,
How to arrange for the reception and accommodation of
such land aind air reinforcements as would be available
in the event of a sudden attack.

(b)

(c)

(i)

Land Defence

The. Conference further examined the possible defence of
Burma, both on the land side and in the coastal
latter it considered that the most likely points for attack
Akyab airfield* Rangoon docks and oil insteillations; and the
Tenasserim coast. At Akyab it was thought that the existing
garrison of Burma Frontier Force and military police would have to
suffice for the time being when only raids might be expected.
For Rangoon the minimum defence requirement was one infantry
brigade, one field battery, and one field ccanpany R,E, in addition
to anti-aircraft defences,
problem presented itself,
realised that neither Mergui nor Victoria Point was capable of
defence, and both these landing grounds were prepared for demoli
tion in anticipation of war with Japan, It v/as thought that the
local ground defences of the Tenasserim airfields provided by
units of the Burma Frontier Force were sufficient against airborne
landings. For the defence of the land frontier, from the Salween
estuary north to Myitlqyina, the minimum requirement was considered
to be two infantry brigades, two field batteries, one mountain
battery, one anti-tank battery, one light A.A, battery, one light
tank company, and two field companies R,E,
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requirement, in the event of a land attack through Yxinnan,
there would be necessary a further two infantry brigades,
one field regiment R,A,, one light A,A, battery, two medium
batteries, one light tank company, one anti-tank battery, and
the necessary R.E, units.

Ant•i.-Aircraft Defences

The Conference en5)hasised the paucity of A.A, defences,
both in Burma and in India, Prom airfields in Thailand,
already occupied by Japanese elements, long range heavy
bomber attacks could be made on India where A,A, defence was

negligible, and Burma had no protection whatever. It was
realised that owing to equipment not being available for
some time to come, full scale A,A, defence was impossible
of attainment, and the Conference fixed the minimum require
ment as twelve heavy A.A, guns over the Syriam oil refinery,
and.eight heavy A,A, g\ms near the Rangoon docks. To
provide these one heavy A.A, regiment was necessary. Light
A,A, defence would also have to be provided, and for this
the minimum requirement was set at one battery of light
A,A. guns which would give a total of sixteen Bofors for the

docks area. This was only a token A,A, defence, but it
would help to meet the immediate problem, sustain the morale
of the civil population and. give a measure of protection to
the in5>ortant oil storage tanks and refinery at Syriam, As
part of anti-aircraft defence the Conference also considered

searchlights and balloons. For the former a minim\mi of

48 lights was considered essential but as even this, at the
time, was unattainable, it was decided that Rangoon would
have to establish a black-out system for its protection.
Balloons for climatic and other reasons were thought to be

iiqpracticable, although later, arrangements were made with
the Middle East Command for balloon squadrons to be sent to
Burma, but they did not arrive for this campaign.

Air Defence

In the section of this narrative dealing with the
campaign in Malaya, a full account has been given of the

Chiefs of Staff estimate, both of the Japanese air strength
likely to be available for attack on Malaya, Burma, and
the Netherlands East indies, and also of the R.A.P, require
ment to meet this attack,
set at 566 aircraft which however was exclusive of those

required *for the protection of Burma against Japanese
attack by land, sea or air.'

The Chiefs of Steiff estimate of Japanese air strength
available in the Malayan area was from 61? - 713, made up
probably of 281 carfier-borne, and up to 432 land based
aircraft. With regard to Burma, the Conference, while
taking note of these figures, thought that the Japanese air
attack on that country would be made by aircraft detached
from the Malayan front and that it could be met by switch
ing R.A,P, squadrons from Malaya to Birrma,
thought it unlikely that the Japanese would concentrate in
Thailand and Indo-China their full air strength for an
attack on Burma, and in view of all the possibilities which
it was able to consider at the time, a limited scale of air
defence for Bvirma was recommended as follows;-

1 G.R, Squadron at Rangoon,
1 Bomber Squadron at Lashio,
1 Fighter Squadron at Rangoon,
1 Bomber Squadron at Tavpy,
1 A,C, Squadron with detachments as required.

SECRET
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Of the above, one fighter squadron only v/as in addition to the 566
aircraft already recommended by the Chiefs of Staiff, the total

requirement being therefore 582 aircraft.

Provision of airfields and landing grounds in Burma

One of the most important recommendations of the Defence
Conference was the provision in Burma of eight operational air

fields which, as soon as possible, were to be equipped with fuel,
explosives, comraunications and tenporeiry accommodation,
airfields, four were to be in the areas for the squadrons mentioned
above. Regarding the other four, the probable sites would be
along the eastern frontier of Burma in anticipation of Japeuiese
attacks through Thailand and China, but this was to be a matter

for further investigation.
Group R,A,P, was formed at Rangoon on 21 April I94I for the

Specific, initial function of providing airfields aind landing
grounds throughout Burma and the Shan States to viiich air forces

could be sent in an emergency,

established were:- Mingaladon (Rangoon), Toungoo, Heho
Lashio, Mbulmein, Tavoy, Mergui and Victoria Point, C'')

Of these

It will be seen later that No, 221

The airfields reccranended to be

, Namsang,
the last

named to be maintained, in its existing state only, as a transit
landing ground. In the event, the siting of some of these air

fields was unfortunate, though perhaps this could not have been
foreseen at the time. The tactical appreciation on the defence

of i-IcCLaya, including Burma, prepared at the time, had laid great
stress on the need for maximum operational mobility based on the

eastern frontier of Burma, and the new airfields were sited to
meet this requirement and also to counter a land-based attack

through Thailand, and perhaps China,

Prom the point of view of India, the air defence of Burma
could be considered as the first line of protection for eastern
India,

equally with the Commander-in-Chief in India, it will be for
consideration that if Burma had been under Indian, rather than
under Par Eastern command, it would not have been better to locate
a series of airfields at suitable points along the Irrawaddy and
Chindwin valleys, Akyab, too, might have been made much more
valuable as a defensive airfield, than, in fact, it was.

Naval Defence ' ■

Tillhile the Singapore Defence Conference realised this

The Conference found it difficult to assess the scale of

naval defence for Bvirma, TWhile Singapore was intact .and in
British hands it v/as thought that Japanese naval attack would be

confined to minelaying in the approaches to Rangoon, which could
be carried out by siirface raiders or submarines. To meet this a
considerable flotilla of minesv/eeping and anti-submarine craft
would be required. These were not available in the Par East, and
though there were some in India, it was thought they might be
required in the.Bay of Bengal for the defence of Calcutta, A

source of ̂ eat danger was the large Japainese fishing fleet which
operated along the Tenasserim coast and off Arakan, These were

motor.vessels of 70 to 80 tons, with a speed of 10 knots, which
could be readily used for towing barges and large san^jans filled
with troops, supplies and guns. They ran on Diesel fuel which

(1) Victoria Point had been an airfield on the Par East reinforce
ment route, but it was not considered possible to defend this
place, as it was very vulnerable to attack from the sea.
Its one grass runway was eairly prepared for demolition and
was blown up soon after the outbreak of war.
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could easily be stored in hidden bases along the Burma
coasts and creeks and in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands,

To meet a danger of this kind the Conference regarded it as
essential that some G-.R. aircraft should be available for

use in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands and along the
Arakan and Tenasserim coasts,

early date, the Singapore Defence Conference waLrned the
Government of Burma about the issue of licences and the

increased supervision needed for these Japanese fishermen,
who were to be rounded up in the event of war.
Conference was not able to lay down any long term plan for

the naval defence of Burma, except that immediate steps
should be taken to hasten the building of anti-submarine
and mine-sweeping vessels for which a programme had already
been laid down,

anti-submarine patrols in co-operation with the Navy, should

be provided to protect supply convoys through the Indian
Ocean and Bay of Bengal,

Incidentally, and at this

The

Further, G,R, aircraft, able to carry out

General findings of the Conference

Generally, the conclusion at which the Conference
arrived was to the effect that the military garrison of

Burma was, at the time, based solely on internal sec\irity
needs, and that the existing forces were sufficient only to
hold the northern part of Tenasserim and Rangoon, There
was literally no air protection for the vital oil installa
tions in Rangoon area. The great need was the immediate
provision of additional forces, particularly air forces,
anti-submarine defences, and local naval defence and artil
lery to support land forces. The provision of A,A, guns
was urgent.

Position of India in relation to the defence of Burma

It has been seen that up to outbreak of war with Japan,
defence of Burma was the responsibility of Par Eastern
Command,

of hostilities, India took over operational control in
Burma,

when this command was dissolved on 21 February 1942, Biirma

reverted to India, whose Commainder-in-Chief was responsible
till the formation of South East Asia Command,

changes did not tend to the highest standard of administra
tion or control, too much must not be made of this point,
for from 15 December 1941, with the exception of  a few days
in February 1942, General Wavell was in control of opera
tions in Burma,

On 15 December 1941, one week after the opening

On 15 January Abdacom assumed responsibility, but

■While these

At the Singapore Defence Conference, India’s '
representative. Major General G, N» Molesworth, presented
a note on the position of India regarding the Japanese

The three chief points which he madethreat to BuriBa,
were; that India would require to know what, in the way of
troops, material, or supplies, she would be expected to
provide for the Par East, including Burma; that India was
closely concerned with any arrangements which would affect
the security of her eastern frontier, her coasts, ports,
and territorial waters; and that India was responsible for
seeing that her troops, sent overseas, vrere properly main
tained, and their general welfare safe-guarded,
felt in India that Burma was particularly vulnerable to air
attack and that adequate preparations should be raade to meet

It was
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The targets which could be attacked from Thailand or,  this,

Yunnan about which India felt concern were;-

(a) Syriam near Rangoon; this was the site of the Burma
Oil Company refineries, the destruction of which would
seriously affect India’s supplies of petrol and oil of

all grades,
Digboi and Tinsulda in N.E, Assam; here was a second
and smaller supply of oil products, loss of which, in

addition to Syriam, would mean that all India* s oil and
petrol would have to come by sea from America, involv
ing a delivers'' period of from two to four months, even
if tanker tonnage were available.
The industrial areas of Calcutta and the lower Ganges
plain, where a large part of the industrial plant of
India was placed and wheie dislocation of labour would
seriously affect India's war effort, already
considerable,

Tatanagar; here was the largest steel and industrial
plant considered to be India’s most vital target.

The protection of the last three of these areas would be

undertaken by India as part of a local defence plan, but it would
require the establishment in Burma of bomber and fighter aircraft,
and a warning and observer system. Thus the air defences of

India were linked with the defence of Burma, and India was closely
concerned with the plans to provide and operate them.

Equally, the land defences of Burma provided a problem which
closely concerned Ipdia, Burma was without adequate forces to

meet a land attack from Thailand or Yunnan, and it was clear that

any reinforcements would in the first place, have to come from
India, and that all their maintenance would have to be provided by
India, For these reasons India, at an early stage, would require
to know the extent and nature of demands likely to be made on her,
particularly as they would be made at very short notice.
Finally, General Molesworth said (O it was felt in India that
the operational control, operational planning, and training of
forces supplied by India should come under the C,-in-C,,
rather than under Far Eastern Command,
should be co-ordination of air action in Burma with air action

in Malaya, but, from every other point of view, the advantages of
placing Burma under India were greater.

The Indian note which has been discussed above may be
sununarised as follov/s:-

(b)

(c)

(d)

India

It was agreed that there

(a) Strategically the defence of Burma and India could not
be separated. The bulk of the land and air forces for
the defence of India from the east must be located in
Btirma, and therefore India should be in control of the
preparations to be made,

Burma had only recently, in April,1937, been separated
from India for political reasons, and the whole
administration of the country, though under the Burma
office, was still almost completely India in structure.
It was almost certain the reinforcements for Burma wroiad
have to come from India and be maintained from India,
Burma's resources were small, and unless great esepense
was to be incurred, perheqDS needlessly, full use would
have to be made of India's supply storage, repair,
production, and training facilities.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(1) A,H,B. IIJ50/13/6, Appendix D.
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Prom the point of view of land orgainisation too, India
would have preferred to exercise operational control in

Bizrma, the C,-in-C. working directly vinder the War Office

and not under the Government of India, with suitable
arrangements for the adjustment of financial matters between

the governments of Burma and India, and the Treasury,
Similarly, as the air defence of Burma and India from the

east constituted one problem together with the air defence

of the coasts and ports of India in the Bay of Bengal, it
would have been advantageous to combine both under the
A,0,C,-in-C, India,

concemed, there would be no difficulty in maintaining close

liaison and co-operation between the A«0,C.-in-C, and the
C,-in-C, Par East,

As far as the defence of Malaya was

As this may be the crucial reason for early defeat in

Burma, the point has been dealt -vvith at some length,
particularly because General Wavell, in his despatch
the operations in Burma from 15 December I94I to 20 May 1942,
points out that several attempts had been made to get the
Chiefs of Staff in London to transfer the defence of Burma

to India Commaind, aind that he considered that to place
control of operations in Burma under Par Eastern Command
instead of under India, 'was an error.from the military
point of view which only the strongest political reasons
could justify,* The inference is clear that if, early in

1940, or even as late as 1941, India had been given responsi
bility for the defence of Burma, the defeat in that country
and even in iialaya might never have taken place.

The conclusions of the Singapore Defence Conference
were summarised in a telegram to the United Kingdom and
Dominion Governments dated 3I October 19'40* Paragraph 8

of this telegram, relating to Burma, reads as follows;-
'Burma* Military garrison of Burma' at present inadequate
against threat from Thailand, vitai i’efineries and dock areas
Rangoon being entirely improtected from the air, and
existing land forces inadequate to hold country in face of

attack. Although Burma and vital.industrial targets in

eastern India, now within rainge of aerodromes in Indo-China
already occupied by Japanese, Burma has no air protection
whatever, and A,A, protection in India is negligible.
Most immediate action required is provision of eight
operational aerodromes fully equipped with fuel, explosives,
comm.uni cat ions and teurporary accommodation to house air

units. These include Rangoon, Lashio, Mergui, Tavoy and
four more to be decided after fur-bher investigation.

Aircraft required for Burma comprise one fighter, one G*R
t’wo bomber squadrons which are included in 582 aircraft
mentioned in paragraph 4.(2) Examination of A,A, problem
disclosed that even in terms of deterrent effect number of

guns required un.likely to be available for some time, there

fore recommend immediate provision of twelve heavy and eight
light AcA, guns to give some protection and raise morale
of civil population. Immediate naval requirements are for

a/s patrols and U/S services, building programme for which
should be hastened. Immediate army reinforcements
reqioired to meet threat of seaborne, airborne, and land
attack from Thailand are two infantry brigades, three
field companies, one field regiment, one mountain battery,

anti-tanlc battery, one mobile light A A battery, one
company" tanks. Of these artillery most urgent requirement

(1) on

•>

one

(1) Yfavell Despatch; London Gazette supplement No* 58228
dated 11,3o1948.

(2) i«eo of the report.
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to support existing garrison which cannot do more than hold
northern Tenasserim and Rangoon and deal with internal security.
Following also immediately required for Burma (a) strengthen Army
headquarters, (b) form small R.A.F. group headquarters, (c) provide
adequate roads to air bases (d) provide machinery to settle
financial incidence of cost without delaying urgent preparations, *

HsAoF, reac'lionto proposals of Singapore Defence Conference

The first reaction of the R,A.F, to the recommendations of

the S.D.C, was the despatch from India to Burma, of No, 60 (b)
Squadron armed with Blenheim IVs, This Squadron, which had been

separated into flights for coast defence duties at Calcutta,
Bombay, Madras, and Karachi, left India on 13 February 19M, an<3.
two days later arrived at Rangoon where it was located on

Mingaladon airfield, and en5)loyed mainly on training and communica

tions duties. The next step was the formation, two months later,
of a snail group headquarters at Rangoon, No, 221 (1) Group came
into being on 21 April 1941, with the appointment of Group Captain
E, R. Manning as Officer Commanding the R,A,F, and Air Adviser

to the Government of Burma, The staff consisted, in addition

to the Group Commander, of a.n eqviipment officer, central accounts

officer, and an administrative officer, together with a small
number of office personnel.

First duties of No, 221 Group

The first function of this group was to make the necessary
arrangements, in co-operation with the Government of Burma, for
the construction of a number of airfields on the eastern frontier

and Shan States to which in an emergency, reinforcing squadrons
could be sent,

C, and M, parties, skeleton operations room staff, and supplies
of petrol, oil, bombs and ammunition were to be laid down,

,  direction of R,A,F, Headquarters, Far Eastern Command, airfields

were to be sited at Mingaladon (Rangoon), Toungoo, Heho, Namsang,
At some of these places

These airfields were to be established with sma

By

Lashio, Moulmein, Tavoy and Mergui

ll

there were already landing strips which had been made as part of
the R.A.P, Par East reinforcement route,

considered a suitable operational airfield but, with some

inprovements, was to be maintained as a transit landing grotind
only,

ate staff, and all services were established,
progress was made with the construction of airfields, largely due
to the energy of the Public Works Department of the Government

The first C, and M, party, consisting of one officer

Victoria Point was not

The group itself was gradually built up with an appropri-
Remarkable

of Burma,

and ten airmen, moved from Rangoon to Toungoo on 27 July 1941,
and during August most of the projected stations were completed,
some with satellites, and ready for occupation as fully opera-

By that time too, most of the C, and M,
personnel had arrived from Singapore ex United Kingdom, and opera
tions room and other staff for the new stations began to reach

.  tional airfields.

B\xrma.

All the above expansion was carried out under the direction
of H,Q, No, 221 Group, the whole being \mder constant supervision
of the A,0,Cc,
branches made regular visits of inspection to Burma,
middle of September 1941, Sir Robert Brooke-Popham, C,-in-C,
Par East Command, made an extensive tour in Burma in which he had
meetings with the Governor, the G,0,C, and the Officer Commanding

R,A,P, Par East, whose staff officers of all
In the

(1) O.R,B, No, 221 Group, RoA,P,
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No, 221 Group, On 25 October new group headquarters were

opened in Rangoon, In the new building accoiimiodation was

provided for the G,0,C, Burma, and the Naval Officer-in-
Charge, so that al.l three services were under one roof,
A combined operations room was planned, but not consisted
till later, but staff officers from Ear Eastern Command
were making arrangements for the development of fighter
operations rooms and an air defence system,
also plans were made for the operational en^iloyment of the

Burma Yolimteer Mr Force (B,V.A,F,) and of the American
Vol^mteer Group (A,V,G,), the former primarily on communica
tions duties, and the latter as part of the lighter defence
of Rangoon, At the end of October 1941 the total strength
of the R,A,P, in Burma, 1,0, of No, 221 Group, was as

follows;- Officers (including Nos, 60 and 67 Squadrons)
68; other ranks 9^6, The strength of the A,VoG, was
approximately - Officers 60; other ranks 90;, but these
latter n\mibers varied from time tc time.

At that time

Mr Reinforcement

In the meantime reinforcing squadrons v/ere being sent
As already stated No, 60 (B) Squadron hadto Burma,

arrived at Rangoon on 15 February being located at
Mingaladon, five of its Blenheims being detached to Toungoo,
About the same time No. 6? (P) Squadron was being formed in
Malaya and prepared for defence of Rangoon,
and some personnel of this squadron arrived in Burma soon

after the formation of No, 221 Group, and for ease of

control and econonQr of administration this flight, equipped
with Brewster Buffaloes, was absorbed into No, 60 (b)
Squadron of which it became *B' Plight though maintaining
its identity for operational purposes as No, 67 (P)

Gn 13 October, No, 67 Squadron was conplete as
In October arrange-

One flight

Squadron,

a unit, and was located at Mingaladon,
ments were made, under orders from A,H,Qe Par East, to send
a detached flight of No, 60 Sqiiadron to Mergui, Ground
personnel with eqMpment, bombs etc, were sent by sea and
six Blenheims were held at one hour’s readiness from dawn

The movements ofto 15.00 hours daily at Mingaladon,
these aircraft to Mergui did not, in fact, take place
because, early in November twelve Blenheims conplete with
aircrews and some maintenance personnel were ordered to

Kuantan in Malaya for armament training,(1)
craft T/ere kept in Malaya on outbreak of war, and on

9 December 1941, were in action against the Japanese,
operating from Tengah, their own airfield at Kuantan

The remainder of No, 60

These air

having been evacuated that day.
Squadron, with four Blenheims which had been kept in
E'urma, was usefully enployed in the erection of crated
Po40s and Buffaloes, as they arrived for- the A,V,G, and
NOo 67 Sq-uadrons,

Reference has been made to the Burma Volunteer Air
Force - Bc,V,A,P. and to the American Volimteer Group 

-

of the formation of which a short account may nowA„VcG

be given.

Burma Vol\inteer Mr Force

With assistaince from the Government of Burma the
BaVoAcP, was formed in the latter half of 1940 under the

(1) O.RoB. No, 221 Group,
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title Sunna Volunteer Air Unit, Its headquarters were at

Mingaladon, the civil airport of Rangoon, and the unit was placed
under the command of Mr, ¥o A, Uright, AoRc-Co, a member of the

Indian Civil Service, on loan to Burma, In October 1940, an
officer of the R,A„Po, Squadron Leader Mo P, C, Corkery, arrived

from England to taJce up the duties of Chief Instructor, He

brou^it with liim six Tiger Moths in crates, tdiich were soon
erected, and in November the first course of twelve ptipils arrived
to undergo 'ab initio* flying instruction, the system of training
being based on the syllabus of an EoPoToSo of the Royal Air Force,
The first course was sent to No, 1 SoPoToS, at Ambala in India

to complete service training, after -Viiiich pupils were to be

absorbed into R,AoP<. squadrons or returned to Burma, if required
for locally raised squadrons. After the first course, no rao27e
training was completed in India, but a number of pupils were sent
to New Zealand lihere SoPoT, schools had been set up. By November
1941, there tra.s in the BoVoAoP, a good number of pilots wiio had
conpleted 300 hours on Tiger Moths, many of 'vdiom liad been
authorised to carry passengers. Then they began to take part in
exercises in co-operation with the any and civil defence services,
besides being atployed on comraunications and transport duties.
They also carried out 'black-out* reconnaissances and practice
exercises with the local observer corps, some of idiich involved
ni^at flying.

In the first vreek of November 1941, the G,0,Co Burnia, with
the consent of the Government, decided to send a detachment of
the BoVpAoP, to Victoria point, about 6OO miles from Rangoon in
the most southern tip of Burma, to carry out coastal and island
patrols in co-operation with the Bunnan navy* Preparations
were made to send a party of 1 Officer in cliarge, 3 pupil pilots,
1 R.AoPo NoC.Oo and 10 other ranks and followers ■vdiich arrived
at Victoria Point on 2 December, Tire aiircraft were two Tiger
Moths and one Americsin Falcon (P22) the latter of viiich, with scane
other aimraft had been bought from an American firm in Loiwing in
Oliina, and from the Chinese government in liinming*
inrnediately commenced, but tiie Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour
and the landings in Malaya altei-ed conditions very considerably.
On 7 December a Japanese aircraft made a reconnaissance of
Victoria Point, and a few days later the unamied aircraft of the

A second

Patrols were

MeVoAoPc were withdrawn to Mergui, and then to Rangoon,
detacliment load been sent to Toungoo for communications duties, and
one aircraft was on permanent duty at Rangoon race-course for
coastal and creek patrols, wiien called for by the G.OcCo

The Bo Vo An P„ then caime, under tlae orders of the AoOoOo and
diring the First Bijrma Campaign was employed mainly as a communica
tions unit for No. , 221 Group, It Tidthdrew to India in March 1942,
was re-organised at Dum Dum, and became the ccfflibined communica
tions unit for Nos, 221 and 22A Groups of the R,AoP.

American Volunteer Group

For some years before the entry of America, in 1941, to the
war in the Pacific, considerable advice and assistance had been
given by that country to the Chinese in their war '«idth Japan,
by volunteers, and by an official military iiiission ' under
Brigadier CJensral John liagruder, the United States had provided
advisers and equipment under a lease-lend arrangement. In 1937,
a retired officer of the American Air Corps, Major C, L, Chennault,
was acting as Air Adviser to the Chinese, his special subject

Both

(1) See Ac Ac Pc Historical narrative,
against Japan, 1941-1942,

Artry Air Forces in the war
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being formation flying and fighter tactics. He was
supported by a considerable nuniber of well paid American
pilots, who, in addition to their pay, received substantial
av/ards for each Japanese aircraft destroyed, Chinese
fighter aircraft were mostly Russian or American but when,
in 1941, both these countries entered the European war a

limit was put to that source of supply, Russia* s quota in
particular, being completely cut off. Prom bases in China
the Japanese began heavy air attacks on the Bmrma road
supply route and it was to meet this new attack that
Major Chennault formed the American Volimteer Group. He

returned to America from China soon after the entry of

Russia into the war, and in a short time enrolled as
volunteers 100 experienced pilots, many of whom had been in

China with him, and 200 ground staff, for service under
Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek. He also collected, under
lease-lend 100 Tomahawks (P40), obsolescent fighter aircraft
which had been earmarked for sale to S-z/eden and which were

already in crates av/aiting shipment. This party arrived by
sea at Rangoon, and by September 1941, some aircraft were

erected and training commenced at Toungoo, where the air

field and accommodation were provided by No, 221 Group
R.A.P.

After training at Toungoo, the A,V,G,, practically
three squadrons strong, moved into China to Loivd.ng, but at
the request of General Wavell and with the permission of

Chiang Kai Shek, a squadron returned to Burma to assist with
the air defence of Rangoon, to keep the port and the Burraa

road open, iTIien air fighting started this squadron was very

largely responsible for complete air superiority over the

Japanese, till the retreat of the British army and the
destruction of the R,A,P, at Magv’/e on 21 and 22 March 1942,
caused them to return to China, where they operated in

support of the Chinese land forces. They had siiffered
losses, but continued in action with the two Chinese armies
retreating in Burma, TOiile serving at Rangoon the squadron
was relieved from time to time by one of the other two

units from China. They co-operated closely vdth the R.A.P

frequently flew Hurricanes when any were available and

served willingly under the orders of the A,0,C, In July

19Z(2, the A.V.G, became a regular unit of the Tenth Air

Force, then in process of formation by General Brereton,
who had established his headquarters at Delhi in March 1942.

Land forces in Bmroa

As already stated in this narrative Burma, had in
1937, separated from India and become a province under its
own Governor, controlled from the Burma Office in London,
Steps were taken, almost at once, to commence the formation
of a Burma army, which however was to be for the purpose of
internal security only. In 1939 this army had had  a very
short existence, and was not sufficiently developed or
trained to take part in a modem war. For many years the
Burmese had shewn themselves to be good and brave fighters
in defence of their country, but mostly as irreg\alars in

guerrilla warfare, and regular soldiering and am^r
discipline made little appeal to them. From September 1939,
a build-up of Bvirmese defence forces commenced, and at the
time of the Singapore Defence Conference in October 1940,
the strength of the army was as follows;-

2 British Battalions

4 Burma Rifle Battalions

1 Mountain Battery
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1 Field Company
4 Btirma Rifle Battalions. (Being formed)
1 Field Battery - 4 Guns only. (being formed)

The above forces excluded certain territorial and auxiliary units

which were employed on police and internal security duties.

The Singapore Defence Conference requested the Chiefs of Staff to
provide immediate reinforcements as followss-

2 Infantry Brigades + 1 Battalion
1 Field Regiment
i Mountain Battei*y
1 Anti-tank Battery
1 Heavy A,A. Regiment
1 Light A.Ao Regiment (non-mobile)
I Light A.A, Battery (mobile)
1 Light Tank Company
2 Field Companies

In addition the necessary signal, transport, and administrative
units were asked for,

the above reinforcements, which they considered to be the bare

minimum necessary, wotild not be immediately available, and they
particularly requested that, if this should,be so, an immediate
and Torgent allocation of twelve heavy and ei^t light A.A, gur3
should be made for the defence of Rangoon port and Syrian oil
refineries.

It was realised by the Conference that

Army Order of Battle on outbreak of war with Japan

Some progress v/as made in the provision and raising of troops
and at the outbreak of war with Japan, a Burma Order of Battle
might be summarised as followss-

(a) One Burma Division consisting of:-
(i) Maymyo Brigade
(ii) Tenasserim Brigade
(iii) 13th Indian Infantry Brigade

Rangoon Brigade
I6th Indian Infantry Brigade
Burma Frontier Force - B.F.P. - 7 Battalions
Garrison Compan;ies
Burma Rifles

Burma Auxiliary Force

(b
c

d

'  (e) 5 Battalions

- 5 Battalions

- 4 Battalions + 1

f

■ A, A, Regiment
(forming)

- 2 Battalions

(forming)
6 Anti-tank troops
(forming)

1 Field Battery
'  (forming)

(h) Burma Rifles

- Forming
- Battalions

In the Maymyo Brigade, and in the Rangoon Brigade, there was a
British regiment, the 2nd Battalion King's Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry and the 1st Battalion Gloucester Regiment respectively,
and these two brigades, vrLth 16th Indian Brigade, v/ere the only
trained troops available, Ancillaiy to these forces were;-

3 Indian Mountain Batteides

1 Burma (BsAaF,) Field Battery
5 Mobile detachments of the B,FaFo

The Rangoon Brigade had some coa.stal defence guns.
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By vinits, on 7 Deoember 1941^ the strength of the
Burma Army was as follows:-

British - 2 Battalions

Indian - 6 Battalions

Burma Rifles 8 Battalions ^regular)
”  ” 4 Battalions (territorial)
Garrison Companies — 5 Battalions
Burma Aux: Forces - 4 Battalions

Burma Frontier Force - 6 Battalions + 1 reserve.

Artillery

Indian Mountain Batteries - 3

B.A.F, Field Battery
A,Ao Guns

*- 1

" 8 Heavy, 4 Li^t,

In addition to the above A.A, guns, 8 Heavy and 8 Light
guns had arrived and were not sited or manned, and
there were 8 Heavy and 8 Light guns advised on the next

convoy.

Army Headquarbers Staffs

Besides the Royal Air Force Group, which the Singapore
Defence Conference considered immediately necessary for

Bxarma, a further essential requirement was to strengthen
the existing Army Headquarters, At this time the G.O.C.
in Burma -vvas Major General D. K. McLeod, whose staff was the

minimtan required to carry out the day to day administration
and training of the small forces then in Burma, Staff
officers for operational duties and planning, and for all

ancillary services - signals, supplies, transport, ordnance,
intelligence and welfare were urgently needed, and though
an Army Headquarters wao gradually built up, it was some

months after the outbreak of war before there was anything

like an adequate staff, competent to deal with all the

needs of an expanding army, in action 7/ith a determaned
lately overworked, and when
of the whole Burma defence

system was oonjmenoed in December 1941, lie was replaced in

command by Lieutenant General T.J. Hiitton, who was then

C,G,S, in India under General WavelJ., the C,-in-C, General

Hutton took over on. 27 December 1941, and a.t once
acknowledged the efforts which had been made by General
McLeod, with inadequate staff and inadeqioate resources, to

prepare the country for war. There was, however, much
more to be done, and so fai’ as the arrangements to receive

reinforcements were oonceraed the Army was in a m\ich less

favourable position than the Royal Air Force. General
Hutton found that the headquarters staff was entirely
insufficient, and that a few over-*worked officers vrere

struggling with problems beyond their powers. This lack

of organisaticm, due to a shortage of trained staff officers,
had Imposed an ■unbearable burden on a G.O.G, whose
operational troops were already engaged with a determined
ejiemy, and, in the end, vitally affected the trend of the
oampaigji. General Hutton, soon after taking over his
command, was instructed from the War Office that his
administrative planning was to be for a force of four
divisions.

enemy. General McLeod was go
an extensive re‘-organisation(. 1

(l) Wavell Despatch — L.G, Stipplement No, 38228  - 5o3s48
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whioh woTJld ihvolve the formation of a Cor^s Headquarters, with

a Base Area, Line of Ctommunioations, with all ancillary services

to scale, hut this did not materialise before the fall of

Rangoon.

Changes in Command in Burma

In y3.ew of this proposed large increase of the axivy in Burma,
the War Cabinet in London had decided that Lieutenant General the

Honourable Haix)ld Alexander should be appointed as Commander-in-

Chief, and on 22 Pebruaary General Hutton was informed of this
change through ABDA.C0m(1 / and that he was to remain in Bvirma as
C.G.So, to General Alexander who took over on 5 March,
General Hutton remained in Burma till the end of Apidl,
4 M^ch, in Calcutta, at an interview with the C.-in-G
General Alexander had received his directive verbally as follows:

’The retention of Rangoon was a matter of vital importance to
our position in the Par East and every effort must be made to
hold ito

be allowed to be cut off and destroyed, but miist be withdrawn

from the Rangoon area for the defence of Upper Burma,
be held as long as possible in order to safeguard the oil fields
at Yenangyaung, keep contact with the Chinese, and protect the
construction of the road from Assam to Burma’,

On

India(2)• »

If, however, that was impossible, the force must not

This must

Rangoon was
evacuated on 8 March, and the retreat to India commenced.

Civil Defence in Burma

The findings of the Singapore Defence Conference which had
been placed at the disposal of the Government of Burma
without effect in that country, ̂-5/ A Burma Defence Council was
formed under the chairmanship of the Governor, Sir Reginald Dorman
Smith, and after earlier meetings it was decided in June 1941
to hold a defence exercise to test as far as possible all the
arrangements that would be required, both civil and military,
in the event of war with Japan,
two phases and took place between 5 and 10 Jiily,
phase it was assumed that war was inminent, and in the second
that hostilities had commenced,

measures which were taken in B\orma a summary of the purposes of
the exercise may be given ae follows

.  , (a) To allow the civil government and all government
departments and forces and civil bodies involved in

the transition from peace to war to sttidy, and a? far
as practicable to practise, their functions,

(b) To exercise the higher commanders and staffs of all
the services In a war situation^ and to carry this as
low down the soale of command as possible,

(c) To test liaison between all commanders, and also
between the services, the civil government, and the
civil forces,

(d)‘ To test, as far as practicable, all communications
necessary in time of war,

(e) To' study the means by which the higher commanders
obtain their ’intelligence' in war.

TiTore not

The exercise was divided into

In the first

As an indication of the defence

Disbanded in Java 25,2.1942,
General Wavell who had resumed his appointment on
dissolution of ABDACOM.

(3) See AoH^B, 11131/14/20.
Exercise,

Report on Burma Defence
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(f) To test the battle ori^inisatiorij including the
working of plotting rooms at aimy headquarters,
and to study the means of communioation with
commanders in Burma and elsewhere, and with the
cix’-il government.
To exercise the air raid warning system.
To provide practice for all organisations
involved in dealing with air raids, especially
fire-fighting, bomb fUspoaal etc®
To test the black out arrangements tliroughout
Burnia^especially in the port of Rangoon.
To practise the initial deployment of all
services.

.3
h

(i)

(j)

Although the exercise was to some extent unrealistic,
partly owing to the large assumptions made, and because of

the absence of aircraft, R,A,P, participation being on a.

paper* basis only, many valuable lessons were learnt and

immediate steps were taken to carry out the recommendations
of umpires who were the senior officers of the respective
ser\'-ices and departments taking part. One particid.ai'ly
usefvil result of the exercise was the establishment, on a

wide perimeter round Rangoon, of a series of listening
posts with appropriate comm-unications, and the formation
of an observer system which from the outbreaik of war until

the fall of the city, did much to ensure freedom from air
attack and enabled the R.A.P. and A.V.G. to meet enemy

raids before they reached the port and oil refineries.
One policy decision made, was unfortunate in its residt.
It was decided that if Rangoon shoilLd be attacked from

the air the evacuation of the civil population was the best

means of avoiding casualties. After the two heavy bomb
raids of 23 and 25 December which, thougia they did caa-

parativel3r little military damage, caused serious loss of

Ijf'e and destruction of property, there was an uncontrolled
mass evaciiation from Rangoon which seriously affected all

municipal, services and completely disorganised road, rail,
and river trai'fic to the north. The refugees were a

serious liability to the military forces in the long .
journey back to India, and many thousands died on the way.

Plans were made to repeat the defence exercise in
December, but this was not done before war broke out.
However, as far as civil defence was concerned, Burma was

not cau^t entirely unprepared.

?
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OUTBREAK OF WAR IN BURMA

On 1 December 1941 all forces in Burma were brought to

No.2 degree of readiness, and on 6 December No.1 degree was

assumed, A Japanese reconnaissance aircraft had appeared
over Victoria Point on 7 December and the unarmed B.V.A.P.
detachment there was at once withdrawn to Mergui.

Victoria Point was evacuated by the defence troops and the

R.A.P. 0. and M. party on 1 0 December, the airfield having
first been made \inserviceable. In the next few days there

were numerous Japanese aircraft over the Tenasserim coast

at Victoria Point, Msrgui, Tavoy, and Moulmein and
Mingaladon vrere also reconnoitered. The first enemy bombing
operation yra.s on 11 December when, at 16,15 hours, Tavoy was
attacked by 28 Japanese light bombers,
sqmdron of the A.V.G. moved from Toungoo to Mingaladon for
the defence of Rangoon. On 10 and 11 December three
Tomahiiwks of this squadron had carried out photographic
patrols over the Chiengmai area and Bangkok,
raid warning sounded in Rangoon on 13 December, when a single
Japanese aircraft made a lov/ reconnaissance over the city.
Later the same day the sirens again sounded and this time^
27 li^t bombers were seen making for the harbour,
and A.V.G. fighters had received warning, and, thou^ no

contact was made, the bombers sheered off without making an

attack on the city, their bombs being dropped on Mergui,
without doing much damage, on their return journey.

No. 221 Group (Burryoup) comes under Indian.,cgntroj.

On 12 December a

The first air

R.A.P.

As already stated, India assumed responsibility for the
defence of Burma on 15 December 1 941 > and No. 221 Group

(Biurgroup) was transferred to Air Headquarters, India,
that date, Tvra days later a party of senior staff officers

led by Air Commodore Vachell S.A.S.O., arrived in Rangoon
for discussions on matters arising from the change of control.

on

Early air operations

Prom the end of the first vreek in December routine

coastal patrols of the area Moulmein, Tavoy, Mergui and

Rangoon wrere carried out in 3~day circuits, by Buffaloes of
No.67(P) Squadron, which also, assisted by the A.V.G.,
provided escorts over convo3''s which were beginning to arrive.
Photographic reconnaissances w/ere regularly carried out over
air-strips in Thailand v/here enemy aircraft in some sm.all
mmibers were noted as arriving. On 21 December six
B^iffaloes of No. 67 Squadron carried out a low level attack
at Praohuab EJrilchand on the Thailand state railway, and

destroyed six enemy aircraft on the ground,
day a Blenheim, in transit to Singapore, was detained to
carry out a photographic reconnaissance of Lampang - Chiengmai
e.rea, and came under A,A. fire, this being the first
occasion in the campaign on which Japanese A.A. guns were

reported in action. On 23 December a heavy bomib raid by
about sixty Japanese bombers, with figjiter escort, was made
on Mingaladon airfield and Rangoon city. Much damage was

caused, Mingaladon operations room, two petrol dumps, and
hangar being partially destroyed, and all communication

The A.V.G. and No.67 Squadron

On the same

one

to Hingaladon being broken,
shot down nine bombers and one fighter, with a number of

probables, but two Tomahawks with their pilots were lost
^  destroyed on the ground.(1and two Biiffaloes were

(1) O.R.B. No.67(P) Squadron.
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R.A.F, casualties in the bombing at Mingaladon were seven
killed and fifteen wounded. More serious were the losses

sustained by the civilian population in Rangoon, where
most of the people stood in the streets watching the air

fitting above them. Over 2,000 were killed, and this raid
and the heavier one which followed on 25 December, had most

serious results. The second raid was carried out by over

100 aircraft, including filter escort. Runways and
administrative buildings were damaged, but military losses

were not heavy, and there were no R.A.P. casualties on tlie

ground. Again the A.V.G. and No, 67 Squadron had received
warning and got in good attacks, 17 enemy aircraft being
claimed as certain, with many probables. Pour Biiffaloes
were lost in the air, and two on the ground, the four
pilots being killed. Again civilian casualties were heavy.

First reinforcements arrive

In the nieantiiae, reinforcements were beginning to arrive

in Rangoon by sea, and frequently, Blenlieinis, flying in pairs
from the Middle East via India, were touching down at Mingaladon
en route to Malaya,
I'fershal D. P. Stevenson was notified bjr the Air Ministry that
he was to take over canmand of tlie air forces in Burma which

On 12 December, in London, Air Vice-

it was proposed to reinforce with four fi^iter squadrons, six

bomber squadrons and one G.R. squadron,
Stevenson arrived in Rangoon on 1 January 1942,
travelled from London via Delhi, v/nere he had discussions
v/ith General (fevell, fee C,-in-C, and with Air Marshal
Pla^rfair, the A.O.C.-in-C., both of \fnoDi emphasised the

importance of keeping open the ]Dort of Rangoon and the Burma
road.

Air Vice-l'iarshal

He had

On 27 Decaiiber two reinforcing Blenheims arrived
from the Middle East, and next day a flight of four Wapitis
arrived from Karachi to form the nucleus of a coast defence

squadron \?hich it was intended to base at Moulmein.

Air Vice-Marshal Stevenson was an experienced operational 
''

commander who had been A.O.C. No, 2 Group in Bomber Command,

On his arrival in Rangoon on 1 January 1942, his first duty
vras to see for himself what the needs were in Burma, and in
the first week of his coimtiand he visited all R.A.F. units

and airfields, and had consultations with the Governor and
the heads of all services. As a result of what he saw, and

of the information which he gained, he made an appreciation
of the situation viiich is well set out in his, report(l) of
the air operations in Burma in which he was involved in this

campaign. This, while it contained nothing that was not

already well known regarding the defences of Burma, presented
the matter from a frefe angle, and in the light of the most
recent operational experience in Europe, An important part
of this appreciation was the assessment of air reinforcement
required in Burma. On 2 January, as has been seen, ABDACOM
was formed under General Wavell for the control of operations
in the S.W. Pacific area, including Burma, ‘and No. 221 Group
(Burgroup) became Norgroup, under the operational control of
General Wavell, though remaining vinder the A.O.C. in India

for administration. Air Vice-Marshal Stevenson's request
for reinforcements was sent to ABDACOM and to the Air

Ministry on 18 January, and at once the question arose
whether these reinforcements were to come out of the

Air-Ministry allocation to ABDACOM. On 2 Feoruary in a

(1) London Gazette Supplement No, 38229 dated 5,3«>48.
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telegram from the D.C.A.S. (Webber W446 of 2 Peb.)> the
Air Ministry’s proposals for the reinforcement of Burma
were set out. These approved an immediate reinforcement
of tViTo additional Hurricane squadrons, making a total of
six in all, including No, 67 (P) Squadron, for which unit
the I.E, aircraft were to come out of the allotment

already made. These Hurricanes were never available, and
on the fall of Singapore on 15 February the two additional
squadrons,(l ) already en route to Burma, were diverted to
Ceylon, The fighter force ultimately available in this
campaign, exclusive of the A.V.G,, was never up to the

I.E, strength of two Hurricane squadrons, and a number of
the aircraft were Mark I, already obsolete. With regard
to bomber aircraft, the D.C.A,S, telegram referred to
above, stated that there would be an immediate reinforcement
of three squadrons out of the seven already approved for
Burma, Even this however assimied the provision from the

resources of ABDACOM of stifficient Blenheims to re-equip
No, 60 Squadron, but there v/ere never enough Blenheims to
do ttiat and the campaign was fou^t with little more than

the equivalent of one bomber squadron instead of seven
which had been agreed to be necessary. Both fighter and
bomber aircraft en route to Burma were diverted to Malaya
and in the end, in this campaign, from 21 January to
23 March (Magwe), the daily average availability of aircraft
was 23 filters and 6 bombers.

The reinforcement programme had included two army
co-operation squadrons and one general reconnaissance
squadron. Of these. No, 28 (A.C,), Squadron arrived from
India on 26 Janmry, and No. 1 (A.C.) Indian Squadron arrived
about the same time. Both squadrons were equipped with

No. 28 Squadron went straight to Lashio, butLysanders,
when it was realised that there was to be no Japanese

attack in the north, it was recalled to. the Rangoon area,
and with No, 1 Indian Squadron was employed mainly in

bombing operations against Japanese airfields in Thailand
Bothand on enemy columns, moving into Tenasserim,

squadrons were ordered back to India in the first week of

March, but in February they had carried out between them

63 bombing sorties, and dropped a total of 15»75 tons of
bombs. Each Lysander carried 2 x 250 lb, bombs and on
these attacks no aircraft was lost. These two squadrons
were also used for tactical reconnaissance duties but as

there was neither air to air, nor air to ground^ communi
cation this work was not satisfactory and was later carried

out by Blenheims,

With regard to G.R. aircraft, as already stated.
No. 4 Indian Pli^t, equipped with Wapiti and Audax
aircraft arrived on 28 December and, operating from

Moulmein, was employed on coast defence duties. This
fli^t was replaced later by No. 3 Indian Pli^t equipped
with four Blenheim I aircraft. After the fall of

Singapore, No, 139 Squadron armed with Hudsons, and on

transit to Java, was retained in Burma to be employed on
G.R, duties. There were no ground staff for this
squadron, and their maintenance was carried out by personnel
of Nos, 3 and 4 Indian Flints. Photographic reconnaissance
was carried out by such aircraft as could be spared for the
task and had the necessary range to get over Japanese

(1) No. 30 (f) Squadron and No. 261 (f) Squadron.
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The Buffaloes of No. 6? (P) Squadronairfields in Thailand,

and B 40s of the A.V.G. were sometimes employed on P.R.
duties and two P.R. Hurricanes en route to Java were

retained in Burma but could meet photographic requirements
only to a limited extent.

Among other reinforcements which were arriving at this
time were H.Q, No, 267 Pieter Wing, No, 60 R,S,U
No, 39 A.S,P,, and No. 7 S, and T. Column, The A.S.P, and

R,S,U. had no tools or equipment. Personnel for Group
Headquarters had been arriving gradually, and several of

the nev/ stations were completed with staff, including
Zayatkwin, Totingoo, and Magwe, the last of which was a

small civil airfield, and was never completed as  a fully
operational station.

• >

Warning System in Buraia

One of the earliest defence provisions by the
Government of Burma had been an Observer Corps which, up to
the attacks on Magwe in March, had performed very
efficiently. Por the defence of Rangoon there was  a wide

ring of listening posts all linked up on post office tele

phones to a central exchange which was directly connected
to the combined operations room. As the Japanese advanced
throu^ Tenasserim, and closed in on Rangoon, these
listening posts were gradually driven in and were later
disposed along the Sittang valley. The Singapore Defence
Conference had envisaged an ambitious programme of seven

R.D.P. stations for Burma but only two of these materialised.
No, 517 W.A, with a C.O.L. set, had arrived at the end of

September and was located at Motilmein, which however, was

not a suitable site, being probably dangerously far forward,
with an ineffective arc of observation. It was withdrawn

to Rangoon and was kept operating with great difficulty
owing to a shortage of spare parts. No, 258 W.U. arrived
just before the fall of Rangoon but was not disembarked.
It was sent to Akyab, vdiere it opera-ted for a short time

before being withdrawn to Calcutta, Thus it will be seen

that an insufficient warning system added to the already
great difficulties of a small air force operating against
an enemy very superior in numbers. If this small force
was to survive, early warning of enemy air attack was a

most essential requirement.

Assessment of enemy strength in the air

One of the first things the new A.O.C. required to
know was the enemy air strength opposed to him. Prom the

limited photographic reconnaissances 'vdiioh had been carried

'■ ■ , out, and from intelligence reports from various sources,
there were, early in January on airfields within range of
Rangoon,' about 150 filter and bomber aircraft disposed as
followsCi)

Prachaub Kirildiand
Me Solid and Tak

Bangkok
Larapang and Chiengmai

-  10

40
70
30

(1) Stevenson Report,
No. 3822 5d/l1.3,48

London Gazette Supplement
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In Pebniarj'- there was some reinforcement, and Japanese air
strength v/as estimated as at least 200, and some new
airfields were reported, namely Pitsanuloke (20 aircraft)
and Nagorm Sawan (20 aircraft). There is no definite
confirmation of these figures and it may be that they are
an over-«estimate. It must be remembered that thou^
Singapore fell on 15 February, Japanese air losses in
Malaya had been high, and at that time extensive
preparations were being made for an all-out air offensive
against Sumatra and Java, This ciolminated in the surrender

of the Netherlands East Indies on 8 March, but in the
short period Japanese air losses were again high, and
reinforcements for(l// Burma must have been hard to find.
At this time, too, the Japanese were aware that American
air forces in the Pacific and Philippines were being
established on an increasing scale and that an air
superiority battle had to be fought in that erea in the

near future. Some squadrons Vvhich had been in action in

Malaya and the N.E.I. were withdrawn to airfields in
Thailand and Indo-China, for re-equipment and training in

preparation for the approaching battle in the Pacific,
and it is possible that some air units reported as being
in Thailand were not used or available in the Burma

campaign. But even the minimimi Japanese a.ir strength,
fighter and bomber, within range of Rangoon was greatly in

excess of that of the Allied air forces. The daily
average effort available to the R.A.P. and A.V.G. in Burma

on dates in January, February, and March was;-

35 to 40 aircraft

53 to 60 aircraft
42 to 45 aircraft

31 January
14 February
21 March

on which last date, and included in the total, 14 aircraft
were at Akyab. Against this there was a probable Japanese
strength of 550 bomber and filter aircraft, with, at the

middle of March, a daily effort available of from 240 to

250 aircraft.

Japanese daily strength retiims or 0
from Air Operations Record No,
the Japanese defeat, by a staff officer of the Fifth Air

Division an approximate estimate can be made of enemy air

forces operating in Burma in 1942. The report, which was

prepared from memory, cannot be accepted in all respects as

accurate, but it gives a picture of the situation fixim the

Japanese angle which is worth examination.

There are no available records giving
operational diaries but
'  prepared in Tokio, after

Japanese air forces operating in Burma ,

From the commencement of war Japanese air operations
in Biirma were controlled by their 3rd Air Group, later known

as 5th Air Group. In January 1942 the Japanese 5th Air

Division arrived from Formosa, after the fall of Manila,
and this division, up to -fche end of the First Bxirma Campaign,
was deployed against Burma* Divisional Headquarters was

located at Bangkok, and the disposition of units about the

m.iddle of January 1942, was as follows;-

(1) See A.H.B, IIJ.54/49.
Record No, 67.

(2) See A.H.B. IIJ. 54/49.
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Headquarters 5th Air Division
4th Air Brigade
8th Air Reginent
14th Air Regiment
50th Air Regiment
10th Air Brigade
77th Air Regiment
31st Air Regiment
61st Air Regiment

- Bangkok
— Ban^ok
- Bangkok
- Bangkok
« ITalconi Sav/an

- Lampang
- Lampang
- Pitsanulok
- lialcom SaTfan

This would give a total of 180 + aircraft.

In the middle of March, just as preparations v/ere being
completed for a knock-out attack on the Allied air force in Burma,
and after the fall of Rangoon, an order of battle and location of
Tonits seems to have been as followsj-

Headquarters 5th Air Division
4th Air Brigade
5th Air Regiment
8th Air Regiment
7th Air Brigade
64th Air Regiment
12th Aix’ Regiment
98th Air Regiment
10th Air Brigade
77th Air Regiment
31st Air Regiment
12th Air Brigade
1st Air Regiment
11th Air Regiment
15th Independent Air Unit - Mingaladon
27th Air Regiment

This gives a total of 300 + aircraft and the list shews a little

variation, both in location and numbers, from the estimate given
by Air Vice-Marshal Stevonson, which was based on P.R.U, res-ults
and intelligence reports. On the whole, however, the A,0,0.
had a very good idea of what he was up against. For example,
his estimate of Japanese air strength in January was 150 bomber
and fighter aircraft, which compares with an approximate figure
of 180 given in the Japanese account. On 21 March (Magwe)
the assessment of Japanese air strength by No, 221 Group Head
quarters was 400, while the Japanese order of battle was 3OO +, all
of which, with the exception of one air regiment at Lampang,
were in, the Rangoon and Toungoo areas. In the middle of
January, a Japanese estimate of ̂ Uliad air strength, including an

Eqvially then, the
Japanese had good knowledge of the air opposition they were likely
to meet and that they had a numerical superiority of never less
than three to one, Wha.t they did not know till later was the
fine fitting quality of this small force, the A.V,G. and No, 67
Squadron R,A,P. partic’olarly the former, v/ho in the words of the
Officer Comnanding No, 28 (A^C.) Sqmdron 'had the Japanese
corqpleteljr taped,'UJ

- Insein

- Toungoo
- Toungoo
- Toungoo
- Bangkok
- Mingalaclon
- Domman,

- llaiKorn SaiTan
- Lompan,
- Lampang
- Pitsanuloke

fSouth)

(South)

- HLegu
- HLegu
- HLegu

- Toungoo (South)

element of the A.7.G, was under 120 aircraft.

Air Intelligence

Before the outbreak of war with Japan too little was known
in the R,A,P, about the capabilities of Japanese aircrews, and the
performance of their aircraft. In Buraia, as in Malaya at this
time theia' filter aircraft were of three types, an Army 97, an

(1) A,H,B, lU 54/3 Enclosure G,
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Aray 01 and a Naval •O*. The Army 97 was a lightly aimed
aircraft with a fixed undercarriage, the 01 was a similar
aircraft with retractable imdercarriage, and considerably
higher performance, while the Navy ‘0* fighter was an air
craft with very much higher performance, besides which the
general flying ability and airmanship of the naval fighter
pilots was of a high standard. None of these aircraft had
armour or self-sealing tanks, and by reason of their light
construction they were extremely manoeuvreable, and on this
account, H.A.P. pilots on Mark I and even on Mark II
Hurricanes were at a disadvantage in a tight 'dog-fight’.
To remedy this it became a practice to remove four or six
Browning guns from the liurricanes which, even then, had
greater fire power than Japanese fighters. The endurance
of Japanese aircraft was generally considerably greater than
that of R.A.P. or American filters opposed to them, and

^1 types were convertible to long range fighters with two
jettisonable tanks. This made them capable of carrying
out low flying attacks on R*A,P, airfields from bases out
side the range of Hurricanes or P.AOs a form of air fighting
in which the Japanese were particularly successfvil. New
and inexperienced Hurricane pilots were warned not to 'dog
fight* Japanese fighters, but to gain height, make a dive
attack, zoom and half roll into position for a new attack.
On the whole, hov/ever, at medium heights and
20,000 feet, R.A.P, and American fighters were not at a
disadvantage. Some A,V,G. pilots who had flown Hurricanes
reported that they preferred them to their own P,40s, thor:igh
the latter were very manoeuvreable, with a performance m\ich
the same. The P,40 was more lightly armed than the
Hurricane but its ,5 inch guns were more destructive.

With regard to bomber adrcraft, the Japanese Army
97» a medium bomber, thou^.of greater range and lift, was
inferior in fighting qualities to the Blenheim, and was very
vulnerable to filter attack. The power operated turret of
the Blenheim enabled it to put up a good defence against
fighters and when used, as it sometimes was in this campaign,
in a medium or low support role it was a most successful air
craft, The Japanese themselves (0 considered that the
Blenheim was at least the equal of their own Army 97 bomber
in performance, and that the Hurricane and P.40 were
superior in speed to their Army fightersc For this reason
they preferred to avoid air fitting, as over Rangoon for
instance, but their inmense superiority in mmabers was the
factor which eventually decided the issue in this campaign.
The Japanese Air Force, in spite of this numerical
superiority, did not throughout this campaign shew itself
particularly efficient or formidable, either in a bomber or
filter oapaoity. It can be clearly seen that the small
Allied air force, handled as it was, was more than a match
for the enemy, as long as it had reasonably good airfields
from v/hich to work, and had an adequate warning system.
Without these, in the end, it was finally overwhelmed by
force of numbers.

over

Air Operations in 1942

Early air operations from 8 December 1941 to the end of
the year were not extensive and have already been described.
There were no bomber aircraft available to the R,A,F, whose

work consisted in regular routine reconnaissance of enemj'’

(1) See A.H,B. lU 3k/53.
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airfields in Thailand, in attacks carried out from Tavoy, Mergui,
and MouLmein, on airfields where hostile forces were located, and
in the vital fighter defence of the port of Rangoon. Road and
rail communications on the Bangkok — Chiengmai route were attacked

with success, and useftd. sea reconnaissance and convoy escort
duties were carried out by the G.R, unit. The Japanese Air Force

was not particiJlarly enterprising dijring January, hut their raids

on Rangoon in December, in which they had suffered consa.derable

loss, gave a clue to their plan. This vras to atteanpt the aoIjiovGment
of air superiority, over Rangoon, and so to reduce the growing
Allied air forces, that unrestricted bombing of this vulnerable
target oo;iLd take place. In this the Japanese were unsuccessful
and their losses were such as no air force could sustain,

seemed therefore, that with the small but regular reinforcements
that were beginning to arrive, it might have been possible to

build up an air force more nearly equal in nmbers to that of the

enemy, which itself was being gradually strengthened.

It

land operations in January

Besides reinforcements for the R,A,P, army reinforcements
were,..also beginning to reach Rangoon, In the first week of

January, the Headquarters Staff of 17th Indian Division arrived

and v/as established in Mbulmein, around which area the Indian

Infantry Brigade was deployed at suitable points for the defence

of Kawkareik, and to watch the passes, particularly the Three

Pagodas Pass, from Thailand into Burma. Troops from this brigade
were also deployed along, the road leading from Ye to Tavoy, In
both Tavoy end Mergui there were strong detachments for the defence

of these airfields. There had been many reporfs of the advance

of Japanese forces into Tenasserim, and on 11 January it was

estimated that 5,000 enemy troops were between Ralieng and Myawaddy,
Victoria Point had earlier been occupied by the Japanese who were

receiving reinforcements by sca^ and it was clear that Mergui and
Tavoy would be attacked in some force. These attacks took place,
qnd by 19 January both places were in enemy hands, their garrisons
having been withdrawn by sea to Rangoon, This was particularly
■unfortunate for the R,A,P, beca-use by the loss of the airfields,,
it became impossible to carry out air operations over the enemy’s
lines of communication, tiiTovT?^which supplies and troops were
being moved into Malaya, Northern Tenasscrim was next attacked
and -under severe pressure the army moved back to Moulmein, Here
the airfield was captured on 30 January and the army began to
withdrav/, most of the troops being evacuated by sea across the
Salween estuary to Martaban.

On 1 February the array v/as west of the Salween river, and
the Divisional Conmander’s general plan was to hold Martaban and
the line of the Salween as far north as Pa-an, 17th Division b-eingin
echelon as far back as Kyaikto, on the Bilin river, where it was
reinforced by the newly arrived ̂ thIndian Infantry Brigade,
Martaban was lost on 11 February, and on 15 February enemy pressure
had so increased that the 17th Indian Division began to retire
behind the Bilin river, and preparations were put in hand for a
further -withdrawal across the Sittang. To protect this line and
the approaches to Pegu from the N,W,, troops were moved into the
area of the Rangoon - Mandalay railway, round Nyaunglobin, There
were thin forces between this place and To\uigoo which was held by
ist Burma Division* Reinforcements for the army were still
regularly in Rangoon, and an important addition was 7ih (O
Armoured Brigade which disembarked on 21 February and moved strai^t

arriving

0) A first class fighting mit from tlae Middle East.
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into the line where it was of the greatest value in delay
ing the enemy advance west of tne Sittang river, and as a
reinforcement on the Pegu railway area.

Air psjrtioipation in the land battle

In the fighting described above, the R.A.P, had provided
air support to the limit of its capacity. Enemy losses on
the Bilin river were heavy, partly as the result of con
tinuous attacks by Lysanders and Blenheims which, from 18 to
21 February inclxisive, carried out 73 sorties - 63 Blenheim,
10 Lysander, On 21 February the array reported that
enemy convoy of about 500 loaded vehicles was completely
destroyed on the road north of Kyaikto as the result of an
attack by ten Blenheims, this being one of the few occasions
when the Japanese were caught in the open. In spite of
heavy losses enemy pressure increased, and it became necessary
for the army to withdraw from the Bilin line, and to prepaire
a position on the Sittang across which all transport was to
be moved. Retirement behind the Sittang meant that the
Rangoon - Meindalay railway and road would be out and that

the line of evacuation from Rangoon to the north, and of
supplies for 6hina along the Burma road, would no longer
be available.

an

Army reports being bombed by R.A.F,

About this time there were reports from the army that
our own troops vrere being bombed and machine gunned by R,A,F,
aircraft. It is probably true that, on 20 Febiniary, the
1/9 R, Jat Regiment T/as cauglit by a pre-arranged bombing
attack intended for the enemy. This regiment .was partially
surrounded and at the time of the bombing attack was in a
position from vdiich it should have withdrawn some time

previously, Indentification of ground forces in the thick

jungle was almost impossible and it is surprising that
incidents of this kind did not occur more frequently, A
more serious case was reported by troops on the following
day. It was stated that heavy casualties were caused at
Mokpalin by some Blenheims and that the aircraft were
indentified by R.A.F, roundels on the underside of their
wings, A careful and formal enquiry was made into this
incident and it was established that ei^t Blenheims had
bombed Ka-v/boin near Bilin in the morning, but by midday they
were back at their base and coiiLd not have carried out the

attack on our own troops which took place between 12.00
and 15.00 hoinrs. There seems to have been some confusion
about

bombing
recorded, one by four Blenheims on an enemy position at

Kawbein, and the other, already mentioned, by the ten
Blenheims on Japanese transport on the Bilin road north of
Kyaikto, Curiously enough, almost, at the same time, in
Sumatra on 15 Februairy, Japanese para-trOops who attacked
Palembang were reported by various experienced R.A.F,
officers to have been dropped from aircraft - some said
Hudsons - bearing the R.A.F, roundel on the underside of

their wings. This was not a custom of the R.A.F,  ^ Burma

and it is possible that the Japanese may have adopted the

plan, as a ruse, in Burma where they were operating a bomber,
the Army 97, not unlike the Blenheim in its silhouette plan.
If true, these incidents would undoubtedly have had a bad

this incident because, in the R.A.F, operational
s (’'/ record for that day, there were two attacks

(l) See Appendix XIV,
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effect on the morale of our own troops and on the good relations

betT/een the Army and the R.A.F*, besides for every reason being
most regrettable,
there was always the possibility,
had not been adopted, there was no direct communication between

ground troops and the air and, in a moving battle, in jungle
country, it was extremely diffioult from the air to distinguish
friendly from enemy forces.

In the circumstances of this campaign however
The policy of the bomb-line

Army withdrawal, continues

There was a steady and conftised withdrawal of the array to
the Sittang river \mder severe and continuous pressure from the

enemy, virho, in addition to their strong frontal attack were

reported to be moving forces northward in the direction of

Toungoo, Fitting was most severe and, for three days, of a

hand to hand nature, in thick jungle country which favoured the

attackers. The Japanese had brou^t elements of a new division
into action and it was clear that the 17th Indian Division would

have to withdraw.'across the Sittang, over which there was only
one bridge which carried the main road and railway to Rangoon,
Attempts to form a strong bridgehead failed, arid, in order to

stop the Japanese advance- the bridge was blown on 23 February
when only part of the 17th Division, with very little transport
and equipment had been able to get across. Two con^lete brigades
and two battalions of another were left on the wrong side of the

river and the Sittang disaster was complete. Many troops swam

the river which was 5P0 yards wide, many were drowned and arms

and equipment were lost. Troops on the left bank became
disorganised and began to move up river, looking for a crossing
place. Rafts were improvised and some units were able to cross

. a few ntiles hi^er up-stream but their transport and equipment
were lost. This defeat meant that, for the time being, the

17th Division was non-existent as a fitting force. Its remnants

were assembled in the area ¥aw - Pegu and re-organisation was
oOnmenced,

Air Operations in Janizary and February

In the two months fighting which have been summarised
above the R,A,F, was fully occupied and some of its operations
have been mentioned. Its tasks were:-

(a) Air defence of Rangoon, in which its fi^iters were
supported by the A,V,G, -

(b) Reconnaissance of the battle area, Tenasserim coast and
enemy lines of communication, mainly by low flying
fighters and such G,R. ('*)'aircraft as were available,

(c) Support of land forces by bombers with li^t fighter
escort,

(d) Bomber attacks on enemy bases and ports.

-  ■ Oh 7. January No, 113 Squadron arrived at'Mngaladon by air
from the Middle East, and that ni^t its aircraft, v/ithout the
necessary inspection after the long flight, were sent to attack
enemy shipping and docks at Bangkok,
part in this attack dropped five tons of bombs leaving the dock

The squadron then moved to Lashio for

Ten Bleriheiras which took

area in flames,

inspections and maintenance, which owing to a shortage of tools

(1) Hudsons of No, 139 Squadron and Blenheims of No, 3
Indian Flight,
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and spare parts took some time. It returned to Rangoon on
19 January, after which the daily homber effort averaged
six. In the period between 18 and 31 January diiring which
the Japanese had advanced through Mergiii and Tavoy to
Mouitr.ein, the total bombing effort of the R.A.F., including
ten sorties by No. 113 Squadron, was fifty-ons effective
sorties distributed as follows

Targets

Airfields
Harboxu’s

Gromd Support

Effective Sorties Tonnage dropped

8 tons (Bri.)
9,8 tons ^Bri,
5*8 tons (Bri.

18
22

11

Airfields attacked were Me Sohd^ Raiawng, Mosariong in
Thailand where, on each occasion, aircraft on the groxmd were
destroyed or damaged. These bomber attacks -were all
escorted by fighters which meant a drain on the air defence

of Rangoon, Direct gromi support at this stage of the
campaign was extremely difficult owing to the natiire of the

country, and damage to the enemy was probably small, but the
attacks were completely justified as they helped in sustain
ing morale on the groxmd.

In February it became possible to increase the bomber
effort. No, 28 (AC) Squadron and No, 1 Indian Squadron,
both armed with Lysanders, had arrived from Insdia in
Rangoon on 2o January, and on 4 FebrtiaLiy 11 Lysanders
carried out a bomb attack on Itfohongson airfield, dropping
22 X 250 lb. bombs, a v/eight of 2,75 tons. Between 4 and
20 February the Lysanders carried out 63 effective day
sorties, out of 63 ordered, chiefly on enemy commimications,
dropping a total weight of 15.75 tons of bombs. During
this month the daily Blenheim effort was seven on average,
but on 19, 20, 21, and 28 Pebruaiy the effort was 13, 10, 10,
and 12 respectively. In all, in February, 204 Blenheim
sorties were ordered, of which 202 were effective. The
total tonnage dropped by Blenheims and Lysanders was 117*25,
This effort was distributed as follows

Targets Effective Sorties Tonnage dropped

15.0 tons (Br,)
63.4 '• '•

Airfields

Army Support
Harbours

Communications

Shipping

45

146
8.023

26 II8.1

25 10.0

ALl of these attacks were provided with fighter escort of a

very limited natirre, which again it was difficult to find

owing to the increasing danger over Rangoon,
support of the army were mostly carried out at lov/ level,
enemy troops and transport being shot up, both by bombers
and fighters, as well as bombed.
No, 28 Squadixin and No, 1 Indian Squadron returned to India
■©here it was hoped to re-equip them with Mohawks.
Lysanders were retained for G,R, duties in the Andamans.
Pitted with extra tanks they operated eastwards between
Port Blair and the Tenasserim coast, and as far north as
the PrepariS channels.

Fighter ope.i'*ations in Janxiary and February

Sorties in

At the end of February,

Some

Apart from the escort and support sorties mentioned in
the preceding paragraphs, fighter operations till the end of
February were almost entirely for the defence of Rangoon,
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Theand as cover for convoys entering and leaving the harboixr,
two enemy air attacks on Rangoon in December have already been

described, and it was clear that there was to be an air

superiority battle over the city in which the small Allied

fighter force would be hard pressed. On 30 December the

A.V.G, Squadron at Mingaladon was replaced by a fresh sqxiadron
with 13 P.JljDs and on the same day No, 67 (P) Squadron had
available I3 Buffaloes, Others which had been damaged on the

ground, were under repair, and in the first week of January fighter
strength was about thirty effective aircraft. Hurricanes were

beginning to arrive and by 23 January when the Japanese made their

next attack in force, fighter strength was considerably greater,
over forty aircraft being available. For a week, from 23 to
29 January, there was continiiOTis day fitting over Rangoon in
which more than fifty enemy bombers and filters were claimed as

■  destroyed. Besides a state of readiness througnout the day, it
was necessary to have fighters standing by agaiinst night bombing
attacks which were expected, and the small figjiter force was

almost exhausted, Ni^t bombing, but not in great strength,
continued over Rangoon for a month,, after which on 24 and
25 Pebiruary, the Japanese air force made what was to be its final
effort to obtain air superiority in Burma. This resulted in

complete defeat for the enemy v/ho, out of a force of approximately
170 bombers and fighters, lost 37 claimed as definitely shot down,
with 7 others probably destroifed, A loss of 25 per cent was
greater than the Japanese could sustain, and th^re were no reports
of enemy aircraft within the warning zone till' after the fall of
Rangoon on 8 March, The practical result of.this victory Tims
that the evacuation of Rangoon by sea and land was carried out

During this stage of thewithbiat interference from the air,
campaign Japanese air effort was confined to close support of their

’  troops in the area Pegu •- Toxmgoo, where air raids were made on
I'/Iaymyo, Toungoo, and to the west of Rangoon on the railway
terminus at Basseim.

air force was still heavily committed in Java, there seems to
have been some reinforcement of its Burma Front,

Iii this period, althou^ the Japanese

Land Operations in March

After the retreat across the Sittang river there
fused operations in the area round Pegu and as far north
Toungoo. The remnants of the 17th Indian Division had been
concentrated in the area Waw - Pegu, but the division was almost
entirely without equipment, and its total strength was 3,335
dispirited and exhausted troops, 7'tii Armoured Brigade was still
Intact with all its vehicles and it was a most efficient fighting
unit which the Japanese were unwilling to face by day, and they
began a system of infiltration by night through the Jiingles of
Pegu Yomas, with the apparent intention of cutting the Prome
road. In these operations they were greatly helped by Burman
traitor forces led by Japanese officers,
serious that preparations were comi^leted for the evacuation of
Rangoon and all sirrangements were made for the
Syriam oil plant and the harbour installations
General Hutton, the G.O.G. visited the 17th Indian Division to
discuss the situation, had given orders for further withdrawal
and was On the point of ordering the evacuation of Rangoon, when
he heard that the new G.O.G., General Alexander, had arrived.
This was 5 March, and General Hutton suspended all action on the
orders he had issued until the new G.O.C. could see the situation
for himself.

were con-

as

The situation was so

lition of

General Alexander found the position was extremely
serious, biit in view of his directive from the C.-in-O. India

(1) London Gazette Supplement No. 38228 dated 11,3.48.
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to hold Rangoon, he did not oonfirm the orders for demoli~
tions at Syxl3;?!n, and Rangoon. He found that the 1?th Indian
Division was ‘ holding the area Pegu - HLegu with the
48th Infantry Brigade and the 7th Armoured Brigade in Pegu
and the 16th Infantry Brigade in Hiegu,
the a^nnoured brigade, were weaJc and disoi'ganised.
63rd Infantry Brigade, which had just disembarked, was at
IRawga, sixteen miles north of Rangoon, but its transport
was still on board ship. General Alexander at once ordered
a movement of trtjops to close a dangerous gap of -tf.O rrdles,
to the north of the lyth Indian Division and south of the

1st Burma Division at Toimgoo. In these operations there
were local successes, but the Japanese entered Pegu on

§ March, and the road between-Rangoon and Pegu was cut on
6 March. I'here liad also been a landing of Bimndn traitor
forces south of Rangoon, who were advancing on Syria;a, and.
the demolition orders were issued on 6 March, at midnight*

General Alexander decided to evacuate Rangoon and
regroup and re-organise his forces in the Irrawaddy Valley.
All troops in Reuigoon not required to cover the demolitions,
with Army Headquarters, moved out on the Prome road on

7 March, and about 21 miles north of Rangoon ran into a road
block which caused seriotis and increasing congestion for

some time. General Alexander states in his despatch that

Japanese air attack at this stage would have had disastrous
consequences. That this did not take place was due to the

complete air ascendancy which had been established by the
RcA.P. and A.V.G, in the preceding weeks. Not only this,
but the evacuation by sea was oai^ried out withoiit the loss

of a ship. There were some higti-fljang enemy bombers in
the air, but they did little damage and w-ere kept off by the
A.A, artillery with the army. The move into the new con

centration area just south of Proms was coniJleted by
11 March.

These units, except
The

Loss of Rangoon

The loss of Rangoon was extremely serious as it was
the only point of entry into Burma of reinforcements,
personnel, and supplies. The army was left without a line

of commijaxLcations, facing its former base. Fortunately,
base and line of communicationB instal,lation3 and .reserves

of fuel and stores load already been moved north. For the

R.A.F, the loss of Rangoon with its effective warning system
and the airfields which had been established round the city
was disastrous. Reinforcement and replacement of aircraft
were now almost irr^jossible, and the fighting strength of the

air forces was, in future, to be of a decreasing value.
There was a general and gradvial withdrawal of the arniy into
the Prome area and, on I4 March, General Alexander
established his headqiiarters at Ma.ym.yo to which also the

Civil Government had moved. On 19 lvlarc.h a Corps Commander,
General W. J, Slim with a skeleton staff arrived. The new

corpjs, I Buroorps^ji was ©stablid:iGd d-n tte area Alianmyo«
Prome at the end of March,

The R.A.F, after the fad.I of Rangoon

At this stage it will be convenient to return to the
operations of the R.A.F,

the establishment of air superiority over the Japa.nese,
the general ?;ithdrawal of the army from the Sittang j.Ivcr

along the Irrawaddy Valley, and the evacuation of Rangoon
by land and sea had been carried out with the minimimi of

It has been seen how, owing to
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air intereferenoe. Early in February however the A.O.C, had seen,
along with the G.O.G., that Rangoon would likely fall within a
few weeks. His problem then was to find a suitable location for
his air forces, keeping in mind that besides having to fi^t the
Burma battle they were the oxily air protection for India, His
line of retreat for the air forces would largely depend on that

taken by the army. There was a line of airfields running almost
due north from Rangoon to Loitong in China, These airfields were

fully operational, with ample accommodation and satellite landing
grounds, but there was no organised warning system and it would
have been easy there for Japanese fig^^ters to destroy the R,A,Po
on the ground.

An alternative plan, and the cne recommended by the AoOoC*
was to move the R.AoP* base to India and maintain two mixed

wings in Burma which could be administered from India, Advanced
bases for this force woixLd be at Magwe and Akyab, at both of

which it would be possible to provide a warning system. This

decision was made by the A.OoC, on 18 February but thovigh the plan
was referred to ABDA.GQM, then in process of disbanding, it was

never confirmed by them. At the same time however, on 19 February
an instruction had been received from the A,0,Go-in-C,, India
that if it should be necessary to withdraw the air tovoos fiNDm
B\irma, a plan would be prepared by R,A,F, headquarters in India,

On 20 February air transport was requested from India to
move the R,A,P, grotq) from Rangoon to Akyab by a shuttle servios.
From Akyab the evacuation would be continued by sea. In this
way about 3p000 R,A,F, persorjiel were moved to India in the next
three weeks. At the same time preparations were made to oon«
tinue operations over Rangoon, and in defence of the army in its
retreat along the Prome road. An operational headquarters was
established at Magwe, a small civil airport on the Irrawaddy,
about 260 miles N.N.W, of Rangoon and 95 miles north of Prome,
Magwe had not been included in the original R,A,F, plan for
establishing operational airfields in Burma and it was not

suitable immediately to receive a mixed wing. Buildings were
insufficient, the main runway required extension, end there were
no dispersal points or ground defence posts. This, work was put
in hand but on aocomt of the general evacuation norbhwards there
was little native labour available, Maymyo where General Alexander
had his headquarters, near the Givil Government, was about I70 miles
north-east of Magwe,

On 23 February an R,A.F, rear headquarters was opened at
Magwe, forward headquarters being still in Rangoon,  . To enable
Hurricanes with a fighting range of about I40 miles to provide
cover for the long army columns retreating northward it was
necessary to have along the route a series of landing strips
where aircraft co\Ald be rearmed and refuelled. Strips were cut
in paddy fields at intervals along the road but it was impossible
entirely to eradicate the small irrigation banks and channels with
the result that H\urrioane taij, units were often damaged in the
corrugations. Aircraft which became unserviceable in this way
were fitted with temporary bamboo tail skids and flown out for
repair, which meant considerable delay before they were again
serviceable. The chief and best of these airstrips was at
Zigon, 60 miles south of Prome, to which, on 7 March, the mixed
wing, which had been formed at Rangoon as "X" Wing, was moved to
make arrangements for close support for the army.

While the new base at Magwe was being established, and
personnel and equipment moved in, a wing headquarters known as
*X* Wing had been: formed in Rangoon. It was provided with an
experienced staff under Group Captain Noel Singer, with
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Its rolesatisfactory ooiiHn'unications and ample transport,
was to control fighter and iDoniber offensive aotion in support
of the army and to maintain air superiority over Rangoon
till the evacuation was oon^slete, after which it was to

move hank with the army using the temporary strips which

had already been made,
Raiigoon was moved to Magvire to set up a warning system at
the new base,

which was well known to the Japanese, but to prevent losses

on the ground in the event of a sudden attack without warn

ing, fighter aircraft were moved to a satellite air-strip
at Highland Queen some miles away, Mingaladon being
camouflaged as a dummy aerodrome,
Magwe and operated from thei^ using Highland Queen as an

advanced landing ground.

On 2 March the R,D,F, station at

‘X* Wing had operated from Mingaladon,

Bombers were moved to

On 7 March ’X* Wing was moved to Zigon, having left
demolition parties to destroy Mingaladon, Zayatkwin and

Group Headquarters in Rangoon, These demolition parties
withdrew safely with the array. From 7 to i1 March *X’
Wing provided from 12 to 18 sorties a day, operating from

Zigon over the line to Rangoon, but there was no interfere
enoe by the enemy air force and the army w’as able to move

safely into its new position on thelaetpadan, During this

time aircrews were reporting that the retiring column of

vehicles and tanks was about 40 miles long, a most vulnea>*

able target, but it was never attacked from the air.
Although Japanese reconmissance aircraft were frequently
seen over the troops, the only attack made in this area was

a raid by ten bombers on Tharrawaddy where damage was done

to the toTO and many civilian casualties were caused.
On 11 March *X* Wing moved from Erome to Magwe where it was

disbanded on the forzation of Burwing under Group Captain
Seton Broughall,

Foniiation of Burwing and Akwing

On the disbandment of *X* Wing whose task was conqjleted,
Grotip Captain Singer was ordered to Akyab, where he arrived

by air on 12 March, to take over coimand of Akwing then in

process of formation vindcr the direct supervision of the

A.O.C, whose own headquarters were there, Akwing,  a mixed

wing, was composed of No, 67(f) Sqmdron, a G,R, Flight
with Hidson aircraft, and a small detachment of the B,VoA,F,
for communication duties. To this Wing it was proposed to

add No, 113 (b) Squadron and No. 139 (G,R, ) Squadron when
Blenheims and Hudsons became available for them. Also at

Akyab at this time was No, 136 (f) Squadron, without air
craft who were waiting for transport to India, for which

they sailed on 23 March, The fighter aircraft in Akwing
were nine obsolete Hurricane Is and one Hurricane II,

Burwi.ig, formed at the same time at Magwe, also a
mixed wing, was to be under the direct operational control

of General Alexander, It consisted of No, 45 (b) Squadron,
an army co-operation flight. No, 17 (f) Squadron, the
A,V.G, with six P,403i> and the R,D,F, Station, operated
by No, 517 W.U,

The plan to maintain these two ndured wings, which had

been proposed in Febnaary, was approved by Sir Mchard Peirso
who had flown from India to Akyab on 9 March to meet A,V,M,
Stevenson,
addition a new directive was issued to the A,0,0,.

was to organise the air defence of Calcutta, including the

Operational planning was discussed, and in
This
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port and large indiistrisl areas of Asansol and Tatanagar, to

arrange air protection for oil installations at Digboi in Assam,
and to continue, from India, bombing operations in support of the
aitoy in Burma, G.E, patrols being carried out from Akyab over
the eastsm part of the Bay of Bengal, inclviding the Andamans,
were to be continued and extended by G,R, reconnaissance from

Calcutta of sea communications as far as Ceylon.

No. 221 Group reformed in Calcutta

Having completed the realignment of his Command in Burma,
Air Vice-Marshal Stevenson on 17 March Tirent from Akyab to Calcutta,
where on 12 March his new headquarters had been set up.
Group, originally formed in Burma on 21 April 1941, had been

re-named Burgix)up, and later, on formation of ABDACOM had become

Norgroup.
the remnants of Britai

1942, No, 221 Group '
Air Vice-Marshal Stevenson, for the control of all air forces in
N,E, India and of the two wings in Burma,
quarters in Calcutta became Bengal Command to which another group,
No, 224, was added.

No, 221

With the disintegration of AEDACOM in February 1942,
moved from Java to India, and on 12 iiarch
was reformed in Calcutta, under commard of

air

0)

Later, this head

Air Reverses at Magwe and Akyab

In the meantime,^ air operations had continued in Bimna, on
a limited scale, from Magwe in support of the army, and from
Akyab on G,R, reconnaissance in the Bay of Bengal and Gulf of

Martaban. There was little enemy activity in the air, but
reconnaissance from Magwe over the Rangoon area liad reported

,  increases in the mmiberS of Japanese aircraft at Mingaladon and
neighbo'oring airstrips. The Intelligence estimate of enemy air
strength at this time was that 400 aircraft were available in

Burma,, This may have been on the high side but there were at

(l) No, 221 Group O.R.B, Appendix B
R.A.P, Units in No, 221 Group on formation 12,3*42o

I Akwing, formed 12,3«42 at Akyab
No, 136 (P) Squadron, No, 67 (P) Squadron,. No, 139 (G.R,)
Squadron. (No, 139 Squadron became No, 6.2 (G,R, )

.soon after 12.3.42),

II Burwing, formed 8,3.42 at Magwe
No. 45 .(b) Squadronv<- No, I7 (p) Squadron - No, 517 W.U,

III H.Q. No, 2 (P) Wing
H,Q. No. 161 (P) Wing
lioQ, No, 267 (b) Yifing
No. 5 (P) Squadron
No, 201 (a,Co) Sq'uadron
No, 28 (a,Co) Squadron
No. 60 (b) Squadron

» No, 103 (G.R.) Squadron
No, 113 (b) Sqviadron
No, 135 (PJ Squadron
No. 146 (p) Squadron
No, 215 (B) Squadron

SB No, 103 Squadron was formed from No, 3 Indian Plight
and later became No, 353 Sq'uadron,

Squadro

at Dum-Dum

Ballygunge
Calcutta

Dum—Dum

Peshawar :
Lahore

LaJioro

Dum—Dum

”  Asansol

Dum-Dum

Dinjan
Asansol

n

It

II

It

n
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least 300 and. probably 350, On 20 Marcsh reports shewed
that there were about 50 enemy aircraft on Mingaladon and
nmbers on surrounding satellites. On the morning of
21 Marcshj Eurwing, at its cwn request, received peimissionO)
from army headquarters to make a raid on Mingaladon,
Nine Blenheims of No, Sqiiadron, with an escort of ten
Hurrdnanes frm No, 17 Squadron, almost the whole available
strength of the Wing, took off to m^ this attack. The
Blenheims were intercepted by Navy *0* fighters about
ijO miles north of Rangoon but pressed on, and in the
running fight which followed, one Navy »0» Fighter and
one Army T, 97 w’ere shot down, two more being claimed
probable and two damaged. All bombs, 1^3 tons were
dropped on runways and dispersal areas on which many
aircraft were seen. All the Blenheims then returned
but seven were more or less severely damaged and required
repair. One Blenheim pilot was wounded. The Hurricane
escort had engaged enemy fighters during the approach and
had shot down five T,97s, and claimed four
probably destroyed,
on Hnawbi (2)

enemy b<mibers and fighters -was claimed as destroyed
damaged on the ground,
grovind probably included seme which had been set on fire
by the Blenheims, One Hurricane crashed on the return
journey, but the pHot escaped, and one P,H, Htjrrioane
taking photographs in the area Zayatkwin - Mingaladon -
Rangoon - linawbi was shot down on its rettim ;joumey
Yenangjraung but the pilot, with his camera, was reoovei*ed
uninjured. Most of the other Hunioanes had been shot

and required repair.

as

more as

They then made a low level attack
and Mingaladon in which a total of sixteen

or

These burning aircraft on the

near

Japanese attack Mapwe

It was intended to repeat the attack on Mingaladon in
the afternoon, the first raid having taken place at
08,30 hours, but while preparations were being made and
all aircraft, including five new Blenheims which had arrived
from India, that day, were being got ready, a streirg enemy
force of 59 bombers and about 24 fighters appeared at
13«30 hours over Magwe, They attacked in three waves, the
last attack being carried out at 12^,30 hours. Six
Blenheims and one Hurricane were destro3red on the ground.
In the air four Hurricanes and six P,40s which had been
able to take off shot down five enemy fighters. In
addition there were two Hurricanes in the air which had

taken off at the first warning to intercept a single
unidentified aircraft which had been previously reported.
Both these Hurricanes were shot down but the pilots
escaped. The A,V,G, had no losses in the air, but one
P,2f0 was damaged on the ground and throe personnel were
wounded. Damage to bimldings and runways was not serious,
but an oil dun^) containing 1,000 gallons ivas set on fire
and destroyed, and all telephone coraraunication, including
the main trunk line to the south, was put out of action.
It was established later that the first wave of the enemy
attack was from Rangoon area, and the other two which came
in from the AT, and N,W, were from Ohiengnai in Thailand,

(l) Burwing was directly under the G,0,C, for operations,

(2) Highland Queen, a satellite of Mingaladon,
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After tills attack work was started on the repair* of damaged
aircraft 7/hioh cpuld he made flyahlec Grows worked all night
and good progress was madej hut at 08»0I|- hours and O80II hours
next momingp 22 Marchj plots of approaching aircraft were passed
to sector operations from the ReD.F, stationj which during the
ni^t had been moved to a new position. Corimunication with the

operations room was hjr a W/T lihkj hut after the second warning
•this hrcke down, and no further p3.ots were received before an

enemy attsnk dsaveloped at 08.45 hourso Just before this ejxi

enemy aircraft was heard ovvcr the airfield and tvra Hurricanes

took off to intei'cept. They liad not made contact when a wave of

27 bcaabers-with fig^ntor escort a.ppeared without further warni.ng,
which meant that no more Hurricanes or P.ifOs ’.were able to taka

offo Fifteen minutes later a second wave of the same strength
arrived and commenced an attack wit.hout opposition. The I'-aids

did much damage and tiiree Blenheims and three P.kOs vrere destroyed
on the ground. The Hurricanes alrea.dy in the air damaged two

Japanese filters which were then shot down by light A.Ao gunSj
but one of the Hurricanes crashed on landing and was a ̂ write off’.
Damage to the whole airfield was extensive ̂ and the warning sjrstem
was rendered useless as YI/T and B/T end telephones had been put
out of oi'der.

In the two da3rs the scale of these attacks was estimated at

113 bombers and at least 44 filters and approicimately I67 tons
of bombs vrere dropped. . During the attacks the A,,A. eerodro.Tio

'  defence seems to have been very small. There were in a-ction

four heavy 3o 7 A.A. gansp four Eofors and ten .5 inch machine guns
manned by the Burma. Rifles^ but not all these opened fire. On
22 March the Bofors con^let.od the destruction of two. enemy fighters
already damaged by Hurricar.es. The he-a.vy A.«,Ao giuis do not seem to
have offered any protection. After the raids the aircraft
situation at Magwe was that out of 20 Blenheimsj,  9 had been
destroj-edj five were damaged® and six® though operationaXly
unsei'viceable p coiiLd be flovrn. There were tiiree ser>ricaable

Hurricanes which were all the fighter defence remaining after the
departure Of the AoVaG, Some other Hurricanes® probably five
could be made airworthy® but not opers.tionally ser'iSlceabio without
major repairs. These aircraft® six Blenheims and ei^t
EurrioansrSy were flown to Akyab. Before this tlie A.V,G, had flown
out to Lashio their three remaining P,40s® and their road convoy
moved off later in the day. After the aircraft had left a
further enemy attack developed, ' At 13i30 hours on 22 March 27
bombers with an escort of 10 fighters foU,owed at 14.30 hours by
a second wave of similar strength® completed the destruction at
Magwe almost at their leisure. It was possible to send up two
Hurricanes which had been repaired® to meet the first of these
attacks and they were landing when the second, wave appeared.
Runways were further damaged and some aircraft un,der repair® were

.  finally destroyed, •

Evacuation of Magwe by the RpAnF.

After this it was decided to 7/ithdraw the R,A,Po from Magwe
to Lashio to reform if possible® and evacuation in acoords-nce with
a pi’eviously prepared plan was ordered at first light on 23 March.
A slow convey® with heavy transpo.rt carrying sector operations
and Ho, 517 I’/'oUo had moved to Ifenangjraung on the evening of 22 March,
and a faster convmjr containing Burwing advance party® moved off
at 18.00 hours the same day. The main convoy started at
06,00 hours on 23 March as detailed in a previously issued move
ment order, SeG.vage parties® with the necessary'' transport, v/ere
left cehin.d by t.he two squadixma and arrangements Trere made for a
deta-chment with hea-<.^' lifting gear to come from Lashio.
operations® including efforts to I'epair the ruiiv?ay3 were

Salvage
carried
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out till 3 AprH^ dioring which time 16 Mercury engines,
4 Merlins, all serviceable airscrews, self-sealing tanks.
Hurricane main planes and also the equipment of the P,R,
Hurricane which had been lost on 21 March, vrere removed.
No .R,A„P* guns were left behind except ten ,5 inch machine
guns vAiich had been issued on loan to the Biirraa Rifles for

ground defence A refuelling party also remained to
supply aircraft which might arrive from India,

During this critical period the AcO.C,, A,Y.M, Stevenson,
had been engaged in the preparations for reforming his group
in Calcutta, and in drawing up plans for the air defence
of N,E, India, He was at Akyab from 12 to 17 l&rch, dirring
which time Akwing was formed, and on the la.ttei* date he
flew to Calcutta to continue his discussions with the

AoOoGo-in-Go and to meet the Commander—in-Chief o On the

morrdng of 22 March he returned to Burma, When he landed

at Akyab he was informed of the Japanese attacks on Magwe
the previoiis day, and soon afterwards a signal was received

from Burwing notifying the closui'e of Magwe airfield owing
to a heavy renewal of the enemy raids. This signal stated

that there were few aircraft left and asked permission to

move Burwing to Lashio and Loiwing to reform. The AoOcG,
was able to get first hand information from Blenlieira air

crews Y/ho had just ari-ived from Magvve and he agreed, by
signal, to the evacuatioiio At the same time he instructed
Group Captain Seton Broughall to meet him that night at

Mandalay or Ms.ymyOo Conferences were held Y/ith General
Alexander, who, it will be recalled, had operational control

of B-urwing, on 22 and 23 Pebrxiary, Tlie decision to remove

Burwing to Lashio was confirmed, but it was arranged that

attempts sho-uld be made to hold Magvve airfield and repair
the damage so that Burwing could return there for operations.
On the A,0,C»’s order, part of the moving convoy was tuimed

round, the R,DoP, station was sent baok, and the repair
and salvage sections were strengthened. It was hoped to

make Magwe operational, but it was never possible to do

this, though R,A,P, transport aircraft from India were able

to land there for about three weeks. On 28 March, Nos. 45

and 17 Squadrons, without any aircraft, completed their move

to Lashio and the .same day No, 139 Squadron left Alcyab for
Dum Bum near Calcuttae

Repercussions of Magwe defeat

A repozd: of the Japanese attacks on Mag>we and on the

resultant evacuation by the R,A,P, was prepared foi- the

A, 0, C,-in-C,, India,(l)
oritioism of the hasty evacuation, both by the army, Yvhich

was stidj. fitting in the Prome area 90 miles to the south

and by the civil authorities in Mandala;/,
the retreating convoys Y;ere turned round and ordered baok to

Magwe may have given rise to some of this criticismo
importunately true that in the early Par East Campaign, in

Malaya and in the Netherlands East Indies, unnecessary (at
the time) evacuations and retreats had taken place in

circumstances indicating utter panic and disorganisation,
and a complete break-dorra of all admmistrative oontrcl
and discipline,
can be little doubt that Burwing Commanders* decision to

move his flyable aircraft from Mag'we to Alcyab Y/as correct.

On 22 March three operationally unserviceable P.ZjGs of the

There had undoubtedly been severe

The fact that

It is

ThereThis was not the case at Magwe»

(1) See A,H.B,IIJ 54/53,
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A,V.G, aU that were left, were flown out to Lashio; ei^t
Blenheims and eight Hurricanes were flown to Abyab the same day,
and tliree Hurrioanes which had been partly repaired left on
23 March for Akyab, It is not so easy however to see why the
rest of the R.A.F, were moved out so suddenly. There was much
salvage and repair work to be carried out and ample transport to
move stores and eqiiipment to Mandalay and there was no immediate
danger from Japanese land forces. Transport aircraft from
India continued to tise the airfield, and it may have been from
their passengers that stories of panic and disorganisation at
Magwe gained circulation. The impression formed from the almost
desolate airfield with its wrecked and burnt out aircraft, its
destroyed and damaged buildings, undoubtedly gave rise to
unfavourable and exaggerated repoirts.

,0 ^

The actual evacuation by road was carried out in accordance
with a plan which had been prepared some weeks earlier, and Tichich
was can^detely understood by the squadrons and all B\mving
ancillary units. Convoys moved off punctually and in good
order, at their stated times, and except for minor mechanical
troubles would liave reached their destinations as arranged.
Discipline on the road was good, and the precaution had been
taken of sending forward two Bofors guns to each of two
difficult river crossings where convoys might have been
vulnerable to air attack.

Magwe JRerxjrt

The Magvve report, prepared by Group Captain H, Seton
Broughall was forwarded on 16 April 1942 to the A,0,C, No, 221
Group f
letter

whom it was sent accompanied by a long demi-official
to the A,0,C,-in-0

letter A,V,M, Stevenson gave a full account of the Magwe
incident, from the opening attack by Burwing on the Japanese air
concentrations in the Mingaladon area to liis meetings at
Mandalay and Maymyo with General Alexander and Group Captain
Broiighall on 22 and 23 April, At these meetings the decision
to move Burwing to Lashio, which had been previously made, was
confirmed with the full agreement of General Alexander, who it
will be recalled had operational control of the mixed wing, but
the arrangement to send back at once to Magwe a great part of
the anoving convoy, including the R,D,P, unit, the A,A, and
aerodrome defence sections, and parties for refuelling, repair,
and salvage is an indication that the original evacuation was
considered premature. A.V.M, Stevenson says that on 24 March
he went to Loiwing to make arrangements to operate Burwing in
China, but that he was unable to carry out this ;^an mainly
because two Hurricane Squadrons (Nos, 30 and 26l), earmarked
for Burma, had been diverted to Ceylon, He had known however,
in the first week of March, that these two squadrons wo-uld not
be available for Bvuma, and that, with the reinforcements in
sight and with the pressure in India due to reorganisation and
the foimation of Bengal Command, it would have taken many months
to carry out this plan.

India on 24 April, In this• f

Group Captain Broughall *s report covers the enemy air
attacks on Ma^e on 21 and 22 March and the withdrawal of Burwing
to Lashio,

containing statements and reports from the heads of l administra
tive and technical sections in the Wing and also from the Officers

It is accompanied by a large number of appendices

(1) A.H.B.IIJ 3V53i Enel. ref. H,Q B.C, 5,2,1,Air,♦ »
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Commanding NoSo 17 (f) and 45 (b) Squadrons„
also reports frem the Qffiaer-*in-Charge of the Burma
Observer Corps and from the Roj-al Engineer Offioer-in-
Charge of the oonstructional and extension work, on Magwe
airfield.

There are

.. For the purpose of this imTative it is not neoessary
to examine all these reports in detail, but it is clearly
evident that Magwe was no4a suitable base from which to
operate an air foroe, under the circumstanoes at the time.
It is not quite clear, however, why the preparation of
dispersal ai'eas, and of satellite air strips had not
reached a more advanood stagCo It had been loeovra., early
in January, that Magwe would be inquired a.s an operational
airfield from which air si;q)port could be provided for the
army retir-ing up the Chindwin valley, and in the first
week of January work had comnenced on the extension of the

On 19 January when the superin
tending engineer met the Po¥4D„ executive engineer to
discuss the extension to the airfield,
dispersal areas were uigently required and this woiic -was
put in hand at once, A progress report made on 10 February
was good, shewing that vrork on the dispersal and relief
ninway was well imder way. There was however, an increas
ing difficulty in obtaining labour, and this was the chief
factor which

north-south main runway®

was decided that

in the end, prevented Magwe fi'om becoming
operationally siiitable at a (1) critical time under heavy
attack. There .'^ad oloarf.y been dela.y in carrying out the
neoessairy worKs,

The Magwe Y/aming System

The report of the Officer-in-Charge of the Burma
Observer Corps was prepared to meet a general criticism
that the air attacks on Magwe on 21 and 22 March took place
without warning® Here, as far as the Observer Corps is
concerned, it is clear that warnings were given, but not all
the separate raids were reported,
mg system consisted of two observer post belts and the
R,A,F® 517 with an R,D,F. seto
extended from Mandalay to Toungoo and Prome, and reported
plots to filter operations room at Magwe by direct laud
line. In the system there was also a chain of posts on
the railv/ay line from iyinmana tc EyaulcpaJ,aungjL frcm which
plots were reported direct to ACagwe through an R,A,F„ ViT/t
link at Taungdwin^,. The R„D,F, set fed plots by land
line telephone or by a W/ti? link direct to the operations
rooms.

At this time the warn—

The two observer belts

On 21 March the first enemy air raid was plotted at
13o05 hours and at 13»27 hours it was confirmed that the
objective was Magwe, The air raid warning was sounded at
13 8 33 hours and the first bombs were timed at. 13,55 hours.
There were however t’wo further attacks on this day at
14,10 and 14,30 hours which were not reported separately
by the observer corps, perhaps ovnLng to telephone failiires,
or due to the fact that aircraft approached from  a direction
not covered, either by the R,DoF, set or by the listening
posts. On 22 March there was a good deal of conf'usion
about the warnings. Early Y//T reports received on this
day at 08.20 hours were unintelligible owing to interference

1 See A,H,B,IIJ 54/53 Enel,3.
Ibid. Enel.2,2
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nni^ jammingi the latter being due to an A.V*G« transmitter
Land line reports were notlocated near the operations room,

received till 08.48 hours when the air raid warning was sounded
two minutes before the first bombs fell,

09,00 hoiirs by a second wave of bombers and filters which was

not reported,
were two separate attacks,
14.14 hours and the first bombs fell at 14*39 hours, so that only
»ne of these was repoi*ted, but by this time the coramvinioation
system was completely disrupted, and it is likely that listening
post plots were not received at the operations room,
observer corps had onerated efficiently at Rangoon, and at 1/Iagwe
it covild not be blamed for the failure of the warning system.

There was a raid at

In the afternoon at 14*30 and 14*40 hovirs there
An air raid warning was given at

The

With regard to the R,D,P, set at MagvTe a signal (‘^) had been
sent to No, 221 Group on I8 March which indicated  a very low
state of serviceability. Extracts from this signal read as

fo]J.ows: *517 radio virtually unserviceable 17/3 due technical
breakdowns. Pull con5>lement spares not issued on formation

Extemporisation and
local purchase have so far met case in absence of official action

but materials not now available. Present situation —

Receiver unserviceable, generally unreliable and continually
Transmitter generally

This signal incliaded a request for spares which

Subsequent demeinds never met

failing due to non-tropical design
satisfactory’
of course did not arrive in time. Extracts from the P.540 -

Operations record book - of No. 517 W.U, give a clear piot\ar3
of the position, 'Date 21,3,42* sited in Magwe in  a position
designed for sweep 45 to I90 degrees; odd friendly plots received
during moraing: 13*23 hours, hours suspected tracks 6l miles E,
and E,S,E, 13*28 hours, plotting commenced on irmrard tracks
from 55 miles* telephone failed at 13*44 due brealedown in line;
this was repaired in one minute and plotting continued. This

raid was plotted out 61 miles. As the second wave (some twenty
minutes later) approached from N,W,, Wing Commander Devitt
subsequently req'uested all round sweep. Unit therefore moved

at 18.GD hours to new site four miles from Magwe and one mile
from Magwe satellite, W/T to Ops, tested by 517 C.O, at
22,00 hours and found satisfactory *- 22,3.42* 08,18 hours, comr*
pound tracks picked 58 miles east, commenced plotting to Ops,
by W/r at 08,21 hours - 58 miles. Investigation immediately
after raid produced the following* (a) Prom Magwe Ops, W/P
Operator -*517 heard to be plotting from 08,20 approx,, but

nothing could be made of it as TaMngds9±ngyl R,A,P, W/T was
sending at the same time, and the A,V,G, transmitter (which was
outside the Ops, room)’^lotted everything out,” (b) Prom 517
W/r Operator, Plots came in for transmission at 08,20 approx.
The w/r receiver failed at this time, but the transmission of
plots continued and the duty mechanic was sent for. By the time
the raid was half way in the W/T receiver was working, and Magwe
operations gave ”RK" (This means I am receiving you - continue) -
transmission of plots therefore continued,
plotted out 56 miles,
up 61 miles, O78 degrees,
WA* This raid was subsequently plotted out 53 miles ■ ■' ” ■
17*30 hours unit left for Icnangjraung, * The above extract shews
that No, 517 W,U, was incorrectly sited in the first place, and
that its equipment was in a bad state. As already stated, the
convoy was turned back, and aifter a general check over of equip-
ment was re sited at Magwe where it remained till  7 April, It
then moved to Lashio,

t

This"raid was
14,08 hours, compound tracks picked

14*10 hours inward tracks plotted by

(1) A.H.B.IU Encl,4 - 517 W.Uo
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Removal of explosives from Magwre ('*)

When the evactiation convoys left Magv/e on 23 March, the
oxily explosives removed were sttwI l arm ammvinition and

detonators. Considerable quantities of bombs were left
behind^ mostly in concealed dispersal sites, but some were
lying about in the open giving an impression of hasty and
disorganised retreat. To salvage these bombs and other
armament eq-uipment a convoy consisting of 23 three ton
lorries with a breakdown vehicle left Lashio on 2 April
and began to remove the bombs which were delivered to

*X‘ M,U. at Se-en. In this way 577 x 250 lb,, 11  x 500 lb.
and 156 X 25 lb, incendiary bombs were salved, the work
being completed by 8 April, There were daily enemy
reconnaissance aircraft over the airfield but the removal

of explosives was carried out v/ithout inteirference from the

Japanese air force. This armament convoy, and others con
veying R.A.Po equipment from Magwe to Lashio, about
290 miles away, passed through Mandalay and J^ymyo and may
have caused comment in army and oivil government circles.

The various other appendices to the Ifagwe report
indicate the difficiiLties of the evacioation, but there is
nothing to justify stories of disorganisation and panic.
On the contrary, the movement was carried out under com
plete oontrol, the movement order was in writing and com
pletely understood by all concerned, and the general
behavio\ir of the R.A.P, and the convoy discipline were
excellent. It must be, however, for consideration,
whether the evacixatlon shotild have been carried out at the

time. Aircraft from India were an°ivlng almost daily
with aimy passengers and stores. Two Dakotas landed on

27 March and two more on the following- day and this
traffic continued well into April, Except for a Japanese
bomb raid on 31 March which did little damage, there
enemy interference. Had the R.AoP, stayed longer much
more might have been done, both for the restoration of the
airfield and salvage of equipment than was in fact accom
plished before the final move of the R,D,P, set on 7 April,
and charges of disorganised and premature evacuation would
never have arisen.

was no

Japanese attack Akvab

The next effort of the enemy air force was to neutralise
Akyab, which, during the attacks on Magwe had been under con-
tinuo\is observation by Japanese reconnaissance aircraft,
Akwing T/as attacked on 23 Max'ch by 26 bombers W5.th an
escort of 50 fighters, and again on 24 March, when there
were two heavy raids. Warning had been received and
Hurricanes, which made interceptions on these two days,
shot dovm four aircraft and probably destroyed two more,
but six of our ovm figliters were lost. The final attack
came on 27 Iferch, v/hen a force of 12 low flying figjaters
made a raid on Akyab satellite. There was some v/aming
of this attack, but the Hurricanes were oau^t on the
groimd, seven being destroyed in addition to one Valentia,
One Hurricane was lost in the air. Arrangements had
previously been made to withdraw Akwing to CSaittagong,
and this move was carried out at ©noe, a refuelling
party being left to enable GaR. aircraft to operate over
the Andamans v/here concentrations of enemy shipping, both
naval amd transports, had been seen. On 27 March two

(1) See A.H.B.IU 54/53 - Magwe Report, App.W,
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1st Class oriiisers and two 2nd Glass oiroisers, five destroyers eoid
five transports of about 4<,000 tons were reported off Port Blair.
This indicated the early arrival of a Japanese convoy in Rangoon,
Frequent enemy reconnaissances by flying boats were being reported
in the Bay of Bengal, and on 29 March, an Allied merchant vessel
was attacked in a position 152 miles from Vizagapatam. On
29 March, the transports previously reported at Port Blair could
not be found but tvvo cruisers and three destroyers
slowly moving from their moorings.

Bomber Operations in March

Prom 1 March till the fall of Rangoon bombing operations
were carried out from Mingaladon and Zayatkwin and afteiwai’ds
from Magwe, Attacks were mostly on airfields in Thailand, in
the Bilin river area in support of troops, and on enemy river and
sea communications, A total of Blenheim sorties v/as flo'wn
in this period and 42 tons of bombs were dropped* Smai i fighter
escorts accompanied all these attacks, but there was little enemy
opposi1;lon from the air. The effort from 1 to 21 March, exclusive
of the attack by nine Blenheims on Mingaladon on 21 March, was
distributed as fdlowss-

Targets

Airfields

Gommimications (river & rail)
Ground support

Enemy alx activity after Mapcwe

VTith the destruction of the R.A,P, at Magwe and Akyab, enemy
opei’ations against our troops were on a limited scale. The
Japanese did not exploit their air victory by maiking heavy attacks
on the ground forces, but turned their attention more to civil
centres of population with the plan of disorganising public
services, including river and rail oommuhieations, telephone
systems, and public works departments. They attacked Prome,
Mandday, Maynyo, and the airfields at Heho, Ramsang, Lashio, and
Loiwing, althou^, except at the last, there vrere no An air
craft opera.ting. They seem to have noticed repair work going
on at Magwe ̂ d on 31 ilaroh made two attacks there, each with
eight bombers and sixteen fighters, but no great damage was done.
The dislocation of public services, particularly of river transport
on the Irrawaddy, seriously held up movement of troops and supplies.
There were indications also at this time that the enemy was
turning his attention to the Bay of Bengal, and, during the last
ten days in March, and early in April, there were freqiient reports
of Japanese reconnaissance aircraft in Indian waters. Attacks
began to be made on shipping in the Hoogly delta, and from 4 April,
It became necessary to have standing fighter patrols in this area.
These were carried out by Itohawks based at Guttack which became
an operational station on 8 April,

Reorganisation in Tndifl

Y/ere seen

Effective Sorties Tonnage dropped

11.0 (Bri.)22

5 2.5
57 28,5

Prom 22 March R.A.P, operations from bases in Burma ceased,
except that G,R, aircraft continued to fly from Akyab,
1 April 1942, Air Vice-Marshal Stevenson took over command of
No. 224 Groxxp in Galoutta, No. 221 Group being handed over to
Air Commodore H, J. P. Hunter,

On

.  . Up to 20 April these two gro\jq)s
occupied a joint headquarters, and on this date Bengal Command
was formed, Y/ith its headquarters at Government House, Barraclqrare.
The function of the new command v/as to co-ordinate the work of

Groups, and to provide a link with the Government
of Bengal, the Eastern Army Conmander at Calcutta, Cor^s Commanders,
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the Senior Naval Officer, and Air Headquarters, India,
5 May A.V.M, Stevenson, arrived from his Group to take
Bengal Command for which, for the time Being all admini
strative function yr&s to he carried out by the staff of
No, 221 Group,

Operations in Buma in April

In April the air operations carried out on the Btirma
Front from bases in India, in support of the retreating
army, were on a small, but gradually increasing scale,
indicative of the re-organisation of the air forces which
was taking place in India, At this time the army was
moving slowly northward and westward. The newly formed
Brrrcorps, under General Slim, was concentrating in the
Irrawaddy valley, in the area Allanrayo - Prorae, and 1st
Burma Division was withdrawn from Toungoo front to assemble
in the area Da3d.ndabo - Kyaukpadaung - AUanmyo - Thayetrnyo,
having been relieved by the 200th Chinese Division, The
17th Indian Division was in the area Wettigan - Prcme -

Shwedaung - Sinde and 7th Armoured Brigade was placed in
Corps reserve in the Tamagauk area, A detachment of Roysl
Marines, which was operating with the army, was employed
on the Irrawaddy on river patrol duties. With the move of
the 200th Chinese Division to Toungoo area, the Fifth and
Sixth Chinese Armies were in echelon back to Lashio,

As already stated, Japanese air forces began to make
heavy bcanb raids, free from any interference, on centres of
comraunioations, in Central and tipper Burma, Attacks were
made on Prome, Meiktila, Mandalay, Thazi, Pyinmana, Maymyo,
Lashio, andTaungi,
these towns and the effect on the civil population was great.
After each raid public services were brought to a stand
still, as entire poptilations moved into the jun^e. Railway
employees, and the workers of the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company
who operated river steamers left their jobs, police forces
disintegrated, power supplies broke down, and the Post and
Telegraph Service, which had hitherto operated with mvioh
efficiency, was greatly reduced.

All this added to the difficulties of the troops retreat
ing up the Chindwin and IrraT/addy valleys. There was
severe fighting under continuous enemy pressure, and in the
middle of April it became necessary to destroy the oil wells
at Tenangyaung, and to make plans for further delaying
action in Upper Biuma in the event of the loss of Mandalay,
which seemed likely. The oMef reasons for this were to
gain time for the completion of a road from Assam to Burma,
and to give every assistance to the Chinese armies in the

north-east, in order to keep China in the war as long as
possible. The Japanese increased the pressure of their
land forces, both on the Irrawaddy front and in the Shan

States where Chinese forces were being driven slowly back,
under continuous, if not heavy, air attack. On this front
Lashio was occupied by the Japanese on JO April, with the
resultant threat to the flank of General Alexander’s forces

on the Mandalay - Irrawaddy line, where it was almost
certain that the enemy would occupy Bhamo, On 1 May,
therefore, plans for withdrawal from Mandalay were completed
and at the same time General StxLwell decided that the

Chinese Fifth Army should move into India, through Katha,
Under severe pressure the campaign soon developed into a
race for the Indian frontier, and the crossing of the
Chindwin river at Kalewa, Owing to the speed of the J^ansse
advance up this river. General Alexander applied to A,H,Q,

On

over

Much structural damage was done in
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India for air attaolcs on enemy river craft on the C«hindv?in.

small a;lr forces were as yet avaalable hut on 3 May six Blenheims

made an attack on the Chindwirip cn 4 May the same aircraft homhed

riveroraft on the Irrawaddy and cn 5 May three Blenheims homhed

barges at Monya on the Oliindwino
enemy air activity^ and exoept for raids on a boom across the

river south of Kalewa on 5 May^ and air . attack on Shwegyn on
7 May, no enemy air operations on this front took place.

Only

At this tire there was little

R«AqFc Operations in April

The R*AcF, was not able to be of great assistance to the

Army during the operations outlined above, Burwlng, though it
had no aircraft, remained in Lashio and Loiwing to operate siioh
units as it mi.ght be possible to land there. On  6 April ei^.t
Hurricanes had been fJown to Burwlng, but they did not last long,
and oodasionally a flight of Blenheims flew to Loiwing to operate
for a few days at a time on the Chinese front before returning to
India, but when L®.siiio was occupied by the Japanese on 30 April,
Burwing withdrew/ to China, to provide R,A.P, refuelling parties
at Chinese air bases. The personnel of Ko, 17 (p) Squadron had
been withdrawn from Loiwing to India by 1Zj. April,
T/ith the Chinese had always been good and it wa.s a matter of great
regret that so little air support could be given to their troops.

The bomber effort from India during April consisted of a
total of 48 sorties, in which 24 tons of bombs were dropped,
9 April four Blenheims made an attack on enemy vesseT.s 175 miles
N,N,Eo of Trinoomalee,
followsj-

R,A,F, relatio

On

The above effort was distributed as

ns

Targets lf:?eotive Sorties Tonnage dropped

Airfields

Shipping
Ground Support

1,5 (Brio)3
8 I!4.0
37 18.5 n

All the above were Blenlieim sorties, except that on 14 end 18 April,
two Hudsons made attacks on enoay flying boats at their moorings
in Port Blair harbotir. Cn 11 April a G.R, Hudson from Alcyrh
had reported nine Japanese flying boats at Port Blair, and the
first attack, carried out on 14 April, did considerable damage.
Two twin-engined flying boats were left biiming, one fouj>»engined
boat tyas sunk, and all tlie others were shot up from a low hei^at.
On 18 April this attack oh Port Blair was repeated. Two Hudsons
at 06,30 hours found twelve fovu>-engined T,97 flying boats at tiaeir
moorings and destroyed two. Three more were severely damaged, and
most of the others were shot up in attacks carried out at mast
height. One Hudson was damaged and the other, nhiioh was last
seen in action with a Navy *0' filter, failed to return. These
two .oj^rations; d.*.d much to reduce enemy air activity, both sea
reconnaissance and attacks on shipping, in the Bay of Bengal,
Prom the beginnir^ of April enemy convoys had been arriving in
Rangoon in some numbers, and there was considerable reijiforcement
both in personnel and equipment.

By this time heavy bombers of the U,S„A,A,P, had begun to
operate from Ind^-a by night. These were the aircraft wliioh had
flown frcm the Netherlands East Indies with General Brereton a.rxd
there had also been some reinforcement for the Tenth Air Force
being established in India, On ̂ 3 April, six Bo17s attacked
Port Blair, dropping six tons of bombs on shipping, C.. .J/.,
three B,17s, v/ith a heavier load, attacked Rangoon harbour dropp
ing over B-hc tons of bombs. The U.S.AcA.P. effort d'oring tMs
month was as follows ?-
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Tarpcets

Port Blair sh.7.pping
Rangoon Shipping

Japanese attack Ceylon

Effeotive Soz»ties To.tms.Re dropped

60 0
I0o3

6(b,17)
5(B.17)

In the first week of April™ J'apanese naval forces,
including at least 'cwo carriers, moved into the Indian
Ocean and made an attack on Ceylon with the object of
destroying shipping in Colombo and Trincomalee h*arbours»
The A7J.ied fleet had moved out of the Indian Ocean and this

attack did not involve a fleet action, but there was a very
heavy air raid on Colombo in which the RsAoP, were heavily
engaged, both in fitting off the main attacks by carrier-
borne aircraft, and in searching for and bombing the
Japanese fleet# The two Hurricane squadrons whrlch took
part in this action on 5 April were Nos* 30 (p) and 261 (P)
Sqxiadrons# Originally intended as a reinforcement for
Burma, these two squadrons while dh route from the Middle
East to Rangoon were diverted to Ceylon and were flown off
the Indomitable early in March, They were at full strength
and in the action shot down about sixty Js.panese bombers and
fighters, but they lost heavily themselves„ A Blenheim
squadron also suffered severe losses in attacking the
Japanese fleet. As it had been possible to move most of the
shipping from Colombo harbour before this attack began,
damage was not serious. Except that this Japanese raid on

Cey2.on may have been staged as a diversion for convoy's
entering Rangoon, it was not an incident of the Burma cam

paign, in the sense that RoAoP, aircraft operating in

defe.nce of Ceylon were not imder the command of the AcO.C,

No, 221 Group.

The Army reaches Imphal

Daring May, enemy pressure on the army in the Irrawaddy
and Chindwin valleys was maintained. Bomber attacks,
already referred to, which had been carried out from India

on 3 s 4, and 5 May had delayed the Japanese advance by river
transport# There was a gradual withdrawal to Kalewa on the

Chindwin, where the river had to be crossed by a ferry.
Before this crossing, all guns, heavy vehicles, and tanks

had been destroyed as they could go no f'orthere, One brigade
was moved by river steamers on T/hich a good deal of eqioip-
ment was also loaded, to Sittaung, The retreat now
speeded up, less owing to enemy pressure, thoug3.i this was

considerable, than owing to the neai- approach of the monsoon

rains v/hich, in this area, began in the third week in May,
The final stage of the retreat continued without incident.
On 11 May General’ AJ.exander met the Commander of III Corps
which was holding the Assam frontier line, and discussed
plans for ©stablisMhg Burma Aimy in the Ihphal area. As
soon ais the retiring azmy passed through the defence line
held by III Corps, it was to come under command of
Lieutenant General N, M, S, Irwin, General Ale.xander*s
rear guard entered this area at 18,00 hovsrs on 20 I'£ay 1942
and his task was completed. The First Eiuma Campaign was
over.

RpApP, Final Operations in the Campaj.gn

Except that tliere were remnants of Eur^rjing in China
and a small C, and M.pai'ty in Akyab, air operations in the

Burma campaign were cairied out, from April onwards from

bases in India. Akyab was under continuoios attaglc during
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April, by Japanese bombers and became ■untenable. It ■was evacuated
on 4 May ■under cover of two G,R, Hudsons and a figliter escort
from ChittagDng, which remained over the small convoy till it v/as
clear of the danger area, Blenheims of No, 115(B) Squadron had
carried out attacks on 5, k, and 5 May in support of the armyj,
on Japanese rivercraft in the Cliindwdn. and Irrawaddy, in which
good results were obtained. Numbers of heavily loaded barges
under tow were seen, and six direct hits were claimed, barges
being left on fire. There was no enemy air opposition to these
attacks, except by a single Army 97 fighter which did no damage.

Owing to reinforcements which had arrived in India it
became possible to operate, at night, the Wellingtons of
No. 215 Squadron which was ba.sed at Asansol, On 5/6 May two
sorties were flovm over Magwe, The Wellingtons were accompanied
by a Blenheim and a total of ■two tons of bombs was dropped.
On the same night a third Wellington attacked a target 20 miles
S,E, of Magwe,
sanoe was continued daily in the Bay of Bengal and down the
Arakan coast, PoR, sorties were carried out over Lashio and
Rangoon by sin^e B,25 aircraft. On 8 and 9 May there were two
heavy enemy attacks on Chittagong, the second of these being
by 40 bombers and the airfield was severely damaged,
bombing sorties, \7ellingtons from Dinjan carried out regular
supply dropping patrols over the Chinese forces and refugees
marching westward, led by General Stilwell, to India,
14 1^35 Bengal Command received a signal from A.H.Q,,
the Japanese Air Division at Rangoon had planned  a mass attack
on Calcutta on 14 or 15 May,

Besides these support operations, G,R, Reconnais-

Besides

On
Delhi that

3jnmediate preparations to meet
this were made, No, 62 Squadron, No. 215 Squadron and
No. 115 Sqmdron being brouglat to half an hour's readiness, the
first named being moved from Dum Dum to Asansol and Pandaveswar,
The expected attack did not develop and normal operations
resmed.

vrere

About this time the monsoon wan beginning to break and bad
weather caused the cancellation of R.A.P, attacks on Akyab area.
For example, of seven Wellingtons which \vere sent to bomb Alcyab
oh 15 ]VIay only three were able to reach their target. whea^e
Irangars and the main runway were damaged. No, 60 (b) Squadron
had become operational again and from 14 to 18 May from two to
three of its aircraft were operating daily o^\rer Kalewa in the
Chindwin river area, the squadron itself being mo^ved from Lahore
to Asansol, V/ellingtons virere engaged in fezuying to Dinjan and
supply dropping at Kangpat. A G,R, Hudson of No. 62 Squadron
dropped leaflets for the Chinese Army N, of Mandalay, though
troops were seen in the area.

no

Altogether, up to the end of May there wajs a "very heartening
increase in the activities of the R, A,P, Although no great niEimbers'.
of aircraft were involved, there were daily attacks over wide
areas from the Chindwin to Akyab, and from Mandalay to Rangoon,
In spite of bad weather conditions most tasks were successfully
completed. From 1 to 51 May excluding ferrying and supply
dropping operations which were increasing in rambers and
Importance, a total of 120 R.A.F, sorties was sent out, of which
115 reached their objectives. In the same period the hea^vy
bombers of the U„S,A.A.F. carried out 45 day and ni^t attacks,
principally on shipping in Rangoon docks and on Japanese air
craft at Mingaladon. The distribution of this R.A.F, and
U,S,A,A,F, effort during May is as follows
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Targets Effective sorties Tonnage dropped

Airfields 27 Blenheim
8 Hudson

8 Wellington
24.55 (Bri.)

Harbours, shipping
and riveroraft. 49 Blenheim

6 Hudson
24,10

Camps, troops
and army targets

13 Blenheim
2 Hudson

2 Wellington
8.04

U.S.AsA.P^

27 B.I7
18 B.17

Airfields

Dooksa and

shipping

45o53
27,67

Attacks in support of the army were cliiefly on
Japanese communications jn the Chindwin river where very
considerable damage was inflicted on steamers and barges,
and at times all movement was stopped. This support was
particularly valuable in the few days before the Burma Army
had moved into its static position, vdien there was great
danger that it might be outflanked. Enemy aircraft at this
time were not often seen in the air*, although considerable
nvimbers were reported at Akyab, Here on 22 May a Blenheim
of No, 60 Squadron was attacked by from four to seven Navy
*0® fighters, and in a running fight, which lasted for
25 minutes it shot down one filter v/hich fell in the sea.
It was annovinced later by the Japanese that the pilot of
this aircraft was one of their ace fif^ters. Lieutenant
Colonel Eato, who was posthumdusly promoted Major General,
The crew of the Blenheim was W/O. Hxiggard pilot,
Sgt, Howitt and P/Sgt, McLockie, all of No. 60(b) Squadron,

With the retreat of General Alexander’s army within the
line held by III Corps on the Assam - Burma frontier, the
First Buma Campaign ended. The R.A.P, however, continued
operating fiom bases in India and Assam, over the front into
Burma and as far as Thailand, Supply dropping, offensive
reconnaissance in the Imphal — Ilalewa area, G.R, reconnais
sance in the Bay of Bengal.,, attacks on enemy airfields at
Akyab, Magviie, and ilingaladon continued on an increasing
scale. On 24 May> 4 Vfellingtons of No, 215 Squadron,
operating from PandavesTirar, dropped 6,000 pounds of supplies
in the area Kangpat - Hbmalin, On 25 May rivercraft and
barges in the Chindwin between lialewa and Sittaung vrere
bombed by seven Blenheims of No, 113 Squadron. In spite of
deteriorating weather R.AoP, activity increased rather than
diainished, indicating a successful rebuild of forces.
Airfield construction in Assam v;as extended. On the last

day of May there were seven G,R, sorties by No, 62 Squadron
from Bum Bum over the Bay of Bengal, No, 3 PoRoU, provided
one B,25 for reconnaissance Magwe - Lashio, and three B,25s
for the Rangoon area. Photographs were taken of Moulmein
and Rangoon, At Mingaladon it was not possible, ov/ing to
cloud, to get photographs. Enemy fighters came up to
attack, and there was a barrage from six heavy A.A, guns
sited on the edge of the airfield, RoA,F, fighter effort
over Burma dixring May was slight. Defensive patrols were

carried out in the Calcutta area, but except for some escort
patrols in Burma, and occasional svreeps, carried out by
Ifohawks from* Binjan, fighter action was extremely limited.
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Air transport operations in First Bi;Q:TOa Campaign

The work of supply dropping and the evacmtion of troops and
refiigees have been mentioned in the course of this narrative.
This was carried out mainly by No. 31 Squadron frcm India.
Towards the end of the oan^iaign in May 1942, Wellingtons of
No, 215 Squadron commenced supply dropping, but frcm the first
week of January No, 31 Squadron provided a daily effort of from
throe to six aircraft for air transport purposes,
break of war with Germany No, 31 Squadron was equipped with
Valentias and in February 1941 it had ferried the personnel of
No. 60(b) Squadron from India to Eangoon, and No, 27 Squadron
later transferred to Singapore by the same means,
with Japan began in December 1941 No, 31 Squadron had detachments
in Iraq and the Middle East, and only two serviceable D,C,2s in
India.

At the out-

was

When war

These were flown to fiangoon and they plied between
Rangoon and Calcutta, carrying torgent stores and evacuating
casualties. In one of the earliest Japanese raids on Mingaladon
a D,C,3 was destroyed on the ground. The detachment from the
Middle East returned to India early in February 1942 and the
Squadron, less its headquarters, moved to Akyab and was employed
mainly in the evacuation of R.A,F, iinits from the Rangoon area,
the personnel moved to Alcyab in this way, being transferred to
Calcutta by sea. When Akyab became untenable. No, 31 Sqmdron
moved back to India, to Dum Dum, Tvhere it began to carry equip
ment and stores to Shwebo, Mandalay, and lilyitkina and bring back
refugees and casualties.

The Itekotas D,C.2s and 3s which were used by No, 31 Squadron
were acquired as a gift to further the war effort, f2?om a number
of American business men and heads of large fims who bought up
a number of civil aircraft and had them flown to the Middle East
and India.

Egypt,
Some difficulty was encountered in transit through

^The aircraft which had civil markings, and were flown
by civilian pilots, required pemits to fly over, or land in
EgyP'tj ̂ d the Egyptian government was not at first prepared to
gr^t ̂facilities. A few of the aircraft crashed in Iraq but the
majority reached Karachi where they were converted to military
use and issued to No, 31 Squadron for use in Buma,

In February and March these aircraft which had been ;aying
from six to ten hours daily were getting worn out,
little time for inspections and maintenance and at the end of
March there were available only eigiit aircraft of dubious service
ability, About the middle of April the sqviadron received some
D,C,3 aircraft, and owing to the critical situation in Bvirma, a
detachment with 3 D.C,3s and 2 D,C,2s moved from Dum Dum to Dinjan
to operate from there to Myitkina in Central Burma,
of the sqiiadron went to Lahore to await re-equipment.

There had been

The remainder

On 24 April 123 personnel of the R.I,A,S.C. were flown from
Dinjan to Myitkyina and 161 casualties were brought back. On
25 April results were even better. In 23 hours 45 minutes flying,
182 personnel Kirith rations and equipment, were flown to Myitkyina
and 15,000 pounds of currency and 2(5 C,M,A, persoimel were off
loaded at Dinjan, It is claimed by the squadron that these
results would have been better, if there had been suitable refuel
ling facilities at M3d.tkyina,
loaded at Dinjan, and on 5 May 520 personnel of whom 367 were
casualties were brought out from JiyitlqTina, On  6 May under cover
of cloud, a nimiber of Japanese dive bombers caught foijr or five
Dakotas on the ground while loading at Myitkyina and considerable
casxialties were oa\;ised. Two women passengers were killed, two
doctors severely wounded and three aircraft were destroyed. Two
more D.C,3s landed on the runway when it had been cleared and all
the remaining personnel were evacuated.

On 4 May 3^9 persons were off-

Qn 9 Ivlay, a reconnaissance
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Of Myitkyina^ carried out "by fighters of-No, 5 Squadron,
reported that Japanese aircraft had occupied the airfield.

From tills time onward as there were no more availalile
landing points in Burma, the squadron turned to supply-
dropping over refugee columns moving into India.
V/ere no. special containers and few parachutes, and most of
the food supplies were dropped direct with the result that
there was some loss. Rice, particularly, which was a
staple food for the Chinese and Burmese refugees -was dif
ficult to drop Tifithout damage, .as the sacks invariably
burst on impact with the ground. This was largely over
come by using two sacks, the outer of which did not normally
break: open.

There

On iO May 10,000 lb, of food were dropped
Main^myan and Shingbyr^ang and on the follovying day 13,385 lb,
were dropped in the same area. On 13 May 26,000 lb. vrere
dropped, but for the next few days bad weather made opera
tions impossible. On 13 May when the weather was good the
two serviceable DoC,3,s at Dinjan carried out seven sorties.
From lit- to 31 May, in spite of inclement monsoon weather,
a total of 236,175 lb, of supplies was dropped by
No, 31 Squadron detachment at Dinjan, chiefly
where refugees had been reported. By this time, con
siderable and increasing assistance was being given by air
craft of the U.S.A.A.F., whose effort, both in evactiation
and in supply dropping, was in addition to tlaat recorded

Fzxim the beginning of March to 20 May a total of
8,616 persons including 2,600 wouinded was flown out of
Burma to India and 109,652 lb, of supplies were dropped to
isolated garrisons, Vdiile landing grounds were available
in B-urma, equipment and supplies had been tmloaded and
distributed by personnel of the Army Service Corps, both
British and Indian,

over

over areas

above.

The experience gained in this form of
air supply dirring the First Burma Campaign was of inestimable
value in the later operations in which, from the relief of
the beleaguered garrisons in Imphal and Arakan to the
re-occupation of Rangoon, air transport was almost the sole
means of provisioning the large Allied forces engaged,
the recapture of Rangoon, the only line of communications
for Biarma vfas the air.

Till

Comparison of Allied and Japanese air losses

When A„V,M, Stevenson arrived in Rangoon he fotond that

the A.V.G, system of claiming enemy aircraft destroyed
differed in some ways from that which was standard in the

R.A.F, After consultation with Colonel Chennault, with
whom full agreement was reached, the A,7,G, system was

brought into line with that of the R.A.F,, so that, in this

campaign from 1 January onwards the computation of eneany
losses, particularly of aircraft shot down in air combat,

.  was reasonably accurate, A.V.G, claims from 8 to
31 December were rechecked and agreed. This is important,
as the bulk of the air fighting over Rangoon was carried
out by the A.V^G, whose pilots were well trained and
experienced and whose P.ijDs were superior to Japanese
fighter aircraft at the time. According to available
records, a total of 233 enemy aircraft, fighters and
bombers, was claimed as destroyed in the air. Of these
the A.V.G, claimed 179 and the R.A.F. 54« On the ground
as the result of fighter attack, 58 enemy aircraft were
claimed as destroyed, .3,8 by the A.V.G, and 20 by the E.A.F,
Claims for aircraft probably dostroyed on the ground
76, 45 b3^ the A.V.G, and 33 by the R,A,F,

wore

Exalusi-yc of
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losses in December, which for the A,V,G, were three P,40s and for
the R,AoP» six Buffaloes shot down, in the rest of the campaign
38 Allied fighters were destroyed in the a±r of which 16 were
P.40s and 22 Buffaloes or Hurricanes,
Loiwing in April three or four were shot down in air combat.
Bomber losses in the air were eight Blenheims four Hudsons,
all of which were probably shot down by enemy fighters,
ground losses due to enemy air action, ohiefly in attacks by low
flying fighters were 51 aircraft made up of 17 fighters,
23 Blenheims, 4Hudsona,and 7 Valentias or D,C,2s or 3s. Enemy
losses mentioned above do not include aircraft destroyed in R,A,P,
bomber attacks, of which there miist have been a considerable
number, nor aircraft shot down by A,A, fire of which thei^
a few.

Cf 6 Hurricanes lost at

On the

were

Japanese accounts, both of their own losses and of
aircraft destroyed, which latter are greatly exaggerated, are of
litlde value as a comparable record. Prom figures vV which are
available, in December 194-1 out of 662 aircraft in the Burma
French Indo—China area, the Japanese state that their losses were
134 of all types or 20 per cent. Carried out throughout the
remainder of the First Biuma Campaign, a similar percentage would
andxoate veiy high losses wixioh no air, force could siistain for
long. However from the Japanese figttres there would be every
reason to accept the R.A.P, and A.7.G. claims given above.

The loss of so many R.A.P, aircraft on the ground was, in
the main, due to lack of warning, but also to the fact that the
Japanese were very efficient in their low flying attacks. In
the early ̂stages of the campaign, when the radar set at Rangoon
v/as functioning well, and the locally raised Observer Corps were
able to get their reports through from the listening posts, wamr-
ing was au^le, but later, when the posts wore driven in from
R^oon perimeter and the worn-out radar set could not be properly
Sited, as at Magvre, sufficient warning was never available. In
the enemy losses mentioned above no claim has been made for the
flying boats destroyed at their moorings at Port Blair, as they
were dlffic^ilt to assess. It is probable, however, that at least
ten were destroyed.

Japanese version of air operations in First Burma Campsi-ign

There is very little i^liable sotJirce material for the
Japanese account of early air operations in Burma,
operational records, war correspondents stories to the press, xmit
reports from lower to Mglier formations, and original statistd
records are not available. There is, however, an account
prepared in Tokio for the American 1st Demobilisation Bureau,
a Japanese staff officer. Mas Tanaka who had served throughout
the oan^aign with 5th Air Division, previously 5th Air Grotrp, of
the Japanese Adr Forces, which controlled operations in Malaya
and Burma, Fifth Air Group became 5th Air Division in
March 1942.

Day to day

ical

by

account, the strength of the R.A.F. and
Burma early in January 1942 was estimated by the Japanese

staff to be less than 120 aircraft. This was an over-estimate,
1ms been seen, while the Japanese, according to their own account,
had, at bases in Thailand, available for operations in Burma,
approximately 180 figlrters and bombers. In the middle of March
the Jap^ese had over 30O aircraft at bases round Rangoon, and on
the Tnaoland border. The Japanese narrator considered that
Allied air operations were largely neutralised owing to early

as

(1) A.H.B.IU5Vlt-9;
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bombing attacjks on Rangoon, and he states that the British
and American air forces concentrated mainly on the air defence
of the port ̂ d oil installations, and of their own airfields,
although their aircraft occasionally appeared over the
border line between Thailand and Burma. In January 1942
the R.A.P, seemed to the Japanese to operate in support of
British ground forces, and some daring attacks are stated
to have been made on Japanese troops advancing to the
Salween and Bilin rivers. At this stage the Japanese
realised that R,A,P, aircraft y/ere dispersed at secret air-*
fields round Rangoon.

V/hen the British retreat from Rangoon began, the
Japanese considered that there was no close co-ordination
between the R.A.P. and American air forces, althou^ this
co-operation became very evident in the later stages of the
Burma oan^aign from I943 onwards. During the retreat of
the British ajrniy, after the fall of Rangoon, the Japanese
seem to have been in considerable doubt both as to the air

fields whioh^the R.A.P. were using and as to the strength of
the Allied air forces operating against them. The Japanese
narrative states that the British and American air forces

had adopted, at this time, a defensive policy, but it is
evident that the Japanese were deceived by the R.A.P,
dispersal plans, and that they did not know the numerical
weakness of the air forces operating against them.

After the fall of Singapore, and with the occupation of
Sumatra and Java in sight the Japanese began to prepare plans
for a final and ‘anniliilation' assatilt on the R.A.P, in

Burma, This plan had been on paper for some time, but at
the end of Pebruary and in the beginning of iiarch, they
menced moving bomber squadrons to airfields on the Thailand
frontier, and when Rangoon fell, Ivlingaladon, Zajratkwin and
surrovinding airfields were occupied by their fighters,
bomber units were to be brought forward to Rangoon bases for
operations, after which they were to return direct to their
own airfields,

units had been observed by the R,A,P, and a decision to

attack them was made on 20 March, with the results already
recorded.

com-

The

Tliis forward concentration of enemy air

Prom the Japanese narrative, it seems largely by
accident that the R.A.P. base at Magwe was first discovered.
Their staff believed that there was an enemy air base some
where in the area between the CJhindwin and Iirawaddy rivers,
and a very close photographic reconnaissance was made during
the first fortnight in March by a special unit attached to
their 33rd Infantry Division for this ptirpose, ReconstmKJ-
tion work at l/Iagwe was noticed on a photograph, after which
continuous Viratch was kept on the airfield. Plans to attack
with the full strength of the Air Division were carefully
made, and the R.A,P, operation over Mingaladon on the morn

ing of 21 March anticipated this by a few hours only,
Tlais accovints for the apparently immediate and sucoessfiiL
Japanese reprisal attack on Magwe.

To act as a diversion from their plans to attack on the

Irrawaddy, the Japanese employed their 7th Air Brigade,
based on Bangkok, to operate over the Chinese frontier in

the Yvinnan area, while the 4th Air Brigade, from  a B-urma
base, appeared active over Akyab eind the Arakan coast.
Their attack at Magwe, throi:igh apparently an immediate
reprisal, was in fact the implementation of a scheduled and

oarefxally made plan. The Japanese account of the Magwe
operation states that though it was considered that the
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attack on 21 March had completely f-ulfdlled its piurpose, a second
attack was madd on 22 March to make certain of viotory.
Japanese claimed that 120 R.A.F, and A.V.G, aircraft
destroyed} and the escape of a small remnant to Akyab and Lashio
was admitted*

After Magwej there was some re—organisation of Japanese air
forces. Some units moved to Manchuria, notably 15th Independent
Air Unit which had completed an air survey of the Chinese frontier
in preparation for operations to intercept the retreating
Chungking armies. In connection v/ith these operations the
Japanese had planned airborne landings in the area between Lashio
and Shwebo, but owing to bad weather they were not carried out
on the date arranged and were finally cancelled. This Japanese
narrative, incidentally, mentions that the Officer Commanding
their 64th Air Regiment, Lieutenant Colonel Takeo Kato,
killed in air combat in Akyab area.

The

were

was

On the approach of the rainy season in April the Japanese
reduced the Scale of their operations in Buraia, and began to
withdraw their air forces into Thailand and Malaya for
re-organisation and training to meet the expected Allied counter
attack after the monsoon. Preparations were made for attacks on
Calcutta, and plans were drawn up for operations against shipping
in the Bay of Bengal and Indian Ocean, Aircrews were trained
with the object of improving night fl3ring and air navigation.
Intensive practice in aerial combat was carried out and ground

were overhauled and brought up to a higher state of
efficiency, r The attack on Calcutta was not carried out
major operation at the time arranged, partly because of trans
portation troubles in the rainy season, and paxtly because of
technical defects in the exhaust flame dampers of their heavy
bombers. Also the Japanese Fifteenth Army was facing British
forces preparing to ooimter attack and was calling for air
support on an increasing scale.

services

as a

l. .

In May a rediSposition of Japanese forces to meet new con
ditions was made, the location of units being as follows:—

Headquarters, 5th Air Division - Rangoon
Advanced H,Q, - Meiktila
4th Air Brigade H,Q, - Meiktila
5 th Air Regiment -Meiktila
8th Air Regiment - Heho
14th Air Regiment — Sungei Patai^
7th Air Brigade H,Q, — Toungoo

64th Air Regiment - Toungoo (North)
12th Air Regiment - ALor Star
98th Air Regiment - Sungei Patani
12th Air Brigade H,Q, — Maymyo
1st Air Regiment — Maymyo

11th Air Regiment - Maymyo
81 st Ail* Regiment -Hoho

The ̂ 4th and 7th Air Brigades were to operate over Imphal,
Ohittagohg, and Penny areas, and the role of 12th Air Brigade
v^as attack the Yionnan area in China, and to intercept R,A,F,
raids ̂ in North Burma, "When, in the early stages of the next
campaign. Allied heavy bombers began small systematic raids on

(1) The actijal figures
Aircraft destroyed on groinid: Blenheims, 14j

*' ” in air : Hurricanes, 3.
"  flown out - Akyab ; Blenheims, 6j Hurricanes, 11,

”  « - Lashio : P,40, 3.

were;—

P.40,5.
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Japanese airfields in Burma, Japanese squadrons were with
drawn to Thailand and Malaya. At this stage of the cam
paign there was some re-equipment of Japanese air forces,
squadrons being vathdrawn to Singapore for the purpose.
New supplies of the Model 1 fighter. Model 100 reconnais
sance aircraft, and Model 97 heavy bomber were arriving
in some qiiantity. The Japanese narrative goes on to
describe, in some detail, operations up to the end of 1945
which are outside the scope of the First Bunna Campaign^

Summary

The First Burma Can^saign commenced with the outbreak of
war with Japan on 8 December 1941» and ended with the entry
of the Burma Army to Assam and India on 20 May 1942. From
the R,A,F, point of viev/ the campaign emphasised the dif
ficulties of a small air force operating in suppoirt of a
defeated army, from insecure bases, with insufficient or no
warning, and without a possibility of adequate reinforcement.
At the outset of hostilities it was estimated that to meet
the Japanese air forces reported to be available against
Burma, a minimum R,A,F, strength of sixteen squadrons would
be necessary. This was to have been made up as follows
Bombers - 7 Squadrons; Fighters - 6 Squadrons; Army
Co-operation - 2 Squadrons and G.R - 1 Squadron, As it was,
the campaign was fought with the equivalent of 2 fighter
Squadrons, 1 bomber squadron, 2 array co-operation squadrons,
(for a short time only), and probably never more than two
flights of a G.R, squadron. In addition, there were
1 A.V.G. Squadron, the communication aircraft of the B.V.A.F,
and some transport aircraft from India, This small force,
from 8 December 1941 till the fall of Rangoon, exactly three
months later, held off a Japanese air force, never less than
three times superior in numbers, and at times much more.
By the maintenance of air superiority during this most
critical time, the army was able to withdraw from the
Sittang river to Prome with a niTn-imum of interference from

the air, the port of Rangoon was evacuated by land, sea,
and air, without loss, and large quantities of valuable
stores and equipment had been back loaded to Prome and
Mandalay, and also along the Biarma road to China. For
three months the role of enemy air forces was determined by
the R.A.F, and A.V.G,

Rangoon and close the port. They were confined to opera
tions in support of their own troops, and, from the Sittang
to Prome, those operations were carried out with  a lack of
enterprise which was entirely due to the severe handling
which the enemy had received in the air over and round
Rangoon, After the closure of Rangoon port, which meant
the end of aircraft supplies for the R.A.F, the Japanese
were able to prepare, more or less at their leisirre, for
the final destruction of Allied air forces at Magwe on 21
and 22 March and at Akyab a few days later. Having
eliminated air opposition the Japanese efford: v/as turned,
not as might liave been expected against the vulnerable
retreating army, but against large centres of population at

Mandalay, Maymyo, and Prome to disorganise public services,
against airfields at Heho Namsang-, Lashio and loiwing, and
against Chinese forces operating on the left of
General Alexander's army. The end of the campaign arrived
with no R.A,F, in Burma, but there were signs that the
reorganisation in India would be effective as far as the

R.A.F, was concerned and that the U.S.A.A.F, would take a

prominent part in future operations, Japanese air forces
were inactive through the monsoon, but were preparing for

the counter attack which they knew would take place at the

The Japanese were unable to attack
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end of the rainy season,
never really fomiidable in the air and their eventual sviccess was

due more to the numerical weakness of the Allies, than to their

ovm fighting strengtho

Japanese forces in this campaign were

US 13436/1(84)/6498 50 2/54 R



AH>ENDIX I

JAPJmSE AIR FORCES IN ivIALAXA

A.P.514j6
Organisation
of the

Japanese Anay
and Navy Air
Forces*

Chapter I>
paras* 1, 15»
17, 18.

f

General1.

In Japan the Air Force was not a separate Service hut
simply two supporting forces for the Army and Navy working <ai
strictly independent lines. Primarily it was the function
of the Army Air Force (J.A.A.F.) to give support to the ground
forces whilst the Naval Air Force (J.N.A.F.; supported the
surface fleets and was responsible for coast defence, sea and
anti-submarine patrols and convoy protection*

Prior to the outbreak of war in 19V1 it was assumed
that the J.N.A.F. was superior in equipment and efficiency to

the Army Air Force. Poor opposition to the Russians at
Nomonhan between May and September 1939 may have accounted
for this supposition. Furthermore, such opinion may have

been strengthened by the China Incident when the J.A.A.F.
was not fully equipped with long-range medium bombers and in
consequence the strategic bombing of Chinese cities had to

be carried out by medium bombers of the J.N.A.F. This
inferiority was only ten^orary and by the time hostilities
started these shortcomings had been made good.

Foreign influence in the building of the Air Fordes was

used to good effect and Japan adapted to her own needs all
what she considered most useful of European and American
achievements. In the ee^ly stages she was greatly influenced
by British, American, French and Italian methods^ but after

the signing of the Anti-Oomintem Pact in 1 937 German .

influence quickly became apparent. Their technicians made

great contributions towards the organisation and equipment
of the Japanese Air Forces.

In 19M the two Air Forces were prepared for a swift
and conclusive war> at the same time relying upon an early
German victory ̂ d the" collapse of the British Empire.

2. Japanese Army Air ForceIbid

Chapter 2
parasJ 2, At the outbreak of war with Great Britain, U,S.A. and

the Netherlands the highest formation in the J.A.A.F. was an
Air Division (Hikoshidan). The 3rd Air Division oo- 

•

operated vdth the 25th Aimy in Malaya (and later with the
l6th Army in the N.E*I.). Flying Units were known as
Flying Regiments* (Hikosentai) and were established
between twenty-seven and forty-nine aircraft,
were organized into Air Brigades (of three or four Regiments)
but not necessarily all of the same.kind. For example, two

or three fighter regiments might form one Fighter Brigade but
bomber regiments would include in the Brigade fighters for

their protection. Fighter Regiments were normally divided
into three Squadrons (Chutai) each of sixteen aircraft and
sixteen pilots; repair and maintenance was the responsibility
of approximately three hundred and twenty technicians.
Control of the whole Regiment was exercised by a Headquarters
Platoon consisting of the C.O., Adjutant and specialist
officers, together with some forty-five N.C.0*s and men.

I f

These Units

8.

'  Ibid

Chapter 3
paras: 1, ky
5, 10, 12.

Bomber Regiments were similarly organized except that
the three Squadrons were established at nine or twelve air- .
craft,

personnel.
Bombers was the same.but personnel numbered six hundred.

,  Reconnaissance Flying Regiments consisted only of two

Squadrons with eighteen aircraft.

Light Bomber units totalled four huncLred and sixty
Establishment of aircraft for the Medium

Such Units were
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generally attached to Brigade or Divisional Headquarters#

For administrative purposes a Division was suh-divided
into Sectors# Headquarters was re^onsihle for the construc
tion, upkeep and defence of the airfields, for supplies
reaching them, and for maintenance of aircraft. The size of
a Sector varied with the theatre; subordinate to it were
Airfield Battalions and Airfield Companies. ‘ ’

Airfiel'd Battalions provided the ground personnel for
operational. airfields and maintenance crews for servicing
fighter, homher .or reconnaissance aircraft# H#Q. Staff of a
Battalion formed the ooiranand of the. airfield on which it was

based# Maintenance was the principal section; a company
would include three servicing platoons each of which was
capable of maintaining one Squadron of nine aircraft.
Establishment of a Battalion usually totalled five hqpdred to
six hundred officers and men. It was more or less pcniianently
located on an airfield whilst the Flying Regiments made only
ten^orary use of the station according to operational require
ments# A high degree of mobility was thus ensured. ‘Air
field ‘Conpanies* were not part of Airfield Battalions;
although smaller in size, they perfomed similar duties# A
Battalion was primarily responsible for the serviceability of
the airfield and its Works Seotion developed airfields in
territoiy over-run by the land forces# Daily inspections of
aircraft were normally carried out by the ground staff of the
flying unit but they were augmented by at least half the
personnel of an Airfield Battalion# These would give
considerable assistance, and on occasions would wholly under
take the servicing of aircraft pending arrival of the ground
personnel of the flying unit who usually travelled by road#
Inspections and minor work were undertaken on the airfield,
but major aircraft repairs were sent to a Field Aircraft Repair.
Depot.

Ibid

Chapter 6
para# 1,2,4,8#

Ibid

Chapter 5
paras.1,2,4,5>
6,9,10,11,12,13#
15,17,18.

Considerable supplies of fuel, bombs and ammunition were
held by the Battalicmis# Airfield defence was the responsibi
lity of the Garrison Company (of the Battalion) which conprised
about two hundred and thirty men# Anti-aircraft sections
Y/ere armed with automatic cannon and machine guns#

3* Japanese Naval Air Force (j.N.A.F#)

There was a close partnership between the Japanese Navy
and the J#N#A#F# which was so organized as to secure for the
Navy the maximum advantage to be, had from air power in naval
co-operation# Conversely the Navy organization permitted the
J#N.A#F#.to form an integral port of its structure#

A flying Unit (including complementary ground personnel),
in the J.N.A.F# was known as an Air Group (Kokutai.)# Ground
forces were not simply maintenance personnel for. the flying
unit but were- adequate in strength to administer an airfield
or to provide similar services on a Carrier# An Air Group
would vary in size depending on its equipment# A large Group
of medium bombers had an establishment of over two thousand

personnel with eighty-four aircraft.

Ibid

Chapter 22
Paras: 1,2,3,

Map 12#‘4#

'n

Air Groups were organized into Air Flotillas and Air
Fleets# Each Group in the Flotilla was equipped withairciaTt
of one type so that when they co-operated one Group provided
reconnaissance, another dive bombers, another fighters and so

Two or more Flotillas under a Headquarters foimed an Air
The first Air Fleet to be raised was numbered the

This was the expeditionary naval air force and moved

on.

Fleet#

11 th.

outwards from Japan with the Navy in the Invasions of French
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At the time it

The 22nd Air

it included the Genzan and

Indo-China, Malaya, N.E.I. and the Solomons,
consisted of Air Flotillas 21 , 22, 23, 2A.
Flotilla was "based on Saigon;
Mihoro Air Groups with the Kanoya Group attached from the
21st Air Flotilla. All groups were equipped with bomber
aircraft.

A. Air Tactics

Japsjnese level bombing tactics exemplified certain of
their nat\iral traits - courage, indifference to losses and

adherence to preconceived plans,
vies of nine; occasionally in line abreast,
flying was very tight and well performed; when an aircraft
was

A.A. fire and fighters, even when causing considerable
casualties rarely broke-up a Japanese formation,
to gain an objective were willingly accepted,
approaches were made in perfect formation and bombs dropped
at altitudes ranging from 7000 to 26,000 feet,
made on a visual signal from the formation leader,
one bomb from each aircraft was dropped on a run.

pains were taken to achieve accuracy and often a second run
was made before the load was released. Long-range attacks
were usually preceded by an^le air reoonnaissonce.
Evasive action was confined to the maintenance of an altitude

beyond effective range of the gun defences; by occasional
changes in altitude; and by weaving in formation. "When
attacked by fighters the bomber formations would usually turn

in to the attack, the forward aircraft * stepping-down* to

uncover the guns of the main formation.. Even so, formation
was well maintained until the bombs had gone. Fighter
escort varied according to the opposition expected;
frequently the fighters flev/ above and behind the bombers.

On other occasions fighters moved in small formations back

wards and forwards over the target area. Operations against
important targets were repeated with great regularity along
the same route and at the same time each day.

Low level precision attacks were made in a powered glide
commencing at 10,000 feet and levelling off at 2500 feet with

each aircraft following the other down. After the release
guns were used against ground installations,
was less frequently practised;
region of 55° with a height of release at 1000 to 1500 feat.

Fighter tactics varied but the normal fomation was
three flights each of three aircraft in vie or echelon.
Pilots usually worked with high cover and individual pilots
would rarely engage formations because they required nuimerical

superiority before delivering an attack. Equipped with very
light, highly manoeuvrable airoraft well suited to aerobatics,
the Japanese were always at an advantage in dog fighting.
One of the first lessons learned by our pilots was that they
should not attempt to dog-fight a Japanese fighter. This
manoeuvrability was obtained partly by the saving of weight
involved in the lack of armour and self-sealing tanks.
This, of course made them highly vulnerable to Allied fighters.

Bombers usually flew in
Formation

shot down another would immediately ta.ke its place.

High losses
Long, straight

Releases were

Sometimes

Great

Dive bombing
dives were shallow and in the

IIJ89

End, 17a

paras; 1,3,4,
6,7,8,9,10,11,
12,13.

Ibid

Enel. 17a

paras: 17, 18,
19.

Ibid End. 1 7a

paras: 30,33,
35.

5. Attacks on Airfields

Apart from air superiority, the next most important
contributory factor in the Malayan canpaign was the destruc

tion of grounded aircraft and carefully calculated attacks on
airfields and their vicinities,

proved ccsnpact targets for the Japanese,
was assumed by the enemy to be used in concealing aircraft
they attacked airfield "buildings and defences and then came in

The airfields in Malaya
Where tree cover
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low, systematically circling the woods and subjecting them to
a concentration of fire to a depth of more than 50 yards from
the edges. Another trick was to send over big patrols to

deploy our aircraft off the ground and away from the airfield.

When this had been accomplished, other formations came over to

bomb the landing area and the buildings. The Japanese seem
invariably to have used anti-personnel bombs and bombs of

small and medium sizes. This scheme was en^jloyed with the

intention of putting the airfield and its buildings temporaiiily
out of action and to deny it to such aircraft as were already
airborne or had escaped ground attack, rather than to smash

it up altogether. A nice balance was struck and the maximum

number of casualties were caused amongst personnel and air

craft, together with the minim-um damage required to render the

airfield -unserviceable. By this restrained bombing, the

Japanese were enabled, once the airfield was capt\n:ed - and

their ground forces were usually close up to the zone of air^
operations - rapidly to render it operational for their own

aircraft. They also proved themselves very quick at making
usable airfields which had been demolished.

IIK/18/8
'Battle

Summary No. 1V

6. Japanese Attacks Against Shipping

(a) Action of -jOth December 1941.
Repulse*)^

(Prince of Wales and

The high level bombing which preceded the toipedo
attack was carried out by forme.tions of eight to nine
aircraft from 10,000 to 12,000 feet. Perfect line
abreast formation was kept and attacks were delivered

along the fore-and-aft line. The G.P. bombs, (one 500
kg,, two 500 kg., or two 250 kg. per aircraft) were nose
and tail fused with delays 0.1 to 0,25 seconds, dropped
simultaneously on a signal from the leading aircraft.
Long-range high angle fire which from the ships appeared
to leave them untouched was, on the contrary, very
accurate and damaged many of the bombers.

IIJ50/17/6
Ends. M.I.10

d/d 5 Mar. A6.

The attack on H.M. ships was planned as a 100 per
cent torpedo effort, but there was not enough of these

‘ weapons, consequently a proportion of the force carried
bombs. Torpedoes which were the Type 91 weighed
approximately 1700 lbs., with a war-head, contact fuzed,
of 303 lbs. Their speed was A2 knots with a depth set
ting, varied in the different Groups, of 10 to I6 feet.
Formations were sighted at about 8000 feet and whilst
still beyond the ships' range height was lost and the air'

croft strung out into loose line astern. The approach
was from 70° off the bow of the target -with the actual
attack directed against the ship's beam. Dropping range
varied betv/een 1000 and 2000 yards from an altitude of
300 to AOO feet. Individual aim was taken after which

the torpedoes ran straight -with a visible track. The
drop was followed up by a machine gun attack in which the

aircraft took little avoiding action thereby drawing the

defensive fire away from the aircraft about to attack.
Japanese assessed the A,A, fire as extremely vicious and

intense, even up to the last moments of the warships,
although, they sta.te, few hits were scored, . .

(b) Analysis by U.S. Navy Department (August 19^5)

IIj/89, Encs.
18a, 17a.

Bombing is used against naval vessels, often in
conjunction -with torpedo or dive bombing attack, which it,

precedes, in order to form a distraction to pave the way
for the more effective assaults. ' The aircraft (Bettys;
operate in formation of nine or twenty seven from  a height
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2,000 feet in line abreast or vie. A long, strai^t
run in is made with the drop (usually of one bomb each)
controlled by the leader who signals by means of his
lights or by rocking the wings. Great pains are taken
to achieve, accuracy. General Purpose bombs are used
weighing 138, 200 and 500 lbs., with instantaneous or
0.25 minute fuzes.

The Japanese Naval Air Service considers the
torpedo attack as one exemplifying the traditional
qualities of skill, courage, daring and indifference to

losses. The caxrier-bome aircraft is the 'Kate* j
the 'Betty' is used for' land based operations. The
torpedo (of which there ajre five types) is stiurdy in
construction and can be dropped from considerable height;
its large explosive charge can do great damage. Type
91 has a war-head of 303 lbs., is I6 feet 11 inches
long and can be dropped at a height of I64 feet. They
run at shallow depths with straight tracks: contact
pistols only are used.

Attacks are pressed home with great determination
and co-ordinated with high level and dive bombing attacks;
they follow the former or proceed simultaneously with
the latter. Tlr^ere are two forms of attack 5 in one the
aircraft glides in at an angle of A5 ° from an altitude
of 6000 feet, torpedoes being dropped 1000 - 2000 yards
from the target. Alternatively the formation approaches
from 7000 feet in vie, then, after descending in line
astern the aircraft form into loose vie of three coming
in from the horizon at high speed and low altitude to
deliver simultaneous attacks from different directions

and with individual aim from an average range of 1000 to
2000 yards,

ships course, generally from astern to avoid A.A, fire,
with a final turn in to make a beam attack. Drops are
between 50 and 250 feet above the water. The glide and

low approach attacks may sometimes be used together to
confuse the defence, but in both cases, after dropping
the toipedo, aircraft frequently carry on over the ship
to strafe personnel and to draw A,A, fire from the loaded
aircraft behind them.

Often the approach is made parallel to the

Order of Battle - J.A.A.P.7.

The Illrd Air Division took part in the Malayan Campaign.
Its Commander was Lieutenant General Sugawara.

The Division cxjmprised:-

(a) 3rd Air Brigade: 59th Regiment (fighters)
Type 1
Type 97

27th Regiment (light bombers)
Type 99

75th Regiment (bombers)
Type 99

90th Regiment (li^t bombers)
Type 99

21

3

2

,2

2

8

5

3
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(b) 7th Air Brigade; 64th Regiment (fighters)
Type 1
Type 97.

12th Regiment (heavy bombers)
Type 97B

60th Air Regiment (heavy bombers)
Type 97B

98th Regiment (heavy bombers)
T3rpe 99B

1st Regiment (fighters)
Type 97

11th Regiment (fighters)
T3^e 97

50th Squadron (recce)
Type 100
Type 97.

51st Squadron (recce)
Type 100
Type 97

35
6

27

.?

42

42

■39

2

3

.2

.3

(c) 12th Air Brigade;

(d) 15th Independent Regiment;

(e) 81st Regiment (recce)
Type 100..
Type 97.

.6
.20

The Division was supported by five Sector Headquarters, fifteen Airfield
Battalions and seven Airfield Companies. Other Units included; Signals,
Intelligence, Transport, Airfield Construction, Repair, Anti-Aircraft and
Meteorologioal.

8. Performance and Characteristics of some Japanese Aircraft

(a) Single Engine Fighters

Ibid
Appendix
Part II

Aircraft Code Max. Speed Service Max* Range

Type Name M.P.H. Feet Ceiling Miles M.P.H. Remarks

Army 97
(Nakajima)

Nate 250 @ 1,300 880 @ 135
(with extra tank)

33,000

Army 1,
Mark II

(Nakajima)

325 @ 18,500Oscar 38,500 1520 0 150
(with drop tanks)

Two bombs

might replace
drop tanks.

Navy 96
(Mitsubishi)

Claude 240 @ 9,000 33,000 1120 @ 130
(with drop
tanks).

335 @ 18,500<2ekeNavy .aero
Mark II

(Mitsubishi and
(Nakajima)

39,000 1590 @ 160
(with drop
tanks).

Two 60 kilo
bombs may
probably be
carried.

280 @ 16,000Navy 2
(Mitsubishi and
Nakajima)

Rufe 37,000 1280 @ 150
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(b) Single Engine Light Bombers

Aircraft Code Max. Speed Service Max. Range

Type Name M.P.H, Feet Ceiling ' Miles M.P.H. Remarks

Army 98
(Kawasaki)

Mary 225 @ 12,000 28,000 685 @ 130 Normal

bomb load

660 lbs. max.

Army 97
Karigane II
(Mitsubishi)

2A5 @8,000 600 @ 110Ann 28,000 Ditto

Army 98
(Mitsubishi)

Ida 200 @ 13,000 25,000 785 @ 125 Ditto

SoniaArmy 99
(Mitsubishi)

250 @ 12,000 27,000 1030 @ 130 Ditto

(c) Reconnaissance " Single Engine

Army 97
Mark I

(Mitsubishi)

Babs 1 210 © 13,000 25,000 700 @ 135

650 @ 110Navy 95
(Nakajima)
Floatplane

155 @ 12,000 4 X 60 kilo

bombs may be
carried.

Dave 23,000

Navy 98 590 @ 14bBabs 3 255 © 13,000 34,000 Bomb load

of 330 lb,
max.

(d) Reoonnaissance - Twin engine

36,500Army 100
(Mitsubishi)

Dinah 370 @ 23,000 1450 @ 190

(e) Twin Engine Bombers

1320 @ 165Army 97,
Mark III

(Mitsubishi)

Sally 3 285 @ 15,000 30,000

Army 99
(Kawasaki)

Lily 300 @ 17,000 29,000 1255 @ 170 Bomb load

800 lbs.

Army 100
(Nakajimd)

Helen 295 @ 17,000 2180 @ 17033,500

Navy 96
(Nakajima)

Nell 240 @ 13,000 37,500 2420 @ 125 Bomb load

1350 lb.

Navy 1 Betty 295 @ 15,000 33,500 2140 @ 155 Bomb load .

1584 lbs. or
Torpedo
1900 lbs.

Note; Type nmibers correspond to the last one or two digits of the year of
issue according to the Japanese calendar, by which the year 1940 was the
Japanese year 2,600. Thus the aircraft brought into use in 1939 were
designated 'Type 99' and.those issued in 1940 were ‘Type O'.
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Japanese Air Forces^ strengths and losses -
i/lalayan Campaign

(a) J«A.A.F« " 3rd, Air Division

9.

Ibid

Document

No.17
Report

•for • > ■ ■

Deoe'ttiber

I

Aircraft ' Strength Losses in

December, 41 only

Type 97 .
recce.

33 ■ 4

on

Southern

Operations

(Air)I

Type 100
recce.

20 5

Type 98
recce.

15 ■ 3 ■

20Type 99
recce.

9

16132Type ■ 97
fighter

64Type 1
fighter

34

Type 97
light bomber

42 1

37 20Type 99
bomber

82 12Type 99
T.E. Light Bomber

— r

Type 97 35 10

?

16Type 97 129
?

Type.- 97
Transports

55 4

661+Totals 134

(b) J.N.A.g. " 22nd and 24th Air FlotillasJapanese

Interrogations

(from Tokyo)
Vol. I

Aircraft Strength , Losses

Document

No.8 ■

Availability
and Loss"

Reports*.

t 22nd and SZ^th
Air Flotillas

Dec. 41 Jan. 42

(Malaya)

Peb..^42.

(Java)(Malaya)

'60Fighters •  44 35 31. V

Document

No.4
•Production

Wastage

and Strength -of
J.N.A.P.

Dive and'

Toipedo '
Bombers

n0  ■ i;i 15

Medium

Bombers

100 25 11 40

10Plying
BdsLts

1 0 0

1
10 0 . ■ 0Transports

Seaplanes

0

0' 2 15 13

180Totals 91 72 99
1
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AEPSNDIX II

LOCATION lAAP OF R.A.F. AND R.A.A.F. TOTS DUEINQ

8TH DECEMBER, 1 941

Map'of South Siam and Malaya showing the location of R.A.P, and R.A.A.F,
Units during 8th Deceraher, 194-1.

This map is complementairy to Appendix I, Vol. I  ~ ‘R.A.P, Station Situation
in Malaya’. In the latter Appendix the Un1.ts are shovm on the Stations as at
0001 hr, 8th Decemhef, Y^hereas the attached Map shov/s their positions after
certain moves had taken place in the morning of 8th Deceraher,
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APPENDIX III

SUMARI OF AIMY STRENGTH IN MALAYA, ?TH DECEMBER, i9M

Pile II J50/39/9, Enos, d/^ 2nd August, 1941 and
6th August, 1941*

.  Brooke-Pophara Despatch, Appendix
Appendix, "Bf*Peroival Despatch

References:-

Requirements hy General
Percival in August 1941 •
(Volunteers, Airfield
Defence Units and A/A Units
for defence localities not

included)

Actual Strength
(R,Es, K«T» Signals and

Aindliaxy Units
not incl\ided)

Deficiencies at

December 1941

lOTAimg bamAiions -

British (inc. one
M.G. Btn)
Indian
Australian

Malay

.6

,18
.6

.1

48 Infantqry Battalions 17Infantry Battalions.,
Indian Recce Units

Total 31
.4

Volunteer

Battalions

Johore Military
Forces

Indian State Forces 5

.10

.1

• ARniim:

7Field Regiments
(Five of 24 gtms5
two of 16 gims)

Mountain Regime

(of 24 guns)
Anti*-tank Regiments.
(One of 4B guns;
One of 36 guns)
Anti-tank Batteries

(One of 8 Breda guns5
One of.62;

pounders)

nts

Field Artillery
Regiments 9•1

,2

...3Anti-tank Regimenta.

,2
.......2Tank Regimenta.

li^t A.A. Regiments... 4
,2Tank Regiments

Light A,A« Regiments.
Mountain Artillery
Regiments.

4

.2

STRENGTH. REGUIARS

,19,391
.15,279
,37,191
.•■4,482

TOTAL 76.343

STRENGTH. VOLUNTEERS

British 2,430
Indian
Asiatio..... ....7,395

TOTAL 10,552

British
Australian.,
Indiah
Asiatio

727

GEAKD TOTAL 86,895
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Anti-Aircraft Strength at 7th Deoember, 1941

Allocated but

not shippedEn RouteHoldingsApproved ScaleLocation

MALAYA

20i76 70 12Heavy

Idgjht

(a) .
2878 52100

(plus 144)
(Field Force)

24 NilNil3 inch Naval

BURMA

824 8Heavy

light 1668 8

HONG KONG

14 4Heavy

3 inch NaVal

32

830 2

Nil 2

(a) A proportion was to be allocated to Burma,

(b) Of these, four heavy and eight light had only just reached Rangoon
and had not been installed.

/
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API-'BiroiX IV

tST/LBIISHMMT AND STPMG-TH OF R.A.F. OPERATIONAL UNITS
IN F.UR ]iU^T AT ^TH DECSi,ffiER, 19.VI

References;- Details complied from A.H.Q. Far East signal Q497 dated
9th Decemher, to Air llinistry - A.H.B. File II J50/II
"Weekly Return of Operational Aircraft".

(i) MALAYA

Aircraft rlthin
Urd-ta

A5.rcraft vathin

Maintenance UnitsType of
Aircraft

I.E.

per

Unit

'■ Unit RemarksService
able

Unservice
able

Service
able

Unservice
able

Swordfish
Shark II
Vildebee ste

4 A.A.C.U. 6 6 (a) Including
one Mark II.

2 2 1
It 6 5 1 3

36 Sqdn, 12 15 3
III (b) To

R.N.Z.A.F.
1st Deoember

19M.

I! tt 16(a)100 Sqdn.
«

12 2
Beaufort
Hudson II

6
1 Sqdn,
8 Sqdn,
205 Sqdn,

12 8 6 2 2
II tt 12 8 5

6 5(g)Catalina
Singapore
Blenheim I

(c) Including
2 in 4AJL.C.U,

2
II

l(t) 1
27 Sqdn.
62 Sqdn.
34 Sqdn.
243 Sqdn,
453 Sqdn,
488 Sqdn.

21 Sqdn,

12 8 4 5II II 12(0)

11 (i)

14 (d) Including
1 Mark I,

1
Blenheim IV
Buffal*

16 2(d)- 21 1
16 12

II 16 (e) Awaiting
Sliipment,

(g) '2 aircraft
detached to
Ceylon,

(i) 2 a/o
detached
Kota Bahru,

19 5 27
12II 16 14 3

n 16 23
Wirraway 5(e)6

TOTAIS 13 172 171 54 23 45

(ii) CEYLON

(f)
Vildebeeste 273 Sqdn.

Stn. Fit,
Cliina Bay

4 2 (f) 1 Plight
only.

1
III

Seal 2 3 1

TOTAIS 62 5 2

(iii) BURMA

(h)
60 Sqdn,
67 Sqdn,

Blenheim I
B\rffalo

12 9 4 15’ Unit

aircraft)
detached to

Malaya
(iCuantan).

16 8 24

TOTALS 2 28 17 28
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(iv) HONG KONG

Aircraft within

Maintenance Units
Aircraft vdthin

Units
Type of
Aircraft

RemarksI.E.

per
Unit

Unit

Unservice

able

Service

able

Unservice

able

Service

able

list. Fit. 3Vildebeeste
ti 2II 1

Walrus

5 5TOTALS 1

GRAND

TOTALS 18 198 84211 23 45

NOTES;- 1. In addition to the above the Par East held six

Blenheim I and six Wirrav/ays at unspecified locations.
These aircraft may well have been held by the O.T.U,
at Kluang.

Form 5W)
R.A.P, Kluang

See paragraph "Strength of the Air Forces in
Malaya". By adding these twelve aircraft to the
foregoing totals the final squadron strength wo\ild be
294 aircraft.

♦

2, On 9th December 1941, three Dutch Bomber Squadrons
l twenty-two Glen Martins) and one Fighter Sqmdron
(nine Buffaloes) arrived at Sembawang and Kallang
respectively.
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s SIWARY OF LOSSES IN AIRCRAFT (IN NORTH MALAYA) ON 8TH DECEMBER, 1941

-vj
CTs

Detactments
IV)
av

TotalsSquadrons No, 36
(T3.)

No. 36
(T.B.)

No, 62 No, 2h3No, 60 No. 3h No. 21No. 27
(N.F.)

No. 100

(T.B.)
No, 100
CT.B.)

No, 8
(G.R,)

No. 1
(G.R.) (F)(F)(B) (B)(B)

BuffaloBlenheim Buffalo Vlldebeeste Vlldebeeste Vlldebeeste BeaufortBlenlielm BlenheimU) BlenheimHudson HudsonAircraft TypeVD in III1 IIIIV III III

Sungel
PatanI

Alor

Star
Station (Permanent) Kuan tanKota

Bahru

Sungel
Patani

Gong Kuantan Kuantan Kota

Bahru

Kota

Bahru

Butter-

worth
Station (Battle) Kuantan

Kodah

(a)Strength on Unit ("S ♦ "U/S”) at
6th Deconber, 19it1* h511 12913

(b)Strength of formation deployed to Battle
Station on or before 8th December, 1941 657 8 123 2 213 9

notLosses during anti- ) ̂ ^ .
Invasion operations ) Destroyed/lost

1 10 not engaged1 2 0 022 engaged

314 0 0 06 1 »5 050Losses due to enemy ) Destroyed
raids on airfields ) Dtosgcd

0

4 '  5 14 $ 0 0 2001 0 0

Aircraft fit for operations at end of first
day of Campaign

1 7 2 7 503 3 04 8 2 211

(a) Exclusive of one a/c at Senbawang on ISO hour Inspectlcai.NOTES

Even so It Is clearly(fa) Although the strengths of the Wilts have been corroborated frran other sources no confirmation has been found concerning the figure of "23",
established that only three aircraft of No. 21 Squadron were operationally fit at the end of the day.

(c) Widopbtedly some aircraft were damaged in addition to the nine destroyed during the Invasion at Kota Bahru, but reports are vague, and in any case, to include ttiem
in this Smraary would be misleading because, through the efforts of the ground crews, many of those same aircraft ware repaired and seirlceable again by the end of the day,

(d) On 1st Decanter, 1941, No, 4 A,A,C,U, (Tengah) had a detaclment of four Sharis and one Blenheim at Kuantan, The state of this Wilt at 8th December^ 1941 Is not
recorded on the above Samiaiy because the Dhlt was nmi-operatlonal; In any case tha losses are by no means clear, except it Is knom that In the early morning 9tb Decanber,
three Sharks left Kuantan for Tengah thereby raising the starer^th of Sharks on that Station to five.



A‘5?.t!iWiX V •

STRENGTH OF R.A.F. AND N.E.I. OPERATIONAL UKLTS IN FAR EAST
AT 15TH DECEMBER. 19M

Authority; Signal from A.H.q. Par East, Q 653 iVcL 19th December, 19A1J
file II J50/II - Weekly Ret-um of Operational Aircraft*

1, M^vIAIA

AIRCRAFT IN kiilN.
UNITSiURCIh'vPT IN UNITS

UNIT TYPE REMARKSService

able

Unservice

able

SeiTvioe-

able

Unservice

able

2(d) (a) Trans
ferred

from Fleet

Air Aym

(c) Includ
es 13 N.EJ.
Buffaloes

(d) Indod-
es 1 a/o
trans

ferred

from Fleet

Air Am

(e) Trans
ferred frcm

Fleet Air

Arm and ear

marked for

No,36 Sqdn,

(f) On loan
from N.E.I.

and being
modified

for No.205

Sqfr,
(g) Being
re-ere.g.tad

(h) Includ
es 1

■VHdebeeste

No. A A.A.C.U. Swordfish
Shark II
Vildebeeste III
Albacore
Vildebeeste
Beaufort
Hudson II
Hudson II
Catalina
Walrus
Blenheim I
Blenheim I
Blenheim IV
Buffalo
Buffalo
Buffalo
Buffalo
Buffalo

Wirraway
Blenheim I
Blenheim I
iGlen Martin

III

7
It 3

No. 36 Sqdn.
II

No, 100 Sqdn.

11 2

5(e)
16(h) 2

It
5

No, 1 Sqdn,
No, 8 Sqdn,
No, 205 Sqdn,

5 2
8

3(^’)A
2(a)II

No, 27 Sqdn,
No, 62 Sqdn.
No. 3A Sqdn,
No, 2A3 Sqdn.
No. A53 Sqdn,
No, A88 Sqdn.
No, 21 Sqdn,
Kallang
Kluang

0 0
1 31

9 1
13 2
10 3
13 3 19

1

15(°)
5(g)3 5

II 1
Tengah
Sembawang

1

15

II

136TOTAIS 627 3A

2. CEYLON

No. 273 Sqdn.
Stn, Plight

Vildebeeste III
Seal

3 1
A

TOTAIS 7 1

3. BURMA

9(h) (b) De
tached to

Malaya.

Mo • 60 Sqdn,
No. 67 Sqdn,

Blenheim I
Buffalo

2
620

TOTALS 829

A. NOTES

No Return sent in from Hong Kong,
No Blenheim I* a are now on strength of No,27 Sqdn.,
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ATPHnTIX VI

STHENGTH 0? R.A.F. AND N.E.I. OPERATIONAL UNITS IN PAR EAST
AT 27TH DECEMBER.

Signal from A.K.i^. Far East, Q4 d/^ 28th December, 1 941 ;
file II J50/II ~ ’Weekl;7 Return of Operational Aircraft'.

Authority;

1, MALAYA

AIRCRAFT IN MAINT.
UNITS

AIRCRiiPT IN UNITS
UNIT TYPE REI^ARKS

Service

able

Unservice

able

Service

able

Unservice

able

4(a)No. 4 A.A.C.U. Swordfish

Shark II

Blenheim I

Vildebeeste III

Albacore

Vildebeeste II

Vildebeeste III

Hudson II

Hudson II

Catalina

W alrus

Blenheim I

Blenheim I

Blenheim IV

Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

Blenheim I

Wirrav;aj
Buffalo

Buffalo

8 (a) Includ
es 1 a/o
from Fleet

Mr Arm.

(b) Indud-
es 9 N.EJ.
Buffaloes

(t
6 3

II

1 1 1

No. 36 Sqdn.
ft

No. 100 Sqdn,
It

No. 1 Sqdn.
No. 8 Sq^dn,
No. 203 Sqdn.

13

5
1

16

5 1 at

8 Kallajnai_
■(c) N'.E.I.
Buffaloes.

4 4
II 2

No. 27 Sqdn.
No. 62 Sqdn.
No. 34 Sqdn.
No. 243 Sqdn.
No. 453 Sqdn.
No. 488 Sqdn.
No. 21 Sqdn.

3 1 5
14(^) These

were the
aircraft
trans
ferred
from No. 60
Sqfri,
(f) Indud-
es 5 refor s
flovm from

M.E.
(i (h)
Includes
6 refers
f lovm from
Darwin.

7 1

15 7 4
3 10

14 5
10 15

P.R.U. 1 1

Kluang
Kluang
Kallang
Tengah

5
4 21 3

1o(T3) 4(0)
1

67TOTALS 145 2712

2, CEYLON

No. 273 Sqdn.
Stn, Plight

Vildebeeste III
Seal

3 1
4

TOTALS 7 1

3. NOTES

(i) Burma had reverted to C-in-C, India on 15th December, 1941.

Hong Kong had surrendered on 25th December, 1941.

A.H.Q. have not reported the state of the tv/o N.E.I. Squadrons
at Sembawang, v/hich totalled fifteen Glen Martins.

(ii)

(iii)
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ATPMDIX ‘\/II

STgMGTH 0? R.A.F. CPSRATIOyAL UXIT3 IN F.
3RD JANUARY. 1 %2

Authority; Signal from A.H.Q. Far East, Q 139 d/d 7th January, 19h2j
file II J50/11 - »’Jeelcly Return of Operational /drcraft'.

EAST AT

MiUillA1.

AIRCRAFT IN MAINT.
UNITS

AIRCRAFT IN UlflTS
UNIT TYPE

RIMARKS
Service-

ahle

Unservice

able

Service

able

Unservice

able

No. 4 A.A.C.U. Swordfish

Shark II

Vildebeeste III
Albacore

Vildebeeste II

Vildebeeste III
Hudson II

Hudson II

Catalina

YiTalrus

Blenheim I

Blenheim I

Blenlieim IV

Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo ,
Buffalo '
Buffalo

Wirrav/ay

hr 2 (a) In
cludes

further

2 refers

from

M« East,

3 1
tf

6 3
No, 36 Sqdn,

II

No, 100 Sqdn,
II

No. 1 Sqdn,
No, 8 Sodn,

No, 205 Sqdn.
II

No. 27 Sqdn,
No, 62' Sqdn,
No. 34 Sadn.

No. 243 S‘qdn.
No. 453 Sadn.

No. 488 Sqdn.
No, 21 Sqdn,
Tengah
Kluang

13
4 1

1

16

9 3 1
13 -(b) In

cludes

3 refers
from

Gibraltar,

1

8(b) 2

2

4 41

7 7
6(a)10

15 4
10 4

13 5 10

7 5
1

5 4 1

TOTAIS 148 39 10 19

2. CEYLON

No. 273 Sqdn.
Stn, Flight '

Vildebeeste III

Seal
3 1

4

TOTAIfi 7 1

3. NOTES

(i) A.H.Q. have omitted to report the state of the iyro N.E.I,
Squadrons at Sembawang, v/-hich total is knovm to be sixteen
Glen Martins,
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APPENDIX VIII

STRENGTH OF R.A.E. OPERATIONAL UNITS IN THE

EAR. EAST AT 10TH JilNTJAHY, 1942

Authority! Signals from A.H.Q. Par East, Q 254 d/d l^th January, 1942 and
Q 550 d/d 22nd January; file II J50/1I - 'Weekly Return of
Operational Aircraft’.

1, MAUYA

AIRCRAFT IN 1/AINT.
UNITS

AIRCRAFT IN UNITS

UNIT REMARKSTYPE

Servioe-

ahle

Service

able

Unservice

able

Unservice

able

4(a)No. 4 A.A.C.U, Svrordfish

Shark II

Vildebeeste III

Albacore

Vildebeeste II

Vildebeeste III

Hudson II

Hudson II

4 2

(a) In
cludes

1 a/o
from

Fleet Air

M
5 1 3

No, 56 Sqdn,
H

No. 100 Sq,dn.

8 4
5
1

16

6 6No. 1 Sqdn,
No. 8 Sqdn,

1 Arm.

Note

(ii)
No. 205 Sqdn, Catalina

Walrus

Blenheim I

Blenheim I

Blenheim IV

Buffalo
Bviffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

Y/’irravrey

7 4
ft

1 1

No, 27 Sqdn,
No, 62 Sqdn,
No, 54 Sq_dn.
No, 243 Sq^.
No, 453 Sqdn,
No, 4S8 Sqdn.
No, 21 Sqdn,
Ka.lil.ang
Tengah.
P,R,U.

Kluang

54 1

6 7
2 212

814

7 ' 7

14 5
1059

1

1

11

4Note

(iii)

25TOTAIS 122 53 5

2, CEYLON

No. 273 Sqdn.
Stn, Pli^t

Vildebeeste III

Seal

1 3
4

TOTAIfl 35

3, NOTES

(i) A,H,Q, have not reported the states of the N,E,I» Squadrons,

(iii) No states were returned to A.H,Q, in respect to No. 8
Squadron Hudsons and the Wirraways at Kluang,

(ii)
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AFPEKDIX IX

E.A.F. ORDER OF BATTLE AT 18TH JAKUARI. 1942

Signal A.0,950 d/d 'l8th January from A.H.Q, Far East to Abdacom,
(Eno. 42a, File IIJ55/15/32)

Authority;

Unit Available FunctionType Location

No, 4 A.A.C.U. Shark II Tengah Bomber3

No, 36 Squadron 4 SeletarAlbacore

Vildebeeste II

Bomber

10

Vildebeeste III 12No, 100 Squadron
Torpedo Bomber3

6 G.R. land
based

SembawangNo. 1 Sqioadron Hudson

No, 8 Squadron 5

Flying boatSeletar3No, 205 Squadron Catalina

FighterKallangNo, 27 Squadron

No, 62 Squadron

Blenheim I 3

Tengah Bomber1

4Blenheim IVNo, 3^ Squadron

FighterKallangBuffalo 9No, 243 Squadron

FighterSembawang0No, 453 Squadron

5BuffaloNo. 21 Squadron

Kallang9No, 488 Squadron

BomberKahang4Wirraway¥. Flight

P.R.Seltar1BuffaloP.R. Unit

82Total

From this date onwafds the system of reporting aircraft states to

Abdaoom v/as termed ^Order of Battle* - as distinct from the earlier

reports - and instead of including aircraft in Maintenance limits and

\mservioeable aircraft on squadrons confined itself to a simple

Note

statement of serviceable aircraft on Units,
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APPENDIX X

R.A.F, ORDER OF BATTI£ AT 25TH JAMJARY. 1942

Authority; Cable A.0.76 d/d 25th January, 194-2 from A.H.Q, Far East to Abdacom
(Enc, 49a. File IIJ55/15/32).

Unit Tj-pe Available Location Function

No. 4 A.A.C.U. Shark II 1 Tengah Bomber

No. 36 Squadron Albacore

Vildebeeste III

4 Seletar

10 Torpedo Bomber

No, 100 Squadron Vildebeeste III 12

No, 1 Squadron Hudson 11 Sembawang G,R, land

based

No, 8 Squadron Hudson 5

Seletar Flying boatNo, 205 Squadron Catalina 3

FighterNo, 27 Squadron Blenheim I Kallang1

No, 243 Squadron Buffalo 9

3(a) SembavfangNo, 453 Squadron

4No, 21 Squadron

No, 4S8 Squadron Kallang0

Seletar7No. 232 Squadron Hurrioane

Kallang3No. 232 Squadron

Tengah BomberWirraway 1W. Flight

P.R.SeletarBuffalo 1P.R. Flight

83Total

(a) Signal corrupt but on 26th January there were three Biaffaloes,

(b) (i) The state of No. 34 Squadron is not reported,
was at Palembang on 25th January with a strength of six

Blenheim IV*s. The above total (83), therefore, includes
these six aircraft,

(ii) No. 62 Squadron had no aircraft at this date.

This Unit

Notes
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APPENDIX XI

R.A.F, OEDEH OF BATTLE AT 3ED FEBRUARY. i9h2

Authority; Cable 960
File IU55,
File IIJ50/3;

d/d 3rd February from A.H.Q. Far East to Abdaoom (aic.
/15/32).

Loose papers.

Unit Type Available Location Funotion

No. if A.A.C.U, Sv/ordfish 4 Singapore Bombers

No. 453 Squadron B\rffalo 4 Fighter

P.R, Plight 1 G.R.

Hurricane 0

No, 225 Group
Sumatra

Hudson 30 Palembarg G.R.

Blenheim IV 16 Bomber

Blenheim I 2 Fighter

Blenheim I 7 Bomber

Vildebeeste III 15 Bomber

Albacore 2 Bomber

Buffalo 7 Fighter

16Hurricane Fighter

Total 104

' Note No state of fl3d.ng-boats was reported,

at the time v/ith a total of five Catalinas,

These were in Java
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APPEI®IX Xxl

H,A.F. ORDER OF BATTLE 9/IOTH FEBRUARY, ̂ 9k2

Authority! Cable, Ops. 254 d/d 9th February, A.H..Q. Far East to Abdaoom
(Enc. 6la, File IIJ55/15/32).
Cable, Ops. 272 d/d 10th February, A.H.Q. Far East to Abdacom
(Enc. 62a, File IIJ55/15/32).

Unit Type Available Location Function

No. 232 Squadron Hurricane 10 Kallang Fighter
I

No. 4 A.A.C.U. Swordfish 4 Tengah Bomber

No, 225 Group,
Sumatra

Hudson Palembang G.R.13

Blenheim IV 18 Bomber

Blenheim I 5

Hurricane Fighter7

Total 57

Note (a) Neither of the above signals are complete in-so-much that

Enc. 6la reports only upon the aircraft strength in Singapore

and Enc. 62a gives the state in Sumatra only. Because these

signals are the last two on record they have been combined to

give a comprehensive Order of Battle over the tvro days,

9/10th February, 1942.

(b) No states were reported in respect to Torpedo Bombers and

, Flying Boats, in Java.
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APPENDIX XIIISramRX OF AIRCBAPT STATES IN UNITS IN MALAYA AND SUMATEA

and N.E.I. aircraft under A.H.Q. control)

ti
w

(Servlcea'ble R,A.F». R.A,A,FON

fO
Appendi.x
refers

Plying
Boats

G.R.

(land Based)
ON

Remarks-vi TotalsliLscellaneousTorpedo-BombersFightersBombersDate

Serviceable

aircraft

only.

Shark, Swordfish,
Walrus, Wirraway,
P.R, B\iffalo

CatalinaHudson II,Vildebeeste II,
III

Albacore

Beaufort

Buffalo

Hurricane II
Blenheim I, IV
Glen Kartin

.

III

&

180 IVNil1116 567 51506 Dec.
V16 Nil14541327513415 Dec,

27 Dec,

3 Jan.

10 Jan.

160 VINil27413354239

164 VtlNil18822344537
YlllNo states were

reported of:
N.E.I. Squadrons
No, 8 Squadron
^W* Plight.

1226 137304422

IX82 Nil83112923818 Jan,

X83 Nil16 326 328725 Jan,
XENo state re

ported for
No. 205

Squadron now
in Java,

1045301727253 Peb.

XIINo states re

ported for
Nos, 205, 36
and 100

Squadrons now-
in Java,

5741523 179/10 Feb.



\vt. 45560/M35C7 lOOM 3/50 £JI</5i74,'* 860/2

SECRET
SECRET APPENDIX XIV

BIM^A

BOMBING OPERATIONS

December, 1%1 to December, 1942

No bombing operationsDecemberj 1941 •. • •

1942

TOTAL:U.S.A.A.E,
Eff.Sorties Short Tons Eff.Sorties Short Tons Eff.Sorties Short Tons

R.A.P.

Month

26.50
117.25
42.00

40.30

145.50
51.80
58.85
55.35
50.20
117.40
218.00

300.70

26.50
117.25
42.00

24.00
63.50
34.60
35.25
25.25
28.00

65.00
131.50
146.75

51Nil-51January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October

November

December

265265 Nil-

8484 -Nil-

16.30 5948 11

16082.00

17.20

23.60
30.10
22.20

52,40

86.50
153.95

45115
841371
1111992

26 10579
942470

17242130
248168 80

128 357229

1,223.85739.60 484.25 1,7903881,402TOTALS

DISTRIBUTION OP EFFORT BY CATEGORY OP TARGET2.

TOTAL:

EFF.SORTIES SHORT TONS
EFP. SORTIES

R.A.P. U.S.A.A.P.
SHOR^ T_0NS

UoS.A.A.P.
TARGET

R.A.P

Ports, Harbours
and Riverways

(incl. Shipping)

Railways & Rly.
Installations

362 282.25127.60 154.6589273

180 142.1069 48.00 94.10111

Airfields and

Landing Grounds 396.15469268.75 127.4084385

Troop Concent. &
other Ivlilitary
Targets 403.35779295.25 108,10633 146

1,223.85739.60 484.25 1,7903881,402TOTALS:

SECRET

G.274OI3/IP/6/50/35

SECR



Wt. 45560/M35C7 lOOM 3/50 KJL/5674/8 Gp. 850;'2

SECRET
SECRET 2.

JAMJ/iEY - 1942

RAE

TotalBOMBS ^
bay Night;Tons (Short)

SORTIES i

Des. Att. Type ; TypeLo c at i on/ Targ e tDate

5.0 5.0N7/8 10 Elen.jBangkok Docks

A1£ S<,U
Me shod. Airfield

10
i

6 3.03.0It

D.21

3.06 6 24 X 250 3.0Mesairieng AirfieldD.21

3.066 It 3.0Raheng Airfield22

6  AB tltt

23

At £
Meohed Tr. Gone. 3.06 3.06

4.04.08 2 X 500
! 28 X 250

it

N24/25 Bangkok Docks

Ka-vDcareik/Myawad^
Ro^ - Tr, Cone.

N26/27
3.5i 28.x 250 3.555

; 16 X 250 2.02.0tt
4N27/28 4Bangkok Docks

26.512.0 14.558 51

D1STRIBUTION BY EFFORT

Short (2000 lbs)
Tons

British

Tons
a/c

EFF.Des.Target Categories

8.09.01824Airfields

9.811.02223Harbours

5.86.51111Ground Support

23.626.55158

All Blenheims

SECRET

G.274OI3/IF/6/50/35
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Wt. 45560/M35(7 lOOM 3/50 KJI,/5674/8 Gp. 850/2

SECRET
SECEET

3.

EBBRUiiRY - 1942

SORTIES i

iDes. Att. Type ' Type
( BOMBS Total

Day Right :Tons (Short)DATE LOCATIOW/T/R&ET

1, Kado Village
Martaban A.A. Battery 5

3. j Smalo Is. off Martaban j 3
I  Katrali Village

4* ! Village
I Mej^ngsofen Airfield
Paan G/A.

Nl tt

Moulmein Rly & Y/aterway 6
8. ' g/A i
9. I " » i

6
2.

(

i  3
2

11

5. 3
5-4

6.

3
3

5  Blen. 20 X 250 2.5
20 X 250 2.5
8 X 250 1.0

2.5
5 2.5
2 1.0

3 ir
1.5 1.5

2 :  8 X 250 1.0
11 Lysds. I 22 x 250 2.75
3  Blen. ' 16 X 250 2.0

I 20 X 250 2.5
6  lysds, I 12 X 250 1.5
3 Blen. I

5 ?!

1.5

1.0

2.75
2.0

2.5

1.5
1.5

3 1.5 1.5
?! tl

3 3 1.5 1.5
10, Minzi Troop Cone,

' CbtSlkngmad Airfield

11. I Pqan
j Moulmein Docks
; OlzQi/ngmai Airfield

12. j P£^ a/A
i Mi^lmein Docks

14. i P^ g/a
I Martaban Docks

15, i Duyinzek Perry
Thaton Rly. Station
Moulmein Rly Docks16.

2 2 tl
1.0 1.0

6  lysds. !
2  Blen. ;

!!

6  lysds. !
2  Blen.

2

I

6 1.5 1.5
2 1.0 1.0!

2 1.0 1.0

6 1.5 1.5
2 1.0 1.0

!t

3 3 1.51.5
6 6 !?

3.0 3.0
6 6 fl

3.0 3.0
9 9  Lysds.

5  Blen,

6  Blen.)
10 lysds.)
8 Blen.

2.25 2.25
5 2.5 2.5
6 3.0, 3.0
10 2.5 2.5

tt 8steamer

Troop Cone.
Airfield

17. ! Martaban Shipping
' Ch^irngmai Airfield

18. ; River Bilin Area

;  (Army Sppt)
; Pant agon E/Pos,
; Dav/iyat E/Pos,

19. : Pentagon E/Pos,

ItI

4.04.0

If 1.53 3 1.5

i  5 5  Lysds. '

7 Blen. j 28 x 25 0 3.5
1.25 1.25

3.5
6 6 II

3.0 3.0

I  8 8 4.0tl 4.0
4 4 Lysds. 8 X 250 1.0

13 Blen, 6.5
1.0

6.513
tl I!

4 4 2.02,0

20, I Taungdale/Pagon E/Pos.
i River Bilin area (r/s)
: Moulmein River Steamer

21, j Kawbein E/Pos.
I Bilin 500 M.T. (n. of
i  Kyaikto) Troops

8 8 II
4.04.0

6 6  Lysds. i
10 Blen. !

1.51.5

5.05.010

2.04 4 It 2.0

5.0 5.0II10 10

6 622.

23. Mokpalin E/Pos.
24, i Kyaikto M.T,
25, j Moulmein Shipping

1! I! II
3.024 X 250 3.0
2.55 5 2.5
1.5I  3

i  ̂
j Salween River Shipping i 6

26, 1 Moulmein Airfield 6
i

3
II

1.5
6 3.0 3.0
6 It

3.03.0
3.03.0

66 3.027. I Ye Airfield
Kywebwe E/Pos.
Shwegyin E/Pos28

3.0
1.5t! 1.5I  3 3

I  12 12 6,06,0II

'267 265 117.25117.25

101.50

15.75
204 202

63 63
Blenheim

Lysander 117.25

/DISTRIBUTION

SECRET

G.27;4013/IP/6/50/35
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SECRET

SECRET

EEBRUiffiY - 1942 (Contd.)

DISTRIBUTION OP EPPORT

Vc Des. Eff.Target Categories Short Tons(2000 ib.) British Tons

Airfields

Army Support
Harbours

Communications

Shipping

45 45 16.75
71.0

15.0

63.4147 l!f6
24 23 9.0 8.0
26 26 9.25

11.25
8.1

25 25 10.0

267 265 117.25 104.25

SECRET

G.274OI3/IP/6/5O/35
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Wt. 45dS0/M35’7 lOOM 3/50 KJI,/5674/8 Gp. 850'2

SECRET
SECHET

MARCH - 1942

EAZ
Total

Tons(short)
BOMBS

Type Day Night
SORTIES

Des. Att. TypeLOGATIon/targetDATE

2.02.0

4.5
5.0

Abya E/Pos .
Sittaxig Ri^a^/R.Grai't
Waw E/Pos,
Bilin River Area M.

4. . j Pyinbon E/Pos,
— E/Pos.
Pedaye R. craft

i  ¥asv Village
j  Thayetcha.ung E/Pos.
Pegu Town
Moulmein Airfield

Pyunta Rly. Edge.
Hmawbi M.T.

Gulf of Martaban

R/Craft.
Rangoon E/Craft
Mingaladon MT/Troop
Mingaladon MT/Troop
Yandoon R/craPt.

Letpadan/Hmawbi Mt.
Hmawbi Village

Mingaladon Airfield

1.

2.

3.

6.

9.

11.

12.

13.

14.
16.

17.
21.

4 4 Blen.

4.5t!
9

3.066 tl

3.066 3.0
1.51.53 3
1.0II 1.022

1.01.0It22

2.02.04
II

4
1.01.0II2 2

1.51.533
2.52.555
2.52.555
0.50.5II

1 1

0.50.51 1

0.50.5II
1 1

0.50.5It
1 1

0.50.5II
11

3.066 H 3.0
0.50.5II11

2.02.04 4
4.04.08 8 !l

4.54.5n
9 9ItIt

22.

42.084 84 42.0

DISTRIBUTION OP EFFORT

Short (2000 lb.)
Tons

British

Tons
Vo

Target Categories Eff.Des.

9.811.02222Airfields

2.22.555R ai Iway/Communications

25.528.557 57Gromd Support

37.584 84 42.0

All Blenheims

SECRET

G.274OI3/IF/6/50/55
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Wt. 45560/M35' 7 lOOir 3/50 KJI,/5674/8 Gp. 860/2

SECRET
SECRET 5.

APRIL - 1942

RAP

Des. Att.
BOlffiS Total '

Day Night Tons(Short)
DATE location/target Type Type

9. Shipping 175 m. NNE
Trincomalee

Nyaungbintha E/Pos,
Sinbaungwe E/Pos,
Por^Blair Plying Boats
Si:^ungwe E/Pos.
Sairiggya (n. of Magwe)
Troops and Transport

Allaranyo E/Pos.
Port Blair Plying Boats
Magwe i/p
Allanmyo E/Pos,
Bassein

loilleii/Hopong e/Pos,
Ioik|av//Sandoway/ Taungup

E/Pos.
Konghaipong 1\//T.

P.

9 4 Blen. 2.0 2.0

12, 5 5 !l

2.5 2.5

2.5
1.0

1.0

2.5

13. 5 5 It

2.5
14. 2 2 Hudson

Blen, !
1.0

17. 2 2 1.0
17. 5 5 H

2.5

17. 5 5 2.5 2.5
18. 2 2 Hudson

Blen,
1.0 1.0

18. 2 2 1.0 1.0
19. 5 5 tl

2.5 2.5
20. 1 1 0.5 0.5
24. 4 4 ft

2.0 2.0
24. 4 4 It

2.0 2.0

25. 2 2
tt

1.0 1.0

TOTliL 53 48 24.0 24.0

DISTRIBUTION OP EPPORT

A/C Short (2000 lb.)
Tons

British

Tons
Target Categories

Des. Eff.

Airfields

Shipping
3  3 Blen.

9  4 "
1.5 1.33
2.0 3.57

4 Hudson
37 37 Blen.

4 2.0

Ground Support 18.5 16.52

53 48 24.0 21.42

48 Blen.
4 Hudson

44 Blen.
4 Hudson

USAliP

N2/3, Port Blair Shipping
WI6/17,Rangoon Shipping

29. Rangoon Shipping & Hbr.
Rangoon Hbr & ShippingN30/

6 6  B.17
3  B.17

1  B.17
1  B.17

6.0 6.0
3 6.342x 300 6.3
1 2.0 2.0
1 2.0 2.0

TOTAL 11 11 16.32.0 14.3
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SECRET
6.SECEET

MAI 1942

RAP

^  TOTAL
Type Day Night Tons (Short)

BOMBSI  SORTIES

Des. Att. Typelogation/targetDAiTE

1.5Magwe a/p
Yenangyatfeig Oilfields
Chindwin Rivercraft

Irrawaddy Rivercraft
Monywa Rivercraft
jikyab Town
Akyab (S.E.)
Magwe a/p
-Magwe Ai/p
Akyab ̂ P

1 Akyab a/p
Akyab yp
Shwegyin S. Rivercraft
Akyab yp
Maukkadaw Rivercraft

Magwe a/p
Akyab i/P
Akyab yp |
Magwe y?
Kalewa Warehouses

Sittaung Area Barges :
/dcyab Harbour
jUcyab a/P

/ikyab yp
Mayu River. Rivercraft
Chindwin Rivercraft

Akyab yp
Akyab A>/p
Mayu Rivercraft
Kyaupya Barracks
Aikyab yp
ChindwiyKalewa R/craft
Sittaung Rivercraft
Mayu River (n.Akyab)

Rivercraft

Sittaung Rivercraft
Kalewa Barges

Akyab A/P
Mayu Rivercraft
Efllewa RivercraJft

Ghindwin Rivercraft

Kalemyo Bridge
Ghindwin Rivercraft

Kalewa Town

1.54 3 Blen,1.
1.51.53 3

!!
1.

6 6 2.52.53.
66 3.0tt 3.04.

1.51.53 3
ft

5.
1.5 i
0.5 !

1.5N5/6 2 2 Well.

Blen.N5/6 0.51 1

2.52.55 5
M

9.
0.5It 0.51 110.
1.0Hudson

Well. 6 x 5001.5
Hudson!

Blen.

■fell.
Blen.

1.0

2.0
3.0
4.5
1.5

3 311.
1.52 211.
2.04 413.
3.06 613.
4.53 313.
1.5314. 3
1.01.0It2 2lif.
4.54.5Well.

Blen,
7 315.

1.01.016. 2 2
0.50.5116. 1
2.52.55 ft517.
1.5I1.53318.
0.50.51 Hudson!118.
0.50.51119.
1.5Blen. i 1.53 319.
2.02.04 It420.
1.01.02220.
1.51.53321.
0.50.5II1 122.
1.0i 1.0II2222.
1.01.02 Hudson

Blen. i
223.

2.02.04423.
1.01.0II2 223.
0.50.5111124.
1.51.5Hudson3325.

2.02.04 4 Blen,25.
1.51.5It

3 325.
1,01.02 227.
1.01.0Hudson

Blen.
2 227.

0.50.51 127.
0.50.51 It128.
0.5
1.0
1.5

0.5II1129.
1.0II2 230.
1.53 331.

63.561.5 2.0120 115TOTiiL

/piS_TI^UTIONyP_E^
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MAI - 19U2 (Cont»d.l

DISTRIBUTION OF BMFORT

Short (2000 lb.) British
Tons Tons

A/C
Target Categories TypeEff.Des.

24.55Blen. )
Hudson'
Well.

Blen. )
Hudson)

Blen, )
Hudson)
Tfell, )

27.5Airfields 28 27
8

812

4949Harbours, Shipping &
Rivercraft,

Gamps, Military Targets

24.1027.066

1313
8.049.022

22

56.6963.5120 < 115

90 Blen.
16 Hudson

14 We

US/Ji-P

Total

Tons (Short)
BOMBS

Type "Day Night
SORTIES

Des. Att. TypeLOCATION/TiiRGETDATE

1;51.51 B.171Rangoon Docks
Rangoon Docks & Shipping
Rangoon Docks & Shipping
Mingaladon.. i\/P
Mingaladon./i/P
Rangoon Docks
Mingadadon: iJj
Myitkyina A/P
Myitkyina A/P
I\^yitkyina i'i/E
Rangoon Docks cS: Barges
Mingaladon a/p
Myitkyina A/P
lijyitkyina li/'F
Rangoon Shipping & Docks

li
1.51.511N2/3.

N3/4.
N4/5.
N5/6.

3.03.02 n
2

3.03.0It
22

6.06.0II

33
10.010.0558-. 2.02.011

8-. 8,08,04412.^
8.08.04414% 8.08.0II

4416-.
5-.05.044N25/26.

N35/26.
N29/30.

2.02.022
8.08.044
6'. 06.0!l

3330. 10.010.0IJ

55N31/

82.043.5 38.545 45TOTAL

DISTRIBUTION OP A?EPRT

Short (2000 lb) British
Tons Tons

a/g
Eff’,,'. TypeDesTarget Categories

45.53
27.67

51.0

31.0
27 B.17
18 B.17

27Airfields

Docks & Shipping 18

73.2082.04545

45 - B.17
SECRET
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